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INTRODUCTION 

Initiation of Proceedines 

1. The present case was submitted to the Court by the Slovak Republic 

("Slovakia") and the Republic of Hungary ( " ~ u n ~ a r y " ) '  by the joint notification on 2 July 

1993 of a Special ~ ~ r e e r n e n t ~ ,  pursuant to Article 40, paragraph 1, of the Statute of the 

Court. The Special Agreement, signeci on 7 Apd 1993, entered into force on 28 June 1993 

upon the exchange of instruments of ratification3 . 

2. This Mernorial is fled by SIovakia in accordance with the Court's 

Order of 14 July 1993 m g  2 May 1994 for the fiIing by each of the Parties of a Mernorial. 

The SaeciaI Agreement: the RoIe of the Court 

3. At Ieast at this stage in the proceedings there appears to be nu need 

for an extensive analysis of the SpeciaI Agreement or of the rule of the Court under it. 

Slovakia will therefore draw attention here to ody a few of the ternis of this Agreement. 

4. As to the preamble of the Special Agreement, three points are 

particularly to be noted. &, the term "Treaty" is defined to refer not only to the Treaty 

between Hungary and Czechoslovakia Concerning the ~onstruction and Operation of the 

GabCikovo-Nagymaros Sy stem of Locks, signed in Budapest on September 16, 1 9774, but 

also tu its "reIated instruments". As will be fully discussed below in Chapter VI, the 1977 

Treaty comprises an ensemide of inextricably Iinked agreements that include, besides the 

1977 Treaty itself, the following agreements, Iisted here in chronoIugicaI order: 

- .  

1 Hereinafter referred to jointIy as the "Pmies". 

2 Hereinafter referred Io as the "Specid Agreement". Annex 1. 

3 The task of the Court under the provisions of tRe Swid Agreemertt is drscussed immediately 
below. 

4 Hereinafter referred to as the "1977 Treaty". Annex 2. The GabEfkovo-Nagyrnaros System of 
Locks is hereinafter referred to as the "G/N System" or the "GN Project". 



- Agreement between Czechoslovakia and Hungary on Drafting of a 
Joint Contractual Plan of the GabEikovo-Nagymaros Sysrern of 

Lockç, entered into in Bratislava on 6 May I 9 ~ 6 ~  ; 

- Agreement between Czechoslovakia and Hungary on the Regulation 

of Water Managernent on Boundary Waters, entered into in Budapest 

on 31 May 1976~; 

- Agreement between Czechodovakia and Hungary Concerning Mutual 

Assistance in the Construction of the GabEikovo-Nagymaros System 

of Locks, entered into in Budapest, on 16 September 1977~ ; 

- The Joint Contractual Plan agreed to by Czechoslovakia and Hungary 

pursuant to the 1976 Joint Contractual Plan Agreement, to which 

reference is made in Article 4 of the 1977 ~ r e a t ~ '  ; 

- Agreement between Czechusluvakia and Hungary on the Joint S tatute 

of the Goverment Ple~potentiaries W c h  ReguIates Their Activities 
in the Construction and Operation of the GabEikovo-Nagymaros 

System of Locks, entered into in BratisIava on 1 1 October 1 97g9 ; 

- The Protoc01 of IO Octuber 1983 amending the 1977 ~reaty"; 

- The ProtocoI of IO October 1983 amending the 1977 Mutual 

Assistance ~ ~ r e e m e n t  l l ;  

5 Hereinafter referred to as the " 1976 Joint Contractual Plan Agreement". Annex 3 .  

6 Hereinafier referred to as the " 1976 Boundary Waters Management Agreement". Annex 4. 

7 Hereinafter referred to as the " 1977 Mutual Assistance Agreement". Annex 5. 

8 Annex 3 .  Summary ody, prepared in 1978. 

9 Hereinafier referred Io as rhe " 1979 Joinr Statute Agreement". Annex 5. 

1 O Anner; 7. 

1 1  Annex 8. 



- The ProtocoI of 6 Febnrary 1989 firrther amending the 1977 Mutua1 

Assistance Agreement and also terminating the 1983 Protocol 

amending the sarne ~ ~ r e e r n e n t ' ~  ; 

- In addition, the 1977 Treaty specifically links the carrying out of its 

tems tu the provisions of two muhilateral treaties, the Convention 

ConcerRrng the R e e e  of Navigation on the Danube, concirrded at 

BeIgrade on 1 8 August 1 94813 , and the Danube Fisheries Agreement, 

concluded at Bucharest on 29 Januaty 1958'~ .  

5. The important point relating to the text of the preamble is that 

the Parties recognized Slovakia to be the sole successor State to Czechoslovakia in respect 

of rights and obligations relating to the G/N Project . 

6.  The point is that the preambie recdls the Parties': 

". .. commit ment to appIy, pending the Irrdgment of the International Couri of 
Justice, such a temporary water management regirne of the Danube as shaII 
be agreed between the Parties." 

The Temporary Water Management Regime (hereinafter referred to as the "TWMR") is 

again addressed in Article 4 of the Special Agreement, which makes it clear that the 

establishment of the TWMR and the resolution of problems arising under it are matters that 

have not been srrbmitted to the Court. Thus, the determination of the TWMR falls outside 

the scope of the task of the Court in this case, aIthorrgh certain facfual findings of the 

Slovak, Hunganm and European Communities' experts charged with submitting a proposal 

for the T W  are ofsome relevance to the case and will be discussed where appropriate in 

this Mernorial. 

13 Hereinafkr refemed to as the " 1948 Danube Convention". Artriex IO. 

14 Hereinafter referred to a the "Danube Fisheries Agreementt1. Annex 1 I 



7. Article 2 of the SpeciaI Agreement requests the Court to decide - on 
the basis of the 7977 Treaty and "rules and prînciples of generaI intemafionai law, as weII as 

such other treaties as the Court may find applicable" - these four questions: 

"whether [Wungary] was entitled to suspend and subsequently abandon, in 
1989, the works on the Nagymaros Project and on the part of the GabEikovo 
Project for which the Treaty attributed responsibility to Hungary; 

whether [Czechoslovakia] was entitled to proceed, in November 199 1, to the 
"provisional solution" and to put into operation fiom October 1992 thia 
system [as more particuIarIy described]; 

what are the legal effects of the notification, on May 19, 1392, of the 
termination of the Treaty by pungav]; 

[what are] the Iegd consequemes, includirig the rights and obligations for the 
Parties, arising 6om [the Court's] Judgment on the [threej questions [set out 
above]. " 

8. Each of these questions concerns the interpretation and application of 

the 1977 Treaty and the performance of Czechoslovakia and Hungary in respect of their 

Rghts and obligations thereunder. This, then, is the focus of the present case before the 

Court. It is the position of SIovakia that the 1977 Treaty remains in &II force and that the 

actions ofthe Parties with respect tu the 1977 Treaty continue to be relevant. 

Structure of the Mernorial 

9. Slovakia's Mernorial has therefore been stnictured around the 1977 

Treaty. It is divided into nine chapters, the first five of which form Part I and deal with the 
facts of the case. 

- Chapter 1 addresses the particular prubiems and developrnent needs in 

this region ofthe Danube that Ied to the decision of Czechoslovakia and Hungary tu develop 

and tu reach joint agreement on the GtN Project as set out in the 1977 Treaty. 

- Chapter 11 then discusses the background of the G/N Project and 

describes in some detail how it was proposed under the Project to soive these problems and 

to meet these needs. This Chapter emphasises the extensive study .and research during a 

period of more than 20 years that went into the fumnlation of the G N  Projeci and aIso 

examines the basic workings of the G N  System. 



- Chaprer III describes the performance of Czechoslovakia and 

Hrrngary under the 1977 Treaty up untiI 1 3 May 1989, the date when, as reflected in the fi- 
question put to the Court in the Special Agreement, this dispute began - with HungaMs 

suspension and subsequent abandonment of the performance of its obligations under the 

1977 Treaty. This Chapter aIso considers the motives that Ied Hirngary ru seek tu abort the 

GIN Project and tu escape h m  its obIigations under the 1977 Treaty. 

- Chaptw IV deals with pertinent events subsequent to May 1989. It is 
shown how Hungary succeeded in postponing for three years the damming of the Danube in 
breach of its obligations under the 1977 Treaty and that, during this period, Hungary sought 

only to obstmct the G/N Project, never undertaking to establish with scientific data its daim 

of impending ecologicaI disaster. It is demonstrated how Czechoslovakia proceeded with 

new studies that failed to substantiate the Hungarian clairn and that, at the same time, 

Czechoslovakia repeatedly sought to reach a compromise solution, attempts that Hungary 

continuaily rebuffed. 

- Chapter V completes the factual part of the Mernorial with an 

explanation of Czechosiovakia's limited implementation of the 1977 Treaty. This has been 
by means of the provisional solution called Variant "CH. The extensive scientific study 

behind the adoption of Variant "CI1 and the need to put into effect a provisional solution are 

both considered in detaiI in Chapter V. 

- Bart II of the Mernorial crintains a IegaI analysis of the actions of 

CzechosIovakia and Hungary under the 1977 Treaty, examiriing Hungaryls breaches 

(Chapter VI), the IawfuIness of Variant "Cu (Chapter VII), and the total inadequacy of the 

IegaI justifications offered by Hnngary for suspending, abandoning the performance of its 

obligations and then prrrporiedIy terminating the 1977 Treaty (Chapter VIII). 

- Chapter IX, which concludes the IegaI part of the Mernoriai, explains 

the remedies sought by Slovakia. 

- The Mernorial ends with Slovakia's Submissions. 



IO. In bringing to a close the discussion of the stmcture of this Mernorial, 

a few words about the documentary evidence furnished by Slovakia are in order. This 
Mernorial, Volume 1, is accompanied by three Volumes of Annexes (Volumes II - IV). 
Volume II (Annexes 1 - 22) contains, a& the international agreements that bear 
directly on this case, including the Special Agreement and the 1977 Treaty. The cover of 

each volume of annexes indicates by m e x  number the annexes included within. 

Z 1. A Iarge portion of the annexed evidence consîsts of extracted parts of 

longer documenta that are neither published nor readiIy available and, except for the 

extraas, are not reIevant. In order tu spare the Court, SIovakîa has taken fuII advantage of 
Article 50 (2) of the Rules of Court by mexirig ody a transIation of the relevant part of 

each wch document, wtziIe depositing the whoIe document in the Registry. 

Certain Pertinent Geoerra~hicaI and HistoricaI Facts Concerninz Slovakia 

12. The SIovak Republic came into being as one of the two successor 

States of former Czechoslovakia on I January 1993, becorning a member of the United 

Nations on 19 January 1993. 

13. The geographicd location of Slovakia is shown on Illus. No. 1 ; its 

principal cities and its rivers and lakes appear on Illus. No. 2; the topography of this region 
is shown on Iilus. No. 3 l 5  . Slovakia includes an area of 49,03 5 square kilometres. Its 

boundaries on the West are with Austria (127.2 km) and the Czech Republic (265 km), on 

the south with Hungary (679 km), on the east with Ukraine (98 km), and on the north with 

Poland (598 km). 

15 The Illustrations appearing in bis Mernoriaï have been prepared by Maryland Cartographies, Inc., 
Cdumbia, M q I m d .  International boundaries concerning other Sutes that appear thereon, as weII 
as the names and indcated Iimits of Stares, are based on the best avaiIabIe sources; they do not, 
however, reflect SIovakia's ofncial position with respect therero. 







14. The population stnrcmre of Slovakia, separated into the different 

et hnrc and national groups within the country according tu the 1991 census, is portrayed on 

the following table: 

Nationality Poriulation Percentane 

Slovak 4 511 679 85.63 
Hungarian 566 741 10.76 
@PSY 80 627 1.53 
Czech 53 422 1.01 
Uîher l6 56 466 1 .O7 

Comparative popuIation statistics of neighbourîng count ries are set out in the next tabIe: 

Country 

Austna 7.770 
Czech Republic 10.380 
Hungary 
Poland 
Ukraine 

15. It has been said of new States like Slovakia that they have no history. 

As the SIovak writer Viadimir MinAE put it in bis 1 968 essay, " Where Are Our Castles": 

"We have no history ... if this is made up solely of kings, emperors, dukeq 
princes, victories, conqrrests, violence and pillage. " 

Of course, the SIovak peopIes do indeed have an ancient history in Central Europe. As the 

Italian writer Claudio Magis wrote in his book, ~ a n u b e ' ~ .  

"Bratislava, capital of Slovakia, is one of the "hearts" of Mitteleuropa, with 
layer upon layer of centuries forever present, unresolved conflicts and 
lacerations, unhealed wounds and unreconciled contradictions. 

16 "Other" includes Ruthenian, Ukrainian, Gennan and Polish. 

17 First pubIished in Ifdian by Garzanti tditore, Milan, d e r  the iitIe Dmubio, 1986. English 
translation, CoIIins HamiII, London, 1990, p. 220. 



The Central Europeans are ignorant of the science of forgetring, of filing 
away events ... [Mly fiends and 1 used tu diçcuss the ciry's name, which unes 
we Ii ked best: Bratislava, the SIovak name, Pressberg [Pressbirrg], the 
Geman one, or Poszony7 the Hungarian name derîved h m  Posonium, the 
ancient Roman outpost on the Danube. The fascination of those three names 
bestowed a specid g I m u r  on a composite, mukinationaI history, and 
someone's preference for one or the other wag in a chiIdish way, a basic 
stance taken towards the Weltgeist. That is tu Say, we had to choose 
between the instinctive celebration of great, powerful cultures such as the 
German, the ones that make history, or our romantic admiration for the 
exploits of rebellious, chivalrous and adventurous peoples such as the 
Magyars, or else Our felIow-feeling for what is more subdued and hidden, for 
the small peoples such as the Slovaks, who remain for a long tirne a patient, 
unregarded substratum, a humble, fertile soi1 waiting centuries for the 
moment of its flowering. " 

16. The region of Centrai Europe that incIrrdes SIovakia was first settled 

by the Cdrs, who came h m  the west in the 5th Century B.C. ShortIy before the birth of 

Christ, the Roman Empire advanced tu the Danube, and Roman garrîsons were established 

in SIovakia. k i n g  the era of the migrations ofpeoples (5th - 6th Centuries A.D.), the 

SIavs arrived in large numbers h m  the east; and in the 9th Cenmry A.D., out of the various 

principaIities that had spmng up, the Great Moravian Empire was fomed. During its brief 

existence, it dealt on virtuaIIy qua1 terms with the Holy Roman Empire. It was during this 

period that Christianity spread throughout the region of the Danube. 

17. During the 9th and 10th Centuries, the Magyars penetrated the 

Danubian plains; and aRer unsuccessful rnilitary ventures into Western Europe, they settled 

by the Danube, creating the Hungarian Kingdom. For almost 1,000 years thereafler, starting 
with the reign of St. Stephen (967-I038), the Slovak peopIes were mled by Hungary. After 

the Ottoman invasion and the defeat of the Hungarian amy in southern Hungary at Mo hics 

on the Danube in 1525, and the subsequent Ottoman occupation of much of present-day 

Hungary, including Budapest, the capitaI of Hungary was moved tu Bratislava, which 

became the seat of the Hrrngarian ParIiarnent untiI 1848. For three centuries the Hapsburg 

king5 of Hungary were crowned in Bratislava, where the central govemental offices of the 

kingdom had been establiçhed. 



18. TheI~nganddificuIthistoryofthemIeoverrheSIovakpeopIesby 

the various kings and regimes of Hungary came tu an end aeer World War 1, when 

CzechosIovakia was established as one of the srrccessor States tu the Austro-Hungarian 

Empire. But the effects of such a history are seldom easily eerased, the situation bang 

aggravated here by the so-called Vienna Award of 2 November 1938. By this Award, 
Germany and Italy purported to transfer to Hungary a slice of territory that included a large 

part of the Slovak side of the Danube borderhg the present G/N Project and towns such as 

GabEikovo. The area comprised one-fifth of Slovakia, and was inhabited by a quarter of its 

inhabitant S. 

19. In the Paris Peace Treaty of 1947, the pre-WorId War II frontiers of 
Czechoslovakia were reinstated. Shortly aftenvards, in 1948, the name of the town of 

GabEikovo was changed h m  the previoriç name of Be% tu the cnrrent name". This was to 

honour . one of the heroes of the resistance against the Nazis, the SIovak named Jozef 

Gabfik, who organised the assassination of the Reichsprotektor in Prague, R. Heydrich, the 

highest representative of the German Nazi regime in the country. It is from the name of 

Jozef GabEik that Gablikovo is derived. 

20. I t  is not surprîsing, therefore, that SIovakia Ends offensive the 

persistent use today by Hungay, even in of?iciaI dipIomatic correspondence, of the name 

Bos for the town of GabEkovo. For example, the Hungarian Goverment fiequently refers 

to the G/N Project as the "BodNagyrnaros Project" even though the 1977 Treaty refers to 

the Project as the "GabEikovo-Nagymaros System of Locks" and the oficial title of the 

present case before the Court is " GabCkovo-Nagyrnaros Project (HungarylSlovakia)" . B y 
using the name "Bos", Hungarian officiais and media seem to imply that the town is in some 

sense still Hungarian, manifesting a surprising degree of insensitivity to the feelings of their 

northern neighbours. 

21. Mer the change of the political regime in Czechos~ovakia in 

Novernber 1989, the process of transfoming the centrally controIIed ecvnorny into a market 

economy began - and was continued by Slovakia upon achieving separate statehood. But 

the new State was faced with S ~ ~ U U S  problems: a decline in overaII production, a steep 
increase in unemployment, and an annual inflation rate of over 19%. SIovakia had also to 

1% Dunng perids of Hungarian mIe of the territory, tRis town was cdled Bus. 



struggle with a large trade deficit (for 1993, SK 26,7 billi~n)'~. These economic factors 

relate directly to the measures taken by Slovakia to complete the G/N Project in spite of 
Hungary's refusal, for Slovakia needs tu derive what ben& it can from fhis major 

investment in such areas as improved flood protection, navigation, tourism, eIectrîc power 

generation and the reduction of energy irnports from abmad. 

19 A billion is 1,000 miIIion. 1 US% = 32.58 SIovak Koma (crowns): rate as of IO February 1994. 



PART 1 

THE FACTS 









1 .O1 The purpose of this First Chapter is tu explain, in the sirnplest of 
tems, why CzechosIovakia and Hungary decided to invest in the constmction of the 

system of weirs, locks and hydruelectrîc power plants at GabEikovo and Nagymaros - the 

GiN Pruject. In Section 1, a generd background piciure of the region of the Danube 

River and, in pariicrrlar, the SIovakidElungary section is pruvided. The Danube's 

geographical position and importance is briefly examined as is the previous usage by man 

that has transformed a system of constantly changing meanders into a fast-flowing and 

uniforrn channel, leading to specific and harmful impacts within the river basin. In 

Section 2, Slovakia explains the significance of this transformation, the specific problems 

that have been created and the need both to remedy them and to obtain the optimum, 

sustainable utilisation of this section of the Danube. In so doing, the individual problems 
of flooding, navigation, energy production, water resources and the environment are 

examined. 

SECTION 1. The Danube - Background and UtiIîsation 

A. General Descri~tion of the Region of the Danube 

1.02 From its source in Germany's Black Forest (Schwarmald) close 
to the source of the Rhine River, the Danube River - second in size among European 

rivers ody to the VoIga - flows eastwards to the BIack Sea (Illus. No 4). It is the 

principal eastiwest waterway across the countries of Centrai Europe, crossing the land- 

Iocked States of Auçtrîa, Slovakia and Hungary and linking them to the BIack Sea on the 

east and, on the West, via the Rhine River, tu the North Sea. 

1.03 From the Black Forest, the Danube, known by its German name, 

the "Donau", passes eastward through Ulm and Regensburg. Just west of Regensburg, 

at Kelheim, the Main - Danube Canal, completed in September 1992, meets the Danube, 

linking the waterways of the Rhine and the Danube (Illus. No. 5 ) .  From there, the 

Danube crosses Austria, flowing through Linz and Vienna, and enters Slovakia at the 



Devin Gate, the point where the Morava River fIowS into the Danube h m  the north 

(Illus. No. 6). For a distance of 7.5 km, the Danrrbe foms the boundary between Austria 

and Slovakia. It then traverses sout hem Slovakîa (where it is known as the "Dunaj") for 

a distance of 22.5 km, tu the point where the Hunganan boundary with SIovakia 

intersects the Danube southeast of Bratislava. 

I .O4 For the next 142 km, the Danube forms the boundary between 

Slovakia and Hungary until its junction with the Iper River, where the boundary then 

abandons the river and turns north. The Danube (now known by its Hungarian name, the 

"Duna") continues east into Hungarian territory for a short distance and then makes a 
sudden bend to the south passing tfirough Budapest and foiiowing a northlsouth course 
through Hu~igary (450 km) tu the Euntier with Croatia. Udike that of either Austria or 

Hungary, the geographîcd situation of Slovakia means that, except for the short distance 

that the Danube passes soIeIy through SIovak territory, its opportunity tu put the waters 

of t he Danube tu optimum use is essentially dependent .on joint projects with une or both 

ofthese NU States. 

1 .O5 The international character of the Danube is retained as it fiows on 

to the Black sea (Illus. No. 7). Continuing southwards, from Hungary, the Danube forms . 

for a short distance the Croatia-Yugoslavia boundary. Then it turns eastwards once 

more, passing through Novi Sad and Belgrade, tu the point where it becornes the 

boundary between YugosIavia and Romania. Mer passing the Iron Gate, the Danube 

zigzags southward to the tripoint of the boundaries between YugusIavia, Bulgaria and 

Rornania and then bends castward (the speIIing of its name changing h m  country tu 

country) where it fonns the boundary between R o m a ~ a  and BuIgaria as far as Silistra. 

The Danube th tn  mers the Iowiands section oE +ania. A navigation canai was 
recently completed connecting the Danube with the BIack Sea, but the River itself fiows 

northward on to Galati and then finally to the east again, forming three branches that 

cross the Danube Delta. The northern branch becomes the boundary between the 

Ukraine and Romania and the middle branch reaches the Black Sea at Sulina, which is 
generally designated as the mouth of the Danube. 

1 .O6 What this geographicai description brîngs out is that nine States 

today share the river basin of the Danube - a river that begins its 2,875 km juurney 

eastwards tu the BIack Sea from an altitude of 1,078 rnetres above sea Ievel (measured 

from the Bahic Sea). The sharing of the Danube, amorig these States creates an 
interdependerit relatîonship that runs in both directions, upstream and downstream. 

Pollution caused by an up,ream State rnay h m  a downstream State; a downstream 
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State's failure to remove navigational obstacles may cause damage to both upstream and 

downstream States by interferhg with or lirniting the use of this trans-European water 

artery that, together with the Rhine and the Main Rivers, extends fiom Rotterdam to 

Sulina. 

1 .O7 The G!N Project, as conceived in the 1977 Treaîy, is Iocated Iess 

than haifway h m  the source of this international watercourse, encompassing the region 

of the Danube roughIy between 1860 rkm oust south of Bratislava) and 1696 rkm (at 
~agyrnaros)', a stretch of some 164 km (Illus. No 8). In the upstream part of the Gm 

Project region, at Sap (~alkovi~ovo)~,  located at 1810 rlun, the gradient of the Danube 
decreases suddenly as a result of the geological history of the region3. The flatter 
topography changes the Danube h m  a large but nonetheless torrential river with a steep 
gradient tu a much slower flowing river. As S I 1  be show in the next Section, this 

r 

1 change in the Danube gradient has given rîse to serious navigational difficnlties and has 
created additional prubIerns, eçpeciaily with regard to the increased risk of severe 

flooding. 

1 .O8 Just downstream of Bratislava, the Danube forms two branches on ~ either side of the main channel: on the north, the Maly Danube in Slovakia; on the south, 

the Mosoni Danube in Hungary (Illus. No. 9). Ths effectively creates two large islands 

to the norîh and south of the main riverbed : iitng 0strov4 in SIovakia and Szigetkoz in 

Hungary. 

1 .O9 Between Bratislava and Sap (PalkoviÇovo), as a result of the 

change in gradient, the Danube formed a delta region through which it once meandered 

I The Danube traditionally is measured in river kilometres ("rkm") starting from the mouth of 
the Danube at SuIina and masur ing rrpstream to its source. 

2 PaIkoviCovo is the former name of the tom offrcidIy renamed Sap. As the former name still 
appears on most maps and in documents, it is dso aven bdow in brackefs after the name Sap. 

3 In ancient geologimi t i rna  {the Tertiary era), European conrinent end& in the area of 
today's Vienna and Bratislava. Although the sea retreated as the AIps and the Carpathian 
mountains were formed, a large depression was I d t  in the Danubian lowland area. The gradua1 
formation of the Danube led, effectively, to the filling up of this depression as sediments from 
the alpine source were carried down and deposited in this region. Eventually, so much 
sediment was deposited that the depression disappeared and the accumulated sediment began to 
act as a brake, slowing down the flow of the river. The impacts of this are considered in greater 
dehi1 below. Briefiy, the deposition of sedimen1 haç crcated a large gravel-based aqiilfer that 
varies h m  5 ro 300 rn or more in depth. So mrrch sediment has been deposited thaf the river 
came IO fl ow a- the surrorrnding terrain, creating a severe flooding tendene. 

I 4 Mearring "Whear Island". 



dong shaIIow branches. This can be seen cIearIy on early maps, such as reproduced in 
IIIus. No. IO, a 1736 map. In the 250 years that have eIapsed since then, the Slovak- 

Hungariari portion of the Dan~~be in this delta region has changed radically . This has 
- been caused by'the intervention of man, who has sought to control flooding, to improve 

navigation, to farm the fertile land and to harvest the riverine forests. During this time, 

the region has also become populated5 and partially industridised. The fundamental 

changes brought about by human intervention in this section of the Danube river basin 

long pre-dated the inception of the G N  Project. One of the central objectives of the 

Project was tu addrew the main adverse consequences of these changes. 

B. Utilisation of the Danube 

1.10 The first construction works dong the Danube were aimed at 

flood control and the improvement of navigation. Even as early as the 17th Century, 

organised work on the German sectors of the Danube was started. Regrrlar water 

management operations commenced in the region of the .Upper Danube, where impruved 

conditions for navigation were first created. SimiIar works were started on the Rhine 

even earlier. These rivers and the transport meana they offered were, even at that time, 

of fundamentai economic importance t o  Central Europe. Indeed, the proposa1 to 

connect the Rhine and Danube rivers by a canal linking the Main River to the Danube has 

an ancient origin, dating back to the reign of Charlemagne. 

1.11 The importance of the Danube as part of a network of navigabIe 

rivers has appreciably increased now that the Rhine-Main-Danube Iink has becorne a 

reality. Agreement un the vast errgineering project of the Main-Danube   an ai was 

reached in 192 1, constmstion work began in 1962 an$ the Canal war opened on 25 
I 

September 1992. The 3 0 year project cost DM 4 billion (or DM 24 million per km16 . 
The Canai is 171 km in length, has a depth of 4m and :a width of 55 m. An extended 

usage of the Danube as an economical and environmentally acceptable means of 
transport seems to be a certainty, subject to the removal of remaining navigational 
trouble spots. 

5 On average, the Slovak side of the Danube has a population density of between 85 and 150 
persons per square hlometre. 

6 By cornpaison, 1 km of the new railway line Hannover - Würzburg cost 36 million DM; and 1 
km of the new highway BA3 Munich-North cost 49 million DM. 





1.12 Upstream of Bratislava, navigation has been faciIitated because it 
takes pIace Iargely though artifrciaIIy created reservoirs or cands. Downstream of 

Bratislava, unly the sector to Budapest continued to present navigational diEcuI ties at 

the time of the opening of the Main-Danube canal. ResoIving the navigational probIems 

beîween Bratislava and Budapest was, in fact, one of the principd objectives of the 1977 

Treaty establishing the Gm Project. The idea of achieving this aim pmIy by meana of a 

bypass cand was not revolutionary. Today some 4 1.5% of the total navigable Iength of 

the Danube between KeIheim (Gemany) and Surina Rumania on the BIack Sea) consists 

of artificidiy created reservoirs or canals. 

1.13 But, of course, navigation is not the ody  - way in wfiich the 

Danube has contributed tu the deveIopment of its riparian States. The Danube's waters 

are utiIised for domestic purpuses, as pari of industrial processes and for the production 

of hydroeIectric power. By the time the Main-Danube canal was compIeted, the Rhine 

and Danube rivers for much of their respective Iengihs fomed a series of hydroelectric 

projects, as may be seen on IIlus. No. 1 I .  In the G e r m  sector of the Danube, somt 26 

such projeas have bean completsd; in Austria, nine hydrodactric p w e r  pIants with 

navigational Iocks are in operation on the Danube and a tenth (Freudenau) has been 

started on the outskirts of Vienna. A chart listing these Austrian pIants and the year of 

construction appears beIow: 

Iochenstein - (with Gemany) 
Ybbs-Persenbeug 
Aschach 
Waiisee - Mitterkirchen 
Ottensheim-Wilhering 
Aitenwijrth 
Abwinden- Asten 
MeIk 
Grei fenstein 
Freudenau 

The Iocation of these pIants together with their pictures appears as IIIus. No. 12(A) and 

m. 

1.14 The water management projects aIong the Danube have been 

largdy based un the principIe of cornbining navigationd improvements and flood controi 

measures with the production of dectrical energy. For cuuntries such as SIovakia and 
Hungary, the accompanying production of electricity is eçpecidly important. With 

Iimited resources to pay for expensive navigationa1 and flood control projects, the 

electricity producd perrnirs them tu repay the enormous investrnent. It may be noted in 



this regard that the funds expended by SIovakia to date on the Project have corne directly 

from its budget or h m  other domestic sources and not h m  borrowings abroad. 

1.15 As mentioned above, Slovakia has had udy a restricted abiiity to 

ben& from the Danube because the river fluws whuliy within its territorjl for a mere 

22.5 km. Hungary has not been hampered in this way. Three specific uses which 
Hungary has dready made of the Danube, may be mentioned here: 

- As a coulant for itç large riüciear pressurised watw reactor (the 
VVER Sqviet version) at Paks 1 1 5 km south of Budapest, which 

requires the use of Iarge quantities of Danube water (IIIus. NO. 
13). - 

- As a source of watw for the operation of the large petroIeum 
products refinery Iocated at Almhri to ,  east of Komarom. 

- In connection with the two fussi1 fud burning power stations at 
Dunamenti, 40 km south of Budapest. 

1.16 Slovakia's primary utilisation, by contras< was plamed tu be 

thruugh the joint scheme with Hungary, that is the GiN Project. This is a hydroeIectric 

project producing puwer in a simi1ar way to any one of the many projects dong the 

Rhine, the Ethone and the Danube, inciuding several projects in the Danube downstream 

section between Hungary and the BIack %a7 . As ment ioned at paragraph 1.1 3 above, 
hydroelectric plant construction is stiIi continuing on the Danube in other States: 

construction is now undenvay in Austria at Freudenau, and Austna currently appears to 

be considering afresh the possibiliv of building a plant just upstream of Bratislava, at 

Wolfstatil. 

1 Insufar as the G(N structures may be parîicuIarIy large, this resuItç from the relariveIy Iarge çize 
of the Danube in the region of the GlB Projecl, cornpared to other Errropean rivers and 
comparai to upstream sections of the Danube ilself. For exampk, the bypass canai that forms 
part of the GIN Systern is of substantial drrnensions kcause it mua be able to handie &e 
Danube's fld waters safdy. Such do~vnstream Danube pmjec~s as at the Iron Gate invoIve 
Iarge stnrctures for the same reason. 
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1.1 7 As a resuI t of exlier deveIopments dong both the Rhine and the 

Danube, the G/N Project has benefited from the experiences encountered (and mistakes 
made) in other projects, particularly in relation to the effect of such projects on the 

environment. The GIN Project cornes into being at a time when there is a heightened 
awareness of the importance of environmental protection. It is in the light of this 

increased concern for environmentdy sound development that SIovak, Czech and 
Hungarian experts have quest ioned and strrdied every aspect of the environmentd impact 

of the GIN Project. This, together with the impressive extent tu which such 

environmenta1 considerations have been taken into account, wiII be demonstrated in 

detaiI in Chapters II and V below. 

1.18 Thus, the utilisation of the Danube contemplated in the G N  

Project marks neither a radical nor an ill-considered move away from pre-existing or 

other ongoing river projectq but rather an evolution. For over 300 years, the Danube 

hm served as an avenue for commerce and as the basis of the economic deyelopment of 
its riparian States. Its waters have been managed and extensively utiliaed #y these States. 

The region of the Danube dong the Slovak-Hungarian boundary has also becorne an 

increasingly developed area. It is intensively famed, and the forests in the river basin 

between Bratislava and Budapest have long been managed so as to produce industrially 

useful wood, leading to the gradua1 repIacement of the original species. This, dong with 

the extensive navigation and flood protection works, both in this region and in upstream 

States, has created specific environmental effects that had to be addressed. These are 

discrrssed in the next Section, but may be ~~mmarised as follows: 

- The rhreat of severe inundation caused by the extensive dykirig of 

the river, which prevented a more nafural dissipation of high river 

waters h m  occurring. 

- The lowering of the riverbed caused both by the straightening of 

the river channel (which increased water flow rates and therefore 
erosion) and by reduced sedimentation due to upstream 

waterworks. 

- The consequent Iowering of the local ground water tatable, which is 

to a large degree governed by the water IeveI in the Danube. 



- The drying up of rîver branches as a resuIt of the Iowering of the 

IeveI of the Danube as weII as of flood and navigationai corrtrol 

measUres, which in tum has affecteci adversely the flora and fauna 

of the region. l 

I 

- The introduction of new species of trees and the attendant 

changes this has caused in the fauna and flora of the region. 
I 

- River pollution resultirig h m  po~ulation increase, h m  industriai 

activity and h m  the use of fertilisers on the adjoining agricuItura1 

land. 
! 

One of the main consequences of the GN Project ;as that masures to halt or to 

mitigate these adverse environmental impacts could be put into effect. Insofar as the 
Project may be thought of as unique, it is so only to the extent it presents a unique 

oppo~unity to rernedy the problems of a rapidly deteriorathg and highly artificial n ~ e r  

landscape . I 

1 This is not the opinion of Slovakia done. It has been confimed 

by the Working Group of Independent Experts on Variant "Cu of the GabEikovo- 

Nagyrnaros Project. This Group consisteci of independent experts, together wirh a 

representative h m  each of Czechoslovakia and Hungary, appointed in 1992 by the 

European Comrnunities (EC) to study the impacts of variant "CM. In its Report of 23 

November 1992, this EC Working Group concluded: ; 

"In the past, the measures taken for the naGigation cunstrained the 
possibiIities for the development of the ~ a n u b e  and the Aoodplain area. 
Assumirig the navigation wiII na longer use the main river over a lerigth of 
40 km a unique situation has arîsen. Initiated by technical rneasures the 
nver and the floodplain can deveIop more naturallf . " 

The means adopted to obtain this more natural development are considered in Chapters 
II and V below. Pior  to this, there wilI be exarnined:in Section 2 below the specific 

environmental and other problems caused by the utilisation of this stret~h of the Danube 

8 The EC WorIUng Group of Independent Expens on ~ a r & n t  "C" of the GabEfkovo-Nagymaros 
Project, Workin~  Grouv Report, 23 November 1992 ( l e  ltEC Working Group report of 23 
November 1 %Y), Amex 12, al p.58 {ernphasis added). ! 



prier to the inception of the G N  Project, dongside the generd faiIiire tu utilise the water 

resources in an optimal manner. 

 SECTION^. The Problems Requiring Remedial Action in the 
SlovaWHungarian Section' of the Danube and the Need to 
n r  

1.20 As the previous Section has shown, the riparian States upstream 

and downstrearn of the Slovak-Hungarian sector of the Danube, part iculari y Germany 

and Austria, have made extensive use of the Danube river basin. In contrast, the çector 

between Bratislava and Budapest - though populated, farmed and industrialised - has 
been ineffectively managed and used almost solely for river transport. Yet this sarne 

sector still represents the Danube's only major remaining navigational bottleneck. After 
World War II, both Czechoslovakia and Hungary started to consider water schemes 
dong their sections of the Danube, and in the earIy 1950s the hÿ.o parties entered into 

negotiations to fomrtIate a joint program tu address the posçibilities of development as 

wdl ris tu ded with the urgent problerns requirhg remedial action. During the more than 

20 years of study that evenmdly led tu the adoption of the GlN Project as the optimal 

solution, action to deal with these problems came to appear incteairngIy urgentj due in 

particular to two severe floods causing large scale destruction in 1954 and 1965. 

A. The Problem of Floods 

The NaturaI FIooding Phenornenon 

1.21 The Danube is a dynamic river subject tu exiremely wide 

variations in its water flow rate. In Bratislava, the recorded flow rate varies h m  around 
600 m3/s to twenty times this figure during flood condition8 As such, fiooding of the 

Danube lowlands used to be a normal surnmer and winter occurrence. Before this region 
became inhabited, these fioods were beneficial or, to be more precise, they created a 

unique environment adapted and based on the floods of the Danube. The first human 

settIements were not endangered by such floods because they were established on higher 

ground and were IargeIy ttnaffected by the unregrrlated river. But as these settlements 

expanded, the importance of the f ier  and its tendency tu flood grew in human tems. 

9 The fluctuations in water volume in the Danube are extreme - ranging on average at Bratislava 
from 570 m31s (low) to 2,025 m31s (average) to 10,254 m3/s (maximum). The abbreviation 
l1rn3/sT1 rneans cubic metres per second. 



Although exact measurements of flood levels have ody  been maintained at Bratislava 

since 1876, prîor jrears of fioods of particuIar importance are known from various 

sources. 

Such floods occurred in the following years: 

Beyond this last date, the details of severe flood have been carefully recorded, 

together with the steps necessary to combat the flood. The yaars in which different 

degrees of flood control activity are recorded in the archives of the hydrological office of 

the Slovak HydrometeoroIogical Institute in BratisIava +e as ~ I I O W S ' ~  : 

1.22 Before turning to the impact of t$e concerted attempts to restrict 

the Danube's natural flood patterns, it is essential to focus on another peculiarity of the 

IO i Bratidava water Ieve1 
+ firçt degree of flood wnvd activîîy 550 cm 
++ second degr= of fiwd conirol activiiy 750 cm 
* third degree of flood control aciiv iiy 850 cm 

The month in whch the flood occurred iç indicated with a Roman numeraI for those years i n  
which more than one flood occurred. 





SlovakNungxian section : the river flows above the local terrain, as can be seen on 
Illus. No. 14. This resuIts from the abrupt change in gradient near Sap (PalkoviEovu), 

described earlier, where huge amounts of sediment, brought down from the Danube's 

alpine source, settled as the water flow velocity suddedy decreased. In this way, thck 

layers of sand and gravel were laid down above the bedrock. Thus, the Danube here 

flows dong the top of a gravel cone that extends sidewards and downwards as far as the 

Mali Danube ,to the north and the Mosoni Danube to the south. 

1.23 The elevated nverbed tends in its naturd state to wander, and a 

çystem of river branches is created wi th changing water levels, funring what is known as 

an "idand delta". In temç of flooding, the signikance of this phenornenon is obviorrs. 

The effect of the river brrrsting its banks in this region is extreme as there is no naturd 

raised terrain to contaîn the escaping water flow. There is aIso a secondary form of 

flooding. Because the Danube dominates the landscape the increased pressure of extra 

flows during high water levels effectively pushes ground water upward through the 

gravel aquifer. This can lead to flooding in iower lying areas that are at some distance 

from the river, although there are areas of dry ground in between. As will be seen below, 

this flooding by rising ground water can be severe and is possible even when a traditional 

dyke systern is in place, because the water infiltrates the aquifer beneath the artificid 

structure. 

1.24 Thus, rhis section of the Danube IowIands has become 

permanently expused to the threat of floods, Ieading to protective measrrres against 

effects of high discharges in the Danube in the form of dykes (flood levees) and against 
flooding by rising ground waters through an extensive drainage system. The Slovak 

right and lefi river banks are enclosed in the form of dykes dong almost their entire 

length. The enclosed sections on the right bank of the Danube on Hungarian territory 

are also significant. However, downstrearn of Gyor the bank is formed by the higher 

gruund of the nearby foothills and there is therefore no need for dykes since flood waters 

are contained by the naturaI terrain. 

Man's Intervention 

1.25 Accordirig to available earIy records, atrempts to regdate the 

Danube by the construction of dykes, the dosing of river branches and the straightening 

out of the main meanders of the river downstream of Bratislava cm be traced back to 

the 13th Century when Queen Mary, the wife of Bela IV, sought to protect her Mosoni 



estates from floods. Systematic flood protection did .mt however begin untiI the 17th 

Century. 

1 . 2  It is one ofthe paradoxes of flood controI dong rivers such as the 

Danube that the fiood protection rneasures taken, as weII as those taken tu improve 

navigation, have the eEect of increasing the risk of flood downstream" . Artficial works 
that channe1 the water into a uniform riverbed both increase the velocity of the water 

flow and the quantity of water descending since there is no natural dispersal. River 
regulatory measures taken in the 19th Century in the Danube above the Bratislava- 

Budapest region simply increased the danger of floods in this downstream section. 
Moreover, the management of the river in the Slovak-Hungarian region was c&d out 

on a largely ad hoc basiç at that t h ,  and it was not rrntiI 1880 that the centrai 
authorities undertook a more concerted and unified appruach to regdation, drawing on 

the experience in flood protection acquired on other European rivers by French, Dutch 

and German engineers. 

1.27 Systematk observation of water conditions and discharge started 

in Bratislava in 1823, and records are available dating from 1876. These scientific 

observations show that even in the 19th Century, the extent and frequency of summer 

floods was beginning to increase. As a resuli, newly constructed dykes could not 

withstand increased water levels and further dyke reinforcements were required. At the 

time, the scientific understanding of river floods was limited and engineering skills in the 

construction of dykes were rrndeveloped. The eflect of the dyke works was simply tu 

retain more water in the main charnel, with the result that during the floods of 1897 and 

1899 record high warer IeveIs were measured and the inundation of 50,000 hectares at 

C i ~ o v  and 10,000 hectares at LeIpuszta occurred. With floods came rîsing ground water, 

which flooded the plains along the river, requiring additional meaçures of great expense 

such as the constmction of drainage canais, outlets and pumping stations over a large 

portion of iitny Ostrov. By 1929 there were 15 such pumping stations and 435 km of 
canals in this area. 

I I  De-forestation in the ripper part of the Danube basin has had a simiIar effect since a reduction 
in trees reduces the topsoiSs ability to reraia precipitation. 



1.28 The extensive re-inforcement of the dykes and theîr Iinkage into a 

continuous water irnpoundment structure had extrerncly significant hydraulic and 
environmental impacts that may be summarised as f01lows'~ : 

- The prevention of the natural dispersal of water into the plain and 

the concentration of water flows into a single channel. 

- Increased velociry of water fiow, leading to erosion of the 

riverbed domstream of Bratislava and deposition of this sediment 

downstream of Sap (PdkoviEuvu). 

- Raising the riverbed IeveI at Sap (PalkoviEovo), Ieading tu 

increased river water IeveIs and £ioodi.ng risk. 

- Transformation of flora and fauna due to changed water 

conditions. 

1.29 The resulting phenomena are surnrnarised by the EC Working 
&uup of Independent Experts in its report of 23 November 1992: 

"Before the muItipIe irnpoundments in the upper Danube catchment areas 
and the embankment and endikement in Austria, Slovakia and Hungary 
the Danube was stiII a fiee-flowing braided river with a wide floodplain 
that extended far beyund the present dikes. The fIoodpIain abçorbed 
much of the peak floods, which consequently were sIowIy rîsing and long- 
Iasting in most years. Also flow velocities may have been lower than 
today. 

With the past endikements, especially during the last century, flood peaks 
became steeper and higher, flooding more frequent but in general with a 
shorter duration. The original zonation in vegetation towards higher 
gruunds and associated forests was largely 'diked' out of the system. 
Most of the higher, no longer flooded soiIs, were converted into 
agricultural lands. Although some remnants of these woods are still 
existing, especiaIIy on the Hurigarian side the lands in between the dikes 
were consequentIy flooded more often and the river arms dushed and 
scoured more i~ i tens ive l~~~ ". 

12 These impacts also stemmed from navigational works and the intensification of agricuIture and 
forestry production in ths region of the Danube. 

13 EC Worlung Croup Report of 23 November 1992, Annex 12, at p. 15. 



The 1954 and 1965 Fioods 

1.30 In 1954, and again in 1965, devasrating floods occurred that 

demonstrated that in this stretch of t he Danube traditiond mmhods of flood control were 

ineffectuai. These two floods will be described here because they pruvïded much of the 

impetus for the deveIopment of the scheme that becarne the G/N Project in the 1977 

Treaty. Indeed, the design of the agreed Project resulted to a significant extent from the 

information derived from these floods. 

1 . 3  1 The 1954 flood devastated the Hungarian side of the Danube, 

causing damage amounting to US$ 1.5 billion, due to breaks in the dykes in three places 
along the nght bank'" Aithough the facr that the breaks occurred on the Hungarian side 

spared the SIovak side from surface flood waters, the leakage of underground waters 
under the lefi bank dyke system, together with the trapping of interna1 waters that could 

not drain away into the Danube, led tu  the inundation of some 10,000 hectares in 
SIovakia, destroying the crops there -5). 

1.32 The 1954 flood led to extensive reinforcement of the dykes along 

both banks of the Danube and along its tributaries. The heights of the dykes were 

increased allowing for a new safety margin of 1.2 - 1.5m, the existing dykes were 

reinforced and new dykes were constmcted. The length of the new dyke system 

protecting iitny Ostrov was some 195 km. Downstream of Komamo the dyke system 

was now 59 km long, whiIsr a further 40 km of dykes Iined the left bank tributaries. 

FinaIIy, 23 km of dykes stretched h m  Bratislava to the border with Hungary on the 
right bank. In aI1, some 145,000 hectares of land were protected in zitn* Ostrov, whilst 

40,000 hectares were protected in other regions ln addition, new drainage canals were 

excavated where internd waters had cauaed flooding. , 

1.33 In the following years, inundation was largeIy controlled, although 

there was a severe flood in 1963. But, in June 1965, the temtory of Slovakia was stnick 

by a devastating flood. The combination of exceptionally high rainfall and the late 

melting of winter snows in the Alps created a catastrophic flood wave that led to breaks 

in the dykes near the Slovak villages of ~ i ~ o v o  and Patince. The extent of its effects are 

shown on Illus. No. 15 as weII as on photographs appearing here at Illus. No. 17(A-Dl. 

In the period Mach-JuIy 1965 the flow of the river through BratisIava was almost equal 

tu the total average flow of the Danube in a normal year. Some 65,000 hectares on the 

14 ~svAnyrar6, Kkbadak and Dmakiliii . 
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Slovak side of the river were flooded; 53,693 inhabitants of 49 viIIages and sertlements 

were evacuated. The flood destroyed nearIy 4,000 houses and damaged a firther 6,000 

or more. Some 66,000 farm animals were killed and another 200,000 evacuated" . The 

flood reached the streets of Bratislava. Total damage calculated was in the order of US$ 
833 million (Czechoslovak Crowns 6 billion)16. At the same time, serious damage to 

agriculturai land resulted fiom flooding by ground and interna1 waters on both the Slovak 

and Hungarian sides. In Slovakia, 114,000 hectares of producing land were saturated. 
In Hungary, the damage amouited to US% 164 miIIion (1.5 billion forints). In all, the 

1965 flood is reckoned as the greatest naturd disaster to affect Slovakia in modern 

times. 

1.34 The 1954 and 1965 fluods, together with experience gauied 
during severe floods in 1929, 1947 and 1963, r showed that traditional methods of flood 

1 control were insufficient in this region of the Danube. The geological composition of the 

substrats permitted rapid ground water flowi through highly permeable grave1 layers. 
Thus, at times of flooding, Ieakage even into those areaç protected by dykes occurred, 

undermining the surfaces on which the dykes rested. In spite of the flood protection 

worka carried out after the 1954 flood, the percentage of sections with leakage problems 
increased frum 37% to 67%. AI1 the previous experience shuwed that the improvement 
of dykes couId not respond tu the urgent need to protect the territory. New solutions 

were therefore required that dîd not depend soIeIy on dyke prorection and that addressed 

the particular problems of flood control in this section of the Danube. These solutions 

were incorpurated into the GM Project which, based on a great ded of study and 

extensive interpretation of previous flood events, provided inter aIia for the dissipation of 

flood waters through a precise water regulation system and the construction of dykes 

with undenvater sealing screens to prevent seepagel'. 

B. Navigation 

1.35 A year before adoption of the G N  Project in the 1977 Treafy, 

Czechoslovakia and Hungary entered into the 1976 Boundary Waters Management 
Agreement. There, agreement was reached as to certain regularory rneasrrres tu be taken 

covering the water regime of the Danube and its tributaries in the region where these 

1 5  The animals transported out of the region were as follows: 35,759 cows, 58,041 pigs, 83,000 
chickens, 8,700 sheep, 654 goats and 394 horses. 

16 See, Annex 13, explaining the method of calculation in US$. - 

17 See, paras. 2.80-2.81, below. - 



form the boundary between the two States. In Anicle i 3  (1) of the 1976 Agreement, the 
I 

pariies agreed to abide by the recommendations of the Danube Commission concerning 
navigation parameters adopted pursuant to the 1948 banube Convention regarding the 

I regime of navigation on the Danube. This Convention was concIuded by seven Danubian 
I 

States, including both Czechoslovakia and Hungary and ratified by rhem in 1949". 

1.36 In Article 3 of the 1948 ~adube  Convention, the signatories 

undertook the foIlowing obligations: 

Article 3 1 
1 "The Danubian Stares underidce to maintain t h ~ i r  secrions of the Danube 

in a navigable condition for river-going and, UT the appropriate sections, 
for sea-going vessels, to carry out the v r k s  necessary for the 
maintenance and improvement of n e a t i o q  conditions and mt tu 
obstnict or  hinder navigation on the navigablq channeis of the Danube. 
The Danubian States shaII consult the Danube Commission (art. 5 )  on 
rnatters referred to in this artide. 

The rîparîan States may within their own jurisd/ction undertake worki for 
the maintenance of navigation, the execution of which is necessitated by 
urgent and unforeseen circumstances. ~ h e  States shall inform the 
Commission of the reasons which have necessitated the works, and shall 
furnish a sumrnary description thereof." 

l 
Although recornrnendations issued by the Danube Commission were not, under the 1948 

I 
Danube Convention, mandatory for the Danubian Stpu, the technical and ecunomic 

specifically committed thernselves to maintain and mark the watenvay and to fix the 

impact of irs recommendations, pariicuIarIy in the 

navigation route in their sector of the Danube in accokdance wirh the recummendations 

of the Danube Commission. 

area of navigation safety, was 

1.37 In its recommendations, the Danube Commission established 

parameters for the navigation channel in each particul,! section of the Danube according 
1 to varying conditions of discharge, the prevailing geomorphology and any engineering 

w ~ r k s ' ~ .  The parameters recommended by the ~ a n ? b e  Commission for the Slovak- 

unquestioned; and, in the 1976 Agreement (Article I? 1. CzechosIovakia and Hungary 

18 Gemany and Amtria subsequentiy acceded ro the ~onvkn~on. 
I 

19 1 See, Recommandations ReIatives à I'EtabIissement +es Gabarits du Chenal, des Ouvrages - 
Hydratechniques et Autres sur Ie Danube, Budapest, 1988, Annex 14. These recommendarions 
were developed in stages and approved by the ~ond isç ion  at its XVIII, m, XXI, XXIII, 
XXXVII and XLV sessions. 
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Hungarian sector are set out in the following table2' : 

The most important of the requirements set out above is that a minimum navigation 

depth of 2.5 metres had to be guaranteed during low navigable discharge in conditions of 

a natural flow regime, that is, where the river fiow is not elevated by engineering 

structures. 

1.38 Even though the length of the Slovak, Slovak-Austrian and 

Slovak-Hungarian Danube reach is reiatively short, that is 172 km, it contains sections 
and localities with very different characteriaticw The character of these sections is 

determined by both geornorphulogical pecuIarities, i.e., naturd conditions which cannut 

be altered, and by human activities which have led tu the modification of the riverbed. 

Pnor tu the GIN Project, this sector of the Dmube contained some 15 sha1Iows sections 

where the minimum required depth was not met by a shortfa11 of between 0.8 and I .O 

metres while in the dock basins the navigation depth failed by up to 1.5 metres. 

Minimum parameters 
of navigation route 

Sect.Devinlrkml8801 
-KI.NemA:rkm 17901 

Sect. KI.Nedrkm 
17901- Ipellrkm 1708 

1.39 During the design phase of the GiN Project and earlier, it had 

becorne clear that, as in the case of flood protection considered above, traditional 

rnethods of deaiing with navigational hazards were insuficient and extratirdinariIy 
expensive. The history of modern atternpts to regdate navigation in this region 

iIIusrrates this. Between 1886 and 1896, important works were buiIt dong the river 

between rkm 1880 (Devin Gate) and rkm 1747 to assure safe navigation conditions at 

mean water IeveIs. At the beginning of this Century, the riparian States sought tu 

Sections with artificially 
impounded water Ievel 
at minimum discharge 

20 Note: 
a - section wirh easiIy degradable bottom of the riverbed 
b - section wirh rocky bottom 
c - ford section with rasily degradabLe boiiom 
d - sections with inconverrient geomorphoIogy 
c - in the crimes. 

depth 
m 

3.5 

3.5 

Sections with natural 
regime of fl ow at 
minimum discharge 
depth 
m 

2.5 

2.5 

width 
m 

150 

180 

200e 

radius 
m 

1 O00 

750 d 

1 O00 

750d 

width 
m 

150a 
100 b 
120 c 

180 a 
100 b 
150c 

radius 
m 

1000 

750 d 

1000 

750d 



establish safe conditions at low water level, and a s b e s  of measures were taken to 

artempt tu achieve tlIis aim: 

- Fortîfication of river banks with hune and concrete works; 

- CIosing of river branches su as 

straightened channeI; 

- Dredging of grave1 on the river gottom; 

to direct the flow into one main 

Dredging of moving sand barrks. 

- Placing reguIating dykes {or 
concentrate the flow into the 

1.40 Aside from their high cost, thede masures were not effective to 

imprave navigation on a long-term basis. By considerably altering the river's natural 
I 

flow, they produced serious side effects on the surrounding environment, giving rise in 
I 

particular tu changes in ground water levels, as discussed in Section Z(D) bdow. In the 
I 

meantirne, technical progress and modernisation in river transport, tonnage increases and 
I 

demands for greater profitability Ied tu the continuous need to improve navigational 
I 

conditions h m  the standpoint of both safety and economy. 

groynes) in the riverbed to 

navigation channeI; 

1.42 In the 1960s, grave1 dredging &as thought to be the solution to 

the problern of deposition (caused by the fact thit more sediment settled in the 

1.41 The most impoflant physical îApediment to navigation was the 
I 

decrease in the gradient in the Danube downstream of Bratislava tu about one quarter of 

21 Since the signing of the 1977 Treaty, the mcuitiea atlthe other two sections (at Sulina-Braila 
in the Danube Delta bordering the Black Sea and in the Iron Gate s a o r  between Yugoslavia 
and Romania) have been resolved. 

the upstream gradient. This Ied tu the formation in rfiis region of shalIows or "ford 

sections" full of navigational hazards. The main nverbed becornes wider and the river 
I 

starts to meander, depositing and re-siting large grave1 idands as it fluws. The actuaI 

navigation channel, however, was reduced: depths we!e less than the recornmended 2.5 

rn at low discharge and navigation width less than 120 m. The Danube Commission 
1 classified this part of the Danube as one of the three most difficult sections to navigate 

aIong the entire ~ a n u b e ~ l .  







1.47 The çcope of the problem faced by the parties to the 1977 Treaty 

may be seen in the fact that in the Bratislava section of the river, the minimum navigation 

depth of 2.5 m was guaranteed in tems of navigabie days for just 5 1% of 1984 and just 

40% of 1991. The percentage availability for each year frOm 1980 tu 199 1 is shown in 

the foIIowing table24 : 

Year Percentage of days with full navigation 
possibiIity at Bratislava 

1.48 The ongoing nature of the difficulty in maintaining serviceable 

navigation conditions was attested to at a meeting of the technical experts of the Danube 

Commission, held 7-1 5 December 1992. The experts noted not only the difficulty of 

navigation in the Bratislava-Nagymaros section of the river but also the heightened 

importance of maintaining an open watenvay in the light of the Danube-Main-Rhine link: 

"La rkunion a noté que ces dernières années sur Ies secteurs non éclusés 
du Danube, surtout dans des corrditions de basses-eaux dues A la 
sécheresse, les gabarits effectifs du chenai ne r6pondaient pas pendant 100 
i 205 jours par an a ceux exigés par Ies "Recommandations relatives B 
I1etablissement des gabarits du chenal, des ouvrages hydrotechniques et 
autres sur Ie Danube" de la Commission du Danube surtout en ce qui 
concerne les profondeurs. 

Pendant Ia période de bas niveaux sur une série de seuiIs (y compris dans 
Ie secteur Bratislava - Naparus )  les profondeurs minima étaient jusqu'à 
13 - 14 dm. 

La riunion attire l'attention de Ia Commission du Danube sur le fait que 
suite i l'ouverture du canal Main-Danube les profondeurs insufisantes sur 
le Danube limiteront la navigation sur tout le parcours de la Iiaison Rhin - 
Main - Danube. 

24 The EC Worlung Group Report of 23 November 1992, at p. 22, Annex 12. 



Translation 

La réunion prie avec insistance la Cinquante-et-unieme session de 
recommander aux autorités compétentes des p\ys danubiens de prendre 
les mesures nécessaires en wie d'une amélioration des conditions de la 
navigation sur le Danube en conformité avec l'article 3 de la Convention 
relative au régime de la navigation sur le ~ a n u b b  (Belgrade 1948) et avec 
les "Recommandations relatives à l'établissement des gabarits du chenal, 

"The meeting noted that, in recent years in the Son-impounded sectors of 
the Danube and, pariicuIarIy during p&ods of 1,ow water due to d m g h t ,  
the operable dimensions of the navigation chfmel did not cornply for 
between 100 and 200 days per year with the reyuirements of the Danube 
Commission's "Recummendatiuns relat ing tu ,the establishment of the 
dimensions of the navigation channel, of hydroTechnicaI and other works 
on the Danube", particuIarIy with regard tu the depth requirements. 

I 

des ouvrages hydrotechniques et autres sur le 
Commission du ~ a n u b e ~ ~  . " 

Dunng periods of low water levels-in a series Of ford sections (includîng 
in the BratislavdNagynaros sector), the minimum depths were down tu 
I .3-1.4rn. 

Danube" adoptées par la 

The meeting draws the attention of the ~anubk Commission to the fact 
that, follo$ng the opening of the ~ a î n - ~ a n l e  canal, the insuficient 
depths in the Danube wiII fimit the navigation aIong a11 the Iength of the 

The meeting strongly requests the fifiy-first session to recommend to the 
comptent authorities of the Danube States to, take the necessary steps 
with a view to improving conditions on the Qanube in confomity with 
article 3 of the Convention regarding the regime of navigation on the 
Danube (Belgrade 1948) and with the "Recomhendations relating to the 
establishment of the dimensions of the 1 navigation channel, of 
hydrotechnicai and other works on the Danube" adopted by the Danube 
Commission." 1 

I 
1 4 9  The poor navigation conditions along the Bratislava - Nagymaros 

stretch were tolerated by the Czechoslovak and ~ b n ~ a r i a n  authorîties only in the 

expectation of the implementation of the G/N Prpject, under which navigational 

obstacles would be cornpletely removed. The ir$mssibility of guaranteeing the 

recommended conditions for navigation by other means was also confirmed by the 

Danube ~ o m m i s s i o n ~ ~ .  Moreover, it rnust be rerneibbered that throughout the period 
leading up to the planned implementation of the GM project the intensity oF navigation 

26 See, para. 5.143 et sq., beIow. - 
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its primary source of energy: 

I 

1.52 Hungary, exploits very little of iis hydroelectric potential, whereas 

Switzerland exploits nearly 75% of such potentiad and Austria over 67%. The 

comparative use of hydroelectric potential by counties in Europe and elsewhere is 
l show on the graph appearing above as UIus. No. 19. The graph shows, first. that the 

"Brown coal and Iignite predominated in the 1950s and '60s. An 
important penetration of fuel oil and natural gas occurred in the '70s. 
Nuclear energy entered the çystem in the earIy '80s and to some extent 
has displaced al1 fuels, but especially fuel o i P  ." 

reIativeIy short section of the Danube, sshared in pari with Hungary, represents around 

29 International Energy Agency, Energy Policies, ~ u n ~ a d ,  1991 Survey, at p.63, Annex 16. 

This shifk is shown in percentage terms in the followinb table. The years 1975 and 1989 

one-quarier of Slovakia's overd1 hydroelectric potential. Second, it shows that throrrgh 
I 

operation of the GabEikovo faciIity SIovakia is brought up to about the average of 

are considered, being the respective years in which 

European use of hydroelectric puwer potential. Third, 

Hungarîan approval of the G/N 

it shows that Hungary has IargeIy 

Project was sanctioned and in which it-suspended its performance of the 1977 Treaty: 
I 

trirned away from hydroeIectric power. In fact, it appears h m  the International Energy 

Agency's latest report on Hungary that this country ha! moved towards nuclear power as 
I 



Lignite Coal - FueI OiI Natural Gas NucIear 

7975(%) 15.6 47.7 23.8 19.6 ' 0.0 

I989(0/6) 9.4 24.2 5.4 21.5 39.6 

The reason for the marked increase in nuclear power is the commissioriing of four 440 

MW pressurised' water reactors of the Soviet VVER type between 1983 and 1 987. 

1.53 The rele~ance of this reference to Hungary's energy policies is 

. simply that in 1977 it agreed tb deveIop its hydroeIectr-c potential in the joint G/N 
Project with Czechoslovakia. Sice that date, it appears to have made political decisiuns 

to invest in other forms of energ production. Insofar as such aIIocation of resources did 

not impede the fulfilment of Hungary's 1977 Treaty obligaîions it cannot bc the subject 
of comment. But this is not what has happened. It would appear fiom the Declaration 

by Hungary on 16 May 1992 (the "1992 ~eclaration")'~ that Hungary no longer needs 

the additional electricd power that the G/N Project would have provided; and in any 

event it spent its resources on other forms of energy production. It is anyway clear from 

the 1992 Declaration that, starting in the early 1980s, Hungary experienced hancial 

diiculties in meeting its obligations under the 1977 Treaty. 

1.54 In contrast, Slovakia has taken the decision to follow the lead of 

its neighbours and to exploit its hydroelectric potential. As of 1990 it employed over 

30% of such potential. The addition of the GabEikovo hydroelectric plant has brought 

this figure up to 52.6%. In 1992, govemental approval was given to a scheme to build 

an extensive network of srnaIl hydroelectric plants on rivers in Slovakia's mountainous 
northern regions, tu corne irito .production before 2005. This wil enable Slovakia to 

rrtiIise alrnost 78% of its total hydroelectric potential. The reasons for this policy are 

simple: frrst, Slovakia considers such utilisation tu be cost effective; second, SIovakia 

namrally wishes ro benefit h m  natural renewabIe resources within its buundaries; and 
m, it wishes tu reduce reliance on imported frrds and tu optimise the use of cIean 
energy resources3' . 

1.55 The equivdent consurnption in coaI of SIovakia's total 

hydroelectric potentiaI is 9.8 miIIion tonnes per annum. This represents almost double 

30 Declaralion of the Gwernmtnl d the Hungarian Republic on the temination of the 1977 
Treav, 15 May 1992, Annex 17, at pp. 3 - 5. 

31 See, the Declaration of the Energy F m  concerning the putting of the hydroelectric power - 
plant GaMikovo into operation, 1990, Annex IB (Translation by Humgay). 



l 
1.56 Hydroelectricity by contrast represents Slovakia's greatest 

I resource for energy production. SIovakia has a degree of self suficiency in this area in 
I 

that it has developed extensive technical expexîence fnd is in a position tu employ its 

Slovakia's current coal production, which is expected Io decline to 3.6 million tonnes per 

year in 2005. If Slovakia wished to replace this potendial through its coal buming plants, 

it would not only be forced to exploit one of its fed non-renewable resources but to 

own specialists fur the design, construction and &ration of hydroelectnc plants. 
I 

Certain equiprnent is not manufacturecl Ioîally, bvt this may be imponed h m  

import heavily also. Alternatively, to produce this 

neighbouring countries, in parîicular the Czech ~ e ~ u b h c  and Austria, which is preferable 
I 

tu the importation of nuclear fuels, natural gas or poal h m  more distant locations. 

hydroefectric potential, Slovakia 

Findly, the move to hydroelectric power may facilitate the phaîing out of old fossil fuel 

would have to quadruple its production of electricity by rneans of imported natural gas or 
I to import and process 25.27 tonnes of nuclear hel per Wear. 
I 

and other plants in order tu contribute to a cleaner en$ronment. 

I he Sinking of the Riverbed and Subsesuent Lowering of the 
Ground Water TabIe R 1 

1.57 In terms of the problems existkg prior to the GM Project, the 

issues of water flow in the Danube and the environment are directly linked. As discussed 

l above, flood control and navigation measures had led Ito the lowering of the river water 

1 level downstream of Bratislava, leading in turn to a rdduction in the level of the ground 

water table and therefore to a harmful impact both on the riverine ecosystems and to 

"The main charnel has been significantly lowdred due to erosion caused 
by a combination of several man made factors: I 

agriculturaf and forestry production in i i t n i  Ostrov and Szigetkoz The causes of this 

- dam construction in Austria in the l$st decades resulting in a 
sediment (in particular bed load) deficit; . 

I 

decrease have been surnmarised by the EC Working 

Management Experts in their report of 2 ~ovember 1993 

- excavation of gravel; 

Group of Monitoring and Water 

: 



- prevention of bank erosion due tu fortification of river banka. 

UntiI the damming of the Danube, erosion took place between Bratislava 
and Dunaremete. Similariy, sedimenttitiun occurred downstream of Sapl 
PalkoviEovo. 

In some places the river bed haa been lowered more than two meters since 
the 1 960ts, Ieading tu Iower gruund water IeveIs, occasional dryhg out of 
river branches ( c g .  downstream of Bratislava) and Iess flushing of most 
river branches. The lowering of the riverbed during the past 30 years has 
been particuldy large between Bratislava and Rajka 11 5 km tu the 
south]. It is estimated to be about 0.8 meter at GabÇikovo and near 
Bratislava about I .5 mete?' ." 

1.58 The lowering of the Danube's water levei was accompanied by a 
declining ground water table which had a particularly severe impact in ternis of the 

drying out of wetland wood areas. The conditions were no Ionger suitable for water 

supply through capillary rise fiorn the low ground water tables, and more irrigation was 

needed throughout the western parts of both iitny Ostrov and Szigetkoz. The negative 

influence of ground water decrease can still be seen on the woods in areas close to 

Bratislava where around 500 hectares of forestry have dried up altogether. The 

disappearance of wetland woods on both sides of the Danube seemed to be unavoidable, 

a situation closely resembling what happened to the Rhine inland delta in the previous 

century. As a result of this ground water decrease, areas of soft alluvial forest were 

being repiaced by hard alluvial forest or by cultivated poplar and white willow. Thus 

many natural forests were replaced by plantations, where introduced strains of poplar 

have been rrsed. 

1.59 The situation was wmmented on by the EC Fact Finding Mission 

on Varianr "C" of the GabCikovo-Nagpams Project in its report of 3 1 Octuber 1992: 

"Finally, it is important to emphasize th& the environmental conditions in 
certain respects are deteriorating today due tu river bed erusion and thus 
Iower grorrnd water tables (decline varying from approximatdy 2 m over 
the last 30 years near Bratislava tu approximately status quo near 
KomArno). Thus, the riverside vegetation is slowly drying out resrrlting in 
significant changes in vegetation species etc, and the conditions for 

32 This EC Working Group >vas formed of essentidly the same personne1 as fie EC Working 
Group of Indqendent Experts referred to in para. I .I9, above. & Assessrnent of Imriact s of 
GabEkovo Proiect and Rcccimmcndat ions for St rem htni  nn of Monitoring Svstem, 2 November 
1993 (the "EC Working Group reprt of 2 Novernber 19937, Annex 19, pp. 24-25. 
Dunaremete is just upstream of Sap (PrtlkoviEwo). 



agricultural water supply through capillary $se h m  the low ground 
water tables are no longer good enough and hence more irrigation is 
required. It is realized that sudden changes as a consequence of e . g  the 
GabCkovo-Nagyrnaros projed will occur imthediately, and that it will 
take some tirne until a new eîological balance develops. However. the 
"status quo" situation li.e. me-dam conditions) is neither a stationary nor 
a natural situation. but rither a lslowerl tdnsition fiom one cultural 
landscape to another one with the inherent consequences of this on the 
ecological conditions33 . " 

1.60 This situation was also refle&ed in the result of the' parties' 
I 

research projects into the riverine ecusystem. Since the beginning of the I950s, 
I 

extensive research tu compile an inventoq of the bioIogica1 diversity of the territory 
I 

aIong the Danube (plant and animd species, commünities and ecosystems) has been 

carried out. Resulrs indicated that the naturd floodplkn forest of the Danube was beîng 
I 

repIaced by cultivated furests of introduced poplar subject tu forest management. Ut her 
I 

changes in wiIdIife and flora were caused by water management and man-rnade 

structures, preventing natural flooding, preventing the how of water in the river brancher 

and also changing the water quality there. 

1.61 The centrai depression of the Danube Lowland is made up of 

water bearing sediments which, in their deepest sections, reach thicknesses of 300 m or 

more. These sedirnents consititute one of the moit important aquifer complexes in 
I Central Europe. In terms of the recharge of this aquifer, the dorninating factor is the 

Danube. It influences the intensity of aquifer rechdge (by infiltration), the speed and 

direction of ground water flow and also the chemicai composition of the water in the 
I 

aquifer. Thus, in terms of the water qudity in the aquifer, water quality in the Danube is 

the major factor. 

I .62 As a result of the decrease in thk level of the,l3anube1s waters, the 

conditions for the recharge of the aquifer and its watér supply wells were deterîorating. 

During the 1980s, it was recorded that the intensity oinatural water infiltration from the 

Danube had decreased by as much as 20% in sbme areas. A reduction in the 

productivity of water supply wells was evident, partjcularly in the upper part of iitng 

" Again, thir reporr was mrnpiled by essentidly thcl same personnel as the EC Groiip of 
Independent Experts referred Io in para. 1.19, above. See. EC Fact Finding Mission Report on 
Variant "C" of ltht GabElkmo-Nawaros Project @lis'sion Report), 3 1 Octaber 1992 (the "EC 
Fact Findi ng Mission repart of 3 1 Oclober 1992'7, Adex 20, af p. 13 (emphasia stdded). 

I 



Ostrov where ground water levels had decreased by up to 2 m in the 30 years since 

1960. The quality of ground water was intluenced by many factors, the principal being 

human pollution". In recent decades, the penetration of pollution fiom the surface has 

caused the increase of chlorides, sulphates and nitrates in the uppemost zone of the 

aquifer. Funher pollution has been caused by nitrates, coming especially h m  the use of 

agricultural fertiIisers. 

Agriculture 

1.63 In terms of its agriculture, the temtory of Ztng Ostrov has 

remained one of the hast productive regions of SIovakia. But sirikuig watw levels have 
also had a significance h m  due ta gound warer levers drupping in places below the 

topsoil layer. Szigetkoz (in Hungary) is also an agriculturally productive region, but it, 

too, has been affected negatively by the reduction in the level of the water table in the 

last three decades. In any event, the upper parts of iitny Ostrov and Szigetkoz are 

characterîsed by the scarciiy of rnoisture over the gruwing season, caused by insuficient 

naturd precipitation, which is unevedy distnb~ttd during the year. Over Iong periods 

without precipitation and at Iower discharges in the Danube, crops were often aRected 

by insufficient moisture, resulting in crop yields decreasing sometimes by as muîh as 

80%. 

1.64 It was therefore necessary ta develop extensive irrigation syst ems. 

A comprehensive scheme was laid down in 1950, when it was decided that about 75,000 

hectares in SIovakia had to Ise irrigated. However, it was fuund that there were no 

existing water resources to meet this goal. Funher irrigation schemes were developed in 

1964, 1967, 1976 and 1980, the aim being to provide irrigation systems for 24,000 

hectares by 1980 and for 51,000 hectares thereafter. 

1.65 The importance of providing new supplies of water tu agricrrltura1 

areas in this region was a i s  increased by predictiuns ufclirnatic change contairied in the 

forecast for hydroclirnatic developments uvsr the next decades. A decrease in 

atmospheric precipitation has been predicted in this region and confirmed by analyses of 

the trend of temperatures and precipitation recorded at meteorological stations in iitny 

Ostrov. Thus, in order to maintain agricultural production, it was al1 the more necessary 

34 See, para. 3.13, g m., below, for a drscusion of the anernptç to address the problems of water 
pollution within the Project. 



tu address the problerns of sinking ground water 1eveis and insuficient water resources 

for irrigation needs. 

The Danube Branches and the Side Arrn Svstem 
1 

l 1.66 Due tu the lowenng of the nderbed south of Bratislava, water 
I 

flow intu both the Mosoni Danube and the Ma& Danube was graduaIIy cnrtailed. These 

branches take their flow h m  the Danube and, as the (leuel of waier in the Danube fell, 

1.67 A similar impact was felt in the side arm system where the water 

flow was reduced to such a level that the river branches were slowly disappearing in the 

same manner as had occurred in the branch systerns bf the River  hin ne". The Rhine 

delta and its branches originally followed a pattern siPlar to rhat of the Danube. Its 

the entry points into the branches came only to recéive flow during high discharges. 

From the mid 1970s, the Mali Danube showed a clear! decreasing trend and the Mosoni 

~ a n u b e  was receiving no flow fiorn the main Channel for approximately 300 days per 

branches began to disappear at least half a centu~y b e f h  a simila procers began on the 
Danube since works to create a "unitecl" riverbeci in ike Rhine had staned earlier. The 

I 
similârity of the pattern foIIowed by each of these rivers is shown in Illus. Nos. 20(A) 

and (BI). 

year - &, oniy when near flood IeveIs were reached in 

this led tu a marked drop in water flow rates and therefore 

1.68 In its narural state, the Rhine, like the Danube, did na have a 
I 

stable rîverbed and the bed changed aRer each flood. This presented a major probIern for 

international navigation. The narrowing of the &bed ~ m i e d  out to irnprove 
I navigation in the 19th Centrrq increased the flow gradient on the Rhine and triggered 
1 

erosion activity. The bed became substantially deeper, bringing about the gradua1 

the Daube. In each river branch 

water quaiity. 

35 The Danube has two main branches in Uus region: the ~ a l i  Danube and the Mosoni Danube. 
The side a m  Çvstem is formed of smaIIer branches, Iocated in the irnmediate floadplain 5f the 
main river. In the dessnption of these, the tems Yside m" and "branches" are used 

isolation and disappearance of rnost branches. ~ h i s  development is shown in Illus. 

2û(B), which shows the branches of one section of thelRhine in 1780 and again in 1915. 

Although the same pattern appears in Illus. No. 20(A), showing a section of the Danube, 

as the G N  Project developed, SIovaLa and Hungary were abIe to beriefit h m  the 

knowledge and experience acquired in relation to the &ne. One of the objectives of the 
1 G N  Project as it has evoived is to reverse the trend that was causing the Danube 







branches and side ams to dry up and to prevent a repetition of the disappearance of the 

Rhine branch system on SIovak and Hungarian temtory. 

1.69 The section of the Danube downsrream of Bratislava still 

preserves an extensive river branch system although, prior to the inception of the G/N 

Project, this was slowly disappearing due to the channelling of water flow into one main 

riverbed. In more recent times, the situation of the Danube floodplain started to 

deteriorate rapidly as the branches were isolated, that is they were deliberately separated 

by dykes from the main channel. While measurements in 195911960 showed that even at 

minimal flow in the main Danube channel approximately 100m31s of water still flowed 

thruugh the river branches, just twenty years later these branches were completely 
isolateci h m  the fiver during al1 flows of less than 2000 m3k. The branches were fully 
active only during flows above 4000 m3is Thus, the nemork of side arms - so 

important to the fIoodpIain ecoIogy - was hIIy active for about 20 days a year ody and 

was whoIIy isoIated h m  the Danube during at Ieast hdf  of the year. 

1-70 As a consequence, the water conditions in these river ams were 

poor. Due tu the low velocities of flow and long pends of stagnation, the water qudity 

of the side branches differed radically from that of the main Dmube charnel. The water 

in the branches was characterised by high alkali content, high organic matter and low or 

zero oxygen content. The self-cleaning ability of the river branch system was 
substantiaIIy impaired. Sedirnentation was not washed out of the branches and large 

quantities of the ground water in the adjacent areas were degraded as the poor quality 

water infiItrated into the aquifer. As a result, plans for a new water supply works at 

Dobroho~f were abandoned due to high levels of nitrite and ammonium salts found in the 

ground water that had infiltrateci frorn the side a m  system. 

1.7 1 1 t is beyond question that the current condition of the Danube and 

its fioodplain is the result of centuries of human intervention. It is a river that has 

contributed greatly tu the developmerit of the States sharing the Danube basin. It is a 

river that has been extensively utiIised for navigation, water supply, fishing and more 

recently for hydroelectric power production and other purposes. This utilisation has 

greatly altered the flow characteristics of the Danube. 

1.72 It is equally beyond question that whenever measures are taken to 

modiQ the flow of a river, as contemplated by the GIN Project, there will be 



environmental effects, some adverse. This is true oi 

Danube or the Rhine. One important factor in the prl 

technoIogy that has made possible cornplex river pro 

measure the envirumental impacts and tu avoid, offs 

the extent certain eflects are irreversible - for exampie 
the Iand in order tu accommodate dams, dykea and rei 

the subject of poIiticaI choice by the affected couritfit 

competing considerations and priorÎties. 

36 In the EC Fact Finding Mission repn of 3 1 Oclober 
e n v i r m e n ~ d  impacts of reducing the dtscharge in 
remdiai  acîions are raken". Annex 20 (ernphasii 
environmenta1 impacts c d  be mitigated. As w i I I  be 
were dedt rvith in the course of the G/N Project and w 

111 projects on rivers such as the 

lent case is that the same modem 

:cts hm aIso Ied tu techniques tu 

, mitigate, or rernedy To 
where it is neceçsary tu trmsform 

:moirs - these are matters that are 

tu be weighed in the balance of 

992, it was concIuded at p. I I  that "rhe 
ie Danube are negrive, unIesç proper 
added). Its approach was thus that 
rom in Chapter V beiow, such impacts 
i a great deal of success. 



CHAPTER Ir. THE PROPOSED SOLUTION: THE G/N PROJECT 

2.01 The G/N Project has cost Czechoslovakia and the Slovak 

Republic US $ 2.6 billion (Cz Crowns 24.3 billion) to date. The larger part of this sum 

has been devoted to construction but a very significant portion has also been spent on 

design, research, environmentaI and other studies. The reason for this huge investment 

into research works is that, in sigriing the 1977 Treaty, the parties were not çimply 

estabIishing the IegaI basis for a joint hydruelectric pro-ect, but were dso putting into 

place what they considered to be the best means of soIving the environmentd, 

navigational and other problems in this section of the Danube. 

2.02 The choice of the GIN System was not arbitrary, nor was it an il]- 

considered emanation of the politics of the era. It was the result of more than twenty 

years of detailed research carried out by the most prestigious institutions in 

Czechoslovakia and Hungary and, in addition, by specially established joint bodies. In 

this period, 25 possible individual schemes were considered, each with its own series of 

variant+ . Thus, in total, more thm one hundred different project designs were 

2.03 The constmction of a river step in the Nagymaros area of the 

Danube was first activeIy consîdered by Hungary in the immediate post WorId War Ii 
period, before the Communist Party came tu puwel.  When, in the early 1950's 

I Czechoslovakia began to examine the possibility of development of the Danube 

downstream of Bratislava, the two States met to consider whether a joint project would 

1 lead to a more harmonised and practicable development. A Joint Expert's Commission 

was formed in 1952 and detailed negotiations began at this date. During the years that 

followed, Hungary was a forceful party at the negotiation table, pushing for equal 

1 sharing of the power productd at the hydroelectric plants, although Czechoslovakia's 

share of the hydruelectirc power potential tu be utilised was greater, and pushing at one 

point fur the border to be rnoved into the centre line of the bypass canal. An impeîus 

towards the adoption of the GIN Project was provided by the 1965 flood aIthough, it 

must be noted rhat çuch adoption was, if anyihing, impeded by the CzechosIovak 

1 These basic schemes are depicted in Annex 2 1. 

2 See, the 1994 interview with the Hungarian academician Emil Mosonyi (Professor in Germany) - 
in Mamar Tudomby, No. 1/94, Annex 22. 



1 Comrnunist Party Centrd Corrimittee, which insisted on fùrther research into dîernative 

projects. 

2.04 The purpose of this Chapter is 

2.06 Sedion 3 shows how the GfN 

problems of the Danube and its basin, describecl in th 

effectively explains the Iogic behind the huge investm 

examines the anticipated environmental impact of the 

particular, the System's expected impact on surface a 
water quality and, in addition, the natural and cultivat 

will be shown that the extent of such impact wa: 

assessrnent techniques were developed. The Project 1 

allowed the parties to update and modi@ the system so 

impacts perceived ro be ha&]. 

tu explain why the G(N System 

2.05 In Sedion 2, the actual woikings of the GM System are 
I 

explained. It is show how the stmchrres envisaged by the parties tu the 1977 Treaty 

$stem provided soIurions tu the 

: previous Chapter. This section 

:nt in the Projeet. SIovakia aIso 

GIN Project on the Danube. In 

id ground water Ievels, drinking 

:d environment are explained. It 

continuously reviewed as new 

las implemented in a fashion that 

as to enable the mitigation of any 

was chosen over the multiple alternatives. Section I Iooks briefiy ar the basic àrms of the 
I parties to the 1977 Treaty in tems of establishg a coordinated, integrated and optimal 

usage of their section ofthe Danube. The background to the choice of the G/N System 
1 is summarised and it is shown that research of the most detailed and extensive nature 
I dictated that the best means of obtaining the basic aims of the parties was the G/N 
1 System. The parties' approach to the study of environmental problems is also examined. 
I Thus it will be seen that studies relating to the environmental impact of the Project were 
1 

carried out as worrld be expected and were in accordance with internationai practice in 

tems of extent and detail. 

were originaIIy designed tu work and how the pianned operation of these stmctures was 

tailored to take into account information gathered during the construction phase. The 

intended working of the System is therefore examined as at the signature of the 1977 

Treaty and also as at May 1989, that being the date 

withdrawal from the Project. Finaily, in this Section 

basis for the implementation of the G/N Project, 

consrruction obIigat ions under the 1977 Treaty . 

when Hungary first signailed its 

Slovakia examines briefly the legal 

that is the parties' respective 



SECTION 1. The Parties Considered the GIN Svstem to be the Best 
Solution in Terms of the Identified Problems and the O~timal  
Utilisation of the Danube 

A. The Background tu the Choice of the GiN Svstern 

2.07 The need to estabIish the proper management of the Bratislava to 

Budapest section of the Danube and to make use of its hydroelectric potentid was 
recognised in the imrnediate post-Second World War period. Because the Danube is 

bordered on both sides by Slovakia for oniy 22.5 of its 2,875 kilometre length, it was 

apparent that cooperation with the neighbourîng States of Austna and Hungary was the 

best means of ackieving optimal utilisation of the river. As a result of extensive 

consultation between the three States and multiple studies, by the end of the 1950s a 

scheme was in place providing for the coordinated rrtiIisation of the D m b e  h m  the 

Austrian village of WolfstaIlI to Nagymms, situated 177 kiIometres downstream in 

Hung ary . 

2.08 The first meeting between Czechoslovakia and Hungary to discuss 

a joint river project was held in July-August 1952. It was recognised that any 

developmerit of the Danube wou1d have tu take full account of the change of gradient 
which occurs close to Sap (PaIkoviEovo) at rkm 1810. As mentioned in Chapter 1 

above, uupstrearn of this point the river is relativeIy fast flowing whereas downstream the 
gradient is considerabIy more gentle. It was therefore necesary tu choose a direrent 

type of developrnent for the different sections. First, it was decided that at the end of the 

downstream section i.e., in the Nagymaros region, a simple river step could be put into 

place3 : this would involve the damming of the river by a weir (that is, a dam with 

opening gates to control water flows) and the resultant impoundment of a headwater 

section. Electricity would then be prodrrced as the warer was channelled via a hirbine 

into the riverbed below. Due tu the diffenng water IeveIs upstrearn of the dam and 

downstrearn in the river beIow, such weir systems are commudy- referred tu as steps. 
For the section upstream of Sap (PaIkoviEovo), ir was agreed by both Hungary and 

Czechoslovakia that some forrn of bypass canal was required - partIy to enabfe 

navigation and partly to allow the incorporation of a further step or series of steps for the 

production of hydroelectricity. 

3 As noted at para. 2.03, above, Hungary was al ready considering the construction of a çtcp in the 
Nagymaros regron. 



B. The Reasons Behind the ~ h o i k  of the G/N Svstern: a Historv 
of Desietn and Environmental Studies 

2.09 In the ensuhg years, each party srrbmitted a huge number of 
I possibIe designs, charting the rnerits of differerrt step locations, multiple steps, canals of 

diRering lengths or different locations bath in rems of junctions with the Danube and the 

choice of the left or the right bank. It was not ? d l  1963 that, in governmental 
negotiations held 18-20 April, the parties arrived at a $esign basically similar to the GIN 
System, although this was not accepted at this stage as the definitive optimal solution. It 

was not for a further ten years, in January 1974, ker multiple design changes and 

2.10 A period of 22 years ha'd elapsed b e w e n  the first 
I intergovemmental negotiations held by the parties a,nd this approvaI of the Project. 

continrrorrs refinement, in addition tu the consideration 

scheme was approved by the Czechodovak gavement. 

scheme was accorded the following F a r .  

Dunng this period, many hundreds of rerearch projecd were camed out. A list of al1 the 
I 

basic studies undenaken prior tu govemmental approv~l of the Project in 1974, together 

of other alternatives, that the GN 

Hungarian approval of the 

with a sumrnary of their contents and the extent {O which recommendations were 

accepted, forms Annex 23 to this pleading. In all, a staggerîng 364 research projects 

were taken into account in the fonnuIation of the design of the G/N System up to 19744. 
I 

However, as will be shown below, the final decision a/, to the Project design did not by 

any means mark the end date of Project monitoring shdies, impact assessrnent and the 
I n  updating of research so as tu fake hl1 advantage of yew techniques and technological 

deveropmen ts. 

2.11 The majority of the studies listed in Annex 23 were carried out by 

the Czechoslovak, Slovak and Hungarian ~cader!ies of Sciences, the principal 
I 

universities of each State, the Research Institute of Water Management (in Bratislava 
I 

and in Prague), Hydroproject in Bratislava, and VIZITERV and VITUKI in Budapest5. 

Research documents were presented hy these bodies do a Joint Commission of the two 
I 

States, responsible for apprwing and adopting restarc'h canclusions, where appropriate, 
I and fonnrrlating the Joint Treaty Program. In terms of nrrmbers, 113 studies were 

4 It rnust be noted that Annex 23 only lis& research Projects whose recornmendations were 
actuaily taken into account. The total number of stuclies pnor to 1974 is therefore greatly in 
excess of ths figure. 

5 VIZITERV is the Hungarian Consulting Company for Water Engineering; VITüKl is the 
Hmgarian Research Centre for Water Resortrces ~eveidpmnt.  



produced which focrrssed on the GIN Sjrstem as an integrated whole. A h r h r  135 

were specifically dedicated to the GabEikovo part of the Project and 116 studies were 

directed tu Nagyrnaros alone. In addition, a Iârge nurnber of more speciaIised studies 

were commissoned6. 

2.12 WhiIe the territory in which N a p a r o s  lies is fumed IargeIy of 

limestone rock formations with a depth in excess of 300 m, the GabEkovo section of the 

G/N Project lies on a layer of gravel sand dso severai hundred metres in depth. To build 

large concrete structures on such gravel foundations demands an enormous amount of 

detaiIed planning, especiaily in tenns of locating the optimum placement for construction. 

In fact, some 39 studies were devoted to researching the geology and seisrnology of the 

GIN Project area. As discussed in greater detail at paragrrtph 2.60, et seq., below, 
seisrnic studies were carried out in collaboration with experts from Gidroprojekt 

Moscow, and four comprehensive studies prepared by VIZITERV ' ( ~ u d a ~ e s t )  were 

devoted to the tectonics of the Bratislava - Budapest region. As a result of such studies, 

the hydroelectric plant and navigation locks at GabEikovo were moved 700 m upstrearn 

and away h m  the area of a geological fault line7 . 

Construction, Navi~ation and Enerw Production 

2.13 Some 39 studies were dedicated to ensuring the safe and proper 

construction of the Dunak3iti weir, the Nagymaros and GabErlrovo steps and the bypass 

canal. The impact of such studies may be seen, fur example, in the irnpressive depth and 

solidity of foundation works. In addition, in order tu comply with the recommeridarions 

of the Danube Commission, 15 studies were devored solely tu navigation issues such as 

the operation, maintenance and safety of the chosen route. FinaIIy, 45 strrdies addressed 

6 See, for example, "Arbeitgemeinschaft Donauforxhung der Socieras Inrernationalis - 
Lirnnologiae", Professor R. Liepold, Stuttgart, E. Schweizerbartische VerlagsbuchhandIring, 
1965. 

7 While the existence of this fault line was known to the parties, itJ exact location only becarne 
clear as a result of irnproved sounding techniques. The location of geological faults under 
hundreds of metres of grave1 is highly complicated and the consequent relocation of GabEikovo 
testifies to the thoroughneçç and high quality of the background studies carried out by the 
parties. It must however be stressed that the original design dimensions of the GabEikovo step 
took full account of the existence of the fault Iine. The design therefore allowed for the step to 
be located on or close to the fauIt line without there being any negative safety implications. The 
subsequent relocation shows the highly conservative approach adopted by the parties in terms of 
a e t y  considerations. 



issues of energy production and, in particular, how to Optimise the operation of the G/N 

Systern to achieve energy production alongside good navigation conditions. 
I 

Environment 

Surface and Ground Water 

. 2-14 ithlsalreadybeensh0~11inCh~pt,rIabuvethat:heG~Syrtem 1 
was borh iniended and accepted to have a wide range of impacts on the environment. In 

I 
the main, such impacts were berieficial, m, the reçolution of the environmentdly 

I disastrous severe ftooding of the Danube. Nonetheless, it was accepted - and it was self- 

evident - that the Prcrject wouId have a substantid 

S The regime of bedload and suspended Ioad has been codtinuous~~ monitored at Bratislava since 
1955. 

impact on the immediate area: 

2.15 It was of obvious importance 

principally in t e m s  ofthe actud construction of the reservoirs and the canal and in t e m s  
I of local changes in water IeveI. These impacts were extensive1 y considered by the parties 

- both prior to and after the signature of the 1977 +=aty. As a resuit, the range of 
I environmental studies is extremeIy wide, covering srrbjects as diverse as flood protection, 
I 

ground water, the side a m  systern, forestry pIaririing and fish stocks. These studies 
I showed that the Project was sustainabie in environmental terms. Details of the 

environmental studies carried out prior to 1974 are aibo contained in Annex 23 to this 
1 pleading and the contents of these studies are briefly reviewed below. 

to the parties to establish the 

hydrological impact of the Project and 37 studies were devoted to problems arising from 
1 

different possible water regimes. Particular attention was devoted to flooding, but other 

aspects were also carefully researched such as sedirnmtation, the regime of bedload and 

suspended load, river bottom erosion, ice conditions ar!d the impact of winter conditions 
1 

on the Danube generallf . In terms of the efTect of the Systern on the quality of surface 
I 

and ground waters, some 36 major studies were carried out. The effect on water qrraliry 

of changes in hydrau1ic parameters, climatîc conditions and more general factors such as 

puIIution was thoroughly dealt with, as was the infinence of the Systern and its 
I 

impounded sections on ground water IeveIs and quaIify. These studies demonstrateci to 
I 

the satisfaction of the parties that the Project would no$ affect surface or ground water in 
I an unacceptabIy negative way and, tu the contrary, would Iead to certain specific 

improvements in water quaIity. 



AgricuIture and Furestrv 

2.16 A further series of studies was devoted tu the impact of the 

Project on agricuIture and forestry. The regime of ground waters and its impact on 

agicultural production was evaluated. Plans were developed for the recultivation of 

land temporarily occupied during the construction phase whilst the optimisation of forest 
management d e r  the completion of the Project was studied. One part of these studies 

was aimed at the protection of woods in the inundation area and one important 

conclusion reached was that this woodland shouId be protected by the construction of 
small overflow weirs in the Danube side arms. These would operate so as to hold back 
the water flow in the river branches and thereby increase local ground water levels. The 

construction of similar weirs in the old Danube riverbed was also proposed (and 

designed) by Hungarian scientists, and various rnethods of regiIating ground water Ievels 

in the areas adjacent to the oId irverbed were explored by VITUKI, Budapest. 

The Bioaroiect 

2. I 7 As earIy as 1 963, a concerted effort was made tu examine the JO- 

called tenitoriaIltechnicd impacts of the Pruject, that is the effect of the Gm Systern on 

the ecosystems of the surrounding area. It was decided that a territorial pIan shuuld be 

drawn up, the aim of which would be to evaluate environmental impacts and to resolve in 

a comprehensive way any that might be unfavourable. On the Czechoslovak side, the 

work was entrusted to URBION, Bratislava, while on the Hungarian side it was carried 

out by VATI, Budapestg. Parts of the territorial plan were rendered obsolete by the 

ongoing changes in the System design and in 1975 a further study was commissioned to 

be entitled: "Biological project of the territory affected by the construction of the G/N 

Project" (the "Bioproject"). 

2.18 This study was completed in 1976 by URBION with the 

participation of the SIovak Acaderny of Sciences. The Bioproject is a very substantia1 

piece of work. It comprises 15 closing reports, 21 published volumes, 72 published 

articles and 17 non-pubiished works such as techrical s~dies.  As a result of this and 

sîmiIar studies, at the tirne of the signature of the 2977 Treaty the parties already had the 

basis for an understanding of the impacts of the G N  Syçtem on its inmediate 

9 URBION and VAT1 were the Institutes for Urban and Regional Planning for Czechoslovakia 
and Hungary, respectively. 



environment and may therefore be considered to have 

to accept such impacts1* . 

2.2 9 The purpose of the Bioproject 

and, in addition, to coiiect md evduate the existing : 
bioIogicaI status of the territory tu be affected. The 1 

compilers were instmcted to examine the changes cau: 

bioIogicd and socio-ecologîcai relations, forestry ani 

fisheries, hunting, hygiene md the protection of natr 

measures to guarantee both the protection of the en7 

phase and the biological restoration of the area after cc 

2.20 Before considering the recorn 

should be pointed out that, in terms of international 

considered unusud due to the wide nature of its covei 

1975 it was not standard either in Western or Easten 

carry out environmental assessment studies to such a 

phase of a hydroelectric or other large constructi4 

Bioproject enabIed important modifications tu be m 

Syçtem and engendered the construction of ancillary 
envirument. In total, more than 200 proposais fc 

furmuIated. Of these, the foIIowing may be seen as the 

- First. for the maintenance of 

changes in the ground water Ievel fincluding re-forestai 

- Second, for the deIineation of aj 

the conditions for production were expected (i) not to 
(iii) to be affected adversely. A series of remedial me 

category. In the case of permanently saturated areas, z 

protection Ievees and seepage canals, which were inten 

to restrict these to fixed areas. Attention was givi 

construction sites and, at the same time, a proposa1 

those areas to be temporarily occupied during the cons 

'O The Bioproject was presenred in stages to the Hmga: 
special reports. The public waç kept infomed fhrough 
("Environment IF). 

zade an informed political choice 

 as to undertake basic research 

 dies cconceming the naturai and 

 bit of Bioproject was wide. Its 

d by the construction in terms of 

water management, agriculture, 

e. It was expected tu propose 

rament during the construction 

ipletion of the Project. 

endations of the Bioproject, it 

practice, the Bioproject may be 

.ge and its detailed approach. In 

European or other eountries, to 

extent p io r  to the construction 

1 project. The completion of 
ie to the operation of the GtN 

'aciIities aimed at protecting the 

ensuring such protection were 

nost important: 

neadow and forest areas after 
3n of the construction areas). 

icultural land into areas in which 

e altered, (ii) to be improved and 

jures was proposed for the third 

rystem was evolved consisting of 

ed to reduce high water levels or 

I to the re-use of topsoit frorn 

ir the biological recultivation of 

uction phase was elaborated. 

rn Academy of Sciences by means of 
.e nationai rev iew "f ivotné Prosuedie" 



- Third, for the delineation of 21 experimental areas of land 

reserves, arable land, permanent cultures and permanent grass areas for the purpose of 

further observation. 

- Fourth, for the impact of construction and changed 

hydrobiological relations on fish and other aquatic species to be evaluated to achieve an 
appropriate system of water management. A proposal for the re-creation of piscicultural 

conditions in the system of Danube branches and in the seepage canals was accompanied 

by a proposal for the adaptation ofthe subsoil and river bank area, to ensure the optimal 

compositiun of water msystema Further proposalç were aimed at the protection of 

rare fish species. 

- Fifth, for the conservation of wildIife. For example, rneasures 

airned at creating and prokcting the places of assembIy and overnight stay of water and 

migratory birds were envisaged. Proposais for the protection of tfireatened anirnals and 

the maintenance of the ecological balance of natural wood cultures were finalised. Also 

established were proposals for the protection of animal species living on the temtory to 

be permanently flooded, for their transfer to and settlement in new areas, as well as for 

the re-population of afTected territories by animals suited to the changed conditions. The 

aim in each case was to ensure balanced and natural conditions for wildlife aRer the 

construction phase. 

- Sixth, for the grtarantee of water purity, account being taken of 

the existing degree of puIIution of the Danube as weII as the changing needs of riparian 

inhaùi tants, of industry and of agriculture. The Project propused measures to guararitee 

the purity of the Danube water and ground water sources on Zitni Ostrov, tu provide 

improved conditions in the Danube's tributanes and tu improve the purification of 

wastewaters from industrial plants along the river banks. The demand for water supply 

in the region was calculated. Proposals for the rational utilisation of waste and the 

construction of water-supply and sewer canal systems were elaborated. 

- Seventh. for the protection of the riverine ecosystems. In order to 

preserve the territory to be affected by construction, a plan for the protection of the 

naturd environment was elaborated, expenmental areas were delimitecl and protected 

areas of naturd conservation were selected. In addition, a technicd soIrrtion was 

developed ro preseme and improve the hranch system of the Danube, which wouId alsu 
comprise the preservation of ecoçysterns in the area between the navigation canal and the 

old riverbed. 





2.24 This strrdy was not based on new scientific data and it appe&s that 

insuficient attention was accorded by the study's cornpilers tu updares in the Project 

design and the mass of infurmation collected on the Project by Czechoslovak and 

Hungarian scientists alike. In any event, the draft strrdy was very poorfy received by 

Hungarian scientists involved in the Project. In particular, a critique was prepared by the 

Director of the Hungarian National Hydraulic, Investing, Consulting and Engineering 

Company ("DVIBER") in order to assist in the preparation of any final report13 : 

"Since the final report will be an important issue, the draft needs several 
corrections in order to contain factuai statements and to exclude 
misunderstandings or misinterpretations. The drafl suggests several 
actions which have been dready completely or partly executed, an up- 
dating of the drafi corresponding to the recent status is aIso necessary." 

2.25 In pariicular, in its srrrnmary o v e ~ e w  section, the Massachusetts 

study makes four recommendations thar it considered to be pre-conditions ru the 

operation of the GM Systern: 

"In reviewing the project and information gathered during our visit, we 
feel it is essential that four conditions be met a r  to putting the syçtem 
in operation: 

- installation of a monitoring system to track water quality, 
at least five years prior to barrage operation, to create a 
baseline set of data; 

- development of a 3-dimensionai computer modeling 
svstem to better understand the complex operation of the 
river system, such as the movement of pollutants to, and 
within, the groundwater; 

- establishment of a Geonraphic Information System to 
integrare the data colIected h m  the monitoring and 
modering systems, and to facilitate spatial evaiuation of the 
potential consequences of the project; and 

- formation of an inde~erident water authoritv (the proposed 
GabSikovo-Nagymaros EnvironmentaI Commission) tu 
evaluate and comment on decisiuns made about the 
project, and tu serve as a public forum for information 
dissemination and exchange' . '" 

1 3  Also contained in Annex 25. 

14 ibid. - 



1 But, as the OVI13ER criticisms make clear, each one of these conditions had already 

been fulfilled. Thus: 

"- a monitoing syrtern exists andl water quality data are 
collected imce 25 years. This monitoring systern is under 
hrther development. 

- a complete 3-dimensional modelibg system cm be a final 
god, receritly mostly 2-dimensiofïal modeIs are available, 
which are suficiently describing ;he phenornena. Models 
for pollrrtants are under improvement in various 
complexity . 

within the framework of the/ monitoring system a 
Geographic Information System was developed at 
VIZITERV which facilitat es spatial and timely evaluations. 

the responsible authority for the ipvestrnent is Muustry for 
Environment and Water Management. Independent 
supewising bodies have been creled by the Parliament (an 
ad-hoc comrnittee) and by the Council of the Ministers (a 
so-called "public" committee 1 composed by several 
representatives of the independent environmentalists). 

I 
Thus, the major recommendations of Amencan experts have been already 
implemenred, independently From the drafl report15 ." 

2.26 A further report was produced by the Massachusetts grottp in 

May 198916. This conîisted maidy ofthe same materiail togefier with many illustrations, 
I 

a considerrition of suggested alternatives tu the GIN Pruject and new sections entitled I "Visual and Cultural Analysis of the Nagyrnaros Barrage Project" and "Proposa1 for a 
1 Danube Bend National Heritage Park". Of greater intqest is a further section prepared 

by Professor Harry Schwarz of Clark University, ~orcdster, Massachusetts, entitled "An 
Engineering Evaluation of the Bos-Nagymaros Barrage System". This evaluation is 

referred to at paragraph 2.59 below bewise Slovakia chniders that it is based on a more 
I 

carefiil examination of the Project than the remainder 06 the updated study. In particular, 

Professor Schwarz appears to have spent 9 days durikg his visit to Hungaiy, to have 
1 

interviewed OViBER and V I T W  engineers and ru have Iistened to the opinions of 

opponents ofthe ~roject" . 



2.27 Short1 y aftemrds, BechteI Environmentai Incorporated 

("Bechteltt), a worIdwide organisation based in California and specialising in 

environmental impact assessrnent studies, was requested by Hungary tu review the 

potential environmental impacts, operational considerations and planned mitigation 

masures with regard to th Gm System. Bechtd was sent extensive Project 

documentation by VEITERV in Juiy 1989. BechteI subsequenily spent some time in 

Hrrngary and it produced a cornprehensive report (the "Bechtel report") in February 

1990. Czechoslovakia aiso commissioned an independent report dnring this perîod. In 

the light of Hungary's claims and its own concern to ensure that the Project shouId not be 

environmentally damaging, it approached the Canadian Company, Hydro-Québec 

International ("HQI"). HQI was commissioned in September 1990 to review the 

potential contamination of or reduction in the water table, the existing environmental 

studies and, in addition, the security of the various construction works. Its report (the 

"HQI report") was produced in December 1990". 

2.28 The Bechtel and HQI reports are important documents, not 

merely because they were commissioned at a time when concern for the environment was 

being voiced on a popular level - in Czechoslovakia as well as in Hungary - but also 
because they provide an impartial and detailed review of the Project studies and research 

data compiIed by the partie3 up to 1990. The reports show independently that 

environmental impact had not ody already been carefully considered in the various 

Project srrrdies, but had dso been taken into accciunt and mitigated tu a large degree. Of 

course such mitigation is an ongoing process a d ,  unsurprisîngly, the reports did point tu 

a ras  where hrther mitigation might be required. But neither report predicts or even 

hints at an environmental disaster. 

2.29 The detaiIed findings of the  Bechiel and HQI reports wilI be taken 

rrp in Sections 2 and 3 below. But these reports have a speciaI importance in that they 

also provide a review - and give an independent opinion of - the pre-existing strrdies 

related to the environment carried out for the GCN Project. Both reports testie tu the 

quality and scope of such studies. For example, the BechteI report notes in its 

introduction: 

"The project has used a sound technicd and scientific basis to identify 
impacts and appropriate mitigationslg . " 

18 Extracts of the Bechtel and HQI reports f o m  Annexes 27 and 28 respectively. 

19 Bwhtel report, on cit., p. 1-7. 



SimiIariy, the HQI report notes: 

"Les techniciens et les travaux font géAéralement preuve d'une 
compétence et d'un souci du détail élevés2' ." 

Translation: 

"The technicians and the works generdy &ow a high standard of 
cornpetence and attention tu detail." 

2.30 Neither report is entical of thk approach adopted in the Gm 

Project - that is the consideration of enviromentaIl impact in conjunction with the 

"La conception du projet ~ab~ikovo-~agymabs remonte a plus &ne 
vingtaine d'années. II va de soi qu'à cette époque, I'intégration des 
préoccupations environnementales revêtaient moins d'importance 
qu'actuellement, et ce, partout dans le monde.1 A cet égard, des études 
environnementales ont été entreprises parallèlement a la constmction des 
ouvrages du complexe, soit vers l'année 1975. La solution technique 
étant déjà choisie, ces études ne portaient donC pas sur une comparaison 
de variantes, mais bien plutôt sur l'optimisatio# du projet retenu. En ce 
sens, les etudes réalisées à cette époque étaien! comparables à celles qui 
furent effectuées en Amérique du Nord, sur le territoire de la Baie James 
par exemple 2' ." 

putting into operation of an agreed design - for this 

means of proceediig at that tirne. The HQI report explains 

Translation: I - 

"The conception of the GabEkovo-Nagymaroi Project dates baek more 
than twenty years. It is to be noted that at rhat time, throughout the 
world, the integration of environmentai Iconsîderations had Iess 
importance than today. Thuî, environmental sfudies were carned out in 
paraIIel with the construction of the System, that is around 1975. 

I TechcaI solutions having already been chos~n, these stirdies did no1 
consist of a cornparison of alternatives, but ra3her of the optimisation of 

I 
the adopted Project. In this sense, the contemporary studies were 
comparable with those carried out in North k e r i c a ,  on the James Bay 
territoq, for example." 

was the internationdly accepted 
this point: 

2.37 In addition, according to both keFonç, fie prujecr research into 
I 

the ail important area of the impact of the G N  System on the Iucd water regirne has 
I 

20 HQI repart, OR. ci{., p.46. 

21 m., p. 106. 



been extremeIy thorough. This must be particuIarly noted, since in Hungary's 1992 

Declaratiun "the lack of an established hydrogeoIogicaI mode] and the Iack of 

hydrobiological and writer quality studies" is crîticisedZZ. In contrast, the Bechtel report, 

commissioned by Hungary, found that: 

"The hydrologie regime of the project area has been thoroughly studied 
and potentially significant impacts have been identified by VIZITERV and 
associated experts and Bechiel concurs with this assessmentZ3 ." 

Thuq not only dues Hungav make a completely unfounded alIegation but also it may be 

seen tu be criticifmg its own research body, VIZITERV. Moreover, a similar conclusion 

with regard tri the sttrdies carrieci oui by Czechoslovik specialists is reached in the HQI 

report: 

"Le genre d'essais effectués (pompages, essais de pemréabilitq suivi de la 
piézométrie et des régimes des crues) et leur nombre de meme que leur 
interprétation ont et6 faits d'une façon très acceptable selon les standards 
internationaux. Nous devons même signaler de nombreux cas où les 
hydrogéologues consultés ont fait preuve d'ingéni~sité~~." 

Translation: 

"The type of tests carried out (pumping, permeability tests, analyses of 
piezornetry and food regirnes), their number and their interpretation are 
al1 in compIete accordance with international standards. We must even 
point to numeruus cases in which the hydrogeologists consulted showed 
ingeniousness." 

SECTION 2. The Oufline of the Gm Svstern and its Benefits fo the Parties 

2.32 The G/N System, as envisaged by the 1977 Treaty, was a multi- 
purpose project designed to regulate the usage of the Danube for a length of over 200 

km, that is from the entrance point of the river into the Dunakiliti-HruSov reservoir to 

the end of the dredged section of the riverbed dose to Budapest. In addition to the 

utilisation of the river's hydroelectric potential, a reliable navigation route was to be 

22 Amex 17, p. 6. 

23 Bechter repart, ou. cil., pp. 1- t and 1-2. 

24 HQI repon, op. cit., g.43. 



ensured and protection against floods greatly improved. The stretch of rîver concerned 

is shown in Illus. whî~which also provides the locations of the principal structures of 

the G/N Systern. 

2.34 The GabEikovo hydroelectric plant and navigation locks form the 
1 first of the Project's two steps. Here the water falls h m  13 1. l m  to a new downstream 

1 level of around 108.3 m, passing through a series of hydroelectric turbines, into an 8 km 

tailwater canal that rejoins the Danube riverbed at rkm 18 1 1,  that is just upstream of Sap 

2.33 The hnctionhg of the System as an integrated whole - may be 
I 

described graphically by means of a Iongitudid profile of this sfretch of river. This is 
I 

shown by Illus. No. 22. At the Iefi side of the proGIe, the Danube reaches Bratislava, 

still fiowing at a fast rate h m  its Alpine source. It ldescends to Dunakiliti, where, as 
planned, it is dammed by a weir. A large reservoir is ireated that brings the water level 
up to the level of 131.1 rn, a level chosen both to a b i d  any increase in water levels 

1 upstream of the border with Austria and to enable good navigation conditions up to 

Bratislava. The Dunakiliti weir is located at r h  1842. As planned, part of the Danube 

passes through this weir and continues dong the pre?ious riverbed, but for the larger 
I part the water flows through a 1 7 km long headwater canal, whose entrance is Iocated at 
I 

the Iower end of the reservoir. In order tu concentrate the hydraulic energy, water IeveI 
I is maintained in the canal at 131.1 rn until the flow reaches the GabEkovo step. This 

involves raisirig the a d  and its banks above the Igcd 

into this canal. 

terrain. Navigation is transferred 

(PalkoviCovo). For approximately 20 km downstream of this point the riverbed is 
I excavated - in order to achieve a greater fail at the GabEkovo step and ro aIIrrw for safer 

navigation. Thus, the Ievel of 108.3 m is maintain&; dong this reach and, in fact, is 
I reduced onIy sIightIy by the tirne the river reaches the next srep, at Nagymaros. In eEect, 
I 

an extended headwater section is created within the existing river banks by rhe weir at 
I 

Nagyrnaros, repIacing what is anyway the first slow flowing section of the Danube. In 
I 

spite of the long distance travelled, the step at Nagymaros down tu the new riverbed 
I IeveI is less than 10 ml5. Hydroelectric power is once more produced as the river flows 

through the step into a second dredged section of the 

G/N System. 

25 This depends on the flow accrrmuIated in lhe headyter 
frorn 3 to IO m. 

Danube, marking the end of the 

section - the range in the step height is 







2.35 The 1977 Treaty stresses the fact that the Project fums an 

integrated system. Article I. I specificaIIy States that "the Syçtem of Locks ... shaII 

constitute a single and indivisible operational systern of works"". The reason fur this is 
technical as well as legal. It was the parties' intention that the hydroelectric plant at 

GabEikovo produce electric power mainly at peak flows, that is in short intervals 

coinciding with peak demands in electricity. This may be described as follows: the water 

accumulates in the reservoir and is released through the turbines for a given period of 
rime, plamed tu be around five horrrs; peak production ceases at the end of this period, 

and the leveI in the reservoir is dlowed to buiId up su that the cycle of peak production 

cm continuez7. 
2.36 The parties pIanned that there wouid be two peak production 

periods per day - tu cope with the rnonirng and evening periods of peak dernand. As a 

result of the peak cycle, the water IeveI in the tailwater canal and even firther 

downstream would obviously Vary. Such fluctuation could not be accepted aIong a 
length of the Danube without further regulation, as it would lead to severe erosion, 
environmental problems and would also constitute a navigational hazard. Thus, it was 

planned that the Nagymaros step would act as a flow regulator. By impoundiig the 

watw behind a step, the impact of fluctuating levels in the tailwater canal would be 
minimised as this would naturally be reduced at the confluence with a relatively large 

body of water. In addition, the Nagyrnaros step wou1d gcnerate power on a constant 

basis ody, i.e., its discharge into the riverbed beIow would never Vary su that 

downstream of this point no impact of the water fluctuations couId be felt. 

2.37 In spite of  the integated nature of the Systern, Articles 1.2 and 

1.3 of the 1977 Treaty divided the System into two basic sections - consisting of the 
GabEkovo section and the Nagyrnaros section (Illus. No. 2 1). The principal works in the 
GabEikovo section consisted of the Dunakiliti weir and reservoir, the headwater canal, 
the GabEikovo power plant and locks, the tailwater canal and the regulation measures in 

the Danube rjverbed and side arms. In the Nagymaros section, the principal works were 

the excavation of the Danube, flood protection structures and the step itself, comprising 

74 Annex 2. The reference to "Iockç" in Arî~de 1.1 avers the weirs and steps in the G N  Systenr. 

27 According to the ori 'na1 project, it was planned k t  when discharges in the Danube were F higher than 4000 m Is, GabElkwo wodd operate continuously and the reservoir water Iwei 
rvouid be maintained at 131.10 m. As soon as the Danube discharge decreased below this 
value, the GabEikovo step would change over to peak operation. For peak operation, the 
capacity of the reservoir behveen maximum and minimum operation level would be within the 
range 131.10 - 130.70 m. 



the power plant and locks. This is a logical division j 

of the System and is foIIowed here28. 

The GabEikovo Section 
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flowrate, into the brpass canai during flood  condition^^^. In addition, the weir was tu 

provide a means for the evacuation of ice noes from the reservoir during winter 

conditions. Regulation was to be achieved by seven weir gates, each 24 m i d e .  The 

weir also comprised both a temporary navigation lock on the right bank with a fish pass 

to enable fish to traverse the structure without damage and an intake for the supply of 

water to the Hungarian system of side arms up to 200 m3/s. 

2.41 Constnicfion of thiç weir was a major project due to the 

undwlying Iayer of more than 200 rn of graveusand. Extensive forindation work was 

therefore required, a huge open pit being excavated and protected on îts periphery by a 

çealing screen of concrete, somc 27 metres deep. A firm base was then formed by 

injecting the san&gravel mîx with cement to a depth of five metres bdow the 

construction pit. Thus, the foundations descended to a totaI of 32 m below ground level, 

providing a totally safe base for the construction works. 

The Bypass Canal : Headwater Section 

2.42 Undoubtedly one of the must important facets of the 1977 Treaty 

is the agreement by the parties tu channe1 the main part of the Danube flow into a cana1 

located on ~zechoslovak temtory between rkm 1842 and 18 1 1. This canai perfoms 

three main functions. First, it creates safe and constant navigation conditions, enabling a 
wbstantial reduction in jorrrney tirne, an increase in ship freight capacity and the 

avoidance of what was a hazardous and frequentIy impassable section of the Danube. 

Second, it channeIs the water to the GabEikovo power plant, enabling the production of 

electricity. Third, as mentioned above, it enables the safe handling of the 10,000 year 

flood by handling safely the diversion of nearly 5,300 m3/s. 

2.43 The canal iç a major structure in itself. For the greater part of its 

Iength, for example, the canal is more than 270 m wide and at Ieast seven metres deeg. 

But it must be recognised that a canal of such propurtions was vital not merely for 

navigation and for the hydroelectric power plant but also tu enable the safe channelling 

of flood waters away h m  the reservuir. Put sirnply, the Danube is a large river and it is 

obvious that the canal too worrld have to be of simiIar, substantial proportions in 

particular in order to accomodate the Danube waters at flood levels. Because the 

headwater canal retains the reservoir water level of 13 1.1 m along its 17 km length, its 

banks and its own water level rise above the local terrain. Any failure to provide an 

3 0  Thc 10,000 year flood is a flood, rhe likelihood of occurence of which is 0.01%. 
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adequate safety margin in the design and constmctiori might have caused the canai to 

burst its banks and flood the surrounding area. As designed and constructed, such a 
scenario is wholly im~ossiblc. The holding banks are sealed by layers of cancrete and 

asphalt and are constructed buth tu provide a safety margin of two metres above the 

contained water IeveI and to resist severe earthquake, that is rrp tu factor 8 on the MSK 

scaIe31. The bottom of the c d  is sealed by a plastic sheet, protected by a lm  thick 
layer of gravel. 

2.44 Afurther feature is that, as with the reservoir, the bypass canal 

benefits from seepage canals to reguiate the local ground water level. One clearly 

beneficial impact here is that excess seepage waîer from the left side seepage canal may 

either be used for inîgation or channeIIed by a culvert under the canal Iocated 4 km almg 

its length irito the Ieft side branches of the Danube. ' The maximum capacity of this 

culvert is 60 rn 3/s, contrîbuting tu the bdansed and r&tdised water regirne planned for 

the Danube side ams. 

The GabEikovo step 

2.45 Illus. No. 26 portrays the GabEkovo step, situated between the 

village of Gablikovo and the Danube (at rkrn 1821). As this illustration shows, the step 
consists of two main parts: the hydroelectric power plwt and the navigation lockw The 

power plant is designed su that eight turbines, each with a diameter of some 9.3 metres, 
produce power to a total maximum installed capacity 06720 MW. River craft pass to the 

left of the power plant through twin navigation Iocks 34 rnetres wide and 275 metres 

long. Thus, a tug towing nine barges, each with a capacity of 1,600 tonnes, can mount 

or descend the 23 merre srep In just 14 minutes - the rime reqrrired tu fiII or empty the 

lock. 

2.46 As with the Dunakiliti weir, GabEkovo has had to be built on 

layers of water-bearing gravel sands, with a thickness here in excess, of 300 metres. The 

step therefore had to be located and constnicted taking into account the need for 

substantial foundation workq together with the local seismic and tectonic conditions. 

Once again, it was necessary that large constnrction pitk be excavated - one each for the 

power pIanr and the navigation Iocks. The area of each pir was around 80,000 m2, that 

is the size of ten football fields. Foundatiuns seven mgtres and five metres thick were 

31 The MSK scale is the Medvedev-Sponhener-Karnick scaie. &, para. 2.60 gt ses., below. 





1 
1 laid down for the power pImt and the locks, respectively, the lowest point of which is in 

each case 60 rn and 46 m below the immediate terrain. These state of the art 
construction works are depicted in greater detail in Annex 29. By way of cornparison, it 

may be noted that the construction pit bottom at GabEikovo was comparable in size to 

the pits associated with the building of the Alsatian power plants on the Rhine, where a 

similar construction technology was applied. 

The By~ass  Canal: TaiIwater Section 

2.47 The tailwa~er canal caryhg water and shipping h m  GabEikovo 

to the Danube riverbed is 8.2 km long, approximately 275 rn wide, and is cut into the 

terrain to a depth of 13 m. A substantial safety margin in tenns of water flow is again 

provided, the water depth at peak flow being some 2 m below the banks. Protection 
from floods is further guaranteed by protective dykes constructed on both sides of the 

canal. The banks of the tailwater canal are fortified (by a 70 cm thick riprap) to take 
account of the water IeveI flucruat ions expected during peak operation of GabEikovo. 

Where the tailwater cana1 rejoins the Danube at rkm 181 1, the design pruvided that 

dredging would be carried out between Sap (PalkoviEovo) and Gonyu (around 15 km 

downstream) so that the water level at the confluence would be 0.7 m below its previous 

level (when discharge from the tailwater canal was at the peak operation flow of 4000 

rn3/s). As a result of such dredging, navigation would be facilitated, flood water level 

decreased and the power production of GabEkovo increased due to the greater depth of 
its step. In order tu prevent erosion, water would be imporrnded h m  the Nagymaros 

step and a transitional section ztarting 6 km upstrearn from the confluence was aIso 

pIanned to be excavated in the Danube riverbed. 

Regulation Measures in the Old Riverbed 

2.48 Due to the consrrucriun of the bypass canal, it was anticipatecl rhat 

the naturai water regime in the Danube between rkm 181 1 and rkm 1842 wouId change. 

Discharges coming fiom the reservoir wou1d pass rnainIy through the bypass canal, 
althorigh a flow would be rnaintained in the oId riverbed. Discharges exceeding the 

bypass canal capacity, ice floes and bedload would also be conveyed through the old 

Danube riverbed. 

2.49 In the upper pari of the ald Danube riverbed, underwater weirs 

were designed tu allow water to be maintained at a IeveI corresponding to Iow water 

Ievel in the Danube in pre-dam conditions. The Danube branches in the adjacent area 



would be dammed up at several places so as to creatd a senes of distinct regions, each 
1 with its own surface water level but with a continuous flow maintained between the 

regions to ensure their revitalisation. In effect, a senes of cascades would be created 
1 

and, as a result, more favourable and stable conditioqs would be created also. These 

rneasures were aimed at eliminating the urifavourab~d impact on the floodplain forest 
I 

ecosystems caused by the sinking riverbed and dso improving local ground water 

2.50 Along the rniddle part of tde old Danube section, it was 

nbnetheless anticipated that ground water levels wolld decrease in adjacent riparian 

zones. Water losses wouId therefore be compensated by means of the development of 
existing irrigation systems. The Dunakiliti weir would aIso bc operated in surrch a way 

1 
t hat a discharge d 50 m31s would be pruvîded in the wintei season and up to 200 11-1315 

I 
over the growing season according to' requirements, with the possibiliry of occasional 

flushing to remove excessive sedimentation. 

The Nagvmaros Section 1 
2.51 The general location of the ~ahrnaros section of the Project is 

I 
depicted in Ellus. No. 21 (agpearing ai paragraph 2.32 above); the individual 
constmctions are shown here in Illus. No. 27. This par/ ofthe GM Systern was intended 

I by the parties to satisFy four basic functions: first, to cornpensate fluctnating water IeveIs 
caused by peak operation of GabEikovo; second, to allow for the safe evacuition of 

1 flood waters from this region of the Danube; third, to produce hydroelectric power; and, 
1 finally, to enable safe navigation. These functions yere to be fulfilled by the one 

principal construction of this section, being the Nagymaros step. Three other sets of 

works were also envisaged: the dredgirig of the Danube riverbed downstream of the step; l flood protection rneasures in SIovak rerritory rrpstream,md, finally, similar a1though Iess 
extensive measures on Hungarian territory, aIso upstreain of the step (IIlrrs. No. 2 1 1. 

The River S t e ~  

2.52 The Nagyrnaros step itself was do be situated on a large bend in 
1 

the Danube riverbed at rkm 1696.2 betweeri the villages of Nagyrnms and Visegrad.. 
I The geography of this location had been srrrveyed and studied by the Hungarians grior 
I 





even tu the first governmentd negotiations in 1952". At these negotiations the 
Hungarian deIegatiun recommended this Iocation because of the favourabIe conditions 

with regard tu geoIogy and morphoIogy, being in particular the presence of hard andesite 

bedrock which would form a solid foundation for the stmcture. Thus, construction 

wouId present a Iesser chalIenge thm for the DunakiIiti and Gabiiikovo structures. 

2.53 The step itself, as designed, consists of three functional units - the 

weir, a hydroeIectric power plant and two navigation locks3'. The weir is Iocated on the 

right side of the construction and, as at DunHkiliti, cunsists of seven gares wch 24 rn 

wide. In total the weir is 200 m wide and, in the event that flood discharge in the 

Danube reaches 6,000 11131s~ each gate wiII  be opened tu its maximum position and the 

fiow Iet thuugh without my energy extraction. Adjoining the weir is the hydroeIectric 

power plant, which has a maximum absorption capacity of 2,800 111315. The plant 

C O ~ ~ S ~ S  of six horizontal turbines, each of a 7.5 m diameter, the total installed capaciv 
of which is 158 MW. Findly, the two navigation Iocks are Iucated on the left bank and 

are of the same dimensions and capacity as the GabEkovo Iocks. 

The Namrnaros Headwater Section 

2.54 The eRect of the Nagyrnaros step is that the water Ievel upstrearn 

is kept permanently at a Ievel withïn the range of 107111 - 108111, that is up to 3 m above 

the previous high water IeveI and, at some points, kglier than the adjacent terrain34. 

Nonetheless, the impounded water would be confrned within the existing river dyke 
structures. As a result, these pre-existing river dykes, which were intended tu provide 

protection against fluuding, wouId become pemanently Ioaded structures. Thus, the 

parties pIanned tu strengthen al1 existing stmctures and incorporate new elements such as 

underground screen-waIIa and sealing aprons to prevent underground erosion of the 

foundations. Such works were planned both on the Danube's dykes and the dykes on the 

SIovak tributaries - the Iper, the Hrun, the V&h - and alço on the Iower section of the 

Mali Danube3'. Aiong a11 such dykes, ir waa intended that drainage canaIs wouId be 

32 As rroted at para. 2.03 above, prior to this dale the construction of a river step in this area, 
independent of any joint projecl, was dready k ing  considered by Hungary. 

33 In order to buiId the step, it was necessary to temporarily divert the fIow of the Danube and 
proisct the wnstnrction site by means of a coEer dam. 

36 The precise IweI wouId fluctuate due IO peak operation ar GabEkovo. 

35 The works on the Iefl bank wodd not consîitrrte a single section but would bt formed of 8 
scparate sets of flood protection. works in the following regions: the Iower Ipel, the Iower Hran, 



buiIt tu maintain local gound water Ievels at a suitable height su as rrot tu harm i ~ c a l  

agicuItural production. Seepage waters wouId be puniped back into the river by means 

of new pumping stations. 

2.55 The measures required upstream on Hungarian territory are Iess 

substantial for simple, geographic reasons. The right bank in the upper section is fumed 

by a teTace raised above the Danube water IeveI and in the Iower section of the Danube, 

the river flows beiween the Borzsony and Pilis mciuntains, which dope directly towards 

the river channel. Thus, the naturd terrain fuIfil1a tu a Iarge extent the purpose of the 

dykes necessq on the SIovak bah3'. However, there.is a considerabIe concentration of 

industry in this area of Hurigary and relocation of some IocaI raiIways and road systems 

nrnriing dongside the Danube would be n e c e s s q  in conjunction with the compIetion of 

the Project. 

Excavation of the Riverbed 

2.56 Downstream of Nagparos, the parties intended tu dredge the 

Danube riverbed along a Iengih of 40 km. The purpose of thia wouid be to faciIitate 

navigation and to increase the depth of the step at Nagymaros. A short way downstream 

of the step, the Danube splits inio two charnels creating a maII island cdled Szsntendre. 

Both cbannds are open tu navigation and it was therefore envisaged that both would be 

dredged, althorrgh on completion of the Project it w a ~  planned that only the main Vac 

branch be used for international navigation. 

B. The Safetv of the f Ianned Structures 

2.57 It is vital that large dam structures that retain huge amounts of 

water are safe and can withstand not ody extreme flood or constant undenvater erosion 

conditions, but the pussibility of earthquake conditions alsu. The flood of 1955, duhg 

which several flood protection dykes collapsed, demoqstrated that structures in this area, 

unless properiy designed, were suscepribIe tu erosion beneaîh their foundations. As a 

Kravany, Ira, Kornarno tom, Kornarnd Medve6ov, ihe Vkh Iefi Bank and, frrrally, the Vah 
right barMMal$ Danube. 

36 
. NonetheIess, there were pIanned 10 be swen separate hood protection zones on the Hungarim 

right bank: VisegradDvm~s, Pilismarut, Esztergom, NyergesGjfalulDunaaIrn%s, Kom5rom, 
KorniromlG6nyü and Nagymarosflpoly. 



direct resrrIt of this flood, a large nurnber of studies were undertaken to enable the 

pinpointhg of the exact causes ofdyke faiinres and the prevention of similar occurences 

in the fiture. As tu the possiblity of earthqrrake, gave1 sands are known to be prone tu 
the phenornenon of liqiiefaction and it was therefure essentid that full account be taken 

of possibIe seismic movement. 

2.58 There is no doubt that the engineers involved in t his Project were 

fuIIy aware of the dificulties faced in tems of possibIe structural erosion and that these 

dificulties were taken into accoiinr. Thuq the HQI report notes: 

"Les principes de conception des ouvrages ont pris en compte la 
complexité de fonctionnement du projet et les dificiles conditions de 
fondation des ouvrages de référence3' . " 

Translation: 

"The design principIes of the structures look into account the complexiry 
of Project operation and the dificuIt conditions with regard tu the 
forrndations of the major structures." 

It continues . . 

"Ainsi, lorsque Ies charges hydrauliques &passaient des valeurs de I'ordre 
de 8 i IO métres, on a cherché i assurer une étanchéité compléte du fond 
de Ia retenue. Pour des têtes d'eau idkrieiires, on a pris des mesures 
importantes pour limiter les gradients d'ecouIernent qui sont Ia cause 
premitre des phénomènes d'érosion interne. Ces mesures, appIiquées 
suite i une analyse approfondie de ces phénoménes dans les conditions du 
site, sont accompagnées de façon cohérente d'un dispositif d'auscultation 
important adapti à un ouvrage de grande iongueur, ou il existe toujours 
une possibilité de rencontrer Iocalement une conjuguaison de conditions 
défavorables. Les données presentkes telles que dGcrites plus haut 
indiquent que les réparations éventueles seront dampIeur Iimitee et 
devraient avoir peu d'impact sur le projet. 

Les plans et devis, leur application et le contrôle de qualité correspondent 
en général aux standards appliqués pour ce type d'ouvrage$' ." 

Translation: 

"Thus, when the hydraulic structures exceeded heights in the order of 8 to 
10 metres, the complete water-tightness of the bottom of the dyke was 

37 HQI report, op. cit., p. 78. 

38 m. 



sought. For headwaters of lower depth, significant steps have been taken 
to limit the flow gradients, which are the primary cause of interna1 
erosion. These measures, applied as a result of an in depth analysis of 
such phenomenon in on-site conditions, have been accompanied in a 
coherent manner by an extensive sounding system adapted for a work of 
great length, where it is always possible to find a local convergence of 
unfavourable conditions. The results as those described above indicate 
that possible repairs will be Iimited and should have little impact on the 
Proj ect. 

The designs and estimates, their application and the quality control 
correspond in generd to the applicable st'mdards for this type of 
structure." 

Put simply, the lessons to be deduced from the 1965 and previous floods have been 

learnt: the stmctures as designed and built comply with international standards and are 

safe against water induced erosion. 

2.59 Very similar conclusions were :reached by Professor Schwarz in 

the Massachusetts study of May 1989. With regard O his inspection of the Dunakiliti 
weir and reservoir system, he concluded: 

"The work appeared to be canied out in an excellent professional manner 
and the work site generdly well organised and weII cared fd9. I1 

As to the possibility of breaches in the dykes, weirs or banks fofthe headwater canal), he 

noted : 

"Competent and periodic inspection and immediate repair of any 
defrciency discovered is the guarantee of saf+ for the low-Iying areas. 
Serious damage h m  a sudden failure of the barrage by war or sabotage 
is udikeIy. 

The Iow height of the dams and the relativèly srnaII amount of warer 
stored would create a flood wave not greater than a naturd floodd0." 

Professor Schwarz's overall conclusion is even more important: 

"The project as piesently designed is saund from an engineering 
viewpoint. AI1 the studies custornariIy asso~iated with such a project 
appeared to have been made. The design appears efficient for power and 
navigation, and is, at the same tirne, as cum~atible to  the Iandscape as 

39 University of Massachusetts study, May 1984, Annex 26, p. 3 1. 

40 m, p. 35. 



possible. Construction is proceeding at a rapid Pace and also appears 
well-organised and carried out in a iiighiy professional rnmer4' ". 

2.60 In tems of earthquake protection, a three year study carried out 

frum 1975-1978 provided an extremely detded histov of the location of seismic 

muvernent in the Project area and its eRects from the year 1400 tu date. This strrdy 

shows that the area affected by the Project has been seismicaliy active particulariy in the 

region of BratisIava and KomAmo and dong farilt Iines as, for exampIe, at Budapest. 

But seismic activity is not of a degree suEcient tu pose a threat either tu the large cities 

that have been brrilt up in this region or tu the GN System structures, which had of 

course been designed to withstand seismic rnovemerit~~~. As the HQI report explains, a 
hrther verification was achieved by tests canîed out in 1982, which invoIved simuIated 

seismic shocks: 

"De plus, en 1982, des vérifications de stabilité des digues sous Ia 
sollicitation de secousses sismiques ont été effectrrées au niveau de la 
liquéfaction possible des sables silteux. Ces calculs ont été basés sur des 
densités relatives estimées à partir des essais de pgnétrations dynamiques 
suivant plusieurs méthodes, dont la méthode simplifiée de Seed et Idriss 
qui est la méthode génbalernent utilisée en Ame~que du Nord pour ce 
type de problème. A partir de ces caIcrrls, I'accderation maximaIe 
susceptible de provoquer ce type de phénomènes Qait kvaluée ... Cette 
valeur Iorsque comparée aux accélérations envisagées alors, à partir des 
intensités M.C.S. (merne en Ies majorant d'une unit&) montrait que ces 
phénornénes n'étaient pas à craindre, comme I'indiquaient Ies dom6es 
hist~riqrres"~ ." 

Translation: 

"Moreover, in 1982, verification of the stability of the dykes under 
induced seismic shock was carried out with a view to the possible 
liquefaction of siltlsands. These caiculations were based on relative 
densities estimated from tests of dynamic penetration following severai 
rnethods, including the simplified method of Seed and Idriss which is the 

41 Ibid., p. 37. - 
42 HQI report, op. cit ,  p. 62. 

43 Ibid., pp. 69-70. The MCS measurement is the Mercalli-CancariIii-Sieberg scale of intensity. - 
This scale is currently in use in Italy, Greece, Spain and Portugal and in a modified version in 
the United States of Arnerica. The d e  nins from 1-12. The Medvedw-Sponhener-Karnick 
sa le  (MSK), is a dwelopment of the MCS scale and is now in use in the rest of Europe. This 
scale nins from 1-10. Neither scale converts into the well-known Richter Scale, as this is a 
measurement of the magnitude of an earthquake, i.e., the amount of energy released, and not of 
intensity . 



method generally used in North America for this type of problem. From 
these crtlculations, the maximum acceleration susceptible to provoke this 
type of phenornenon was evaluated.. . This value, when cornpared with the 
previously envisaged intensities, using the MCS scale (even in upgrading 
these by one) showed that such phenornena were not to fear, as indeed 
the historical data indicated." 

2.61 It should be self-&dent that it was in the parties' interest to 

investigate the possibility of earthquake with the utmost care and, in doing so, to ensure 

the allowance of a suitable safety margin in the constructions and the abifty to handle 
possible worst case scenarios. For example, with reg+d to the bypass canal the parties 

tested the stability of the protection dykes for the most unfavourable load: a rupture in 

the canal's lining coupled with a simultaneous earthquake. High safety factors were 

achieved and it was shown that, even in the case of a wery strong earthquake, the dykes 
would retain the canal's water and protect the surrounding terrain44. Such security was 

achieved by removing the grave1 sands subject to liquefaction in the construction area 

and replacing these by more solid materials. 

2.62 Hungary has alleged in its 1992: Declaration that the Prciject took 

insufficient account of seismic considerations by applying the figure of 6.0° MCS in the 

construction design phase and that a figure in the region of 8.7" - 9.0' MSK should have 

been applied4'. Such an allegation is sirnply wrong. 

2.63 The principal stnrctrrres of the GIN Project were, as wouId be 
expected, designed and built in amrdance with applicable constmction coded6. As a 

resrrlt, the structures were origindly designed tu remaifi stable even during an earthquake 
of 9" MCS. This design rating was cIearIy consemative when measured against the 

seisnic map of the area apgroved by CzechosIovak and Hungarian experts at meetings 

heId on  23-25 November 1965, which recorded that tIie Project area was situateci mostly 

in a zone of intensity 6" on the MCS scale, reaching 7" MCS in the Bratislava and 

Komamo areas, that is away h m  the main constmction sites. These analyses were 

reviewed at various times during the Project The foIIowing four studies are of particular 

interest : 

44 "The Bimtinnal GabEikovo-Nagymaros Project", V. I&venç and M. Szmtd, Water Power & 
D m  Consmtion, Novernber 1986, p. 33. Annex 30. : 

45 Sec. Annex 17, p.17. 

46 ' The relevant cades emproyed during the design phase were ON-7361153, CSN-736503, CSN- 
730035 and CSN-736850. 



(1) Dr. 3. JanAEek - Dionyz Stbr Geological Institute, Bratislava: 
Geolonic assessrnent and evaluation of definitive sitina of the 

Gabcikovo step. 

(2) Ing. A. Molnk - Geophysical Institute, Slovak Academy of 

Sciences, Bratislava (1977): On potential earthauake hazard at the 
GabEikovo water work. 

(3) Dr. 1. BrouCek (ed.) - Geophysical Institute, Slovak ~ c a d e m ~  of 
Sciences, Bratislava (1975): Seismicity of Slovakia and its reIation 
to the stmcture of the Carpathian rekon. Final report. 

(4) Ing. 1. Klapetek, CSc - Research Institute of Civil Engineering, 

Bratislava (1982). Instructions for designinn hvdrotechnic 

building structures in seismic renions. State research report No. 

P-12-526-266. 

2.64 According to Dr. JanaEek, the maximum seismic intensity in the . 

Project region was 7" MCS. In fact, compared to the region of more pronounced 

seisrnic activity in the Hungarian part of the Danube lowlands, the region of litny Ostrov 

&, the Project region, was found to be relatively aseismic or quiescent. This analysis 

was effectively supported by Mr. Molnir, who found that maximum observed intensities 

over the documented histone period did not exceed the value of 6" MCS. Similarly, Dr. 

BrouEek found that the G/N System was to be sited in an area with relatively the lowest 

seismic activity of the region and that the maximum observed intensity at the planned 

construction sites was 5" MCS. The MSK scale was applied by Mr. Kiapetek in his 

analyses and he confirmed that the dykes were safe in the case of an earthquake of an 

intensity 7.5' MSK, the approximate equivalent of 9" MCS. Such high intensities have 

never been observed in the  are^^^^. 

47 See, also, HQI report, OD. cit.. p. 63; study of Seismic Department of the Research Institute of - 
Geodesy and Geophysics, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Mau of Maximum Earth~uake 
Intensities in Hunaarv delirniting areas with intensities in excess of > 5" MSK, D. Csomor 
(Geophysical Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, 1978); D. 
Pxochstzkma (Geophysical Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Prague): Map 
of Maximum Observed Intensity of Hun~arv and Southern Slovaiua. Contribution of the 
Geophy sicai Institute, Slovak Academy of Sciences, No. 1 11 198 1 ; Commission of Academies of 
Sciences of Socialist Countries for Planetary Geophysical Research (Geophysical Institute of the 
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Prague, 1978) Atlas of Isoseismal Maps: Central and 
Eastern Europe.. 



2.65 In tems of independent assesskent, the seismic intensitieî of the 

region and the srrstainabitity of the proposed constructions have been carefully reviewed 

at various tirnes by Gidroproject of Moscow. The &llowing strrdies are of pmicular 

relevame: 

( 1 )  GabEkovo hydroelectric power plant on the Dmbe  river 

(CSSR). Conclusions of consultations on technicd proiect, 

Gidroprojekt, Moscuw, 7 972. 

( 2 )  Gabiikovo hydroelecfric power pIant on the Danube river 
(CSSR). ConcIrrsions of consuItations. Assessrnent of seismic 

çafetv and resistance of dykes of power canal in GabEikovo 
hvdro~ower dant on the Danube river, Gidroprojekt, Moscow, 

1981. 

(3) GabEikovo hydroeiectric pouier plant on the Danube n ~ e r  

(CSSR). ConcIusions of consuItations. Geotechnic assessrnent of 

soi1 rrnderlyina a base of dyke of power canal and assessrnent of 

stress condition and deformations of dyke and subsoil of power 

canal in the GabEikovo hydroelectrîc power plant on the Danube 

river takinn seisrnic aspects into account, Gidroprojekt Moscow, 

1982. 

As a result of these strrdies, the Soviet codes SNZP II A.12-69 "Building in seismic 

zones" and SNIP II 7-81 were raken into account in the acrual construction phase. The 

consequence of the application of these strict codes:is that the dykes are safe for an 

earthquake of an 8" MSK intensity. 

2.66 In conclrrsion, the design is more than suficient and, in any event, 

the principal structures have becn Iocated away h m  the more seismicaIIy active areas 

(Bratislava and Kornkirno). There are no stmctures dose tu Bratislava, while the 

stmctures close to the Kornhrno area are flood protection dykes. As the HQI report 

points out, the stability of these dykes couid not present a hazard even in the event of a 
severe earthquake, because the chances of having a simultaneous flood are, in practical 

lems, zero. Even greater precautions were taken witfi the flood protection dykes for the 

headwater canal, because tkis section of the canai is higher t han the surmnding terrain. 

As noted above, al1 materials in the dykeç subject tu Iiquefaction were replaced. As the 

HQI report notes: 



"Les digues les plus élevées bordant le canal d'amenée sont A l'abri de tout 
risque du fait de la substitution des matgriaux IiquéfiabIe~~~ ." 

Translation: 

"The highest dykes of the headwater canal are immune to any rÎsk due tu 
the subsf imtion of materids subject tu Iiquefaction. " 

The constructions of the GIN System were in accordance with the highest safety 

standards and throughout the history of the Project the parties have made every effort to 

update and take full account of local seismic values. 

C. The Developing Nature of the Proiect 

2.67 It is clear, not least from the 1977 Treaty, that the parties always 

en$saged that the functioning of the Project would be monitored on a continuing basis 

and that technical aspects of the System would be updated and improved as the Project 

progressed. Article 1 simply sets out the principal works of the system, the detailed and 

technical elaboration of which was to be carried out in accordance with the Joint 

Contractual Plan, referred to in Articles l(4) and 5 .  The continual updating of this Plan 

was foreseen as one of the principal functiuns of the Plenipotentiarîes who, as provided 

for by Article 3 (31, were tu approve proposais for its modification wittzin the scope of 

the 1977 Treaty. 

2.68 It has already been seen that environmental impact was considered 

by the parties pria tu the signing of the 1977 Treaty. It is nevertheless true that in the 

period since that date environmenta1 issues have corne tu occnpy a far greater place in 

the foreground in large construction projects, whether in Central Europe or eIsewhere in 

the worId. As a result of the increased concern in this area, piroxities have tu a degree 

been reassessed and the System has been modified. 

Technical Changes in the Svstem in Place bv May 1989 

2.69 One of the areas of particular concern has been the restoration of 

the ecosystems bordenng the Danube riverbed and its associated system of meanders 
downstrearn of Dunakiliti. The quantity of water to continue down this section of the 

river was not specified in the 1977 Treaty, but according to the Joint Contractual Plan 
-. -. 

48 HQI report, OD. cit., p. 63, (emphasis added). 



this amount was to be between 50 and 200 m3/s, thatlis 50 m3/s during the winter and 

200 m3/s during the growth season, with occasional higher flows to prevent excess 

sedimentation. Following the Bioproject, its 1986 update and subsequent re- 

examinations carried out especially since 1988, it was considered that this amount should 

be increased. As at May 1989, the condusion had been reached that the DunaMifi weir 

should charme1 up to 350 m3is into the Danube riverged on a continual basis, wiîh the 

flow being tempormily in~reased to 1,300 d i s  each week in order tu prevent the 
deposition of fine sediment in the riverbed. \ 1 

2.70 At the samc date, the following important modifications were also 

foreseen: 

- The construction of 7-8 undemater weirs in the Danube tu 

increase the water level in the fiver and the ground water IeveI in 

the inmediate area. 

- The constmction of various weirs in the Danube side arms to 

conserve the height of the localiwater table. This would create a 
system of distinct regions, each with its own water level, but 

interlinked by a series of cascades. Thus a constant fiow of water 

would be achieved. Each weir bould have a submerged opening 

to enable fish to pass and re-pass without difficulty. 
1 

- The construction of lowered sections in the banks of the Danube 

to so that when the flow of 1,300 m3/s was channelled into the 

Danube, this could pass into the side arms, alIowing also the 

crossing of fish and other quatic life. 

- The construction of fishpasses between the Danube riverbed and 

the side arms. 

- The construction of an outlet fium the bypass canal to divert a 

guaranteed 20-50 m3is into the lefi bank side arrn systern, the 
actual arnuunt to be decided üpon once the region's rieeds were 
evduated. This amount could then be increased rrp to 234 d1s at 

various times during the growing season in order ro simulate local 

flood conditions. This would represent a net benefit because, on 

average, süch an inundation would have occurred only once every 



two years befure the GCN System was put into pIace. As the HQI 

report notes: 

"Selon I'avis des experts consultés, cette gestion 
procurerait des conditions d'écoulement amdiorées par 
rapport aux conditions actueIIeq en évitant entre autres Ia 
stagnation de I'eau dans certains méandres et I'assèchement 
d'autres portions de ceux-ci" . " 

Translation: 

"According to the experts consulteci, such water 
management would Iead tu flow conditions superior tu the 
actud conditions, avoiding amongst other things the 
stagnation of waters in certain meanders and the drying up 
of others." 

The furiher investment required for auch masures was accepted by Czecbosiovakia at 

least; and, as will be seen in Chapter V beIow, it was fully ready to impiement these 

modifications. 

D. The ObIigations of the Parties under the 1977 Treatv 

2.71 The purpuse of this sub-section is not tu analyse in detaiI the 

respective obIigations of the parties to the 1977 Treaty. This has been left to Chapter VI 

beIow. The aimhere is simply tu expIain huw the years of design and study resu1ting in 

the G/N System were tu be brought t u  h i t ion by the parties according tu their treaty 

obligations, in particular thuse contaïned in Chapter III of rhe Treaty, headed 

"Realization of the System of Lockç" and comprising ArticIes 4 to 8. 

2.72 The central provision of ArticIe 4 is that the joint investment, that 

is the construction of the GCN System, be carried out in accordance with the Joint 

Contractual Plan, which would provide the technical baais for the construction works. 

The detaiIed contents of this PIan was already the subject of a separate agreement 

between the parties dated 6 May 1976, the 1976 Joint Contractua1 PIan Agreement5'. 

Essentially, the Joint Contractual PIan was tu provide the detaiIed work scheduIe and the 

b a i s  fur the ordering of the eqnipment and materials and the drawing up of the 

construction plans. 

49 HQI report, op. cir..p. 104. 







2.73 ArticIe 5 provides for the apportionment of the costs of the joint 

investrnent and the necessary constniction works. Such costs were tu be borne equaIIy - 

Article 5 (1). The division of the construction works was obviously more complicated. 

The guiding principIe was that each party wouId be responsible for the construction of 

those works situated on its territory. HoweverI as 63% of the envisaged works were to 

be on Czechoslovak territory, it was necessary thai Hungary be responsible for some 
construction in CzechosIovakia in order to aUow fur an equal apportionment. The 

resulting apportionment, as provided for in Article 5(5), is shown by means of IIIus. Nu. 

28. Detailed wsting of this work was tu be carried out in the Joint Contractual Plan and - 
the settIement of any diFerencc was tu be in the fom of additional labour and supplies 

by the relevant party (Article 5(6)). Any additionil costs were not to be apportionai 

except in the case of damage arising h m  unavoidabIe circumçtances, unfureseeable 

geulugical conditions, .or mutualljr agreed modifications adopted in an update of the Joint 

Contractual Plan. 

2.74 The basic timescale for the impIementation of the Project was 

given in AriicIe 4f4), which provideci for the putting into service of the hydroelectric 

power stations in the period 1986 - 1990. A more detailed breakdown of this schednle 

was provided in the 1977 MutuaI Assistance Agreement, aigned by the parties on the 

same day as the 1977 Treaty' . ArticIe Il l)  of the 1977 MutuaI Assistance Agreement 

provided as follows: 

"The Contracting parties have agreed tu realize the Gabeikovo - 
Nagymaros Syçtem . . . according tu the fu1Iowing structure: 

The beginning of preparatory works 1978 
The hydro power station GabEikovo 
- Putting into operation the first generator unit 1986 
- Putting into operation the eighth gerrerator unit 1989 
The hydroelectric power plant Nagyrnaros 
- Putting into operation the first generator unit 1989 
- Putting intu operation the sixth generatur unit 1 99052." 

2.75 It wiII be seen in Chapter IiI beIow th& this tirnescde was 

subjected tu furtber modification at the request of Hnngary. The 1977 Mutua1 

Assistance Agreement also provided for a re-allocation of the cunstmctiun works as 

apportioned in Article 5 (5 )  of the 1977 Treaty. CzechosIovakia was to carry out sume 

51 Ame.S 5 .  

52 Portions of text indenled for purposes ufcIarity 



of the works on the Dunakiliti weir and the taiIwater 51 

H u n g q  was tci carry out additionai worh near the 
Danube. in dl, this rneant that Czechodovakia was to 1 

miIIion Czechodovak Crowns, which was tu be comp 

share of the power produced at Gabtikovo during the y4 

SECTION 3. The Gm Svstern Provided t: 
Identifred by the Parties 

2.76 The G/N Systern was intended tc 

tu the parties in terms of the efficient management an1 

Danube's water resources. a v e n  that 25 years of 
signature of the 1977 Treaty, it should not be surprisi 

correct in their belief that the System would be benefici 

that the probIems in this section of the Danube we 

atternpts to impruve navigation dating back at Ieast UI 

Group of Independent Expirts noted in November 199: 

the section of the Danube upstream of Sap (Palkovi 

opportuni ty to re-estabIish a more naturd environment 

"In the Fast,. the measures taken for the n; 
possibilities for the development of the Danubi 
Assuming the navigation wiII no longer use the r 
40 km a unique situaticin has arisen. Initiated 
river and the Aoodplain can develop more natur; 

2.77 Dernandsontheriverin termço: 

al teration of the Danube h m  a systern of meanders to 

in turn tu severe flooding, erosion and orher environme 

that do not exceed the area of the floodpIain woor 

ecoçystem, but major inundations such as those of : 
whether in t e m s  of the environment or damage to pers 

53 ArticIe 3 of the 1977 Mumai Assisiance Agreement prc 
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although the prime airn of the various modifications to the river's course had been to 

simp1iQ navigation, the Bratislava-Budapest section had nonetheless remained the most 

dificult section of the Danube tu navigate and was ody fuIIy navigabIe for Iess than two- 

thirds of the year. The river flowed faster because its route was more direct, but no 

benefit was reaped fium this flow in terms of energy production and d that happened 

was that the Danube cut its way into the terrain, lowering the ground water level in the 

adjacent countvside. 

2.78 The purpose ofthis Section is to examine the extent tu which such 

problems were s h e d  withiri the GIN Project and, in addition, the extent tu which the 

modification of the Danube eEected by the GIN System couId engender 0th- problems 

requiring solutions. Thus, this Section expIains the beneficid impact of the Project in 

tems of flood wntrol, navigation, energy production and other areas but dso examines 

fears that the System kght  have a detrimenta1 impact on water IeveIs or water quaIity 

with their associated impacts on the envirument. Reference is made, where possibIe, to 

independent opinions because, in the pst, H u n g q  has sought ta devaiue the research of 
both Czechuslovak and Hungarian institutions and tu portray even its own scientists and 

engineers as the voiceless servants of the fumer regime. The statements contained in the 

BechteI and HQI reports, for example, show this portrayd to be whoIIy- inaccurate. 

Slovakia wilI try tu refer to them and to other independent reports as often as possible 

for they provide strong, impartial evidence of the beneficid nature of the G/N Systern. 

A. The Existine Problems 

2.79 Flood controI was one of the principal concems of the parties in 

the concIrrsion of the 1977 Treaty - ArticIe 13 specificaIIy provides for the CO-ordinated 

handling of flood conditions and the discharge of high waters through the GtN System. 
The Danube dready has an extensive çystem of dykes to prevent flooding. But such 

dykes alone have not proved in the past tu be an effective means of flood controI and the 

region remainad permanently sndangered by inundation in spite of the existence of 1,300 

km of drainage chmels and assciciated purnping stations55. 

55 Sec. paras. I .Z I - 1.34, above. 



2.80 FIuod control wouId be achievei 

Danube's waters would for the first time be carefuIIy rn 
the flood would be divided behveen the bypass canal, 

arm systern, thus ailowing some dissipation of floo 

branches instead of the mere channeIIing of the flood 

area. In addition, appropriate safety margins had been 

water Ievels could dways remain comfortabIy beIow 1 

constructions. Thus, for example, the sides of the res 
Ievel of water du ring normaI operation conditions wh 

the bypass canal. aIIows for a 2.0 m margin. 

2.81 Upstrem of Sap (Palkovicovo 

10,000 year flood, that is a flood, the Iikelihood of QG 

compared very favourably with the existing stnrmre 
flood, were ody capable of handIing the 100 year flooc 

were to be reconstmcted with particuIar attention bi 

undenvater erosion of the foundations of these structui 

against the 1,000 ysar flood (the IikeIihoud of which i 

that the designeci Ievel of flood protection was tu be, 
even superior tu international standards. These point: 

by means of its conclusion to a detaïlad study of the Sy 

"La revue des infrastructures de retenue  prés^ 
constater qu'ii I'état actuel Ie projet de G 
protection accrue contre Ies crues. En e: 
ouvrages aient 614 conçus pour Ia crue milli 
devrait permettre, moyennant certaines ver 
mineurs, de se protéger des crues plus eIev&s 
en accord avec Ie dimensionnement des ou 
protection contre les crues exceptioneIles est 
réales nenéralement utilisées pour des évacuz 
assurera donc un niveau de protection netternt 
période avant 1355, niveau que I'on devra s'effi 
modifications kventuelles, en particulier Iors de 
Iit du Danube envisagé dans Ies travaux de miti* 

"The review of the dyke structrrres given abri. 
that in its actud state the GabEikovo Project 2 

56 HQI report, OP. cil., p. 77 (ernphasis added). 
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protection against floodig. In operation, although the structures have 
been designed for the 1,000 year flood, taking into account certain 
verifications and minor adjustments, the safety m a r e  allowed shouId 
entai1 protection against more severe fIoods of the order of the 10,000 
vear flood. in accord with the dimensions of the hydraulic structures. The 
;>rotectioi against exceptional floods thus m&ts w it h the generally 
applicable reguIations for flood contrui works. The Project d l  thus 
assure a Ievel of flood protection greatly superior tu that of the period 
before 1965, a IeveI which one must endeavour to maintain at the time of 
possible modifications, particuIar at the tirne of the irnprovement of the 
old Danube riverbed envisaged in the mitigation works." 

Navi~af ion 

2.82 One of the main objectives of the GIN Project was to improve the 

navigation dong what was the onIy remaining dificuit stretch of the Danube. Such 

difficul~ was primarily in t e m s  of the restricted width of the navigation c h a d  and the 

inwficient water depth, which meant that the BratisIava - Budapest çector was ody 

useable subject to severe restrictions for around 120 days a year. Moreover, the 

maintenance costs of this section were very sigriificaritly higher than in any other section 

of the Danube, wMst operation costs of navigation were high due tu  the f .  that barges 
wuld ody be partiaIly loaded. The solution to the navigation problems had to comply 

with the required minimum waterway width of 100 - 180 m (depending on the individuaI 

stretch of river) and water depth of 3.5 rn in irnpounded sections, established by the 

Danube Commission. The parties tu the 1977 Treaty had expressiy agreed tu this by 

means of AriicIe I8(1). This cornpliance was to be achieved by the bypass canal, the 

GabEkovo systern of Iocks, the sections of impounded water and the dredged sections of 

n~erbed both downstream of Sap (Palko~%uvo) and Nagymms. As a result, avaiIabIe 

navigation time would be increased to  330 days per year and nighttime navigation wouId 
be possibIe on a permanent basis due tu the reduction of obstacIes. A 200% increaçe in 

ship traffrc on the river couId be handIed without problem and such an increase has been 

predicted wi thin ten years5' . 

2.83 These benefits wuuld to a degree accrue to the Parties. Each 

wuuld receive greater revenue in tems of the greater through traEc, and the increased 

availability ofcheap transport wouId be of obvious benefit tu industry Iocated in SIovakia 

or Hungary. Such benefits would aIso be of obvious importance to a11 Centra1 European 

countries, which wouId benefit not merely emomicaIIy from the cheap transport 

provided by an easiIy navigabIe Rhine-Main-Danube systern, but aIso in environmentai 

51 BechteI report, op. cit.= p. 1-18. 



tems due especially tu reduced road haulage. These important benefits were stressed in 

a resolution pmed on 76 F e b n r q  1990, by Union Ouest-Européenne des Chambres de 
Commerce et d'Industrie des regions rhénane, rhonadienne et danubienne, requiring inter 

&a the completion of the GN Project: 

"Au cours de sa séance du 16 février 1990 au Luxembourg, lunion 
Ouest-Enropknne des Chambres de Commerce et d'Industrie des régions 
rhénanei rhunadienne et danubienne, dont font partie 90 chambres de 7 
pays, a exigé . .. la reprise des travaux de construction du projet commun 
tch&coslovaco-hongrois GabEfkovo-Nagymaros. Fin 1 992 le carid Main- 
Danube sera mis en exploitation. De cette façon sera réalisé le trafic 
ininterrompu entre Ic Main et la rggion danubienne.. . . LZrnion exprime 
ses regrets [au sujet de Ia non-réalisation], d'autant plus qu'une grande 
ariere navigable, celle de la liaison Rhin-Main-Danube, pourrait jouer un 
rûle dkisif dans le problème de l'ouverture vers une coopération 
économique plus intensive entre les états membres du CAEM et ceux de 
Ia Cornmunaut6 européenne ... Qui plus est, le transport par voie 
navigable est le pIus avantageux du point de vue de I'6cologie. Une telle 
voie pourrait contribuer d'une façon importante au déchargement du trafic 
routier en Europe. L'infrastnrcture des voies de transport des états 
danubiens n'est encore développée qu'en partie et quant au réseau des 
etat s rhénans iI se trouve s u r ~ h a r g e ~ ~  . I r  

"During ita session of 16 Febnrary 1990 held at Luxembourg, the West- 
European Union of the Chambers of Commerce and Industry of the 
Rhine, Rhune, and Danube Regions, which comprises 90 chambers h m  7 
cuuntries, has requested.. . the continuation of construction wurks reIating 
tu the joint Czecbdovak-Hungarian project, GabEikovo-Nagyrnaros. At 
the end of 1992, the Main-Danube cana1 will be put into operation. Thus 
trafic may run without interruption between rfie Main and t h e  Danube 
region ... The Union expresses its regrets [ A h  regard to the non- 
redisation of wurks] more especially as a great navigable artery, that is 
the Rhine-Main-Danube Iink, wou1d be able to play a decisive role in 
relation tu the problem of the opening tuwards a more intensive economic 
cooperation between Member States of the CMEA and of the European 
Comrnunities ... What is mure, transport by waterway is the most 
advantageous from an ecologïcal viewpoint. .Such a watenvay couid 
contribute in an important way to the lessering of road trafic in Europe. 
The land transport infrastructure of the Danube States is stiII ody partiaIIy 
deveIuped whiIst the networks of the Rhine States are overburdened." 



Energv Production 

2.84 It has already been seen in Chapter 1 above that the rnajurity of the 

~unt i - ies  on the Danube have decided to make use of its waters in hydroelectric power 

production. Bofh Czechoslovakia and Hungary relied to a large extent on imporied gas 

and nuclear fuel for the produdion of electrkis. and had failed to make use of the 

constant and emission free flow of the Danube. Therefore they had a need for incieased 

electricity output, and the G N  Systeq as designed, was capable of supplying 3,675 

GWh on an annual basis. Although this would have been no more than a portion of each 

country's total power production, it nonetheless presented a olean alternative tu the 

combustion of the thermal plant equivalent of 4.3 million tons of coal or I million tons of 

oi1 and provided an oppor[unity for the closing dom of old fossil fiel plants or the 

modification of nuclear power plants. The Bechtel report concludes its section on this 

issue: 

"The GNB provides an uiexhaustible, clean source of energy, does not 
require imported goods, and relies on a new and as yet unused 
r e s o u r ~ e ~ ~  . '' 

By contrast, the buming of the coal equivalent tu produce the same power produces 1.25 

million tonnes of ashes, consumes 1.5 8 million tonnes of oxygen (for the repruduction of 

wkoh 458,000 hectares of conifmus forest is required) and emits 141,000 tonnes of 

sulphur into the atmosphere almg with many other poisonous gases. 

2.85 The erosion of the Danube riverbed, caused by reduced IeveIs of 

sediment and the increased veIocity of the river, has meant that prior tu 1992 the river 

was erectivdy sinking in the Bratislava to Sap (Palkovï~ovo) section - in m e n t  years by 

as much as 20 cm per year As depicted in illus. N o  18 (at paragraph 1.43 above), 

water IeveIs at Bratislava had su& by around 2 m, creating obvious-access prublsms tu 

the port In the area of the town bridge, as little as 1 m of grave1 riverbed remainecl, 

under which there was ody sufi sand and silt. Once this remaining 1 rn Iayer of natural 

protection was eroded, large holes would develop in the sands, creating dangerous rapids 

and making navigation hazardous, in addition tu undermiring the foundations of the 

bridges and other structures bordering the river. Even more imporiantly, such erosion 

had the subsequent effect of lowering the local water table. Downstream, this had 1ed tu 

59 BechfeI report, OP. cil., p. 2-87. The BechteI report refers to rke GM Projecl as "GNB" 



the drying out of the meadows and forests in the adjacent terrain and side a m  areas. 

Thus, during the growing season drought conditions were experienced in twu out of 

every three years because ground water did nut reach the topsoil Iayer, which was 

necessaq su as tu  enable the roots of plants and trees tu receive the water by means of 

capillary action. 

2.86 Riverbed erosion therefure constituted a severe envirumental 

problem. As a result of the Gm System this would be eIiminated. Upstrem of 

Dunakiliti the river velocity wouId be redrrced and erosion wouId cease, whereas in the 

old riverbed the proposed undmate r  weirs, would prevent further cutting into the 

terrain. By means of the dredging works in the remahhg stretches of river, a stable 
riverbed and water IeveI wouId be achieved. 

The Mosoni Danube and the Side Ams  

2.87 It must be stresçed that, due to the erosion of the Danube 

riverbed, the Mosoni Danube (which lies solely on Hungarian territory) did not, prior to 

the inceplion of the GM Project, receive any £Iow h m  the Danube for 300 days in each 

year. As explairred above, this was due to the fact tbat the water IeveI in the Danube 

ody  reached the IeveI of the intake into the Mosoni Danube IeveI at higher flows. This 

Ied tu pour water quality in certain areas. The parties therefore plmed tu resolve this 

deficiency by dedicating a minimum of 20 m31s to the Mosoni Danube by means of an 

intake h m  the Dunakiliti-Wov reservoir. This Row would not ody  be constant but 

wouId be substantialIy higher than the previous average flow h m  the Danube. The side 

arm system, wfich had becorne stagnant in places, was aIso pIanned tu receive greatly 

increased Aows, principaIIy h m  outlets constructed in the bypass canal and in the 

DunakiIiti weir, but aIso fium the reservoir's seepage canals. The beneficia1 nature of 

these greater flows is clear. The BechteI report notes: 

"Water quality in the side arma wiiI be improved. The currentIy stagnated 
side ams waters wi11 be replaced by the steady 50 11131s or more flow 
reIeased h m  the upstream reservoir. 

The water quality in the Mosoni wiII be equa1 tu or better than the past 
water quality . . ."O . " 

50 BechleI report, W. cit., p. 1-8. 



This ben& wuuld be enjoyed both in tems of the local environment and in human 

terms. The water received fium the seepage c d 5  wouId be clean, having undergone a 

naturd filtration process. It would Iead tu an extended and more naturd growth of 

riverbed vegetation, better conditions for IocaI wiIdIife (Iand based or aquatic), not tu say 

the increased beauîy of the immediate m a  and iîs greater suitability for recreatiund 

activities. 

B. The Irn~act of the G/N Systern WouId Not Be tu Create a New 
Series of InsoIubIe ProbIems 

2.88 In its 1392 Declaration as weII as elsewhere, Hungary has made a 
series of unsubstarit iated aIIegations that the GIN Project wouId result in sometiiing 

approaching an environmentaI catastrophe. The purpose of this Section is not tu deai 

with such aIIegations in detail. The aim is rather to show that the Project's impact on the 

inmediate environment was properly of concern tu both parties and that this concern 

translated itself into both the desire for independent conErmation as to the extent of 

environmentri1 probIems and the undertaking of a series of mitigation rneasuresbl . It was 

tks concern thar Icd tu the commissioning of the HQT and Bechtel reports - reports that, 

quite simply, did not support Hungary's daim predictiun that the G/N System wouId 

have a disastrous impact on the environment. 

2.89 Four main areas of concern wiII be examined, being the impact of 

the G/N System un: fIrst, surface water i.e., the waters of the reservoirs, the bypass 

canai, the Danube, its branches and side arms: second, gruund water, which includes of 

course drinking water suppIies; third, the natrrraI environment; and, fourth, the cultivated 
environment, that is Iand devoted to agriculture or forestry. AII of these meas are 
interrelated and, in one sense, each of the Iast three areas is subsidiary tu the principal 
area of cuncern, which is surface water. It is the quantity and Iocation of surface water 

that dictates local gound water IeveIs and, similarly, surfacc water qualiry dictates the 

quality of ground water. 

Surface Water 

2.90 The importance of the protection of water quality was recognised 

by the parties tu the 1977 Treaty whu, bjr means of Article 15('I), were obliged to ensure 

"that the qualiiy of the water in the Danube is not impaired as a resuIt of the wnstruction 

61 The BechteI report noles: "The projecl ha expended substantial efforts to deveIop data to be 
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and operation of the System of Lucks". In addition, Artide 15(2) provided for the 

monitoring of water quaiity. A priority was accorded tu these obligations and, indeed, 

these were restated shorily prior tu Hungary's first indication that it would breach the 

1977 Treaty. At the 23rd session of the Czechoslovak-Hungarian Cornmittee for 

Ewnomic, Scientific and Technical Gooperation (the "ESTC Cornmittee"), held in ApriI 

1989, it was accepted that it was to be a basic reqrrirement of the implementation of the 

GM System that there should be no deterioration of the water qudity in the Danubeb2. 

In the Iight of such a joint resolve i t is not surprising that such a large amount of research 

was devoted tu hydrologicd issues. In tems of such research, the Bechtel report 

concludes: 

"GNB surface and ground water conditions have been thuroughiy studied 
by VIZITERV and other expertsm . II 

This research ha5 led tu the concIusions summarised bdow. 

2.97 Fast flowing bodies ofwater, such as the Danube in its upper 

reaches, tend to have a naturdiy high water quality because the rapid movement prevents 

algae growih and dso leads tu a high dissulved oxygen content. The main ttireat tu this 

quality is not caused by the Gm Systern, but rather by the use of the Danube as a 

convenient conduit for the disposal of untreated industrial and human waste. The 

cessation of this practice forms one of the centrd recommendations of the Bechtel report 

(which also shows that Hungary is hardly immune to the charge of faiIing to respect the 

need for good water quaIity in the Danube): 

"One of the must effective ways of improving the quaIity of buth surface 
and ground water and its attendant effects on ecological conditions is tu 
cIean up the sources of the polIution. It is not the intent of this report tu 
discuss such wncerns, but wme of the more critical areas of concern are 
the sewage discharge into the Mosoni at Gyür; the Ieaching of bauxite 
red muds, and the asbestus cernent plant, near KomBrom; and the 
excessive amounts of farm fertilizers seeping into the ground water in the 
Szigetküz and almg the Iower reaches of the p r~ jec t~? '~  

2.92 The creation of the reservoir and the headwater section of the 

river upçtream of Nagymms couId nonetheless have an effect on surface water quality, 

62 a para. 3.14, m., beIow. 
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although this might be tienefrcial rather than otherwise. Reservoirs, by slowing down 

water flows, lead tu increased deposition of sedirnents and f herefore the clarification of 

water in the reservoir. In addition, the increase in water surface area - by about four 

times in the case of the Dunakiliti-HruSov reservoir - dso iricreases oxygen absorption 

and thus the dissolved oxygen content of the water. Firially, the longer retention time 

allows the breaking down of the orgariic Ioad in the river. The BechteI reports states: 

"These three factors wiII improve the water qualityb5 ." 

2.93 However, during the summer months the increased water 

temperature could lead to greater algae production and a resuItant drop in dissolved 

oxygen in the reservoû and therefore its water qualit y. The Bechtel report proposes two 

solutions tu this prubIern : increased flows over the DunakiIiti weir during the summer 

rnonths tu reduce f hc detention periods and the operation of Gabiiikovo during this time 

as a run-of-river plant, &., un a constant flow basis, thus also reducing detention tirne=. 

Both these solutions have been taken into account. Increased flow rates during the 

growing season were always pImed for. Moreover, the fluw rate over the Dunakiliti 

weir being consîdered in 1990 was 350 m31s instead of 50 - 200 d i s  as originally 

enviçaged and, as wiII be seen in Chapter IV below, in Octuber 1989, Czechosluvakia 

was willing to consider a Project modification tu the effect that peak production at the 

GabEikovo plant would under certain conditions be modifred or postponed. 

2.94 A further area of concern was the deposition of heavy rnetaIs in 

the reservoir. Metal such as iron and zinc are not dangerous when they are absorbed by 

other sediments. But, if anaerobic conditions develop, i.e,, when there is no dissolved 

oxygen at the bottom of the reservoir, such metals can become soluble and thereby pass 

into ground water supplies which, to a degree, may become contarninated (although the 
contaminated water does not then pass directly into the greater depths used for fiesh 

water supply). The sirnplest and best method of eliminating this problem is by 

elirninating the discharge of heavy metals at the source, for industrial effluent is the major 

source of heavy metal load in the Danube. Aiternatively, sediments containing heavy 

66 Ibid at p. 2-5. A third solution, incorporateci in the Variant "C" reservoir, was to constmct - > 
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metals can be dredged which, since the build-up of such sediments is a slow process, can 
be camed out at 3-5 year intervds6' . 

2.95 As mentioned above, it was ant,icipated that the water quality in 

the Danube side arms and the Mosoni Danube would improve due to the increased flow. 

The water quaIity in the Danube riverbed would also improve due to the aeration effect 

as the water passes through the Dunakiiiti weir. Thus, it appears from the Bechtel report 

that this weir would have an overail beneficial impact on water quality: 

" Water aualitv. The old Danube river channel will receive flows fiom the 
upstream reservoir. As previously discussed, the water quaiity in the 
HmiSov-Dunakiliti reservoir will be improved, except for possible 
seasonal degradation problerns. Concerning , flows released over the 
Dunakiliti weir, the water quality will be improved because of the aeration 
induced when the flow tumbles over the concrete energy dissipation 
blocks6' . " 

2.96 In tems of surface water levels, the resemir seepage cmaIs 
wouId prevent waterIogging in the adjacent terrain and charnel the water into the side 

arms tu help maintain the surface water Ievels in ,the surrounding regions. The 

firnctioning of this recharge system may best be seen by means of IIlus. No. 29. On the 

Ieft bank, seven water impoundment structures (marked'as Iines A - G on the illustration) 

were designed to enable water IeveIs tu be raised and maintained as desired, forming a 

descending cascade h m  Dobroho5f tu near GabEikovo that would ensure that maximum 

ben& accnred tu the IocaI environment. Simila wcirks were designed on Hungarian 

temîtory, the intake structure for this recharge system being part of the DunakiIiti weir. 

Moreover, Hungary was planned to benefit (and now benefits) exclusiveIy from the 

additional flow in the Mosoni Danube. 

2.97 The quality of water duwnstream of Dunakiliti would depend to a 

large extent on the qualis of the water Ieaving the résemir. However, a substantia1 
impact on the water quality in the downstream çectiun is aIso the rewlt of poIIution 

coming frum the various tributaries, together with the waste waters of communities and 

industry round especialIy on the right bank in this region. As with the DunakiIiti weir, a 

constant flow over the Nagymaros weir would redrrce the production of contaminating 

algaes. The flow through the weir would again have an aeratiun eEect but, in general 

67 Ibid., at p. 2 4 .  - 
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terms, downstream of Nagymaros the impact of the G/N System on surface water would 

be minimal. This is confimed by the Bechtel report: 

"Downstream of Naqrnaroç. The pIanned operation of the project wiII 
not sigriificantly dter the flow characteristics ar hydroIogy of the river 
downstream of Nagymaro~~~ " . 

2.98 It will be remembered that Article 15(2) required the parties to the 

7 977 Treaty to monitor the condition OF the Danube's waters. This requirement has been 

hifilled and a sophisticated monitoring systern has been put into place. This surpasses 

international noms because of the array of environmental parameters sampled. Thus the 

Bechtel report notes: 

"In cornparison wirh U.S. hydropower monitoring sy stems, the proposed 
GNB monitoring system is unique because it moriitors more parameters 
than the Columbia River Basin, Ohio River Basin, or Tennessee VaIIey 
Authorîty (TV A). Hydropower facili ties on these fivers munitor water 
quality andlor minimum streamfiows for fish and recreation, but do not 
monitor the array of environmental parameters sampled in the GNB 
monitoring system. With a few additions, this system will represent a 
state-of-the-art monitoring program for integrating environmental 
considerationa with operationsm II. 

Ground Water 

2.99 The issue of the impact of the G/N System on ground watcr levels 

and quality has received great attention, both public and expert, in Hungary and 
Slovakia, as might be expected. Reduced gound water Ievels could lead tu the 

aridification of certain areas, while any contamination of ground water might aIso 

contaminate drinking water supplies. The specifrc feus of the IocaI population are noted 

in the HQI report and, indeed, an assessrnent of the validity of such fears forrned one of 

the centrai objectives of this report: 

"En effet, le projet est constmit sur un irnporrant aquifère qui fournit l'eau 
de consommation à une partie importante de la Slovaquie et en particulier 
i Bratislava. Dans cette région, des évknements passés ont rendu 1a 
popuIation très sensible aux risques éventuels ou appréhendés de 
détérioration de la qualité des eaux souterraines. Dans ce contexte, et an 
sachant que le projet aura un impact indéniable sur la nappe, des craintes 
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spicifiques ont été fomul6es face au projet. C'est afin de ripondre à ces 
craintes que plusieurs ktudes ont été entreprises dans le cadre du projet et 
c'est aussi dans ce contexte que certains objectifs de la mission dHQI 
visent à donner une opinion extérieure et impartiale sur les résultats des 
études et sur les effets appréhendés du projet7' ." 

Translation: 

"In fact, the Project is constructed above an1 important quifer which 
supplies drinking water to a significant part of Slovakia and, in particular, 
to Bratislava. Zn this region, past events have left the populace very 
sensitive to possible risks or apprehensive of deterioration in the quality 
of underground waters. In this context, and knowing that the Prrrject 
wouId have an urideniable impact on the water tabIe, specific fears have 
been formulated in face of the Project. It is in.order to respond tu such 
fears that severai studies have been carriedl out within the Project 
fiamework and it is also within this context that certain objectives of 
HQI's mission have been aimed at giving an external and impartial opinion 
on the results of studies and their anticipated effects on the Project." 

2.100 In examining here in detaiI the impact of the Project on ground 

water levels and quality, the extemal and impartial &inion referred to in the above 

citation and Iater provided by the HQI report is first cunsidered. ,The HQI report 

considered only the ground waters Iocated in Slovak temtory but, as will be seen later, 

the Bechtel report also came to the conclusion that fears of the deterioration of ground 

waters in Hungarian territory were unfounded. The co~clusion of the HQI report was as 

foIIows: 

"Evaluation qualitative de risque de contamination 
I 

Dans les sections précédentes, nous avons kécrit sommairement les 
conditions physiques de la nappe de litny Ostrov dans la zone du projet 
de meme que la qualité de I'eau et les modes de contamination possibles. 
Nous avons aussi rew et discuté divers aspects du projet de meme que 
les processus géochîmiques suswpribIes d'affecter Ia qualité de I'eau. 

1 
Suite a cette analyse sommaire, il nous apparait que les risques de 
détérioration de la qualité de l'eau sont faibles. Les principaux arguments 
en faveur de cette opinion sont les suivants. 

- I'eau intiltrée du Danube sur de courtes distances est de borne 
qudi té (voir captages de Bratislava) : 

- la mobilisation éventuelle des métaux idans les sédiments sera 
contrecarrée par la baisse de pennkabilité des sédiments et l'apport 

7 1  HQI report, o a  cit.. p. 19. 



d'eau rapide et massif dans l'aquifère à partir des fouilles au fond 
du réservoir - aucune &idence d'hydrocarbures mobiles n'a éte décellée [sic] 
daris la zone du réservoir 

- Ies nappes aIIuviaIes comparables montrent peu de cas de 
contamination dans ces conditions. 

Le seul phénomène susceptible de détériorer la qualité serait la 
mobilisation du fer et manganèse et cette éventualité peut n'être que 
lointaine en raison de l'apport rapide d'eau au fond des fouilles 
dtiIuiltration. Dans la pire des éventudiiés, Ie fer et le rnanganése sont 
faciles à retirer de I'eau et ne posent pas de risque pour Ia santé '' " 

Translation: 

"Qualitative evaluation of the risk of contamination. 

In the preceding sections, we have descnbed in s u m m q  the physicd 
conditions of the ~ i t n *  Ostrov water table in the Project zone, as weII as 
the water quality and the possible forms of contamination. We have dso 
reviewed and discussed diverse aspects of the Project and also the 
geochemical processes which may affect water quality. 

As a resuIt of this concise analvçis. it appears to us that the risks of a 
deterioration in water aiialitv are very low. The principal arguments 
srrpporting this opinion are as follows: 

- the water infrltrated from the Danube over short distances iç of 
good quality (see the water-catchent of Bratislava); 

the possible transfer of rnetals in the sediments will be countered 
by the drop in permeabiIity of the çediments and the rapid and 
massive injection of water into the aquifer through the excavations 
in the bottom of the reservoir; 

- no evidence of mobile hydrocarbons has been detected in the 
reservoir zone; 

- comparable alluvial water tables show few cases of contamination 
in such conditions. 

The ody phenornenon susceptible to Iead tu a deterioration in the water 
quality would be the mobilisation of iron and manganese and this 
possibility can only be distant due to the rapid flow of water at the bottom 
of the infiltration channels. In the worst possible case, iron and 
manganese are easy to recover from water and do not pose a risk to the 
health." 

72 m., p. 52, (emphasis added). 



2.101 In terms of ground water Ievds, one of the principle aims of the 

hydrological studies carried out in the constmction period has been to identa means of 

maintaining the water,table in &tn$ Ostrov, Szigetkoz and the side arm areas. It has 
already been seen at paragraph 2.87 above that the side m s  wouId receive more water 

as a rewIt of the Gm System, as would the Mosoni Danube. As the BechteI report 

notes, any negative impact in 0th- areas of Szigetküz (and, indeed, Ztn+ Ostrov) would 

be reduced due, inter alia, to the water received from the seepage canais: 

"These interception channelç will transport the reservoir seepage to the 
Szigetküz side a m  charnels and wiII maintain the IocaI ground water near 
historic Ievels. No additionil mitigation is required" ." 

This benefit would naturally be felt in the whole of the Szigetkoz region. Analog mode1 

studies carried out by Hungary have indicated that, due to the artificial recharge plan, the 
ground water table level could be maintained within 50 cm of the pre-Project level in 

80%-90% of the Szigetkuz'" . It must, of course, be remernbered tbat such studies were 

catned out and evaliiated when the ptamed discharge h m  Dunakiliti into the Danube 

riverbed was 50 - 200 d h .  Given that by mid-1989 the construction of undenvater 

weirs and a discharge of 350 m31s were envisaged for the Danube riverbed, it could have 

been expected that the impact on Szigetkoz ground water levels would have been 
minimal. It will be çhown in Chapter V below, that this expecration has effecbiveIy been 

cofimed insofar as is possible, bearing in mind the Project's incompIete state. 

2.102 The Maly Danube would also receive an increased and constant 

flow. An average increase in discharge of around 10 11131s was planned by the parties 

and wouId again maintain and indeed increase historic water IeveIs in l i tnp  Ostrov. This 

again has been c~nfrmed'~. 

2.103 The effect of ground water levels on the aquifers underlying the 

Danube basin has also been carefiilly studied. Important sources of drinking water for 

the local population are located in the area of the HniSov-Dunakiliti reservoir and 

73 Bechtel report, op. cit., p. 2-15. 
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downstream of Naparos ,  supplying Bratislava and Budapest, re~pectively'~. These, 
together with the location of other drinking water and monitoring wells, are rnapped on 

Illus. No. 30CA) and (BI. The G/N System would not have a substantial impact on the 

Bratislava drinking water supplies. The recharge of the supply wells from the area 

upstream of Dunakiliti would increase, while it would be expected that the downstream 

recharge would diminish slightly. The overaii effect is an equilibrium: 

"The net change to the aquifer ground water supply due to the altered 
recharge r e e e  wiII be minimai - possibly increasing or decreasing 
slightly"." 

2.104 A pari of the supply of drinking water tu Budapest is taken fiom 

bank-filter water suppIy wells, Iocated downstream of Nagymaros, that are dug in 

permeable and shailow grave1 close to the Danube (Illus. No. 30cB)). There is a Iink 

between the quality of the waters in these wells and the water quality in the Danube 

because the wells are recharged indirectly from the Danube. But, neither the Bechtel 

report nor the HQI report predicts a decline in this quality. Indeed, the Bechtel report 

points to the possibility of a slight improvement and, in any event, predicts that the 

Project will not have a measurable impact on the of these wells: 

"The pIanned operation of the project will not si~nificantlv alter the flow 
characteristics or hvdroIoav of the river downstream of Namrnaros . . . 

Because the project wiII not dter the flow of the river in this area, & 
proiect cm not have a masurable impact on the performance of the 
wells. From a water qiialitv standnoint. as discuçsed in the section on 
surface water. the pro-iect operation m i ~ h t  result in an improved water 
quality except for a few months during the ~ummer'~ ." 

2.105 Nonetheless, Hungary's 1992 Declaration gives the clearest 
impression on its very first page that the G/N Project seriously threatens the quality of 

drinking water supplied to the population of Budapest, which exceeds 2,000,000 

people'9. A more bdanced explanation of the quaIity and sources of harm to Budapest's 

drinking water is ta be forrnd in a report on the "State of the Hungarian Environment" 

16 There are, of cowse, weIIs Imated dong îhe Danube bemeert rhese tiva sectors of water suppIy. 
The impact of the Project on such weirs wiII be kneficial, if anything. &, BechteI report, oq. 
cit., p. 2-17. 
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prepared by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, the Miriisuy for Environment and 

Water Management and the Centrd Statisticd OEce in 1990''. This report brings ou1 

the following points: 

- First. the water suppIy sources for Budapest are Eum well fields 

tu the north and south of the ciîy, the further of these northern well fields from Budapest 

lying over 50 km downstrem of the aquifers that underly the region of the GiN Project, 

and in any event downstream of Nagymaros (Illus. No. 3003)); 

- Second, a test of the water in 103 wells in the northern and 

southern fields supplying Budapest shows that water drawn from the southern fields was 

of substantially poorer qudity than that drawn fiom the fields norih (upstream) of 
Budapest: 8.7% of the well water in the northem fields was of consistently poor quality 

whereas the figure for water h m  the southern fields was up to 47%; 

- Third, the quaIity of weII water south of Budapest has 

deteriorateci drastically since 1963 Iargeiy due to the "untreated wastewater discharged 

from sewer outlets in Budapest", a situation not expected to improve for at least 5-10 

years fiam the date of the report. 

2.106 Thus, the poor quality of Budapest's water is largely the result of 

pollution from Budapest, The weIIs in the region of the G/N Projecf supply watw maidy 

tu Bratislava and the regions surrounding the Project, and are upstream uf Budapest. 

The Iocation of these weIIs appears un IIIus. No. 30CA). The quaIity of the drinking 

water frum these wells is generally good - and it has not deterîorated since Variant "C" 

has been put into operation. This is no Iess true for the ground water in the region on 

Hungarian territory. As was predicted by the BechteI and HQI reports and as has been 

confrrmed by the evidence coiiated by the EC Working Group of Independent Experts, 

there has been no deterioration of the water in the Danube as a result of the G/N Project: 

"In general no ground water quality changes can be identified aRer the 
damrning of the Danube .. .. accord in^ to the Humarian Data Report 
&fl3? no significant changes have been detected in the m u n d  water 
qualitySi ." 

80 Annex 32. 
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2.1 07 By way of concIusion, it is obvious that anjr dam project wiII have 
an effect on ground waters. This was weII-known tu the designers of the G N  System, 

whu therefore incorporated a comprehensive systern of measures aimed at monitoring 

and, where necessary, at correcting this efect in urder to optimise the impact of the 

Project on gruund water conditions. Put simply, the sciIutions envisaged tu resolve 

problems h m  these changes were whoIIy suEcient: 

"The extensive mitigation measures planned by the project to controI the 
impacts un ground water wndi tions appear adequates2 . " 

The Naturd Environment 

2.108 The muItipIe studics carried out prior to the 1977 Treaty led the 

parties tu consider that the proposed deveIopment of the Danube was sustainable from 

an environmental point of view. Active steps had been taken tu safeguard the 

environment - for example, the bypass canal had been Iocated tu the norih of the side 
a m  systern su that this ecoçyçtem couId be preserved. In tems of the actual drafting of 

the 1977 Treaty, environmental impact remained a major cuncern of the parties. The 

development was tu be carried out alungside an obIigation tu protect the environment, 

for Article 19 provided: 

"The Contracting Parties shaII, through the means specified in the joint 
contractual pian, ensure cornpliance with the obligations for the 
protection of nature arising in connection with the construction and 
operation of the Systern of Locks." 

2.109 It is seIf evident that the impIementation of the 1977 Treaty 

invoIved a change in Iand usage and a consequent eEect on the environment in the areas 
ofconstmction. Indeed it may be said that the major impact of the GIN Project on the 
environment of the Danube basin had aIready been feIt by 1989. In terms of change of 

use of the Iucal terrain it is undeniable that the envirumental impact of the construction 

had been hi&. For example, the building of the bypass canal and the GabEikovo step had 

meant tu the SIovak peupIe the Ioss of over 3,000 hectares of forest. Such a Ioss camot 

be reversed. However, the change in Iand use was a conscious decision taken in the Iight 

of the positive development and envirumental benefits to be offered by the Project. 

SimiIarly, the creation of the Dunakiliti-HmSov reservuir required the cIearing of 1,100 

hectares of managed poplar forest and at Ieaçt 200 hectares of natural vegetation. But 

these losses musi be kept in perspective. The serious prublerns in this section of the 

82 Bechrel Repart, W. cit., p. 1-10. 



Danube necessitated adequate so~utions. In order to alleviate the nsk of fiooding in 

Bratislava, the other option would have been tu create an inundation strip 250 rn wide on 

both sides of the Danube. This would have led to the Ioss of some 1,500 hectares of 
hardwood forest and wouId not have pruvided a permanent solution tu the danger of 

severe flooding in any event. 

2.1 10 Bearing in mind the lusses airsing h m  the change in Iand use, it is 

naturd that the parties shouId have wished to keep any further adverse effects to the 

absolute minimum. But, before examining the steps taken to restrict these eEects, it is 

essentiai to see the ecologicd irsks in perspective, that is tu understand the existing Iand 

use of this area of the Danube. Ztnj~ Ostrov and Szigetkoz are not nature reserves. Of 

Sziget koz's 40,100 hectares, some 84% are devoted tu agricultural and managed forest ry 

use. The remaining 16% (approximately 6,500 hectares) is made up of industrial land, 

residential land and by natural habitat. 

2.1 1 1 Placing the G/N System in its historical perspective, it is quite 

cIew that the major "environmentai impact" has aIready been feltZ3. lit@ Ostrov and 

SZrgetkOz are heavily cultivated areas and are significmty populated. It may be 

rernembered that one of the major sources of pollution of the Danube is agricultural 

fertiliser from Szigetkoz. This is not to say that remaining areas of natural habitat are 

not significarit - quite the reverse. The Iucation of these areas and the positive steps 

required to maintain their natural condition were weII known tu the Project's design 

enginsers. The areas are srnaIl, they are manageable and wiII actualfy benefit h m  the - 

Project, which wiII not ody guarantee the required water flows in çome areas but wiI1 

a1su haIt the darnaging sinking of the Danube riverbed that was drying out the region's 

naturaI rneadow and forest land. 

2.112 The vegetation in the Danubian floodplain consists of 

appruximately 80% artificiai ci., managed) popIar trees. The rernaining areas consist of 
willow thicket, willow-poplar gdIery furest and ash-oak-elm galery forest. It was 

anticipateci rhat the floodpIain would be affected by the change of water IeveI in the 

Danube riverbed. With a discharge reduced tu 50 - 200 m3is unaccompanied by 

underwater weirs, it was cdculated that a 250-300 rn wide zone of floodplain vegetation 

wouid be subject tu airdification h m  the DunakiIiti weir tu the backwater confluence 

with the bypass canal. This would resuIt in the areas of wiIIow and willow-poplar being 

repIaced by vegetation adapted tu drier mils such as oak-steppe. 

83 &, dso, the HQI report, at para. 2.1 16, belw . 



2.7 1 3 The principal means of mitigating this Ioss was dready envisaged 

in 1989 - to increase the flow into the Danube riverhed tu 350 m3is. Accordiig to the 

BechteI report: 

"Three types of mitigation are possible for this impact on naturd 
vegetation. First and preferably, the impact could be reduced by 
increasing the flow released continously to the main chahel of the 
Danubes4 . " 

As a result of the proposed increased ffows, aridification effects would be minimal 
especially if this were accompamied by undenvater weirs to raise the water levels further. 
The remarning two mitigations referred to in the Bechtel report depended solely on the 

goodwiII and intent of Hungaq. They comprise the estabIishment of a revegetation plan 

in the Szigetkoz and the irnplementation of the rrnfrrnded plan to expand the remnants of 

native forest almg the Musoni Danube. Far h m  k i n g  adverseIy affected by the 

Pmject, such forest wouId m p a y  ben& from the new, steady flow of20 m3/s into the 

MosoIii Danube. Similarly, the side a m  area worild not be threatened due to the 
arrificia1 recharge plan: 

"Natural vegetation occurrîng in the vicinity of the Danube side 
channeVoxbows is not expected to experience significant adverse 
impactss5 . " 

This applies equally to both the Hungarian and the Slovak side arm systems. In fact, the 

channelling of constant water flow into these areas would bring an end to the process of 

stagnification, would be of net benefit to the environment and would encourage a return 

to a more natural ecosystem. 

2. I 14 Downstream frum Sap (PalkoviEovo), Iarge settlements and industrial 

areas have deveIoped along the Danube with a resultant reduction in natural vegetation. 

Some furiher vegetaîion would be lost due to the constmction of flood protection dykes, 

and the increased water IeveI in the Danube of, for example, 2 rn at Komarno wuuId 

resrrlt in some changes in species type. In low-lying areas, increase in water IeveI would 

be controIIed by dykes, seepage canais and prrmping stations, reducing the impact on the 

vegetation. Where the Danube's banks and surroundhg terrain dominate the river, there 

84 Bechtel report, op. cit., p. 2-23. 
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would be some increase in local ground water levels, which would lead towards the 

colonisation of more hydrop hilic species. 

2.1 1 5 In the region just above Nagymarus t here is a higher concentration 

of naturd vegetation. The eEect of &e Project on this vegetation wouId again be some 

reducticin due to construction works and change to more hydrophilic species where 

water IeveI increaçes are plmed. The most effective mitigation here would be 

revegetation prograns. This has been considered by the parties. Downstrearn of 

N a p a r u s  there wouId be no sigrirfcant impact either on natural vegetation or local 

wi1dIifea6 . 

Agriculture and Forestrv 

2.116 Both Szigetkoz and litng Ostrov are highiy fertile and cultivated 

tracts of land: 

"En sus de cc qui a été dit en détaiI pIus haut, concernant le milieu 
naturel, il faut ajouter que ce milieu traversé par Ie Danube est mixte et 
para-urbain. On y pratique I'agnculture de façon intensive de même que 
kxploitation furestiére. La région comprise entre le Danube (Dunaj), le 
Petit Danube (Mal9 Dnnaj) et le Vhh se denomme "Ile de BIS' ( h g  
Ostrov), et on considtre ses sols à I'échdle nationale comme étant les pIus 
fertiles pour des fins agricoles. 

Bien que Itrrbaniçation ne soit extensive qu'à Bratislava, on retrouve une 
quinzaine de viIIes et villages dans la portion tchécoslovque des rives du 
Danube, pour une population de pIus d'un demi-million d'habitants, en 
incluant la ville de Bratislava8' . " 

Translation: 

"In addition to what has been said in detail above concerning the natural 
environment, it must be added that the environment crossed by the 
Danube is mixed and partly urban. It is an area of intensive farmirig and 
exploitation of forestry. The region comprisecl between the Danube, the 
Mali Danube and the VAh is caIIed "Wheat IsIandI1 and in national tems 
its Iands are considered as the most fertile for agriculture. 

86 B ~ h t d  report, OP. cil., p. 2-49. 
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Aithuugh the urbanisation is not intensive save for at BratisIava, there are 
fifieen toms and villages in the Czechodovak side of the Danube's banks, 
giving a population of more than hdf  a miIIion including Bratislava." 

The Project wouId undeniably have had an effect on the productivity of these important 

regions if no plans had been made to maintain watw Ieveb: without the dedication of 

new flows, further productivitjr wouId have been reduccd by one thirds8. But dus tu the 

artificial recharge system, impacts on agriculture and forestry would bc insigRrficant or 

beneficiai 

2.1 1 7 Lusses due tu floodq previousiy suffered in terms of both furestry 

and agriculturd production, would be reduced and agricuIturd land, especially, would 

ben& h m  the reduction of areas subjcct to waterlogging. Thus, the HQI report states: 

"Le rabattement de la nappe I'aval du projet pourra être bknkfique pour 
l'agriculture dans cette région oii Ie drainagi est requisgg ". 

"The decrease in the watertable in the downstrearn section of the Project 
may benefit agriculture in this region where drainage is required. " 

The BechteI report predicts a net ben& tu agriculture and an opportunity for increased 

crops production. fis generaI conclusions are as follows: 

"The project wiII provide several benefits tu agricuitural and forestry 
production in the Szigetkoz with installation of the artificial recharge 
systern. These benefits include increases in arable Iand with more control 
of gruund water IeveIs and floods, as well as a more stabiIized water 
su pply for irrigationw. " 

2.1 78 SIovakia has shuwn above, first, that the GN Project constitutes a 

very t horoughly researched and envir~nmentall~ sustainable development of thjs section 

of the Danube and, second, that it was wholly unrealiatic for Hungary to daim in 1989- 

88 Betchei report, op. cit.. p.2-52. It iç estimared, for example, that ody 300 of the Szigetkot's 
7,800 hectltres of foresr wodd k adversely affecied, wwhh impact wuid be miiigated by a 
move away from poplar plantaiions others species. 

89 HQI repart, W. cil., p. 36. 
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1990 that its withdrawd fiom the Project was due tu newly discovered environmenta1 

problems. Environmentai impacts had been carefuIIy and extensively studied by both 

parties tu the 1977 Treaty both befure and der  the wnclusion of the Treaty. It had 

been found rhat the environment would benefit to a high degree h m  the Project and that 

any negative impacts couId be mitigated at the same time as the parties' development 

gods were redised. The parties1 conclusions have been confrmed by two independent 

sources (the HQI and BechteI reports): quite simply, there was no environmental disaster 

in the ofing. 

2.1 1 9 However, there now exists even better eevidence that the design of 

the GKN System is environmentalIy sound. This is in the fum of the actual operation of 

the System in rnbdihd fum and its careh1 monitoring by the EC Working Group of 

Independent Experts, both ofwhich are considered in Chapter V bdow. Unsurprisingly, 

the evidence shows that the voIuminous research into the Project was solidly bmed. 

Thus, tu take one important example, the Systern has bad absoIuteIy no negative impact 

on the drinking watw suppIies for either Bratislava or Budapest. By contrast, the 

unsubstantiated aIIegations that were offered as the reasons behind Hungaq*~ wit hdrawd 

h m  the Project have now been confimecl tu be whoIIy nduunded. 



CHAPTER III. CONDUCT OF THE PARTIES TO THE 1977 TREATY PIUOR 
TO 13 MAY 1989 

3.01 In this Chapter, the attitude and actions of Czechoslovakia and 
Hungary towards carryÎng out their obligations under the Project are exarnined up until 

Hrrngary's suspension of performance under the 1977 Treaty in May 1989, with particular 

ernptrasis on Hungary's conduct and the reasons for it. The foIIowing are some of the major 

concIusions tu be drawn h m  the examination in this Chapter of this phase of the-Project's 

history : 

- m, h m  the outset, Hungary was a dificuIt Project parrner; due to 

economic problems (not environmentai concem) Hungav sought 

delays in the agreed time schedule as well as changes in the wofi 

distribution; 

- Second, negotiations between the parties succeeded, nevertheless, in 

arriving at agreements to amend the 1977 Treaty and its related treaty 

documents su as tu reffect time scheduIe extensions in deference tu 

Hrrngary'ç economic dificulties; 

- Third, these amendrnentq which were made in 1983 in the form of 

ProtocoIs, had the effect of reaffrming both the validity of the 1977 

Treaty and the objects of the G/N Project; until its suspension of 

performance in May 2989, the Hungarian Government repeatedly 
assured Czechoslovakia of its firm intention to fulfill its obligations to 

complete the Project in accordance with the 1977 Treaty; 

- Fourth, soon f i e r  the 1983 Protocol delayîng the Project's timetable 

had taken eflect and was being carried out, Hungary's attitude 

towards the Project began to change and, instead of seeking to deIay 

the Project, it requested that the Project's schedrrle be acceIerated; in 

spite of the financial difficuIties this caused Czechosiovakia, steps to 

speed rrp the çchedule began tu be taken as early as 1985- 1986, 

leading ultimately to the Protocol of 6 February 1989, which fomaIIy 



shorîened rhe schedule by 15 months; the 1989 ProtocoI, like the 

1983 Prutocols, was a reaffimation of the 7977 Treaty and the G/N 

Project ; 

- Fifth. in spite of the delays and accelerations in the schedule, by early 

1989 Hungary, like Czechoslovakia, had accomplished a large part of 

its construction obligations as required by the 1977 Treaty; 

- Sixth, in the mid-1980s, environmental groups began increasingly to 

single out the G/N Project as a target; in Hungary, opposition to the 
Project gained the political support of the party that in May 1990 was 

elected tu Iead the Hungarian Goverment, with the rewlt that the 

Project becme a highiy volatile political issue in Hungq .  

SECTION 1, The Period 1977-1984: DeIavs in the Proiect Due tu Hungawk 
Econornic Difficulties 

3.02 Mer signature of the 1977 Treaty, work on the Project was started 
by both parties in accordance with the Treaty and the 1977 Mutual Assistance Agreement. 

At the 17th session of the Joint Czechoslovak-Hungarian Committee for Econornic, 
Scientific and Technical Cooperation, 24-26 February 198 1,  it was concluded that during the 

years 1978-1980 construction under the Project had been accomplished according to the 
Treaty and the Mutual Assistance Agreement and that work had begun on al1 the main parts 

of the projecr1 . 

3.03 Since in this and the next Chapters reference wiII be made to various 

cornmittees and techrzical groups, it may be helpful to set out here a brief definition of them: 

- Joint Czechoslovak-Hungarian Cornmittee for Economic, Scientific 

and Technical Cooperation (the "ESTC" Committee): the senior 

competent joint authority, reporting directly to the top of the 
Government of each State; responsible for al1 questions concerning 

cooperation between the States; also supenrised the Plenipoteniaries. 



- Joint Czechoslovak-Hungarian Broader (Edarged) Tecimica1 Group 

("BTG"): responsibie fur preparing the te* of the 1977 Treaty and 

Mutud &sistance Agreement under the supervision of the ESTC 

Committee. 

* Plenipotentiaries: the two senior delegates tu the G/N Project named, 
respective1 y, by each State; responsible for constmction and operation 

of the Project; assumed the duties of the BTG; were supervised by the 

ESTC Cornmittee. 

- Joint Operating Group: set up by the Plenipotentiaries as the working 

group tu resolve techical problems. 

- CzechosIovak-Hungarian Commission for Buundary Waters ("Joint 

Boundary Waters Commission"): estabiished pursuant tu the 1976 

Boundary Waters Management Agreement; responsibIe for 

monitoring and taking masures to parantee the qualiw of the 

Danube waters; the Commission's PIenipotentiaries reporteci direcrly 

to the top of the Governent of each State. 

A striking feature of these cornmittees and g u u p s  making the basic decisiuns concerning the 

G/N Project was the high governmentaI IeveI at which they operated. 

3.04 Even at this eariy stage, in spite of the positive tone of the protawl of 

the 17th session of the ESTC Cornittee, Hungary began tu faII behind schedule; and it suon 

requested a slowdown in the works due tu the economic probIems the country was then 

experiencing. This led to a series of meetings in 1981, including a meeting of the Vice- 

Chairmen of the EST€ Cornmittee on I O  ~ e ~ t e m b e ?  and a meeting ofthe Chairmen of the 

Conmittee un 21 ~ e ~ t e m b e r ~ .  Hungary svught a delay of as long as five years, whik 

Czechodovakia attempted ta restrict the deIay tu two years, Iater increming the acceptable 

delay tu rhree years. At the aame tirne, Czechoduvakïa asked that it be reimbursed in some 

fashïun for the custs to it of any such May.  Discussions continuecl into 1982 without this 



question being nsolved4. The ESTC Cornmittee subsequently visited the site and saw for 

itsel f the advanced state of construction on the Czechoslovak side, inclrrding the cIearing of 

some 5,000 hectares of fam land and forest for the Project, with several thousand workers 

Iocated on site. 

3.05 At the 18th session of the ESTC Cornmittee held during 3 1 May - 1 

June 1982, it was agreed M draw up a new construction schedule and tirnetable postponing 

the putring of the GabEikovo section inîu operation until 1990' . The start of construction of 

the Nagymaros section would be delayed until 1989-1990, with operation of the first 

turbuielgenerator unit tu commence by 1993 if possible. It was stipulated that the parties 

would adhere tci the basic plinciples of the 1977 Treaty. At this session, certain pruposals of 

Hungary for the revision of the Project based on Hungary's re-examination of the technicd 

aspects of the Project were referred tu, including ils ecologisal impact. There is no 

indication in the protucol of the session just what these proposais were, but Hungary agreed 

tu hand over the results of its studies tri Czechoslovakia, who agreed in turn tu consider 

them prov ided they did not change the concept of the Project as agreed in the 1977 Treaty. 

Czecboslovakia was never given any such Hungarian technical -dies or proposais for 

revision. 

3.06 As the discussions continued into 1983, it becarne clear that Hungary 

was in Fact seeking to irnprove its financial position under the Projeot. In the end, 

CzechosIovakia eIected not then tu pnrsue the remedies to which it might be entitled, 

provided that s speedy oondusion could be reached to implement the deoisions reached at 

the 18th session of the ESTC Cornmittee. 

3 .O7 On 23 May 1983, in response tu the Czechoslovak Prime Minister's 

letter of 3 M~JJ', the Hungarian Prime Minister reassured Cmchoslovakia that, in spite of 

dificult ecunomic conditions, Hungary was doing al1 it wu1d ta Mfil its obIigations undw 

the 1917 ~ r e a t y ~ .  Then, a tuniing point in the negotiations occurred, on 9 July 1983, at the 

4 See, Amex 42, a Ietter dated 26 ApriI 1982, in which the Hungarian Vice-Prime Minisrer Mr. - 
Marjai assurcd his ctiunlerpart that H m g q  was not in violation of the 1977 Traiy. 

5 Annex 43. 

6 h e x  44. 
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meeting of the Chairmen of the ESTC ~ommittee' . II was agreed tu adhere to the original 

apportionment of work beiween CzechosIovakîa and Hungary, as set out in the 1977 Treaty 

and in the Mutual Assistance Agreement, and to adopt the deIay in the schedule as appruved 

at the 18th session of the Comrniitee, that is, to put the Gabtkovo section into operation in 

1990 and the Nagymaros section into operation in 1993. The final paragraph of the 

memorandum referred to the question of protection of the environment: 

"The Comrnittee chairmen stated that the 11977 Treaty and Mutual 
Assistance Agreement] took into consideration, with regard to the then 
knowledge level, the measures concerning the environment protection and 
nature protection. Both parties, however, consider necessary to keep on 
finding reasonable solution of contingent in favourable phenornena in the 
course of the realization of the construction and to find ways leading to 
impruvement of the environmerit quality. With regard to this, it will be 
necessary tu enable necessary modification of the technical prujects. To this 
purpose to create conditions for effective couperation." 

This was a confirmation that the environment had dready been carefurly considerd but that 

Project modifications might still be found desirable in the Ii&t of any new findings su as tu 

improve the quaIitJr of the environmerit. 

3.08 In order to reflect the change in scheduIe, the PIenipotentiaries were 

charged with preparing the necessary Protocols to amend the 1977 Treaty and MutuaI 

Assistance Agreement. The Protocols were promptly drawn up and signed on 10 October 

1983' . The effect of the Protocol amending the 1977 Treaty was to delay the Project by 

roughly four years. The Protocol arnending the Mutual Assistance Agreement changed the 

deadlines on various parts of the Project and adopted a new tirnetable. The Protocol 

arnending the Treaty waç approved by both Parliaments, and instmments of ratification were 

exchanged in Febnrary 1984. As arnendments that modified only the Project scheduIe but 

not orher basic elernents of the Project irself, the ProtocoIs were clearly a reafirmation of 

the 1977 Treaty and the GIN Project. 

3.09 The ESTC Cornmittee again visited the sites in connection with the 

Cornmittee's 19th session held during 20-22 Febnrary 1984~'. The PIenipoteniaries were 

a Annex 46. 
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instructed to maintain progress under the Project in accordance witk the 1977 Treaty, under 

the revised schedule. 

SECTION 2. 1985-May 1989: Accderation of the Proiect at Hungarv's 
Req uest 

3.10 Soon &er the adoption of the new schedule, the Hrrngarian 

Goverment began tu consider the possibiIity of speeding up the Project and, in particrrlar, 

the section relating tu Nagymaros and the taiIwater section of the bypass canal. This shifi in 

attitude is refiected in the protocol of the 20th session of the ESTC Cornmittee held on 10- 

12 April 1985". Hungary brought in Amtrian and Yugoslav contractors to carry out the 

works12, and it asked Czechoslovakia to advance the schedule on the parts of the Project for 

which it was responsible. The Czechoslovak Government found it could accelerate work at 
GabZikovo by substituting certain equipment manufactured in Czechoslovakia for equiprnent 

to be purchased fiom the U.S.S.R. In 1986, Hungary awarded to two Austrian enterprises 
the contract for the whole Nagymaros step, to be completed within 33 months. The 

contract was financed by a consortium of Amtrian banks to be repaid by the srrppIy of 

electricity starting in 1996. 

3.1 1 At the 2 1 st session of the ESTC Commiitee on 19 May 1986, the 

proposais of the two govemmentr for accelerating the Project were discusseded" . Hungary 

sought to advance the scheduie for prrtting into operation the Iast turbindgenerator rinit of 

the Nagymaros section tu 1 Febmary 1993 at the latest, a shortenhg of the schedule by 

about 15 months. Ia iç of particular interest tu note that, according tu the record of this 

session, the Hungarian proposal for acceleration was based in part on the "protection of 

[the] environment and the surrounding countryside". It was considered that the suitable 

legal instmment to carry out this change would be a Protocol amending the 1977 Mutual 

Assistance Agreement only. Further discussion of the acceleration of the Project continued 

at the 22nd session of the ESTC Cornmittee, 6-9 July 198714. 

11 Annex 48. 

12 The weir at DunakiIiti was IargeIy fo k buiIt by Austnan companies, financed by Anstrian bank 
Ioans; the downstrearn dredging operaiion was fo be c h e d  ouf by a YugoçIav campany. 
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3.12 Preparatory work at Nagymaros under the Austrian contract started 
in 1987. This indicated that Hungary had begun to organise the works on its part of the G/N 

Project according to the shortened tirnetable many months bef0r.e the implementing Protocol 
was signed and took effect on 6 February 1989. The delay in the signing of the Protocol 

was due in part to the extensive economic and financial adjustments that advancing the 
schedule required of Czechoslovakia. The 1989 Protocol terminated the 1983 Protocol 

amending the 1977 Mutual Assistance Agreement but the provisions of the 1977 Treary 

remained untouched" . Thus, in Februay 1989, bath parties again reaffimed the 1977 

Treaty and the Gm Project, except as modified in respect to the time schedule. The initiai 

test of the First turbinelgenerator in the GabEfko~o hydroeIectric power plant was scheduIed 

for 2 July 1990"~ and agreement was reached that the damming of the Danube and the 

fiIIing of the reservoir and the bypasç canal would take pIace during Uctober - December 

1989, the oniy time of the year in which this operation was feasible" . 

SECTION 3. The Issue of Water OuaIitv 

3.13 At the 5-7 Octuber 1988 session of the Hungarîan Parliamerit, a 

report of the Hungarian Governent on the prugess of consmction under the GiN Project 

was conçidered. By a substantid rnajority18, the Parliament cunfïrmed the decision to 

halise the GIN Project juintIy with Czechoslovakia on the basis of the 1977 Treaty, 

including the Nagymaros section, as well as the acceleratioa of the schedule by 15 rnonths. 

However, it directed that the quality of the Danube's water must not be allowed to 

deteriorate and therefore that the peak operatiori of the GabEikovo plant should begin only 

after completion of sewage plants by both countries. The Parliament resolved that an 

agreement between the two States should be drawn up setting out the principles of 

environmental protection to govern the Project. 

3.14 At the 23rd session of the ESTC Cornmittee on 2-3 March 1989, the 

Plenipotentiaries were called upon to submit a report on the fulfillment of the work schedule 

15 Annex 9 .  

16 Annex 5 1. 

17 Sec. para. 4.02, below. 

18 See, Chap. IV, fn. 8. - 



before the end ofthe Paragaph 1.3 ofthe protoc01 of this meeting indicates that the 

Cornmittee aIso considered the question of envirumental protection: 

"The Parries agreed on the fact that the operation of the GabEikovo- 
Nagparos System of h c k s  must not worsen the environment in the 
territory concerned, the basic request is that by the operation of the System 
the quality of water ofthe Danube river must not be worsened." 

This cIearfy reflected the actions of the Hungarian Parliament just mentioned. The Slovak 

Mînîster of Forestry and Water Management and his Hungairan counterpart, in cooperation 

with the PIenipotentiaries for the Project, were instnrcted tu draw up by I5 A$ 1989 

concrete proposds tu safegüard the environment and the quality of the water of the Danube. 

3.15 The matter of regulating the purity of the boundary waters of the 

Danube had been specifically addressed in the 1976 Boundary Waters Management 

~~reernent~' .  Article 1 1 of that Agreement provided that the parties would do their best to 

"guarantee the purity of boundary waters" and to lower pollution by constmcting or 

reconstmcting purification plants. The Agreement also provided for the systematic checking 

of water purîty and for the re-establishment of the Czechos~ovak - Hungarîan Commission 

for Boundary Waters. Article 15 of the 1977 Treaty had also dealt specifically with water 

quality, requiring (in paragraph 2) that the parties ensure "that the quality of water in the 

Danube is not impaired as a result of construction and operation" of the G/N Project. It also 
provided that "monitoring of water quality in connection with the construction and operation 

of the [GN Project]" was to be carried out on the basis of the 1976 Boundary Waters 

Management Agreement. 

3.16 The Joint Boundary Waters Commission appointed under the 1976 

Agreement adopted a number of measures in irnplementation of the water prrrîty provisions 

of the ~ ~ r e e m e n t " .  Water taken h m  the Dmube was tested 12 times a year, taking 48 

çamples for examination against 26 parameters (23 physiochemical, I biological, 1 

rnicrobiological and 1 radiological). As provided in ArricIe 1 5 of the 1977 Treary, the G/N 

Project was intended tu follow the technical measures on water quality established by this 

Joint Commission. 

19 Annex 52. 

20 Amex 4. 
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3.17 Mer the action taken at the Octuber 1988 session of the Hungarian 

Parliament, the Hungarian membew of the Joint B u u n d q  Waters Commission put together 

a more rigorou s set of guidelines for the extended testing of the waters of the Danube &er 
the GM Projeît had gone into effect. The eequency of water sampling was tu be increased 
to 26 times a year, tested against 54 profles on the Hungarian side and 45 profiles on the 

Czechodovak side. In addition, the method of testing was to be aimed at Iucating al1 

significant sources of poilution. These proposais were discussed at meetings of the Joint 

ComniIssion in December 1988 and Fetiruary 1 9 8 9 ~ ~  The reach of the Danube affected by 

the GM Project was dehed tu be the part of the river lying beîween the Devin Gate, where 

the Morava River flows into the Danube, and Nagparos, including the leR and right hand 

branches of the Danube-the Md$ Danube and the Mosoni Danube. Agreement was reached 

un the frequenq of sampling (24 times a year}, the parameters (61) and the location of 

sampling ( i 2 di flerent locations), modifying slightly the Hungarian proposal. 

3.18 At the same time as it was considehg the option of more stringent 

masures for the monitoring of water quality, the Joint Commission dso tumed its attention 

tu measures fur protection of water purity through sewage treatment already taken or 

planned by e a h  State. This involved essentially an up-dating of an earlier report of the 

Commission in Mach 1985 summarising the measures taken by each State up tu the end of 

1984, and planned tu be accomplished by 1995, in the axa of the Danube shared in 

commun. Acîording to the 1985 report, 620 sewage treatment plants had been oonstructed 

on the CzechosIovak side of the commun CzechosIuvak-Hungarian section of the Danube, 

and 77% of a l  sources of watw puIIution had their uwn sewage treatment faciIitks. The 

iocation of the then existing sewagt treatrnent plants is set out in the following table 

compiled from the 1985 report: 

River Municipal Industria1 Tuta1 

~anub&&hoçlovakia 14 14 28 
V5h 59 269 328 
&on I I  152 163 
1 pe~lCzechosIovakia O 95 
Total 9G 530 020 



3.19 In the Hungarian area of the commun Czechoslovak-Hungarian 

section of the Danube, 213 sewage treatment pIants had been constructed up tu the end of 

1984, and 78% of al1 sources of water poIIrrtion had their own sewage treatment facilities. 

This is summarised in the foIIowing table: 

=ver Municina1 Industria1 Total 

i 3.20 As tu water purity rneasures programmed up tu the end of 1995, the 

Joint Commission's 1985 report indicated that Czechoslovakia plamed tu construct, 

between 1985 and 1930,25 sewage treatment plants, and between 1990 and 1995, 95 more 

plants. On the Hungarian side, the figures were 40 planta beîween 1986 and 1990 and 43 

plants between 1 99 1 and 1 995. - 

! 3.2 1 In the up-dated report of the Joint Commission appruved at its 20-24 

February 1989 session, it was noted that, duirng 1985-1988, Czechoslovakia had in fact 

constnrcted I 1 new sewage treatment pIants in the reIevant area and that 37 more were 
aiready under constnrction. The memures pIanncd by both States for the period 1990- 1997 

were alsu submitted. These figures showed Czechosluvakia tu have exceeded its pIanned 
construction of sewage treatment plants. 

3.22 FoIImvïng the 23rd session of the ESTC ~ornmitte? , representatives 

of the Ministries of each State charged with preparing a precise water protection plan, 

together with the PIenipotentiaries for Boundary Waters of each State on the Joint 

Commission, met on 7-8 Aprii 1989'~. They had before them the resuIts of the work of the 

Joint Commission at its meetings in December 1988 and February 1989 concerning the 

extension of the water purity program for the period following the putting into operation of 

23 Sec. para. 3.14, above. 



the GM Project. They agreed to start such a program as of 1 ApriI 1989, and they put in 

motion a proposed program for safeguarding the environment and the qudity of the water of 

the Danube, as they had been charged to do at the 23rd session of the ESTC Cornmittee. 

3.23 The joint recommendations issued by the Boundary Waters 

Plenipoteniaries on 8 April 1989 emphasised the importance. of protection of the 

environment and, as a result, they recommended that a special agreement between 

CzechosIovakia and Hungary be conclrtded to deal with the matter and that the preparation 

of such an agreement be cornpleted by the end of June 1989". The propoîed elements of 

such an agreement were the following : 

- That each State should take appropriate rneasures for folIow-up and 

evaiuation of the water qudity of the Danube, as agreed at the 7-8 

April meeting, to be put into effect as of 1 April 1989; 

- That the values resulting from testing the water quality against the 

agreed parameters taken from the results of the joint long-term 

follow-up of the water quality of the Danube, as well as from tests 

just prîor to filIing the Dunakiliti-bSov reservoir at the end of 1989, 

should serve as the ba i s  for evaluating variations in water quality 

afier putting the Project into effect; 

- That peak operation should start ody aRer the constmctiun of the 

necessary facilties for the protection of water prrrity, and that the 

operation of the GD4 Project should be governed by the condition of 

protecting water purity; 

That to carry out the above, the two States should ngree on a 

program of construction of the necessary sewage plants before 

starting the peak operation; and 

25 Annex 54. 



- That both States shoufd inform the public about the adoption of these 

measures tu protect the envirument and, especially, the quality of 

water. 

3.24 The recommendations of 8 April 1989 of the Boundary Waters 

Plenipotentiaries constituted one of the major items taken up at the meeting of the Chairmen 

of the ESTC Committee held in Bratislava on 3 May 1 9 8 9 ~ ~ ,  preparatory to a meeting 

between Prime Ministers on the subject of economic and technicd cooperation. The agreed 

record of these discussions contained the proposal to conclude a special agreement for the 

protection of water quality as recornmended in the Ministers' Report of 8 April. The 

Hungarian Chairman refused to sign the protocol of the meeting, stating as his reason that 

the Hungarian Governent was not in a position to sign snch an agreement before the 

Hungarian Parliament had dekided whether to cd1 for a national referendum on the question 

of constmction of the N a p a r o s  section of the Project. In retrospect, this was a clear 

signal of Hungary's intention tu breach the 1977 Treaty, an action taken 10 days Iatw when 

the Hungarian Governent announced its suspension of work ai the Nagy maros site due to 

what it claimed to be an ecologicaI emergency. 

SECTION 4. The Parties' Observance of their Construction Obligations 

3.25 The history of the Project up to May 1989 is not only one of 
negotiation and Treaty amendment; it is also a history of construction. As noted at 

paragraph 2.73 above, and shown by Illus. No. 28, Arricle 5j5) of the 1977 Treaty assigned 
tu each parry specific construction obligations. During the perîod 1977-1989, these 

obligations were for the greater part performed. The status of completion of the Project as 

at May 1989 - the date of Hungary's suspension of work at Nagyrnaros - is shown by IIIus. 

No. 3 I . Inçofar as CzechosIovakia was concerned, by the spring of 1989 its obligations to 

construct the Iefi bank Hnrgov-DunakiIiti reservoir dykes was 98% fulfiIIed, to constmct the 

headwater section of the bypass canal was 95% fiilfilled, and to construct the GabEikovo 

system of locks and power plant was 85% fulfilled. The flood protection measures in the 

Sap (Pa1koviEovo)-Nagparos sector under its responsibility were 60% complete. 



3.26 But Hungary, had not been idle either during this period. The 
Dunakiliti weir was 90% complete. Construction of the right bank dykes of the Dunakiliti 

weir was 85% complete in Hurigarian territory and 70% compIete in CzechosIovak territory. 
Hungary had fulfilled its obIîgations to constmct flood protection dykes in the IpeI' region of 

CzechosIovakia up to 80%. The taiIwater section of the bypasç canal was 60% complere, as 

were the flood protection masures un the righ t bank of the Palkovi~uvo-Nagparos sector 

of the Danube. Construction of the Nagymaros step was dso weII undeway. 

3 -27 Thus, as showri on IIIus. No. 3 1, by May 1989 the GabEikqvo section 

of the GIN sysiern was approaching cornpletion and a significant portion of the works on the 

Nagymaros section had been carried out - at the cost of a very substantial investment by 

both parties. The significance of this is twofoId, mt, as with the 1983 and 1989 Protocols, 

it confirms that the question of the status, importance and validity of the GA4 Project under 
the 1977 Treaty had not been called into question (and would not be prior to May 1992). 

Second, as noted in greater detail in Chapter V below, by impIernenting its unilateral 

suspension after May 1989, Hungary leR Czechoslovakia in what was quite sirnply an 

impossible and wholly unexpected position. 

3.28 ln Hrtngary's 1992 ~eclaration'~, there is a short discussion of the 

period cuvered by this Chapter, starting with the signing of the 1977 Treaty and ending with 

Hungaryls sispension of perioimance under the Treaty on 13 May 1989. It contains 

important omissions and serious misstatements. For example, in meaioning the initial delays 

in the Project, in paragraph 2, it attributes them tu "economic diffrculties arising 

simuItaneousIy in both countries", whereas it was only Hungary's econornic difficulties that 

led to these delays. In the same paragraph, the Declaration states that in the negotiations 
entered into as a result of Hungary's request to extend the Project's schedule, the possibility 

of renouncing the Project was considered. This assertion is wholly without substance. Such 

a possibility was certainly not considered by Czechoslovakia; and as for Hungary, it 
repeatedly affirmed to Czechoslovakia its intention to observe the provisions of the 1977 

Treaty. The Protocols of 1983 and 1989 amending the 1977 Treaty and Mutual Assistance 

Agreement reaflirmed the continuing validity of the Treaty and the intention of both Parties 
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tu cany out its provisions, as did the parties' fuIfiIIment of a substantial part of their 

construcrion obligations. This statement in the DecIaration is simply wrong. 

3.29 The 1992 Declaration (in paragraph 5) refers to a report of an ad hoc 

cornmittee of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, fomed in 1981, which was approved by 

the Preçidium of the Academy in a Statement issued in Decernber 1983. It is alleged that 

this Statement criticised the lack of any comprehensive study of the ecological effects of the 

GM Project or assessrnent of its risks, and recommended postponement or even cancelIation 

of the Project. At the time, Czechodovakia was aware of no such report and was not &en 

any such Statement of the Academy. The conclusions dIegedIy containeci in the Academy's 

statement are not reflected in the tecords of the numerous joint meetings of the various 
groups and comrnittees that were concerned with the Project, including meetings at the 

Prime Mirister IeveI. It cari ody be cuncluded, in the Iight of this silence, that the Hungarian 

Governerit rejected these views. This is confimzed bjr an important Hungarian document 

discussed starting at paragraph 3.37 below. It is, of course, not uncommon for projects of 
I this magnitude to have their critics. But if such views had had serious support at the 

govemental IeveI they would certainIy have appeared in the records of the meetings that 

openly discussed these very issues; and they wouId have show up ciearly as the considered 

l view of the Hungarian Govemment - which we know they were not, for they simply were 

not discussed according to the available record. 

3.30 Hungary's 1992 Dedaration dues not atternpt to explain the 

Hungarian shift in attitude that resulted in its request to speed up the Project, nor the actions 

taken by Hungary as early as 1985- 1986 to shorten the tirnetable, nor the 1989 Protocol that 

formaIIy rnodifed the Project scheduIe, incIuding notably the Nagymaros section, so as tu 

accelerate it by 15 rnonths. Instead, the Declaration alkges that in 1988 and 1989 HungaMs 

supposed review of the construction program revealed "serious insufficiencies ... in the 

preparatory work carried out in the 70's" mentioning, inter dia, the lack of hydrobiological 

and water quality smdies. Aside fmm the obvious inconsistency befween Hurigary's request 

and actions to accelerate the Project's schedule and any such aIIeged findings, none of the 

records of the large number of meetings held during 1988 and 1989 contain any mention of 

this sort of criticism of the Project. Water quality testing, as discussed above, had been 

conducted from the outset of the Project under the supervision of the Joint Boundary 
- Waters Commission and was given increased attention as time went on, culminating in the 

recommendations of 8 April 1989 for the conclusion of a formal agreement between the two 



States on water quality. What is more, Hungary's 1992 Declaration fails to mention that 

Hungq refused tu sign the protocol of the meeting of the Chairmen of the ESTC 
Conmittee on 3 May 1989 at which the 8 April recommendations were approvedz8 . 

SECTION 6. The Underlvin~ Reasons for ffungaw's Actions 

3.3 1 It has been shom in the preceding sections that there was a 

fundamental lack of consistency in Hungary's performance of its obligations under the 1977 

Treaty up to May 1989. The motives behind Hungary's actions assume an importance 
-because they serve as evidence either tu validate or undermint the subsequent defences 
oEered by Hungary tu excuse its breach of the 1977 Treaty. The principal evidentiary 

sources that point to the real reasons for Hungary's actions are: (i) the economic factors 

existing at the time; (ii) certain documentary evidence from the Hungarian side; and (iii) the 

explmations t hat the Hungariari Governent itsel f gave for its actions. 

The Economic Factors Behind the Decisions to Delay the Proiect 

3.32 In Chapter II above, Slovakia has shown that the G/N Project offered 

significant benefits tu the parties in many diferent areas çuch as navigation and flood 

control. But just as flood control acquired a new sieficance after the 1954 and 1965 

floods, so the availability of sources of hydroelectric energy became more important after 
the 1973 oil crisis. dongside other developed Eastern and Western countries, this crisis 

encouraged Hringary tu frrrther itç atternpts to strengthen its domestic eriergy base. In terms 

of the utilisation of its hydroelectric power potential, the G/N Project was particularly 
important because, unlike its neighbours such as Austria and Czechoslovakia, and such other 

European countries as Germany , Switzerland and France, Hungary's hydroelectric power 

potentiai is reiatively Iow. Other than aIong the northern stretches of the Tisza River, the 

Danube was and is the only attractive potential source of hydroelectric power and then 
primarîly in the joint sector between Hungary and Czechoslovakia where there is the more 
siibstantial gradient in the river. Added to the gradient advantages of the sector of the 

Danube between CzechosIovakia and Hungary, discusçed in Chapter 1, was the facr that 

Czechoslovakia was rich in technical experience in the building and operation of 

28 para. 3.24, above. 



hydroelectric power plants, for it had aiready for some time started to utilise its hydroelectric 
power potentid dong its orher rivers. 

3.33 Ofcourse, bythetirneofthe 1973 oilcfisis, theGMProjecrhad 

been under consideration for two decades. Hungary was therefore in the position of being 
able tu proceed with a well-researched and well-estabiished joint project that would increase 
its domestic energ production at low operational cost. Alternatively, it could mm away 

from the potentiaI benefits, leaving Czechoslovakia tu pursue such a hydrodectrîc project 

alone - to build its own hydroelectric power works on the part of the Danube nrnning soldy 

through Czechoslovak territory or to enter into a joint project with Austria, or to combine 

the two, in order tu create a system of hydroeiectric power works (but excluding Hungary). 

3.34 It appears self-evident that the best alternative for Hungary was tu 

enter into a joint project with Czechoslovakia. But it must be stressed that the economic 
difficulties that Hungary then faced made it difficult to undertake such a substantial 

investment as the G N  Pruject . 

3.35 Hungaxy attempted tu meet these ecunomic diffrculties at the time of 
the 1977 Treaty by providing in the 1977 Mutual Assistance Agreement that the initial 

investment under the Project would be made by Czechoslovakia. Hungary's expenditure was 

thus delayed until the early 1980s. But in 1981 the Hungarian Government realised that its 

prublems were more severe than previously thought, and the possibility was raised by 
Hungary of postponing work under the Project until 1990. It was at this tirne, during the 
negotiations with Czechoslovakia that led to the 1983 Protocols extending the Project's 

schedule, that the spectre of an allegedly negative environmental impact was first used as a 

tu01 in the discussions between the pafiies. 

3.36 This coincided with the beginnings of the envirumental movemcnt in 

Hungary. However, there is compelling documentary evidence to show that the 

environmental arguments used by Hungary against the GIN Project were developed as a 

pretext to support Hungary's economic motives for delaying the Project. 



The Mariai Letter 

3.37 This evidence consists of a letter h m  the Hiinguian Vice-Prime 

Minister Jtizsef Marjai to Dr. Ihos Szenthgothai, President of the Hungarim Academy of 

Sciences, dated 19 March 1984 (hereinafter referred to as the "Marjai letter")2g. It is a 
document of the greatest interest, particularly when read alongside paragraph 5 of Hungary's 
1992 Declaration. 

3.38 The purpose of the Marjai letter was, according tu its opening 

paragraph, to comment on the "standpoint" (or position) of the Presidium of the Hungarian 

Academy of Sciences concerning "scientifically disputable questions" relating to the G/N 
Project. This "standpoint" is a reference to the "Statement" of December 1983 issued by the 

Presidiurn of the Academy that iis mentioned in paragaph 5 of Hungary's 1992 

~eclaration~' . Before considering the Marjai letter, i t is necessary to return tu paragraph 5 

of the Declaration, which describes the background of the Academy's statement in the 
folIowing way : 

- The "necessity of a scientific investigation of the envirumental 

efXecrsI1 of the G N  Project amse in 198 1 when Hungary was conducting a "re-examination" 

of the Project; 

- An ad hoc commitree was set up by the Hungarian Academy of 

Sciences to investigare the "scientifically contested prublems" of the Project; 

The report of the ad hoc committee, compiled from a number of 

different technical and scientific studies, was approved by the Presidium of the Academy in 
its Staternent of December 1983. 

3.39 Paragraph 5 of Hungary's 1992 Dedaration quotes this passage from 

the Presidium's Statement : 

30 para. 3.29, above. 



"The Joint Agreed Plan did not consider in any comprehensive way the 
ecoIogicd eSects -and consequences of the GabErlcovo-Nagymaros Barrage 
System. No assessrnerit has been made of the techical, ecological, economic 
rîsks of the project as a cuherent and interzictive systern. On the basis of the 
enurnerated and 0 t h  factors, the Presidium of the Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences considered it justified and, at least reasonabie to postpone 
significantly the construction work, to make changes in the plans, or rather to 
cancel the construction once for dl." 

The Declaration goes on tu Say: 

"It was characteristic for the political circumçtances at that time, that the 
statement was completely neglected by the government and by party officials 
and its publication was simply prohibited." 

3.40 The Ma jai letter tells a very d i f f a n t  story. The staternent of the 

Presidium had been given to Vice-Prime Minister Marjai by Hungary's Prime Mifister to 

study. Far from being "completely negIected by the government" as paragraph 5 of the 

Declaration asserts, the Presidium's statement was given close attention at the top echelons 

of the Government. Endeed, Mr. Marjai begins his Ietter by stating that the GIN Pro~ect is a 

matter of such importance that decisions of the Government in respect tu it shorrld be taken 

with the greatest care. He then recalls some important background information: 

- Economic difficulties, believed at the time of entering into the 1977 

Treaty tu be temporary, led the parties tu provide in the cornpanion 

Mutual Assistance Agreement that Czechoslovakia would perform 

the initial works, rather than Hungary, so that Hungary's investmentç 

would only start at the beginning of the 1980s; 

- In earIy 1981 Hungary redised that its economic dificulties were 
long-term in nature and, hencc, Hurigary pressed for a suspension of 

investments until 1990 in the negotiations that ensued with 

Czechoslovakia; 

- Since it realised that it would be dificrrlt to gain Czechoslovakials 

agreement, the Hungarian Government sought to strengtheri its hand 
in these negotiations bv a d d i n ~  to its economic justification for the 

delav some arguments based on the need for further research of 

env ironmenta1 impacts; 





arguments were found invalid after the Plenipoteniaries had convened scientists on both 

sides to stndy them. A s  he çays in his letter: 

"In both cases it became evident that çuch arguments don't exist, they 
conhned the existing valid concept and well-thought-out character of the 
[GN Project]." 

In the end, Hungary did not reach its goal of intempting the construction of the GlN 

System. By that time, the lener concludes, works in Czechoslovakia had progressed to the 

point where interruption would have caused great darnage, which Hungary could not have 

contemplated reimbursing; but at least the Project had been postponed for four years 

without arty daim for damages. 

3.45 Having expIained the reasons behind Hungaryls request for the 

intervention of the Academy in 1982, the Maqai Ietter proceeds to make some specific 

comment s about the Presidium's Statement produced in December 1983 : 

- Ail the works for protection of the environment errvisaged in the 

resolutions of the CounciI for Erivironmentd Protection adopted on 

2 1 June 1983 had been carried out; 

- As tu the Presidiurn's finding of a "general threat to the environment, 

worsening of the qrrdity of groundwater and surface water, f m  

land", etc., tu a degree even worse than had been predicted, the letter 

cornments: 

"1 must state that 1 am not informed about prognoses 
indicating the worse tendency. Such prognosis could be dune 
ody  on the basis of researches accornpiished by the institutes 
of the Academy of Sciences. Except studies dune previously, 
there are no newer studies which couId confIrm it. 1 don't 
consider it decisive but the latest analysis of Our and foreign 
experience confinn that in such water works the quality of the 
discharged water is better than the quality of water entering 
the retention area. " 

It is evident fiom the letter that a change in Hungary's attitude concerning the G N  Froject 

was occurring; for by March 1984, the date of the letter, negotiations with Austria were 
already underway to provide financing and technical assistance to Hungary to assist it in 



fulfiIIing its obligations under the G/N Project. As a result, Hungary believed it had found a 
way around its economic difficuIties in carrying out the Project and was, in fact, about to 

request that the Project's schedule be accelerated3' . 

3.46 Et is appropriate tu pause here in this discussion of the Ietter to 

observe how t d y  unusud it is that a Government officid at this high level - Mr. Marjai was 

Hungary's Vice-Prime Minister - should have such a firm grasp of scientific and technical 
matters as his letter reveals. It is evident that Mr. Marjai had a thorough howledge of the 

Project and, as the senior Hungarian oEciaI at the ESTC Cornmittee meetings, he continued 
to participate in the discussions of the Project during much of t his period" . 

3.47 .The letter then tums to a second point raised in the Presidium's 
S tat ement , which concemed the costs of preventing ecological damage, which he said 

should be shared. He crincIudes that it couId be "asserted with certitude that we have no 

çubstantiated daims against Czechoslovakia". 

3.48 Mr. Marjai then addresses .the view of the Presidium that waste 

waters on the adjacent tenitory should be biologicaHy treated befure prrttirig the Dunakiliti- 

Hnigov reservoir into operation. Mr. Majai may be seen tu have been in favour of such 

treatment, as wouId be expected, but he notes that, although the "freatment of sewage 

waters in the whole country is very undeveloped", the problem could not be solved in such a 

short time. Furthermore, both countries had committed themçelves to treat sewage water in 

the region to the extent that pulIrrtion of the Danube would not increase and, thus, the 

quaIity of wattr shouId ba improvîng considerably. He states that he had been infomed that 

Czechoslovakia already had a number of such sewage plants under con~tniction~~ . 

3.49 After taking up some of the economic conclusions expressed in the 

Statement of the Presidiurn, Mr. Majai reaches the concIusion that a Iong term 

postponement of the investment, or its suspension, as the Presidiurn advocated, would not 

be possible or justifieci: 

31 See, para. 3.10, eJ a., abwe. 

32 See, para. 3.03, abova - 
33 Thiswasofcomconect. &, paras. 3.18 10 3.21, above. 



"The Presidium should take into accuunt the existing situation as well as the 
fact that its arguments reIy in great extent ody  on presumptions, due to  the 
Iack of scientific research required earIier several times by the govemment. 
Behind the rnajority of objections there are mostly contradietory scientific or 
expert opinions, the confrontation, cornparison and scientific evaluation of 
which - at least on the existing level of knowledge - was not yet done." 

The Econornic Factors Behind the Decision to AcceIerate the 
Pruiect 

3.50 The reason behind Hungary's decision to seek agreement to speed up 

the Project was once again pnrnarily economic. For once Austrian financing became 

available, and an agreement with various Austriari compmies for the compIetion of much of 

the construction had been reached, t h ~ r e  were econornic reasons to compIete the Projeci as 

quickiy as possible. The sooner electricity could be produced by the Project, the sooner 

Hungary could benefit fiom the peak power electricity shared by the parties under the GIN 

Project . 

Environmental Protests in Hungam 

3.5 1 Hungary has a listory of environmental protests dating back to the 

lare 1970slearIy 1980~~ when protests were directed at such targets as Iead poIIution on the 

outskirts of Budapest (1977) and waste dumping that was polIutirig the drinking water at 

Vhc ( 1 9 8 1 ) ~ ~ .  Later protests were made against the dumping of hazardous wastes at Paks 
(TIIus. No. 13 at para. 1.1 5 )  and elsewhere and against the bauxite mining that threatened the 
thermal Iake at ~ é v i z ? ~ .  According tu one Hungarian observer of the scerie at the time: 

"The main reason for these environmental protests is not deep-seated 
ecological concern. In some cases, conce i  over health effects is the 
rnotivating factor, but whether this reflects an environmental 
cons~ienciorrsness is questionable. Rather, these dernunstrations reflect the 
grievous economic, poIitica1 and cultural injustices that sucîety has sufïered 
and that have made it destmstful of the centers of power and its 
techt~ocrats~~ . " 

34 See, Persanyl, M., "Red Pollution, Green Evolution" in Environmental Action in Eastern Eurorie - - 
Respanses ro Crisis, N.Y., London, 1993, M.E. Sharpe, pp. 140-141. For the Iocatron of Vac (on 
the Danube east of Nagymxos and nonh of Budapest), s, IIIus. No. referred ro at paras. 
2.103-2.106, above. 

36 Ibid. - 



3.52 As noted earlier, there were indeed serious environmental problems in 

Hungary in the 1970s and 1980s - and they remain today - such as water pollution, that were 
fining targets for environmentai Why then, did the GM Project suddedy became 
a speciai target of environmentalist attack? The answer is primarily political. The GM 

Project was an easy target in that it was readily definable and that blame for the Project 
cuuld be placed un Czechodovakia as weII as un an unpoprrIar Hungarian regime. The 

everyday proHem of Hungary's interna] water pollution, though mure pressing in r d  terms, 

was a probiem for which the responsibility and Hungary's own shortcomings could not be 

easily shified. It was easier to focus attention on the supposed effects of the G N  Project on 

water quality, and in large part tu blame Czechoslovakia, thm tu address squarely the major 

probIem: 

"Water pollution is probably the single most serious environmental problem 
in Hungary ... The Iargest water consumer is industry, which accounts for 
8 1% of the country's total water conçumption . . . Aithough sewage treatrnent 
has improved in the last 10 tu 20 years, it is still far h m  ~ u f i c i e n t ~ ~  ." 

3 .53  To remedy this problem would involve an enormous investment. The 

G/N Project, in contrast, was an easy target that held out the promise of eliminating a major 

investment at a time when Hungary was undergoing serious economic diScuIties and had 

made heavy investments in alternative sources of electric power, such as the nucIear FaciIity 

at Paks. 

3.54 The best-known of the Hungarian enviromenta1 groups, the "Danube 

Circle" Ied by JAnos Vargha, focused its attention on the G/N Project using quasi scientific 

arguments cIaimed tu estab1 ish the Project's adverse ecoiogicaI effects. Mthough these 

arguments were superficial and rnisleading as directed at the G/N Project, the environmental 

groups were able to attract national and, then, international attention and to rally 

considerable nationwide support. But this waç essentially a political movement with the 

protection of the environment as its message. As the Majai letter demonstrates, such 

scientific and technological arguments were not based on scientific studies by the 

outstanding specialised institutions in Hungary, but they provided more ammunition to the 

&, para. 2.103, a a., above. 
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opponents of the Project than Mr. Marjai had been able to obtain to support him in his 

negotiations during the e d y  1980s when economic factors ody  were invohed. The GIN 

Project rrltimately became "hostage" in a stmgge between the poIiticaI parties in Hungary 

when in February 1989 the ruling Hungarian Socialist Workers Party agreed to introduce a 

rndti-party politicai system. The Hungarian Democratic Forum (MDF), like other 

opposition parties, had adopted the enviromentalist views of the Danube Circle and, hence, 

its opposition to the GM Project . The decision of the Hunganan Guvernmenr under Prime 
Minister Németh, anriounced on 13 May 1989, to suspend work at the Nagymaros site was 

warmly applauded by the MDF and resulted in MDF support for Mr. Németh in the struggle 
between factions then underway. This helps to explain how the sanie goverment headed by 

Prime Minister Németh that had agreed tu the 1989 Protocol tu speed up the Project could 
take action soon &er to suspend operations at Nagparos and then at Dunakîliti. 

3.55 Regrettably, starting in the mid-1980s, there was a good deal of 
manipulation of public opinion in Hungary and in the Slovak region of the G N  Project that 

contains a large population of Hungarian origin. Unsupporred claima of serious ecological 

threats and even devastation caused by earthquakes, dam breaks, and the like, were 

circulated. It was claimed that the patentid poisoning of the drînking water of Budapest 

was threatened, although this ignored the fact that the wells supplying Budapest were far 

away fiom the region whose ground water would be aiTected by the G/N Project - and were 

already seriously contaminated h m  industrial and agriculmral sources that had nothing to 

du with the Project. 

3.56 From the above discrrssiorr, a number of conclusions appear tu be 

warrarited as to the reasons behind Hungary's conduct during rhis period: 

- Hungary's requests in the early 1980s that the EN Project be delayed 

appear tu have been due entirely to economic factors; environmental 

arguments were advariced for negotiating purposes and their Iack of 

ment and artificidity are evidenced by the Marjai letter; the 

environmental arguments advanced to support Hungary's request to 

accelerate the schedule are unclear and seern contrived; they support 



the con~Iusion that the supposed environmental effects of the Project 

were not seriously put forward by Hungary; 

- When arguments were directed against the G/N Project based on 

environmental factors, such as those expressed in the Statemerit of the 

Presidium of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences of December 1983, 

they were carefully exarnined at the most senior Ievel of the 

Hungarian Govemment and rejected for Iack of a scienti fic basis; 

- The GM Project was an easier and more attractive target for the 

developing environmentalist movement in Hungary seeliing national, 

and then international, recognition than the truly serious 

envirumental prublems in Hungary such as water quality; but the 

opposition to the Project was not based on new scientific studies and 

lacked a valid scientific and technicd basis; it soon degenerated into a 

carnpaign to frighten the Hungarian people on the basis of incorrect 

and rnisleading information; 

- After the political changes in Hungq,  opposition to the G/N Project 

became an idée fixe in the political program of the party that assumed 

power, because such opposition had played an important role in the 

stmggle for power in 1989 and 1990 and in its outcorne. 



CEIAPTER IV. ATTEMPTS TU FIND A SOLUTION TU THE DISPUTE 

SECTION 1. Preliminary Points 

4.01 The events affecting the G/N Project d d  with in this Chapter cover 

the period h m  May 1989 to the end of 1992. The foIIowing chronoIogy of the principal 

events during this period provides an overview of the deyelopment of the dispute: 

- 13 May 1989: Hungary announces a two-month suspension of work 
on the Nagymaros part of the Project because of aIleged ecoIogicd 
risks; the amouncement came ody three rnonths &er the Protoc01 of 

6 February 1989 shortening the Project'ç schedule by 15 months; 

- 1 5 May 1989: the Czechoslovak Government rejects Hungary's 

suspension of work on Nagymaros as having been taken uniIateraiIy, 

without consultation, and in violation of the 1977 Treaîy; 

- 8-9 June 1989: Hungary reafiïrrns its intention to continue on 

schedule with work on the rest of the G/N Project other than at 

Nagymaros; 

- 26 June - 12 July 1989: Hungarian and Czechoslovak scientific 

evaluations of the G/N Project are exchanged revealing a fundamental 

difference in views as to supposed ecological risks; 

- 17-19 Ju1y 1989: CzechosIovak and Hrrngarian experts meet tu 

consider the scientific evaluations just exchanged; 

- 20 July 1989: the Hungarian Prime Minister specifically indicates, in 

contradiction to Hungary's eariier assurance (8-9 June 19891, t hat 

work on the GabEaovo section also feII withîn the scupe of Hungary's 

suspension and that the scheduied damming of the Danube iç not to 

' occur in 1989; 



- August 1989: in the light of Hungary's suspension, Czechoslovakia 
begins an examination of alternative provisional rneasures as well as 

scientific studies into the environmental effects of such rneasures; 

Hungary is kept informed; 

- This leads to a series of exchanges between the parties during 

September and October 1989; 

- On 30 October 1989, Hungary irifums Czechoslovakia that it fias 

abandoned the Nagymaros part of the Project as conceived under the 

1977 Treaty; 

- Towards the end of 1989, snficient progress is made in the 

negotiations between the parties tu hold out reaI hope of a 

compromise solution; 

- November 1989 and June 1390: Wungary canceis its contracts with 

Austrian and YugosIav fims for work on the Pruject at, first, the 

Nagymaros site and, then, the DunakiIiti site and elsewhere; 

10 January 1990: the Hungarian Prime Minister, who had participated 

in the 1989 negotiations, suddenly puts an end to the earlier atternpts 

tu reach a compromise solution; and he makes it clear that 

abandunment ofthe Nagymaros section of the Project and peak huur 

operation were no longer matters for further negotiation - they had 

been unilaterally decided by Hungary; 

- During this period political changes are taking place in both countries 

reflecting the events then occumng throughuut Central and Eastern 

Europe; 

6 March 1990: the Hungarian Prime Minister informs the Prime 

Minister of Czechoslovakia that Hungary wiII suspend al1 work on the 

GI% Project, except- conservation and flood protection 



work, until the completion of scientific studies, and he invites 

Czechodovakia tu do likewise; he cals the G/N Project a "gigantic 

investment fiasco"; 

- 22 May 1990: the general political program of the new Hungarian 

Government is published in which it announces that, on the basis of 

the opinion of experts, the G/N Project was a mistaken project and 

that negotiations wouId be started airned at ending the Project and the 

aIIocation of damages; 

- 26 October 1990: Czechoslovakia takes the initiative of participating 

in developing a Danubian Lowland - Ground Water Mode1 as part of 
the EC's "PHARE Project" for the evduation, inter dia, of the G N  

Project'ç efTects on g o u n d  water' ; Hungary faîls tu juin in this shrdy; 

- At the same time, Czechoslovakia continues to study alternative ways 

of achieving the aims of the 1977 Treaty, and their possible 

environmental effects; 

- End of 1990, eariy 1991: the proposal to broaden the bilateral 

negotiations into tripartite meetings chaired by the EC is discussed by 

the two Govemments; 

- 22 AprîI 1991: a high-IeveI meeting of deIegations of the two 

corrntries takes place to review their respective positions conceniing 

the Projects; 

- 23 April 1991: the Hungarian National Assembly instructs the 

Government tu negoliate to terminate the 1977 Treaty; 

- 14-15 July 1941: in the course of hrther negotiations, 

Czechoslovakia again proposes broadening the negotiations to 

include EC participation; the Hungarian delegation reveals 

1 See, para. 4.02, below, for an explanaiion of the PHARE Projecl. - 



that its hands are tied by the 23 April action of the Hungarian 

Parliament; 

- 3 0 JuIy 199 1 : the Czechoslovak Governent formdIy advises 

Hrrngq of its plans to proceed with a provisional solution (Variant 

- 13 April 1992: the EC accepts to participate in negotiations to settle 

the dispute if jointly requested to do so; 

- 7 May 1992: the Hungarian Govenunent decides tu dedate the 1977 

Treaty terminated to take effect on 25 May, and Hungary oficially 

advises Czechoslovakia of its decision on 19 May; a Declaration 

explaining its actions is issued on 16 May2 ; 

- 23 October 1992: Hungary submits an application to the Internat ional 

Court of Justice challenging the legdity of Czechoslovakia's 
proceeding with Variant " Cf13 ; 

- 24 Octuber 1992: &es a the-year deIay, the damming of the 

Danube is begün by Czechoslovakia under Variant "Cu. 

4.02 The Project's schedule, as advanced by 1 5 mont hs on 6 February 

1989, called for the damming of the Danube to start at the end of October 1989 - it was not 

possible to carry out this operation excepr at one periud during the year, in the autumn, 

when the water b e l  of the Danube was at the optimum Iow IeveI for this operation. 

Hurigary's actions, as sumrnarised above, had the effect of successiveIy deIaying the 

damming of the river for three years, allowing ample opportunity to conduct up-dated 
scientific studies into the ecoIogical risks claimed by Hungary to be unacceptabIe. During 

this period, Czechoslovakia undertook a series of new scientific studies aimed at al1 aspects 

of the effects of the G/N Project, carrying funvard and updating the many scientific 

3 There was no basis for the Court's jurisdiction; and on 15 September 1993 Hungary informed the 
Registrar that it considered the Application as having "become without object" and, hence, as 
"having lapsed". 



studies that had both preceded and followed the signing of the 1977 Treaty4. In October 

1990, it agreed tu participate in the EC's PHARE project tu examine the likely effects of the 

GlN Project on gound watet, one of the principal eIements of ecologicaI irsk citcd by 

Hungary to justify its acts, but Hungary turned dom Czechoslovakia's propusal to join in 

this project5. None of the contemporaneous Czechoslovak studies substantiated any of 
Hungary's predictions of an ecological catastrophe; and none pointed to adverse 
environment aI effects that couM not satisfactoril y be remedisd. 

4.03 Repeatedly, the Czechosiovak Governent asked the- Hungarian 
Government to let it have the scientific data resulting fiom Hungarian studies aIiegedly 
establishing the ecological risks claimed to exist by Hungary. No such data have been 
furnished tu this day by Hungary, and Slovakia has no reason to believe that any in-depth 

ecoIogicaI studies were conducted by Hungarian scientific groups at the timc. What 

Hungary did produce were poIiticaIly motivated internal evaIuafrons that raised the same 

questions as had been considered when the Project was conceived and adopted in 1977 and 

were subsequently addressed as the Project proceeded. 

4.04 However, in 1988- 1989, the Hungarian Governent did proceed tu 

commission studies by two outside groups: an American tearn, assisted by an envirumental 

component of the University of Massachusetts, which issued two reports, in March and May 
1989; and a study by Bechtel Environmental, Inc. of San Francisco, whose report was 

delivered in February 1990. These studies have been analysed above in Chapter II6. Like 
the Hungarian reports @yen tu CzechosIovakia on 26 June 198g7, neither of these studies 

was aimed at pmducing üp-tu-date scientific data cunwrning the ecoIogica1 effects of the 

G/N Project. The BechteI report was based on eulier Hungarian scienfific studies, whoçe 

d Annexes 23,24 and 36. 

5 The PHARE Project (an acronym compsed of thc initiai Ieîiers of PoIand md Hungary, Assistance 
for the Bestrucluring of the Donomy) is a Program of îht EC, which came in10 exigence in 1989 IO 
assist the couritries of Central and Eastern Europe, with assistance to PoIand and Hungary as ils 
initial goal. Czschodovakia elected to participate in 17 PHARE Projects of whch the Danubian 
Lowland-Ground Water Mode1 is one. See, Annex 57, for selected pages from the official booklet 
describing the PHARE Project. 

6 See, para. 2.23, e f  a., ab ove. - 
7 See, para. 4.12, a m., beIow. - 



high quaIity and thoruughness it praised. Et warned of no ecological catastrophes of any 

kind if the Project were to go forward. 

4.05 If, during the three years 1989-1 991 in which it succeeded in putting 

off the damming of the Danube, the Hrrngarian Government had wished to proceed to cany 

orrt its obligations under the 1977 Treaty, but considered that d was prevented fiom doing 

so because of serious ecological risks, it must be assumed that it would have acted 

differently . In it s own scientific Iaboratories or through out side scientific and technical 
sources, it most certainly would have shdied the matter intensively, updating the earlier 
scientifrc studies on which the Project was based and producing new scientific data and 

hdings .  This did not happa. It seerns cIem that Hungary had rio interest in proving that 

the threat of ecological diçaster existed; it wished to settle the issue at the political not the 

scientific level, and the clairn of ecological catastrophe was expressed in terms calculated to 

have a political effect. Thus, the implementation by Czechasluvakia of Variant "C" 
presented a danger not to the environment, but rather tu Hungary's allegations of ecologicd 

disaster: for once Variant "C" was in operation, the ecological rîsks on which Hungary had 
based its abandonment of the G/N Project would be shown to be nonexistent or satisfactorily 

addressed or, at worst, capable of being adequately remedied. As Chapter V shows, that is 
precisely what happened. 

4.06 It is necessary tu take a closer Iook at the p e h d  from May 1989 

onwards in order to understand the actions ofthe two Governments and the substance of the 

negotiations that took place between them. The discussion that follows is separated into 

four periods: (i) the period of Hungary's breaches of the 1977 Treaty during 1989 and the 

ensuing negotiations that held out considerable promise of a compromise aoIurion up to the 

end of 1989; (ii) the period between January 1990 and 23 ApriI 199 1, when changes in the 

composition and stmcmre of both Govemments uccurred, Hungary's position hardened and 

attempts were made to broaden the negotiations so as to enlist the aid of the EC, the period 

ending with the Hungarian Parliament's decision to instruct the Government to negotiate to 

teminate the 1977 Treaty; (iii) the period up tu and iricludirig Octuber 1992, during which 

time the Czechoslovak Governent began to put inîo operation the provisionaI solution 

under Variant "C" of the Project, the Hungarian Governent announced its purportecl 

termination of the Treaty and filed an application with the Court seeking to halt Variant "CH, 

and the final damrning of the Danube by Czechoslovakia under Variant "C" took place aRer 



a three year delay; and (iv) the period of increased EC involvement in the dispute up to the 

end of 1992. 

A. The Suspension of Work at Nawmaros 

4.07 On 13 May 1989, Hungary announced a two-month s~spension of the 

Nagparos works withorrt consultation with the Czechoslovak Governent as required 

under the 1977 Treaty. The decision was made known only three months after the parties 

had entered into the Protocol of February 1989 shortening the Project's schedule by 15 

months - an action that had been overwhelmingly endorsed by Hungary's Parliament by a 

~ o a  taken in October 1988'. The procedure foIIowed to inform CzechosIovakia of the 

decision was as foIIows: the Czechoslovik Ambassador in Budapest was summoned tu the 

Ministry of Foreign Mails and toId ordiy of the decision tu suspend; he was handed no 

confirming document of any kind either then or afterwards. This must be regarded as an 

extraordinary way to make known such a radical change of position. 

4.08 ShortIy afterwards, the Hungarian PIenipotenbiaiy tu the Project 

assured his CzechosIovak cotrnterpart that the decision of h a  Governent was strictly 

limited to Nagymaros. Then Hungary's Prime Minister - less than two months later - 
I 

revealed that the suspension was intended to apply to GabEFkovo as well and that the 

expanded suspension was mt just for two months but was tu mn until at least the end of 

October 1989, thus effectively postponing the damming of the Danube for a year. 

4.09 Czechoslovakia's response to the 13 May announcement of Hungary 
was immediate: at a meeting on 15 May 1989 between the Czechoslovak Foreign Minister 

and the Hungarian Ambassadur in Prague, the Czechoslovak Foreign Minister stated: 
t 

a The vote in the Hungarian Parliament on the question of whether to continue the Project on this 
bais  was 3 17 votes in favour, 19 against, with 3 1 abstentions. At the time, the environmental 
grorrps in Hrrngary had MIy articuIaied their reasonç for opposing the G N  Projeci. Prier to the 
debate in Parliamenrit, an on-si te visil was made during Seplember and October 1388 by nearly dl 
the members of lhe Hrrngarian ParIiament. 



- That the Hungarian decision communicated on 13 May had been 

taken without consultation and was a unilateral act in violation of the 

1977 Treaty; 

- That the action to suspend was, thus, rejecîed and the Czechoslovak 

Government insisted on proceeding with the GM Project in 

accordance with the Treaty; 

- That such a unilaterd suspension of work wouid have serious 

firiancial consequerices, and hence CzechosIovakia reserved the right 

to present a clairn for damages; and 

- That the Czechoslovak Governrnent offered to begin talks to attempt 

to find cornmon ground for avoiding t hese dificultities. 

4. I O  These mattus were taken up at a meeting of Prime Ministers on 24 

May 1989 in Pragueg. It was agreed that Hungary would furnish in wrîting its reasons for 

suspension and that experts fiom both countries would then meet to study the situation and 

make recommendations. 

4.1 I A meeting between Pleniputentiaries foIIowed on 8-9 June 1989, and 

this meeting was summarîsed in a signed prot~coI'~. The protocol specifically records, frrst. 
the Czechoslovak Government's refusal to accept the suspension of work at Nagyrnaros and, 

second, its urgent request to be given the technical data on which the Hungarian decision 
was allegedly based - for study by a specially constituted joint group of experts. Hungary's 

assurance that its amounced suspension was Iimited ru Nagymaros is reflected in the 

foIIowing passages of the protocol: 

"The Hungarian Government Comrnissioner and the Hungarian 
Plenipotentiary stated, that the Hungarian side will complete construction of 
the GabEikovo Project in the agreed tirne and in accordance wit h the project 
pIans. Directives have a1ready been given tu continue works auspended in 
the area due to misunderstanding." 

9 No agreed record of this meeting was made. 

10 Annex 58. 



This assurance was repeated in a letter h m  the Hungarîan Pienipotentiary to his 

CzechosIovak counterpari dated 9 Juneil . 

The Two Hungarian Documents Presented On 26 June 1989 

4.12 At a meeting of PIenipoteritiaries on 26 lune 7989, Hungary handed 

over tu CzechosIovakia two do~uments '~ . These were: (i) a document prepared by an ad 
hoc cornmittee of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, on the effects of the impIementation 

or the non-implementation of the Nagymaros section of the Project, considering in this 
regard Iand ecoiogy, water quality, geology and seisrnol~gy'~; and (ii) a document, 

designated as a "professional summary" of rîsk factors and xoIogica1 hazards, said to have 
been considerd by the Ministcrid CounciI of H u n g q  in reaching its decision to suspend 
work at Nagy~naros'~. The second document is unsigned and undated; and the source of the 
report is nowhere indicated. Czechoslovakia agreed to translate and study these materials 

and then tu scheduIe a meeting of experts of both countries to discuss them. 

4.13 On 13 JuIy 1989, Czechoslovakia confimecl tu Hungaq its 

agreement to schedule a çcientific discussion of the temporary interruption of the Project at 

Nagymaros for 17-19 July 1989, the discussion to be conducted by experts divided into 

three groups: hydrology and ecoiogy; geology and seismology; and pedology, agriculture 
and hydr~geology'~. Tu this letter was appended a Iist of the CzechosIuvak experts 

scheduled tu participate in the meeting and a Statement responding tu the documents 

presented by Hungary on 26 June16. Before turning to the 17-19 July meeting, it is 

appropriate to consider the nature and content of the two Hungarian documents as weH as 

the comments on them contained in the Czechoslovak Staternent. 

I l  Annex 59. 

12 Annex 60. 

13 h n e x  51. 

14 Annex 62. 

15 Annex 63. "Pedology" is a science related to the study of soi!. 

16 Annex 64. 



The Parier of the Hungarian Acaderny 

4.14 As noted above, the Hungarian Academy's paper dedt with the 

questions of land ecology, water quality, geology and seismoIogy. The stated objective of 

this document was to assess the impact in these areas of the discontinuance of the 

Nagymaros section of the G/N Project . 

4.15 In its discussion of water auality, the Academy's paper is 
contraclictory and the andysis of problema IargeIy theoretical. WhiIst the eIirnination of 

Nagymaros would remove the risks to watw qudity that might be associated with it, the 

paper cornplains generdiy of a lack of study and data. It is admitted that some experts were 
of the view that the G N  Project as a whole would not negatively influence the quality of 
water withdrawn fiom the wells supplying watw tu Budapest. But it is also stated that "new 

studies" - not identified - reveaI that, even if al1 the scheduIed water treatment pIants were in 

operation, deterioration of the water qrrdity of the Danube couId not be avoided. In its final 

conclusion, the paper asserts, without explanation, that the greatest risk arising fiom the 

Project was to the quality of drinking water endangering living conditions of three million 

people17. It has been shown in Chapter II above that this cannot possibly be so and that the 

quality of Budapest's water is dictated by quite different factors1' . 

4.16 The discussion in the Academy's paper of land ecolom is also largely 

theoretical, and it is claimed that expensive secondary investments would be necessary to 

avoid a number of possible harmhl effects. For example, i t is assurned that the G N  Prctject 

worild cause a drop in grciund water IeveI down to the grave1 subsoîl, thereby preventing 

capillary action tu supply water to the root zone above. No atternpt is made tu establish that 

this pivotal assumptian is correct. To take another example, the paper states that it is "to be 
expected" that due to "changed hydrodynamic conditions a considerable degradation of 

living cammunities wiB occur". There is no atternpt to discuss why this is "to be expected" 

or to deal with the many preliminary and ongoing scientific studies of the means of avoiding 

such a resuIt, as undertaken in connection with the G/N Project. Zn essence, what was 

provided was no more than the most summary andysis of the problem although expressed 

using scientific terminology. 

18 &, para. 2.103, et SX., above, and ILIUS. NO. 30 IBl. 



4.17 As to seismoIonv and the risk of earthquakes, the paper, afier 

incorrect Iy stating that there had been a Iack of seismic study of the Nagymaros site, cornes 

to the surprising conclusion that the expected earthquake intensity value in both the 

Nagyrnaros and the GabEkovo areas would be in the range of Grades 9 to 10 MSK. As will 

be discussed below in considering the Czechoslovak Statement evaluating this report, the 

evidence points to seismjcitjl of a considerably Iower range at Na~ymaros, a conclusion 

reached (among many others) by Hungary's prominent geologist, Rérylg. 

The "Professional S u r n r n a ~ ~ ~  

4.18 The so-called "professional summary" - the second Hungarian 

document - sets out in its e s t  seven pages a series of concIusions t hat are unsupported by 
specific reference to any recent studies or new data, such as that: 

- The G/N Project would decisively change the hydrologie, 

hydrobiolugic and ecoIogic character of the entire reach of the 

Danube between rkm 1842 (the DunakiIiti weir) and rkm 1696 (the 

mouth of the Ipel' River); this was obviously a gross exaggeration, 

but in any event the summa.y takes no account of the fact that the 

ecoIogy of this sector of the region of the Danube had been 

deteriorathg for a long time prior tu the inceptiun of the G/N Project; 

- The G/N Project would "influence the living communities dong the 
river", such as the forests and the flora and fauna; but again the 

srrmrnary takes no accuunt of the serious deterioration that had 

already set in aEecting these communities; 

- Pollution of the Danube would increase and seriously affect the 

quality of drinking water - a conclusion totally at odds with pnor 
srudies and with the independent shidy of the Bechtel environmental 

group that Hungary was tu receive some six months late?', 

-. . - 

19 See, para. 4.30, below. &, also, para. 2.60, gî a., above, for a fuller discussion of the seismobgy - 
of the area. 

20 See, para. 2.27, gt m., above. - 



and subsequently disproved by the testing that followed the putting 

into operation of Variant "CM. 

4.19 From these unsupporîed and IargeIy theoreticai conclusions the report 

(at page 7) makes this sweeping indiament of the Project : 

"The project is in contradiction with our responsibility to provide [a] healthy, 
safe and acceptable environment for [the] present inhabitants of the country 
and for future generations. Thus, it is not possible to constnict the tG!N 
Project] according to the original conceprion and to operate it." 

4.20 The "professional summary" then proceeds to state (at page 7) - 
without any supporting arguments or specific reference to studies or relevant data - that the 

major part of the unfavourable environmental impacts was caused by the peak operation at 

GabEikovo and that, therefore, Nagyrnaros strouId be eliminated. Yet, the discussion of 

impacts in the first seven pages of the summary is in no way tied or related to peak 

operation. Neither is the conclusion of the summary that the HniSov-Dunakiliti reservoir 

should not be filled until aRer the cornpletion of sewage treatment plants or after obtaining 

uniforrn and suitable Danube water quality. In any event, this is a very misleading statement, 

for Irtter in the sumrnary (at page I 1) - compIeteIy pre-judging the question - it is concIuded 

that eeve with such treatrnent the water quality of the Danube would inevitably be impaired. 

4.21 This document then discusses the question of the Project's effect on 

the quality of drinking water (page 10). It states that the reservoir would cause a doubling 

of plankton growfh "according to experts". The experts are not identified. Ir adds that the 

VITUKI experts have a sirnifar view, but cites no reference. To this the srrmmary adds the 

possible dissolution of magnesium and iron in wells supplied by river bank infiltration, as 
well as the probiem of bad taste and odour, concluding: "al1 these circumstances would 

considerably increase the cost of dhnhng water in Budapest". But no effort is made to 

expiain how the wells that supply Budapest might be affected by the Project. & already 

shown, these wells lie downstream of the Project - the qurtlity of the drîriking water of 

Budapest is in fact adversely affected by poilution from the city, 





The [GN Project] was handied by previous governments as a political issue. 
The judgment of the new government is just the opposite to that of the earlier 
ones, but often questions and doubts related to the environment have not 
been analyzed scientifically just as' in the past. The only acceptable 
professional way of treating the project wouid be tu condrrct an 
environmental impact assessrnent starting from the current situation, as 
recommended by a Cornmittee of the Hungatian Academy of Sciences in 
early 1990. However, there seems to be very littie support for such 
systematic analysis. The issue is still too politicallv and emotionally 
confùsed; while cancelling the proiect is the ody acceptable political step, it 
dues not reflecr a good decision-making procedurez4 ." 

4.25 Appended to the end of the second Hungarian document is a long 

bibliography listing a variety of recent articles and studies fiom al1 kinds of sources. 
However, statements in the text of the document are not footnoted to specific sources cited 

here; the whole list çeems to have been throm in at the end of the papers as if it srrppurted 
the "professional summary" en masse. But, as Czechoslovakia's Statement points out, the 

Iist is IiigMzly ~elective~~ ; and not al1 of the sources cited support the statements found in 

paper. To take one example, the second Massachusetts Report dated May 1989 is cited, 

mentioning the contribution of Professor Harry Schwarz. Yet, as pointed out in Chapter II 

a b ~ v e ~ ~ ,  the findings of Professor Schwarz do not sttppon the findings contained in the 

"prufessionar's summary". For example, Professor Schwarz found the main problern of 

pollution affecting Hungary's water qudity to be, not the G/N Project, but contaminates 

fiom Hungary's own agricultural activities and from untreated sewage. 

The Czechoslovak Staternent of 12 JuIy 1989 

4.26 The third document to be considered here is Czechoslovakia's 

Statement of 12 July 1989, which directly addressed the two Hungarian documents just 
considered above. Its first four pages are devoted to a history of the scientific studies 

concerning the environment conducted both before and afier the Project was initiatecl under 

the 1977 Tresrty, emphasising in pmicular the BioIogicaI Projeet of the region of the G/N 

Project prepared by URBION in 1975-1976 and subsequently updated (the "Bioproject ")27 . 

24 Ibid, p. 159. Emphasis added. 

25 Se, para. 4.25, g a., beIow. - 

26 Sec. para. 2.26 and 2.59. gt m., above. 

27 See, para. 2.17, gt W., above. 



It brings out the fact that the ESTC Cornmittee in 1982 called upon the Academies of 

Sciences of both countnes tu organise a joint geoscientific, hydroIogica1 and bioIogica1 

research program as part of their 198 1-7985 prograrns with the aim of improving or 

conserving the environment to the maximum extent possible. This recommendation was 

adopted and can-ied out and had started to bear fruit by 1989. 

4.27 The CzechosIovak Statement concludes this survey of the past by 

"... during al1 these - always jointly perforrned - works no report on new 
aspects has appeared, nor were new scientific findings presented until May 
13, 1989 and in fact until today ... ." 

And this was the case ai aII Ievels of scientific and technicd discussion: 

- At meetings of the ESTC Cornmittee; 

- At meetings of the Plenipotentiaries of the two Govements; and 

- At regular meetings of the Joint Operating Group. 

4.28 The Statement adds t hat Czechoslovakia: 

"... had no information on any- scientific results [on the basis of which] the 
Ministerid CounciI has on the i3th May 1989 resolved ro remporariIy [and] 
unilaterally intermpt work at Nagymaros stage for the duration of two 
months in order to verify new data." 

It then trrrns tu a specific examination of the two documents presented by Hungary on 26 

JuIy 1989 which, the Statement says: 

". .. present no new or previously unknown professional scientific arguments 
or documents which may have been left out of ... the project documentation, 
or left unconsidered by scientific research conducted hitherto in the course of 
gradua1 suppIementation of the [Joint Contractual Plan]. The material 
contains no new viewpoints for an intervention as radical as stoppage of 
construction of Nagyrnaros Stage. " 
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4.29 Czechoslovakia's Statement expresses the view that it would be 
impossible to accept the cornplaint of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in its paper (the 

so-called "judgment") that Hungarian scientists had not had the opporhrnity tu study the 

reIevant data. Since 1982, the two Academies, foIIowing the ESTC Cornmittee's 

recommendation, had been conductirig a joint scientific program into the environmental 

impact of the Project. The Statement also notes that, as to water management, the Joint 

Commission under the 1976 Boundary Waters Management Agreement had been closely 
monitoring the water qudity of the Danube for several de~ades*~. How, therefore, could 

Hungary now daim that it Iacked data on tks question? 

4.30 Mer exposing the fundamental defects in Hungary's discussion of the 

water quality of the Danube and of drinking water, the Statement (pages 9-1 1 )  turns to the 
discussion of earthquakes appearing in Hungary's two documents. It notes that the area of 

Nagymaros had been evaluated for seismicity under the Joint Contractual PIan and that the 

geoIogicaI stmctures in that IocaIity had been verified durîng the course of the earthworks 

that opened up a huge ditch exposing the geological cross-sections for examination. 

Moreover, it added, the Austrian experts carrying out this work under contract would 

certainly have verified the critical factor of earthquake risk and issued warnings had they 

discovered any discrepancy berneen design and the actual seismic data (page 10). As to the 

Hungarian finding that seismic intensity in the area was of Grade 9 or TU MSK, the 

Statement said: 

"Al1 information up to now ... has been based on data of a seismic rest area 
around the Nagymaros stage, with its seismicity evalrrated as Grade 5 [MCS]. 
It was general knowledge that according to the Hungarian geulogist, Réty, a 
seismo-tecronîc Iine runs in the vicinity of the Nagymaros watenvork. R6ty1s 
work and data indicate that neither here nor in the broader neighbourhood 
were earthquakes in excess of 3-6' MCS observed over the last millenniurn." 

The Statement then cites three specific references bearing out these conclusions and points 
out that expert opiriioris on seismic rîsk in the pre-design stage of the G/N Project durîng 

1960- 1965 had been cofirmed in 198 1 by independent experts and that no geologicd 

observations performed during 1965- 1989 had challenged the validity of these expert 

opinionsZg. 

28 &e, para. 3.13, W., above. 

29 &, dm, para. 2.50, m., above. 
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4.3 1 The §tatement goes on tu consider the discussions by Hungary of the 

effect of the GIN Projeet on ground water IeveIs and, hence, on soiIs, pointing out that the 

analysis in the Hungarian Academy's paper was excerpted fiom one particuiar scientific 

report, but that only the negative risks mentioned in the report appeared in Hungary's paper 
and not a &II and bdariced discussion of the problem. Under Czechoslovakia's analysis of 
effects on soils, maidy positive changes were forecast, and most of the soi1 effects would be 

experienced on SIovak territory, in any event. 

4.32 The Czechoslovak Statement then notes the shortcomings of the list 

of references attached tu Hungary's "professional sumarj." f page 1 51, pointing out that the 
Iist failed tu inchde references tu mmy works of Hurigarîan scientists and experts of 

internationai reputation and that only a minor part of the relevant studies and other 

references appeared on the list. 

4.33 The meeting of experts tu consider these documents took place 

during 17- 19 JuIy 1989, broken down into the three working groups mentioned above30. 

Agreed summaries of the discussions occurring in each working group were prepared, 
sett ing out the areas of agreement and disagreement: 

- Ecologv and hvdrologv. The essence of the disagreement between 

the two sides was that Czechoslovakia considered that the various problems in these areas 

had been and were continuing to be studied, that there was abundant scientific data 
available, and that acceptabIe solutions had been or couId be found. HungarJf's view was 

that sufficient data was Iacking and that some five years of investigation was reqrrired. 

- Geoiow and seismolom. The basic difference between each side in 

this area came d o m  tu the following: Hungary stated that there were insufficient data and 

studies concerning the earrhquake risk at Nagymaros and that, in any event, a monitoring 
syçtem shouId be put inro operation before cornpletion of the Project. The Czechodovak 

view was that the joint investigation of earthquake risk was entirely adequate and that the 



geological findings had been confirmed when on 17 July 1989 the expert group visited and 
examined the rock formations in the large open construction pit. This examination showed 

there waç no active fault system and that the bedrock was a suitable formation tu provide 

total stabiIity for the planned structures. Czechoslovakia favoured extending the monitoring 

system during construction of Nagymaros tu embrace the entire reach between Bratislava 
and Budapest. It was also noted that the discussions were hampered by the fact that none of 
the Hungarian team of experts had been involved in the design and construction of 
Nagrnarus and, hence, they lacked the necesaary practical knowiedge. 

- PedoIom, agriculture and hvdroIorn. In this area the 

Czcehoslovak view was that the various problems raised by Hungary were all well known 
when the Project had been formulated and during the tirne of its irnplementation. They had 
been directly addressed in the Project, and Hungaq had produced no new data or 
infornation not known when the 1977 Treaty was entered into that wouId justify 

interruption of work at Nagymaros. 

4.3 4. At this and subsequent meetings, the Czechoslovak scientists started 

tu notice a change in the cornposit ion of the scient ific teams advising Hungary, and they 

sensed a disturbing shiR in attitude. The Hungarian experts most familiar with the Project 

started not to attend, and the meetings were participated in by experts not informed of the 

past studies or of the detaiIs of the G/N Project. The Hungarian positions seemed tinged 
with considerations of a more political than scientific character. Of course, this rnight be 

explained after May 1990 by the fact that, in the new Hungarian Government's statement of 
its generaI political program of 22 May 1990, the new goverment appeared to have 
prejudged the issue of the Project's environmental impact and intended to abandon the 
Project. But quite apart from these disturbing features of Hungary's attitude, there is an 

important issue of principle. If two States negotiate a treaty, is it open to one of them tu cal1 
for suspension or temination of that treaty on the ground that it now beIieves it ought tu 

have studied the implications of the treaty more carehlly? M a t  woiild remain of the 

principle pacta sunt servanda if the Parties were able to suspend or terminate the treaty 

because they had had "second thoughts"? Where States enter into treaty commitments they 

must be assumed to have considered carefully the implications of those commitrnents before 

accepting the treary. NegIecr of pior study - a situation that certainly did not exisr in the 

.case of the G/N Project - ciinnot be admitted as a new grou nd for the termination of treaties. 





intention tu daim damages for these unilateral acts of Hungary in 

confiict with the 1977 T r e a p ;  

- The meeting was followed on 8 August by a Ietter h m  the 

Czechoslovak PIenipoteniary to his Hungarîan counterpari protesting 
against the unilaterd act of Hungary which caused the postponement 

of the damming of the Danube and reserving Czechoslovakia's right 

to claim compensation and da mage^^^. 

4.37 Foiiowing these communications, a Czechodovak Note Verbale of 18 

Auest  set out the officiai position of Czechosl~vakia~~, h m  which key paragraphs are 
quoted below : 

"Without waiting for the response of the Czechoslovak side to its proposais 
of JuIy 20, 1989, the Hungarian side has taken memures tu realize them. 
This concems in particuIar the decision not to dam the oId riverbecl of the 
Danube which the Hungarian side was to cmy  out in the GabEikovri section 
in Octobw 1989 in tune with the tirnetable ofwork. 

The FederaI Ministry of Foreign AfFairs deems it necessary to point out that 
the Czechoslovak side has so far always proceeded from the fact that the 
decision of the mungarian Government] of May-13, 1989 on the temporary 
two-month suspension of work on the part of the Hrrngarîan side appIies only 
tu the Namarus  stage. This was being confrmed by the Hungarian side at 
al1 tdks heId so far. 

The [Cze~hoslovak Government] has not changed its position of May 15, 
1989 and continues to insist on the honouring of the Treaty. 

The [CzechosIovak Govemment] at the çame time reserves itseIf the right tu 
daim compensation fur the damage which wiII be cauçed in the future as a 
result of unilaterai decisions of [:H~~ngary]. 

The [Czechoslovak Govement] requests that the Hungarian authorities take 
such measures that would provide for the fulfilment of al1 obligations 
included in rhe [ 1 977 Treaiy ] in lems su far agreed . " 

32 Annex 57. 

33 Annex 68. 

34  Annex 69. 



4.38 Then in a strongly-worded letter to the Hungarian Prime Minister 

daid 3 1 August 1989, the Czechoslovak Prime Minister responded specificaliy to the 20 

JuIy proposds of H u n g e .  He started off by çaying that : 

"The comrnon denominator of al1 the variants contained in your proposais is 
that they are al1 aimed at marring the completion of the Gabfkovo- 
Nagymaros sptem of locks or of its Nagymms part in accordance with 
treaty documents in force. " 

He then informed the Hungarian Prime Minister that, aRer a thorough examination of all the 
variants contained in his proposal by the appropriate Czechoslovak bodies and its scientific, 

technical and economic institutions, Czechodovakia insisted that the construction of the G/N 

System continue in accordance with the 1977 Treaîy. As to the alleged eco1ogicaI rîsks he 

stated : 

"On the basis of a comprehensive evaluation of the entire problem, we 
concluded that all the alleged principal isks you point to were taken into 
consideration aIready before and during the course of construction of the 
GabEikovo-Nagymaros aystem of Iocks. Negotiations between Czechoslovak 
and Hungarian scientists, technicians and economists foIIowing the 
suspension by the Hungarim Governent of work on the construction of the 
Nagymaros part after May 13 of this year failed to produce any arguments 
for postponing the realization or for changing the concept of construction of 
the system of locks as agreed in the treaty documents." 

This of course was a reference tu the recent meeting of experts discussed above. He went 

on to Say that if Hungary should decide, at variance with its intmationaI IegaI obligations, 

to proceed unilateraliy with any of the variants proposed on 20 July, Czechoslovakia would 

suffer extensive losses for which it would present a claim. The Czechoslovak Prime Minister 

concIuded this Ietter with this waming: 

"We shaII have tu take in this context aucb measures on the sovereign 
territory of [Czechoslovakia] which will guarantee the amount of water for 
the GabEikovo part specified in the [1977 Treaty]. The measures taken by 
the Czechoslovak side would be only temporary since [CzechoslovakiaJ will 
remain ready tu complete the construction of the GabEikovu-Nagymaros 
system of Iocks under the above Treary on the condition that [Hungary] 

35 Annex 71. 



shows the same wiII and that it compensates [Czechoslovakia] for the 
darnage caused t o  it by the unlawful steps by [Hungary]." 

Mer receipt of thÎs Ietter, Hungaty was Ieft in no doubt of the serÎousness with which 

Czechoslovakia regarded Hungary's recent decision tu suspend perfumance under the 1977 

Treaty . 

4.39 On 1 September 1989 Hungary delivered a Note Verbale responding 

tu the Czechoslovak Note of 18 Augrrst'? In the' Hungatian -, the foIIowing points 

were made: 

- m, Hungary had extended to 31 October 1989 the suspension of 

work at Nagymaros first announced on 13 May; 

- Second, dunng the period of suspension, further investigation of the 

ecological risks was to be started, and no irreversible technical 

measures were to be taken; this implied, therefore, that the 

preparatory,work to dam the Danube at Dunakiliti was tu be included 

within the range of activities suspended; 

- Third, the two variants of the Project proposed by Hungary's Prime 

Minister on 20 July were again proposed to be considered in the 
course of jointly reviewing whether the G N  Project was feasible: 

joint research was to be coriducted over a pend  of one year or, 

dternatively, over a period of three-tu-five years, wi th ecoIogimI 
guarantees and an optimal operational system to be developed; and 
international scientific organisations would be brought in to help with 
this work; 

- Fourth, during a meeting of the Plenipotentiaries and experts in 

Budapest held on 21-23 August, the Hungarian side had asked what 

was meant by references made by Czechoslovak experts to "technical 
countermeasures" contemplated in the light of the suspension of work 

at Dunakiliti; the Hungarian Governent warned that on the basis of 



information it had received from Czechoslovakia the taking of any 
such measrrres wciuld be regarded by Hungary as a breach of the 1 977 

Treat y. 

The Hungarian Note Verbale of 1 September complained that 40 days had elapsed since 
Hungary's proposals had been made and there was still no reply to them fiom the 
CzechosIovak sida Of course, as seen above, the Czechoslovak Prime Minister had in fact 

set out his Government's response to the proposals in a Ietter to the Hungarian Prime 

Minister the day before the Hungarîan Note Verbale was deIivered. 

C. Czechoslovakia's Consideration of Provisional Measures 

4.40 AIthorrgh the Czechoslovak Prime Ministeis letter of 3 1 Aupst was 
the Ers1 time that CzechosIovakia fomally adviçed the 0 t h  side that it was contemplating 

the taking of "temporay" or provisional measrrres, there had dready been some discussion 

of such a move among the experts at the meeting of 21-23 August, as the Hungarian Note of 
1 September re~eals'~. What had triggered the Czechoslovak Governrnent's decision to 

consider provisional measures was the extension of Hungary's decision to suspend work, 
which inrtially afficted ody Nagymaros, to the GabEÎkovo section and, in particulas, tu work 

at the DunakiIiti site preparatory tu the damming of the Danube planned to start in Octuber 

1989. This extension of Hungary's breach of the 1977 Treaty had the effect of postponing 
the scheduled damming of the river by a year and, hence, it postponed the. filling of the 

reservoir and the bypass canal as well as the initial testing of the hydroelectric power plant at 

GabEikovo (alsu by one year). The CzechusIovak Goverriment felt compeIIed to consider 

taking provisional measureç because it had becorne increasingly clear that the Hungarîan 

Government was really stalling for time in order to gain another year of deIay. 

4.4 1 As the Czechoslovak NA of 18 August 1989 pointed out, steps had 

been taken by Hungary tu implement its unilateral decision tu postpone work at Nagymaros 

and at DunakiIiti even before being advised of Czechoslovakials reaction tu the Hungarian 

proposais of 20 JUIF. And, as the CzechosIovak Prime Minister emphasised in his Ietter of 

37 Annex 72. &, alço, Annex 70, a protocol of the 21-23 August meetings. In discussing Variant 
"C" in this Mernorial, the term "temporary" is used interchangeably with "provisional", the latter 
beirig the term found in the SpeciaI Agreement to describe Variant "Ca. 



3 1 Aupst  reçponding to the 20 JuIy propo~als~~,  Hungary had produced no new scientific 

data or studies during the intervening meetings and exchanges that pointed to risks that had 
not already been fully examined before or during the course of constmction of the Project. 

This was in fact the concIusion set out in Czechosluvakials §tatement of 12 July 1989 &er 
its study of Huogary's two documents presented on 26 $une4' . It was at this point, then, that 

CzechosIovakia began tu examine alternative temporary measures that might be taken and to 
initiate scientific studies into the effects of such measures, matters that are taken up in the 
next Chapter. 

4.42 The decision of CzechosIovakia to consider temporary memures of 

some kind in order to c m y  out the agreed purposes of the 1977 Treaty - whilst dlowing for 
the possibility of Hungary's resumption of the performance of its treaty obligations - 
evidently came as a surprise to the Hungarian Government. Until then it seems to have been 

assumed in Budapest that merely by raising the spectre of ecological disaster - without any 

new scientific data to back up such prediciions and even in the face of the complete 
disagreement of the Czechoslovak scientists - Hungary coiild force the Czechoslovak 
Governent to accept postponement of the GIN Project while these allegations were being 

examined by experts, perhaps over a period as long as five years and, indeed, until they were 

resolved by agreement, which rnight never occur. Czechoslovakia's response indicated that 
agreement would have to be reached over the existence and nature of environmenta1 

ernergencies pusited by Hungary and over whether remedial meaçures - new or already 
contemplated by the Project - were adequate to deaI with them, before accepting 

postponement or deciding whether or how the 1977 Treaty needed to be amended. 

4.43 Not wrprisingly, thîs move by the Czechuslovak Govcmenr Ied tu a 

flurry of meetings. There were two meetings between the Deputy Prime Ministers weII as 

meetings of Iegal experis of both countries, and on 1 I October 1989 the Prime Ministers 

again met briefly. In the meantirne, on 4 October, the Hungarian Prime Minister responded 
to the 3 1 August letter of the Czechoslovak Prime Mirister'' . His letter reflects the fact that 

Hungary had started to place emphasis on legal as well as scientific reasons in its attempt tu 

block proceeding with the GCN Project. 

39 &, h e x  71. 

40 See, para. 4.12, a m., above. 

41 Annex 74. 



4.44 The Hungarian Prime Minister's Ietter of 4 Ocfober was sent 

fo1luwing the unilateral decision taken by Hungary not tu proceed to dam the Danube - an 

operation that Hungary mntrolled çirrce it irrvolved the Dunakiïrti weir, which Iay on rhe 

Hungarian side of the b o ~ n d a r y ~ ~ .  The letter is a statement of the Hungarian position at the 

time, in which the following assertions appear: 

- That "mmy highiy regarded representatives of science" - not 

identifIed - had pointed to "serious ecoIogicaI risks" if the Project 

proceeded as planned; 

- That where environmental damages are perceived, States have the 

ri@ and obligation tu suspend work and tu commence negotiations 

and that there rire no grounds for clairns for damages; 

- That for Czechoslovakia to proceed with "technical measures" on its 

own territory would seriousIy affect relations between the two 

countries and Iead to international repercussions; 

- That the ecoIogicaI risks were such that they could not be deait with 

in the course of carrying out the Project on the basis of monitoring 

the environmental impacts and taking corrective measures. 

4.45 The Hunganan leiter then put fuward several propasals: 

- m, that an agreement be reached "on the preparation and 

accomplishment of the programme of the comprehensive technical 

operation and ecological guarantee system protecting protecting 

47 &, IIlus. No. 25, referred ta at para. 2.39, above. 



the water quality" to be eonciuded not Iater than 30 July 199043 ; 

- Second, that international scientific institutions be asked to check 
adherence tu the sysrern of guarantees of water quaIity; 

- Thîrd, that peak hour operation be eliminated and that negotiations to 

modify the 1977 Treaty be undertaken so as to make changes in the 

Treaty reflecting the abandonment of Nagymaros. 

D. Possibilities of a Compromise 

4.46 The 4 October letter of the Hungarian Prime Minister was followed 

by a Hungarian Note Verbale of 30 October 198944. On the sarne day, also in a Note 

Verbale. the Czechoslovak Government presented its own position in response tu the 

matters îaken up ar a meeting between Prime Ministers held a few days earIier (on 26 

Octuber)". This meeting was the Iast meeting of importance heId prior tu the changes in the 

Governments of both countries arising from the political events affecting Central and 

Eastern Europe &er November 1989. 

4.47 In Hüngary's 30 October m e  Verbale, the CzechosIovak 

Governent was informed of the position just reached by the Hungarian Council of 

Ministers after reviewing the various tdks that had taken place between the parties. The 

Council's position was submitted to the Hungarian Parliament and approved by it on 31 

October, as the Czechoslovak Government was infomed in a second Hungarian Note 

Verbale of 3 NovembeP. The followirig were the principal eIernents of this position as 

reIated in the Hungarian Notes: 

43 Hungary's inconsistent conduct is again broiight out here, for il ne11 be recalled lhat the Hungarian 
side refus& IO sign the protowl of the meeting of the Chairmen of the ESTC Cornmittee on 3 May 
1989, specificaily deaIing with water qudity. &, para. 3.24, above. 

44 Annex 75. 

45 Annex 76. 

46 Annex 77. 



That an "ecological state of necessity" would arise if the G/'N Project 

were to be put into eEect in its present form; 

- That Hungaq proposed that such an ecoiogicd emergency be 

avoided by the abandonment of the peak hours operation system and, 
instead, that the system be limited to a normal flow operation; thus 

Hungary had abandoned the Nagymaros part of the Project; 

- Tu "minimise" the risks that a nomd fluw operation might enta& that 

Hungary considered it necessary to prepare and conchde an inter- 

governmental agreement over the various aspects of the rest of the 
Project, i.e.. the Dunakiliti weir, the reservoir, the hydroelectric 

power station at Gabtikovo, the by-pass canal, and the section of the 

Danube downstream as far as Nagymaros; 

- That it was also necessary to consider an inter-governmental 

agreement on (i) protection of water quality, (ii) technical operational 

maintenance and (iii) a systern of ecoIogical guarantees; and to 

deternirne executive responsibiIities for creatirig an eculogical system 

of guarantees tu assure safe operation; and 

- That, the "precondition of filling up" the Dunakiliti-HruSov reservoir 

was the concIusion of such an inter-governmentd agreement, but 

that: 

"... in the event of a CzechosIovak statement to be wiIIing to 
conclude such an intergovernmentd agreement, the 
preparatory work of the damming up of the riverbed at the 
reservoir can be continued. " 

4.48 Czechoslovakia's reaction tu these proposals was highly cons1 mct ive. 

The CzechosIovak Note presented ta the Hurigarian Governent on the same day, 30 

Octobef' , directly addressed Hungary's proposals discussed at the 26 October meeting: 



- It accepted the idea of an inter-governrnental agreement as outlined 
by Hungary; 

- Provided Hungary starîed without deIay the preparatory work on 
damming the Danube, the Czechoslovak Governent was ready at 

once tu negotiate 'such an inter-gavemental agreement, and it 

suggested the end of March 1990 as the deadline for signing the 

agreement; 

With a view tu attempting tu dam the Danube in 1989, it was 

proposed that the campetent agencies of each parïy agree on the 
technical principIes of the intergovernmentai agreement, to be 
initialled by the Deputy Ministers of Foreign Mairs within a 

fortnight , whereupon Hungary would proceed tu dam the Danube; 

Tt was also accepted, in the Iight of fears on the Hungarian side of the 

possible ecological effects of peak operations, that a special 

agreement be concluded in which peak operation wouId be Iimited or 
excluded after technical studies had been concluded; and the 

CzechosIuvak Governent proposed tu cancd the provisions of the 

1984 Protucol advancing the Project scheduIe by 15 months, insofar . 

as it concerned Nagymaroa, in order to give the Hungarian side this 

additional time in whch to study the ecologicai questions. 

4.49 The cIosing paragraphs of this Verbale (of the CzechosIovak 

Government) made ir clear that its position and proposais had been put forward on the basis 

that they were in conformity with the 1977 Treaty and that Czechuslovakia saw no reason 

for amending the Treaty as Hungary had proposed. More specifically, Czechoslovakia was 

not prepared to agree to the simple abandonment of the Nagymaros part of the Project, and 

if Hungary shouId do sa unilaterally, a claim of compensation for damages would be made. 
FinaIIy, the Note once again repeated Czechoslovakia's willingness to negotiate an inter- 

govemental agreement concerning the pans of the Project other than Nagymaros - where 
the two Parties remained divided. But Czechoslovakia warned that, shouId Hungary 

continue to fail to hlfil its obligations as to these other parts of the Project, in breach of the 

1977 Treaty, Czechos~ovakia would have to proceed to the realisation of a "provisional 



substitute technical solution" on its own sovereign territory and to draw the quantity of 
water from the Danube that had been agreed by the parties under the Joint Contractua! Plan. 

4.50 The last of the documents in the diplornatic exchanges of 1889 is a 
Hungarian N a  Verbale of 30 November 1989 to which was attached a draR of proposed 
modifications to the 1977 .Treatyq8. The effect on the GIN Project of the proposed 

ameridments tu the Treaty would have been the following: 

- In order to avoid an alleged "critical ecolu@cal situation", peak hours 

operation would be eliminated and construction at Nagymaros would 

be suspended; 

- If "ecologicdIy acceptable conditions" were agreed, the rest of the 

Project wouId be cornpleted and put into operation; 

- Preparatory work to deflect the Danube at the Dunakiliti weir would 

proceed if Czechoslovakia was willing (i) to accept the proposed 

Treaty modifications to suspend construction at Nagyrnaros, (ii) to 

conclude an agreement on ecoIogicaI guarantees, and (iii) to enter 

int O the interguvermentaI agreement descrîbed in eariier dispatches. 

- However, the damming of the Danube would occur only after 

concIusion of the agreement on ecological marantees. 

E. The Position of the Parties at the End of 1989 

4.51 Thus, as the end of 1989 approached, the contrasting positions of the 

t parties may be described as follows: 

- &, Hungary insised on amending the 1977 Treaty tu reflect the 

abandonment of peak hours operation and the abandonment of work 

at Nagymaros; Czechoslovakia was willing to suspend work at 

Nagymaros and to modify or even eliminate peak hours operation 



shodd that be recommended on the basis of studies of the ecological 
effects during the additional 15 months made available as a result of 
cancelling the 1989 Protocol in respect to Nagymaros; thus, 
Czechoslovakia couId not accept the Hungarian proposition tu amend 

the Treaty at that the;  

- Second, the parties were in general agreement over negotiating inter- 

governmental agreements concerning the other parts of the Project 

md in order tu deal specifically with ecoIogica1 guarantees; 

- Third, Hungary had effectively gained one year befure the damming 

of the Danube could take place, by making it a condition of Hungary's 

proceeding with work at Dunakiliti that Czechoslovakia agree to the 

progosed Treaty amendments concerning Nagymaros. 

4.52 The positions of both sides had reached a stage where a compromise 

soiution seemed entirely possible. Hungary had succeeded in securing Czechoslovakia's 
agreement to study the downstream effects of peak hour operation at GabEkovo and, in the 
meantime, at least to delay work -at Nagymaros. The Czechoslovak proposa1 to revert to the 

earlier schedule wouId give the parties ari additional 15 rnonths for such study. In addition, 

by its uniiateral act of stopping work at Dunakiliti, Hungary had postponed the damming of 

the river by a year, allowing time for further study of the ecoIogicaI effects of the various 

parts of the GabEkovo operation and also to prepare and enter into separate agreements, 
including ecological guarantees. Czechoslovakia agreed to accept such a proposal even 

suggesting a deadline of the end of Mach 1990 for cornpietion of the agreements. This 

wouId ensure that the damming of the Danube could take place the following year, in 

Octuber 1990. 

4.53 There are two other matters to note concerning the events of  1989. 

F A ,  Hungary's breaches of the 1977 Treaty - initially as tu the Nagyrnaros section of the 

Project and then as to Gab~fkovo - were decisiuns taken by the Hungarian Government 

before the change in regirne there. Second, the ecolugical ernergency that Hungary cIaimed 

to exist if the Project went fonvard concerned O& Nagymaros and the peak hours operation 

at GabEikovo. Other environmental and ecological risks were contemplated by lmtJ parties 
as capable of being dealt with by agreements between the two Governments. 



4.54 It is importarit tu keep these points in mind as the broadening of 

Hungaq's breaches of the 1977 Treaty afier 1989 are reviewed in the pages that folIow. For 

Hungary voiced i ts  concem over the ecologicd eEects of the Projeet befure the occurrence 

of the historic changes that took place in both countries. The environment was not some 
new factor discovered - or liberated - aRer the political changes occurred. Moreover, the 
reai ecologicd effects that Hrrngary daimed to fear in 1 988 had to do with Nagymaros and 
the effects of peak hour operations at GabEikovo, not with the other parts of the G N  

Project . 

SECTION 3. The Period from Januarv 1990 to 23 April 1991: Hungarv 
FurecIoses Ne~otiation 

A, The Hardening of Hungarv's Position 

4.55 Not long aRer the Prime Minister of the new Czechoslovak 
Governent had assurned office, he received a letter concerning the GIN Project from 

Hungary's Prime Mirister, MikIbs Németh, who had heId the office of Hungarian Prime 
Minister during the 1989 negotiations. This letter, dated 10 January 1930, adopted a quire 

different stance fiom that taken by Hungary in the diplornatic exchanges of 1989 just 

d i s c ~ s s e d ~ ~ .  

4.56 By IO January 1990, the new Czechoslovak Prime Mirrister had had 

IittIe chance tu give the Hungarian pruposals of 30 November any reaI study, for they had 

been received during the height of the political tumoi1 in Czechoslovakia, and the new 

Government had been appointed on 10 December 1989, only a month before the receipt of 
this letter. 

4.57 Hungary'ç letter of 10 January appears to reflect the assumption in 

Budapest that, d e r  the political changes, CzechosIovakia would be receptive tu a 

reconsideration of the G/N Project, using environmental factors as the prêtext. The opening 
paragraph of the letter gives a negative account of the 1989 negotiations and fails to give 



adequate consideration of the movement toward a compromise at the end of 1989. Then, 
the letter continues: 

"1 am in receipt of an iricreasirigly greater mount of irifomatiun regarding 
the fact that now, in the midst of your signrficant e'ori tu buiId a new 
society, yoii are k d y  able to sacrifice some time tu the questions 
concerning our common section of the Danube. The Hungarian governent 
welcomes the commencement of new scientific studies in Czechoslovakia on 
the questions of the joint reservoir and the GabCkovo hydroelectric power 
plant. I believe that the political and social reform process in our nations has 
füially broken down the wall which obstructcd the reveIation of the tme 
environmental eflects of the Barrage System and for the preparation and 
execution of a decision which is in the long term interests of the peoples of 
buth our nations. 

"I-fistory at the present time offers us the opporttrnity tu reassess the Barrage 
System in depth governed by namraI science, technicd and economic 
considerat ions, fieed fiom the fetters of the earIier poIiticd decisiuns made by 
OUT Governments. II 

4.58 It was not difEcult for Prague to detect in this an attempt by Hungary 

to abort the GIN Project. Indeed, in the ensuhg paragraphs of the letter the Hurigarian 

Prime Minister makes the foIIowing proposals: 

- Not to hold now the negotiations aver the proposais for amending the 

1977 Treaty made by Hungary in its Note Verbale of 30 November 
1989" ; 

Instead, to engage in a joint scientSc srudy, with the involvernent of 

"international scientific organizations", of the "cornplex ecological 
effects" of the GabEkovo section of the Project, and to make the - 

commencement of the section of the Project dependent on the results 

of the study; 

50 This move by Hungary brings out how rnisleading iç the statement in para. 13 of Hungary'ç 1992 
Dechration that the "Goverment of the Czechoslwak Socialist Republic never replied to this 
proposai" of 30 Nwember 1989. It was Hungaty, in fact, that withdrew t h s  proposal. 



It is necessary to pause here to note that what was to be negotiated was oniy the GabEkovo 
section &f the Project, nut Nagymaros. For Hungary, the abandonment of the Nagyrnaros 

section and the question of peak hour operation were no longer negotiable subjects. The I O  

J a n u q  letter then goes on tu propose: 

- To modi@ the 1977 Treaty or conclude a new treaty based on the 

results of the study of the ecological effects of the GabEkovo section; 

- To conduct and assess the results of the joint study within the first 

hdf  of 1990; and in the second hdf  of the year tu s t x î  tu negoliate 

Treaty amendments so that the new Governments of both States 

would be involved in this decision; 

- To stop consimctiun work on the GIN Prciject witiiin this period 
except for p r e s e ~ n g  the existing "status quo". 

4.59 Further, the letter reported that Hungary had already cancelled its 

private contracts for the works at Nagymaros and that Hungary's position as to the 

"permanent" abandonment of the Nagymaros section remained unchanged. In June 1990, 

Hungary was tu canceI itç private contracts concerning the work at Dunakiliti and 

elsewhere. The canceIIations of these cuntracts, thereby incurring çubs~antial termination 

costs to the Austrian and YugosIav Ems concmed, were irrevucable acts taken by the 

Hungarian Government to halt the Nagymaros and GabEikovo sections of the Project in 

further breach of the 1977 Treaty. They were hardly actions that preserved the "status quo" 

and they were taken before new joint research projects had even been commissioned. 

4.60 The new Czechuslovak Prime Minister sought to read the Hungarian 

letter in a positive light in his brief repIy of 15 Febma$', saying: 

"In accordance with the proposals mentioned in your letter and in the 
[Hungarian Note] of November 30, 1989, 1 voice support for an immediate 
resrrmption of bilateral taIks which could Iead above al1 tu a joint course so 
that rhe GabEikovo part couId be put into operation during the year 199152 ." 

51 Annex 80. 

52 This would require that the damming of the Danube take place starting in October 1 990 



He proposed that any specific changes to the 1977 Treaty or other treaty documents be 
prepared for discussion in June 1990. 

4.6 1 Of course, Prague*~ Ietrer cuuId be seen as not entireIy responsive tu 

-the Hungarian proposai, and this was pointed out in the Hungarian Prime Minister's repIy uf 
6 March5? : 

"While 1 welcome the support for the resumption of the bilateral negotiations, 
I determine with regret your refusal to take part in the decision of the fate of 
the GabEikovo Barrage via weII fuunded and objective scientific and speciaIist 
examinations which 1 had initia& in my letter." 

What the Hungarian Goverment was, in effect, saying was that, not only had Nagymaros 

been abandoned - and was no longer a subject for negotiation - but the GabEikovo works 
also were no longer to be carried out in accordance with the 1977 Treaty unless and until 

this was determined on the basis of I1welI foiinded and objective scientific and speciaIist 

examinations" . 

4.62 The Hungarian tetter of 6 March 1990 cannot be read without 

concluding that, even before the govemmental changes that occurred in Hungary in May 
1990, Hungary had virtuaily written off the G/N Project and was seeking tu secure the 
agreement of CzechosIovakia tu abandon it as weII. Thus, Czechoslovakia was invited tu 

settle, i.e., tu abandon, "a gigantic investment fiasco": 

"Let us not squander this historical opportunity provided by the social 
changes taking place. 

The handling of this issue indudes not ody the settlernent of the fate of a 
gigantic investment fiasco but dso a question affecting the social ties of 
Hungary and Czechoslovakia and the national happiness for the people of the 
TWO couritrias. II 

This was an argument based not on ecological, but on economic, grounds; and Hungary's 
position became even more dear after the change in Government in Hungary. In the general 



political program announced on 22 May 1990, it was declared that the GIN Project had been 
"mistaken" and that its abandonment shouId be negotiated wit h Czechoslovakia. 

' 

B. The First InvoIvernent of the Euroaean Carnrnunities 

4.63 During the remainder of 1990 there were meetings between the 

PIenipoteniaries and the environmental ministries, but the political events taking place in 

both countries sIowed d o m  my prugress towards art attempt tu find a solution tu the 

dispute. However, this period did give rise to one important development, in the form of the 

agreement reached under the EC PHARE Program for a joint project entitled: "Surface 
Water and Ground Water Model of Danubian Lowland between Bratislava and KomArno: 

Ecological Model of Water Resource and ManagemenV4 ." The project had been initiated 

and negotiated with the EC P m  Progm by CzechosIovakia, and on 6 September 1990 

the CzechosIovak Plenipotentiary proposed to his Hungarian counterpart tu file a joint 

application. On 26 October 1990, the Czechosiovak Plenipotentiary fonvarded ta the 

Hungarian Commissioner for Danube Affairs a proposed agreement between the two 

Governrnents providing for joint participation in this important study of environmental 

protection". This was foiiowed by a visit to Budapest on 7 November 1990 by the 

Czechoslovak PIerripotentiary, together with Professor Mucha, the Czechoslovak hydroiogy 

expert, to discuss Hungary's participation. 

4.64 The response of the Hungarian Governrnent, as expressed in a Ietter 

of 15 Nuvember 1990, was carpi& and negattive5? The Ietter misdescribed the proposed 

agreement as being a bilateral project between Czechoslovakia and the PHARE Program, 

with Hungary in the position of a mere consultant. The draR agreement furwarded tu 

Hungary by the Czechoslovak Government was nothing of the kind; the two parties were to 

participate jointly in the study Although Hungary did not flatly reject participation in the 

project, it insisted on a restructuring so as to place it under the auspices of the Hungarian 

Academy of Science or the Technical Universiq at Budapest. Further talks demonstrated 

54 Sec. para. 4.02, above, and related fn., as well as Annex 57, for a description of the PHARE 
Program and of thiç particular project. 

55 Annex 82. 

56 Anne>; 83. 



Hrrngary's lack of interest in the project and ended in Hungary's failure to participate in this 

study of one of the most critical environmentai aspects of the G/N Project. 

4.65 In an attempt tu ded with the accusations made by CzechosIovakia at 

an earIier meeting tu the effect that Hungary was not proceeding with research, Hungql's 

-15 November Ietter enclosed a Iist of documents on the basis of which the Hungarian 
decisions were claimed to have been basedS7. In its reply of 21 November, Czechoslovakia 
indicated that the list of materials annexed to Hungary's 15 November letter was 

disappointhg and did not fulfill Czchoslovakia's expectations5'. 

4.66 Neverthekss, some indication of progress toward broadenîng the 

bilateral talks between the Ptenipotentiaries and the environmental ministers to a trilateral 

format to include the EC is reflected in the letter of the Hungarian Prime Minister of 14 

December 1 9905'. He cailed upon Czechoslovakia also tu take steps to appoint members tu 

the proposed joint inter-govemental cornmittee tu which the EC would appoint some 

experts tu assist. Ln his repIy of 15 Januâry 199 1,  the CzechosIovak Prime Mnister 

cofirmed that similar steps had already been taken by his Governmentm. He expressed 

Czechoslovakia's "agreement with talks with, the Hungarîan side on the comprehensive 
solution of problems of the [GLN Project] at the Ievel of goverment delegations" as well as 

his be~ief rhat these measures shuuld heIp lead tu a solution. 

4.67 Thus, once again, the parties seemed to be making progress toward 

getting technical talks undenvay. But the time for damming the Danube hrtd passed for a 

second year mnning; and the promised Hungarian technical studies had yet to be furnished. 
Aithough tdks were continuing, there remairied a very rea1 question as to how productive 

these taIks could be in the Iight of the statement of rhe new Hungarian Governent in its 

poIicy dsclaration of 22 May 1990 that the G/N Project was a "mistaken projcct" and that 

57 It was promised that at the scheduled rnid-December meeting Hwgary would furnish further 
materials. This did not happen. The letter dso stated that expert workrng groups had been fomed 
within îhe fimework of the Hungarim Acaderny of Science, as had been agreed at the September 
meeting. 

59 Annex 85. 

60 Annex 86. 



'Hungary would initiate negotiatjons in effect to scuttle the Project and to share the resulting 

damages with Czechoslovakia. It was cIesir that Hungary had not chmged its point of view 

since then. 

4.68 On 22 April 1991, there was a meeting of the recently appointed 

delegations, at which position papers were exchanged6' . According to the sumrnary of the 

discussion prepared by Czechoslovakia der  the meeting6', both sides cofimed the validity 

of the 7 977 Treaty . There followed a candid exchange of views. Htrngary insisted t hat joint 

research in order to assess the ecological impacts of the Project couId only begin after 
Czechoslovakia had agreed to suspend work on the Project. Zt proposed that the joint 

studies be conducteci up to the end of October 199 1 .  The Czechoslovak delegation rejected 

this position on the basis-that Hungary had prodriced no scientific evidence tu estabIish the 

need for such a suspension, characterising what had been received ço far frum Hungary in 

the way of materials as "science fiction". Czechoslovakia was willing to participate in expert 

studies but insisted that this work be completed by July 1991 so that a joint decision could 

then be reached on the basis of the scientifrc evidence. Such a deadline was necessary to 

avoid the Ioss of a third year under the original schedule for the damming of the Danube. At 

the end of the meeting a joint %laration was issrred in which the importance of continuing 

negotiations was stressedh3. It was stated in the Declaration that agreement had been 

reached that the Academies of Sciences of each country would continue their cooperation 

and research, bringing in experts and specialised insti tu fions. 

C. The Proceedin~s of the Eun~arian Parliament 

i 
I 

4.69 It was in this setting, and before any meetings of the governmental 

ddegations had occurred, or any further joint research had been undertaken, that the 

Hungarian Parliament, on 23 Aprii 1491, i.e., the very next day after this meeting, 

arinounced in a resoIutîon irs conclusiuns conceming the GIN Projeci" . Briefly sumariseci, 

these were the following: 

61 The nev Prime Mifister of Slgvakia headed the CxchmIovak delegaiion 

63 bid. - 
64 1 .  Annex 88. , 



- That putting into operation the G/N Project would "result in serious 

ecological and economic dâmage throughout the affected region"; 

- That the Hurigarian Govenunent was charged wÎth the task of 

negotiating with the Czechoslovak Government regarding the 
termination of the 1977 Treaty and related instmments by joint 
agreement, 

- That a new treaty shouid be concIuded tu settie the issue of the 

consequences of the non-construction (abandonment) of the Project, 
according to the following priorities, in the order listed: 

- Restoration and preservation of the ecoIogicaI and nariira1 

vdues of the region, particularly in respect tu protecting the 

dnnking water supply; 

- Flood protection; 

- Development of shi pping in accordance with the region's 

natural conditions. 

Pending the carrying out of these tasks, the Hungarian ParIiamenr deterrriined that works 

aimed at wmpleting the Project should continue to be suspended and it charged the 

Government to n,egutiate tu reach agreement with CzechosIovakia an this. It aIso requested 

the Government to discontinue state investment in the G/N Project and to start an audit of 

the expenditures made to date. This legislative resolution would appear to have been hlly in 

line with the pulicy statement of the new Hungarian Governent on 22 May 1990. 

4.70 As had been the case when some progess toward a solution to the 

dispute seemed to be occurring at the end of 1989, so in the spring of 1991, when some 

progress again seemed possible and when Hungary undertook to make available research 
shdies claimed tu have been the basis of its decisiuns in breach of the 1977 Treaty, Hungary 

abntptly put an end to any such progress by ordering the commencement of negotiations to 

terminate the Project. In contrast tu the suspension announced in the Hungarian Prime 



Minister's letter of 6 March 1990, the resolution of the Hungarian Parliament in April 1991 

was not made dependent on the outcorne of environmental studies yet tu be conducted . The 

outcorne was pre-judged before the environmental questions could be examined jointly. 

4.71 The decision of the Hungarian Parliament on 23 ApriI 1991 was 

another turning point in the negotiations between the parties. For by its decision the 

Hungarian Parliament tied the hands of the Hungarian Government in any future 

negotiations6' . Henceforth the sole object of such future negotiations for Hungary was tu 

put an end to the GIN Project. 

A. Czechodovakia's Continued Attem~ts to Broaden the 
Negotiations tri Incrude the EC: Postprinernent of Darnming: for a 
Third Year 

4.72 In the course of negotiations between the two Governrnents on 14-1 5 

July 199 1, Czechoslovakia again proposed broadening the negotiations by establishing a 

tripartite commission composed of representatives of Czechoslovakia, Hungary and the EC 

to consider aii the variants to the G/N Project that might be srrbmitted to them by 3 1 Ju1yG. 

The Hungarîan side responded that its Iimited mandate resuIting from the Hungarian 

Parliament's resoIution of 23 Apd 1991 did not permit it tu consider any proposal that did 

not contemplate negotiating over the termination of the 1977 Treaty6?. 

4.73 On 30 JuIy 1991, the Pime Mnister of the SIovak Republic sent a 

letter to the Hungarian Prime Ministefs . This was shortry after the SIovak Goverriment by 

Resoirrtion No. 384 of 23 July 199 1 69 and the Governent of the Czech and SIuvak Federal 

Republic by Resolution No. 484 of 25 July 199170 had approved preparations for putting 

65 This is well illustrated by the protocol of the meeting of Plenipotentiaries on 10 July 1991 (Annex 
89) at which agreement rvas reached on relatively few issues. It was at this meeting that 
Czech~slovakia infomed Hungq of itç pIans ta start pumping water from rhe Dmubt on 27 lu  fy . 

66 Annex 90. 

67 See, para. 4.69, gt seq., above. 

68 Annex 93. 

69 Annex 91. 
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into operation Variarit "CI1, provuking a Hungairan response the following day. The Slovak 

Prime Minister expressed his regret that during the period of transition which their two 

countrîes were undergoing there had not been a complete identity of views on some 

questions, merrtioning in pariicular the GIN Pruject. He then iriformed the HrrngwÎan Prime 

Minister that Czechoslovakia had decided to put the Gabifkovo part of the Project into 

operation on the basis of a provisionai solufion. In this frmk and notably courtmus letter, 
the Slovak Prime Minister pointed out that : 

"Both [G]o~ernments~~ made this decision after a thorough evaluation and 
are conviriced that the aIternative of not mmpleting of the system of Iocks is 
the Ieast acceptable dso h m  an ecologicd point of view. I' 

The Slovak Prime Minister went on to Say that fiom the start of construction great attention 
had been given to examining and studying the matter of ecological risks; and he said that 
they intended to continue to conduct such studies and to inform Hungary of the reçults. 

4.74 The exchanges and meetings continued: 

- On 30 July 1991, the same day as the letter of the Slovak Prime 

Minister, Hungary sent a Note Verbale to Czechoslovakia requesting 

that work at GabEkovo be halted and, in particular, the steps taken 

on 27 JuIy to start filhg the bypass canal with water pumped h m  

the Danube7'. 

On 12 August 1991, the Hungarian Prime Minister responded to the 
SIovak Prime Minister's letter of 30 July in a Ietter to the Prime 

Mînîster of the Czech and SIovak FederaI Republi~'~. It was 
moderate in tone, suggesting that hrther taIks shouId reçrrlt in a 

comrnon solution. 

71 I.e., the Goremmen1 of SIovak Reptrblic and f he Government of the Cxch and SIovak Federai - 
Republic. 

72 Annex 94. 
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- On 27 August 1991, Czechoslovakia presented a Note Verbale to 

H u n g q  in response to the Hrrngarian Note of 30 1 ~ 1 ~ ' ~ .  Altbough 

expressing apgreciatiun for the efforts of Hungary to keep the talks 

going, and mentioning the earIier meetings on 22 ApriI and 15 July 

between govemental delegations, the Czechoslovak Note observed 

that no constructive conclusions had been reached and noted that the 

Hungarian ddegations now had only the limited mandate of 

negotiating the temination of the 1977 Treaty. Whilst the Note 

ernphasised rhat the decision tu proceed wirh a provisional solution 

did not preclude in any way the continuation of the taiks, it rejected 
the Hungarian argument that continuation of the work in this manner 

was in violation of international law. The Note also contained this 
positive suggestion: 

"Provided the Hungarian side submita a concrete technical solution 
aimed at putting into operation the Gabëikovo system of locks and a 
solution of the system of locks based on the 1977 Treaty in force and 
the treaty documents related to it, the Czechoslovak side is prepared 
tu implement the mutually agreed solution." 

- On I Z September 1991, at the invitation of the Hungarian Parliamerit, 

the Czechoslovak Minister for the Environment addressed a joint 

session of severd conmittees of that body. He stressed the 

impossibility of reaching a solution to the dispute whilst Hungary had 

such a Iimited mandate goveming its participation in negotiati~ns~~; 

subsequently, the Chairmen of the three Hrrngafian ParIiarnentary 

Cornmittees issued a joint srnement dated I Octuber 1991 

emphasising the need for further talks stating that the dispute involved 

an "expert - scientific matter", and declanng that it would be desirable 

to engage experts h m  third countries or fiorn international 

74  Annex 96. 

75 Annex 37. 



3. The Position of the Parties at the End of  1991 

4.75 The positions of the parties at the end of 1991 and the start of 1992 

were summed rrp in the letters exehanged between the Prime Ministers on 28 and 19 

Decembw 1991 and 23 January 1992". The Czectioslovak position was that a tripartite 

commission tu study the issues be created, with participation of foreign experts named by 
the EC - a proposal it had already made on 15 July 1991. The Hungarian position was (i) 
that ecological aspects had been ignored in the planning of the G/N Project, (ii) that it had 
suspended work at N a p a r o s  and then at Dunakiliti because of the aImost certain 

ecological emergency that would result if the Projeci went forward, and (iii) that H u n g q  

wouId not agree to going ahead with joint research intu the expert and scientific probIems 
involved unless Czechoslovakia stopped work on the Project. In his response of 23 January 

1992, the Czechoslovak Prime Minister summed up his Government's position in this way: I 
- He stressed the imporimce to his country of the G/N Project, 

asserîing that the 1977 Treaty remained in force; 

- Therefore, Czechoslovakia was p~epared to fuifill its obligations and 

complete the Project whilst rninimising any adverse ecological 

impacts; 

- He reviewed the history of Hungary's unilateral breaches as from 13 

May 1989 as well as the ensuing negotiations; 

- He pointed out that, although both parties agreed rhat t h e  final 

solution of the dispute depended on an expert, scientific asçessment, 
Hrrngary had faiIed tu frrrniçh any çuppurting studies whereas 

Czechoslovakia had, in the meantirne, studied the matter, and a list of 

these expert studies had been given to Hungary in December 199 1 ; 

- Be informed Hungary of Czechoslovakia's decision: 

77  Annexes 99, 100 and 102. Annex 101 is a letter dated simply "December 199 lu, whch is sirnilar to 
the Hungarian Prime Minister's letter of 19 December, and was sent by the C h a m  of the 
Hungarian ParIiament to his Czcchoslovak counterpart . 



"... In order to minimize the spread of economic and ecological 
damage on the CzechosIovak territory, tu optimal1 y exploit the 
avaiIabIe power potential and tu mate necessary conditions for 
navigation on the Danube, the Goverment of the Czech and Slovak 
FederaI Republic decided on December 12, 1991 tu put the 
GabCikovo part into operation and to complete its construction on the 
territory of the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic. 

In any case, this decision dues not violate international law and does 
not exclude further tdks on the possibiiity of finding a joint solution 
with regard tu the constmction of the GabEkovo-Nagymaros system 
of locks. 

In accordance with the conclusions of talks of governent 
delegations and on the basis of the joint statement of the Cornmittee 
for the Protection of Environment of the National AssembIy of the 
ReprrbIic of Hungary and the Cornmirtee for Environment of the 
Federal AssembIy of the Czech and SIovak Federd Reptrblic of 
October 11, 1991, the Czechoslovak side confirrns its interest in 
creating a joint commission of experts with the participation of 
experts fiom the European Cornmunities. The Czechoslovak side is 
aIso prepared to take into consideration the resrrIts of the 
commission's activities within the fufiher course of soIving the 
problem of construction of the GabEikovo - Nagymaros system of 
locks. Provided these conclusions and results of monitoring the test 
operation of the GabEkovo  art confirm that negative ecological 
effects exceed its benefits the Czechoslovak side is prepared to stop 
work on the ~rovisiona1 soIution and continue the construction upon 
mutual agreement. 

In this respect 1 recommend a joint request to the P C ]  tu speedily 
appoint its experts to the joint Czechoslovak - Hungarîan expert 
commission so that this body couid start its activities as soon as 
possible78 . " (Ernphasis added). 

4.76 In the meantirne, the ParIiaments of the parties were holding joint 

meetings of their respective Cornmittees for Environment, as reflected in the Ietter of 27 

January 1992 from Mr. Alexander DubEek, the Chairman of the Czechoslovak Federal 
Assembly, tu fis Hungarian ~aunterpart '~. It expressed the hope that further discussions 

might Iead tu a c o m n  solution, as the following quoration indicates: 

78 Annex 102 (Emphasis added). 
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"Mr. President, I believe that our positions are very close ... and that Our 
meeting in Budapest in [the] presence of representatives of our Committees 
may become an appeal [to] the Govemments of both Couniries. In my view, 
the Parliments should not assume the role of the Governments. But we 
could open the doors for the Governments to continue the negotiations tu 
prevent a deterioration of our good neighbourly relations." 

C. The End to a Possibile Comr~romise Solution: the Purported 
Termination of the Treaty bv Huneaw 

4.77 The 23 January letter of the Czechoslovak Prime Minister was 

foI1owed by a Hungarian Note Verbale dated I4 February 1992 cdling the decision of the 

Czechoslovak Government of 12 December 1991 to proceed with Variant "C" a unilaterd 

act that was, inter dia, in violation of the 1977 Treaty and the 1976 Boundary Waters 

Management Agreementaa. CzechosIovakia responded by Note Verbale of 18 March 

1992*' . There then followed an exchange of Iong and more detailed Ietrers between the two 

Prime Ministers on 26 Februq and 23 A@'. These exchanges reflected the fact that the 

dispute had reached a point where further negotiations f i er  almost three years of tdks were 

not likely to lead to a solution. The main points set out in the Hungarian letter of 26 

February l99Zg3 were the following: 

- That the Gm Project was approved under the fauity decision-making 

mechanisms of the former political regimes at a time when both 

countries were ignorant of the "irreversible, damaging ecological 

consequences'; 

- That the evaluation of the "most serious ecological risks" of the 

Project, by both Hungarian and "the leaders of the foreign experts" - 
persons or groups unnamed in the letter - was that the 

commencement of operations at GabEiIrovo would lead to a drastic 

and considerable interference in the natirral order, such as: 

80 Annex 104. 

81 Amex 105. 
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- Imparable damage to the most sidcant drinkirig water 

resources of Hirngaty and CzechosIovakia; 

A lowering of the g m n d  water level with the resultant loss of 

the region's excellent agicultural and forest lands and the 

" degradation and annihilation of natural and environmental 

vduesI1; 

- That the "region's seismological links and the related dangers had not 

been re~ealed"~~ ; 

- That the Czechoslovak experts had prodttced no sudy to prove t hat 

the expected damages and risks were not realistic. 

4.78 The Hungarian Prime Minister adhered to the line that trilateral 

discussion couId begin ody if CzechosIovakia suspended construction. He asserted that 

Variant "C" was a violation of the 1977 Treaty and that Hrrngary's suspension of work 

starting in 1989 was not a Treaty violation in the light of the existence of a state of 

ecological emergency. Finally, he threatened that if Czechoslovakia did not stop work on 

the Project, Hungary wouId be piaced in a "positiori of duress forcing it to terninate the 
Treat y". 

4.79 In the reply of the Czechoslovak Prime Minister by letter of 23 April 

199285, which supplemented the Czechoslovak Verbale of 18 March, a number af key 

points were made: 

"The Governent of the Republic of Hungary , since May 1 3, 1 989, 
when it unilaterdiy, wîthout any consultations wirh the CzechosIuvak 
side, and in violation of the 1977 Treaty, suspended the fulfilment of 
its obligations arising frorn this Treaty, has not subrnitted any 
document based on scientific and technicd reasoning which would 
confrrm the fears of the Hungarian side of an ecological catastrophe. 
Ln this comection I was astoished by the part of your letter in which 

84 See, para. 2.60, et seq., and para. 4.30, above, for widence of the totai incorrectness of ms - 
allegation. 
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you had stated with surprise that the Czechoslovak experts had not 
submitted to the Hungarian side any document proving that the fears 
of the Hungarian side were groundless. It is beyond any doubt that it 
is the Hungatian side wkch is supposed to prove its assertions about 
the threat of an ecological catastrophe and propose a çolutirrn which 
wouId respect the state of work done within the construction of the 
Gabiiikovo - N a p a r o s  system of Iocks as weII as the overaII 
ecoIogicd situation in the respective area. It is to be regretted that it 
has so far not done so. 

Nearly three years have elapsed since the udawful decision of the 
Hungarian Eovement, during which the CzechosIovak side carrîed 
out a whole series of studies and project works aimed at seeking an 
optimum solution of the problems of the GabEikovo - Nagymarus 
system of Iocks acceptabIe for both sides. The WzechosIovak 
Government], too, considers the protection of underground waters 
and ecological systems as task[s] of paramount importance. The 
above-mentioned research, however, has not codrmed the fear of the 
Hungarian side of an ecologicd catastrophe." 

The Prima Mirister stated that the seismic questions had been actively 

pursued and settled between the Academies of sciences of the two 

countries; 

He stressed the fact that Hungaq's suspension of work t h e  years 

before had posed a series of serious ecokgical, economic and other 

prob lems that required attention: 

"As a result of the construction of water dams in the German and 
Austrian sections of the Danube, the voIume of sediments deposited 
by river has begrrn to decrease substantiaily which has led tu the 
develupment of erosive activiv of the Danube in the section 
downstream of Bratislava. The water IeveI of the Danube has sunk 
over the past decade by t - 1,5 metres thus cutting off a number of its 
branches, for instance in the Mosoni Danube, and therefore there was 
no water in it for 300 days in 1991. Unless appropriate measures are 
speedily taken, the food plain forets in the area will be doomed to 
destruction. Another serious ecoloaicd ~rubIem is the 25 kilometres 
long and an average of 350 rnetrer\ide'bypass canal, so Far unused, 
btrilt in uur temitory not o d y  by CzechosIovak but aIso by Hungarian 
organizations on the basis of the 1977 Treaty. " 

- 

The Prime Minister pointed out that the flood threat and the 

navigation probIems remained unresolved; 



- He stressed the importance of using the Danube as a source of 

electrical power; 

- He accused Hungary of blocking tripartite research with EC 

participation by imposing the condition that construction on the 

Project be hdted; 

- Asserting that Hungary h m  the very start had not advanced a single 

constructive proposai, he opened the door for continued negotiations 

with the foilowing statement: 

"[The Czechaslovak Governrnentj is ready to negotiate with the 
[Hungarian Government] dl aspects connected with the 
im~lementation of the 1977 Treat~ ... . 1 recommend that scientific 
and technicd questions be discusséd above al1 by the Plenipotentiaries 
of our two Govements, as provided for in Article 3 of the 1977 
Treaty. . . . The Czechuslovak side has shown suficient EwiIIingness] 
and readiness for negotiations but at present it cm no longer accept 
procrastinations and delaying tactics of the Hungarian side, and thus 
cannot suspend work on the provisional solution. In my opinion, 
there is still tirne, until the darnming of the Danube (i.e. until October 
3 1, 1992)- for resolving disprrted questions on the basis of agreement 
of bath states. 

I reperit again that the [Czechodovak Govement], which was the 
first to have proposed the setting up of a joint Commission of experts, 
with the participation of experts from the European Comrnunities, 
continues to be interested in its establishment without any preliminary 
conditions and is ready tu take into consideration its conclusions and 
recommendatiuns within frirther decisiun-making concerning the 
problem of the construction of the GabEikovo - Nagyrnaros çystern of 
locks. The Czechoslovak side expects the RepubIic of Hungary tu 
make a similar statement." 

4.80 On 13 April 1992, Mr. Andriessen, Vice-President of the EC 
Commission, had confirmed that they "in principle wouId be wîlling to assist the two 

Goverments in identifying a technically and economically feasible solution ru this S ~ ~ ~ O U S  

p r ~ b l e r n " ~ ~ .  Hence, attached to the CzechosIovak Prime Minister's Ietter of 23 April oust 

86 Annex 107. The Czechoslovak Prime Minister replied on 24 April (Annex 109) expressing his 
country's redness to accept the EC Commission's proposal and atiaching a proposed joint letter 
from the two cc~untries which he had dready sent fo Hmgary. 



discussed above) was a proposed joint Ietter tu be signed by the two countries proposing EC 

participation on the conditions set out by Mr. Andriessen. 

4.81 It was in these circnrnstances, when unce again some prugress toward 

fmitfirI negotiations seerned possible, that on 7 May 1992 the Hungarian Govemment 
adopted a ResuIut ion purporting to terminate the 1 977 Trearya' . This was responded tu by 

a Resolution and Declaration by the Slovak Government on 11 May declaring Hungary's 

unilateral action of 7 May to be nul1 and voida8. The decision of Hungary was fonnaliy 

notified to Czechoslovakia by Note Verbale of 19 Maf9 and in a letter of the same date 

h m  the Hungafian Prime Minister tu the Czechoslovak Prime Miriister, attached tu which 

was a 40 page DecIaration of H u n g q  explahhg in detail its action*. Czechoslovakia 

responded by Note Verbale, of 22 May 1992 reaffirming its view that Hungary had no legal 

grounds to terrninate unilaterally the 1977 Treaty and the Agreements related to it and 

reseMng its rights to respond to Hungary's arguments and to present a claim for damages9' . 

4.82 Thus, Hungary's dedaration of the temination of the 1977 Treaty, tu 

take eEect on 25 May 1992, marked an end tu the three-year period of negotiations to 

resolve the dispute over the GIN Project. Hungary had succeeded in postponing the 

damming of the Danube for three successive years, during which time no new scientific 
studies of Hungary to justify its suspension of the G/N Projeci had been undertaken. In the 

Iight of these developrnents, the Czechoslovak Governent had been left with Iittle choice 

but to go ahead with the completion of Variant "Cu, as a provisional measure. Once again, 

Hungary's decision had corne at a time when there had seemed to be some movement toward 

a compromise, for the EC Commission had indicated that it was prepared to join the 
negotiations and to try and work out a resolution of the conflictg2. 

81 Annex 110. 

88 Annex I 1 1. 

89 Annex 112. 

90 Annexe 1 13. The Declaration {referred to h e i n  as Bmgq's "1992 Declaraiion") was firçl 
mentioned at para. 1.53, above, and is h e x  17 hereto. 

92 See, the Czechoslovak Prime Minister's letter to the Hungarian Prime Minister of 6 August 1992. - 
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4.83 As a first step, the Czechoslovak Government notified the Vice- 

President of the EC Commission of the developments that had occrrrred, in a letter dated 22 

May 1 94293 . The letter stiII expressed hope of resolving the dispure: 

"... Mr. Vice-President, please allow me to convey the opinion of the 
Czechoslovak Government that the conflict can be resolved on the basis of 
the 1977 Treaty. I do not see a solution in submitting drafts of new treaties 
but rather in negotiations on the basis of existing treaty documents in force. 
[Czechoslovakia] is prepared tu demonsf rate an appropnatel y forthcoming 
and flexible attitude. High CzechosIovak representatives have suggested a 
willingness to discuss conditions under which work on the substitnte 
technical solution (Variant "CH) might be suspended. 

I am convinced that the great prestige enjoyed by the European Cornmunities 
both in Czechoslovakîa and in Hungary wiII dIow f i r t h  assistance and gond 
offices of your Commission to contnbute to an acceptabIe solution." 

4.84 The Czechoslovak Government then notified the Danube Commission 

on 5 August 1992 of its plans to start damming the Danube in the period 15 October to 30 

November, which would entail the interruption of shipping for about 10 days during that 

periodg4. The Hüngarian representative on the Danube Commission sent tu the Commission 

Ietters of protest against this actionpS . 

D. The First Stem Toward Going to the Court: Au~ust-October 
1992 - 

4.85 I n a  letter fromHungary'sPrime Minister of 18 August 1992to the 

Czechoslovak Prime Minister, the submission of the dispute ro the International Court of 
Justice was forrnally proposed for the first timeg6. The question proposed to be submitted 
concerned only proceeding with Variant "C", as if this alone comprîsed the dispute between 

Czechoslovakia ànd Hungary as to the G/N Project. The response of the Czechodovak 

Gover ment  came in a Ietter fiom its Prime Mifister of 23 September 1 9929' . 

95 Annex 1 1 B. 

96 Annex 1 19. 
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4.86 The 23 September letter recalls, first, that despite repeated requests 
Hungary had never substantiated with "concrete evidence" the feus and doubts expressed by 

it over proceeding with the G/N Project. The letter continues, second, to recall the steps 

taken to involve the EC Commission in the negotiations and how in May 1992 the two sides 
"were very dose tu reachirig an agreement on involvement of the EC Commission in settIing 

the dispute", but then Hungary refused to take part in the first trilateral talks that were 

convened, but not held, in Vienna on 18 May. Third, the letter emphasises that Variant "CH 

- a "provisional technical solution" - did not involve "divertin8 the Danube", as Hungq's 18 

August Ietter ddescribed it, but rather the expIoitation of part of the Danube waters, as agreed 
in the 1 977 Treat y, in ordw tu minimise damage caused by Hungary's unilaterai acts, starting 

on 13 May 1989, in violation of the 1977 Treaty. 

4.87 Then the letter turns tu a fourth point, asking the question whether 

the proposal tu go to the Court was intended to put a "firll stop" to hrther talks aimed at 

using the good osces of the EC Commission. If su, Czechodovakia considered it tu be a 

step backwards for: 

"It would mean in fact the opening of new talks on refening the dispute to 
the International Court of Justice ... without any reason for hope that these 
new tdks wouId be easier than thuse heId so far. The process of seeking 
means of çetrlement of the dispute wouId thus again be prolonged and 
damages caused to [Czechoslovakia] by the course taken by the Hungarian 
side would continue to increase." 

The Czechodovak Prime Minister goes on tu stress that time was of the essence and that the 

dispute concerned more than just the Iegal aspects of the prubIern - for exampie, it aI'so 
concerned the "ecological aspects ço much stressed by the Hungririan side", which the EC 

Commission could help to resolve in the light of research work condu~ted in the recent past 

by Czechosiovakia as well as of the partial resultç under the EC's PHARE project. It was 

possibly through politeneçs that the CzechosIovak Prime Minister did not categorise 

Hrrrigary's new tactic as deIiberateIy dilatury: in fact, the Hungarian proposal tu divert 

attention tu a different set of negotiations (in urder tu frame a cornrirumis as a basis of 

referring only the question of Variant "C" to the Court) had the additional, if disguised, aim 

of postponing the damming of the Danube for yet another year. This is brought out in the 

exchange of letters between Foreign MÎnisters of 14 and 23 September 199P8. In the 

. . .. - 

% Amexes 120 and 122 



meantirne, as the letter of 30 July 1992 fÎom the Vice-President of the EC Commission to 

the new Czecboslovak Foreign Minister demonstrates* , the EC Commission remained ready 

tu hdp. 

4.88 On 28 September 1992, the Hungarian Prime Minister repiied to the 

23 September letter from the Prime Minister of Czechoslovakia'". Whilst he made it clear 

that he would urgentIy ask for the'initiation of negotiations to prepare a compromis to be 

1 submitted to the Court, he agreed with the concIusion drawn in the 23 September Ietter that 
the dispute included aspects that "could be jointIy assessed.. .thmu@ the establishment of a 

trilateral expert cornmittee including P C ]  specialists". The CzechosIovak Prime Minister 

responded on 2 October 19921°', welcorning the fact that Hungary had accepted: 

"... without any preliminary conditions, the propusal for opening taIka of 
experts of our Governments aimed at preparing a joint reqiiest to the EC 
Commission as weII as the mandate for the triIaterd commission as it 
corresponds to our previous proposais. " 

l 4.89 The 2 October letter commented on the decision to proceed with 

1 Variant "C" in the foIIowing rnanner: 

"The redization of the provisional techicd solution does not invoIve the 
diverting of the Danube but only the exploitation of part of the Danube 
waters in a way envisaged in the 1977 Treaty. The provisional technical 
solution project is built only on the territory of [Czechoslovakia] and does in 
rio way affect the State border line. Therefore 1 do not agree with yaur claim 
that it jeupardies the sovereignty and temtoriai integrity of the RepubIic of 
Hurigary. The Czechuslovak side has been undertaking on its territory ody 
what Iras been agreed upon in the 1977 Treaty and the treaty documents 
related to it. As soon as the Republic of Hungary resumes the fulfilment of 
its obligations arising from the 1977 Treaty, [Czechoslovakia] is ready to 
complete the GabEkovo-Nagymaros system of locks on the basis of the 
jointly agreed plan." 

The Ietter continued tu address the proposal tu refer the dispute tu the Court: 
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"At present when time is a very important factor, 1 consider it imperative to 
accomplish above al1 talks on the participation of the EC Commission in the 
resolution of the dispute. The opening of new talks on referring the dispute 
to the International Court of Justice in The Hague wouId mean impediig the 
results of the talks held so far between the two sides and the EC Commission. 
Under the Czechoslovak Constitution the procedure for consideration and 
approval of the proposd for referrîng the dispute to the International Court 
of Justice is very time-consuming. " 

4.90 It was in these circumstances that the final events occurred bringing 

tu an end this phase of the history of the dispute: 

+ On 23 Octuber 7992, H u n g q  fded with the Court an application, 

dated 22 Odober, entitled: "Application of the Republic of Hungary 

v. The Czech and Slovak Federal Republic on the Diversion of the 
Danube R i ~ e r " ' ~ .  

- On 24 Octuber 1992, Czechoslovakia started tu dam the Danube. 

is necessary to address bnefly the involvement of the EC during this same perîod. 

SECTION 5. The Histow of EC InvoIvemen t IID tu the End of 1992 

4.92 The repeated attempts by Czechoslovakia to broaden the bipartite 

negotiations and studies into a tripartite format with EC participation, particularly with 
respect tu scientific aspects, have been descnbed earlier in thiç Chapter, sfafling with the 
participation by CzechosIovakia (but not Hungary) in the EC's PHARE projectIo3 . During 

the period November 1990 tu the end of 1991, CzechosIovakia presented proposals airned at 

expanding the negotiations so as to include experts narned by the EC Commission. These 

proposals, however, encountered the difficulty that afier the Hungarian Parliament's 
Resolution of 23 April 1991, the representatives of Hungary asserted that they had o d y  a 

Iimited mandate - tu negotiate the termination of the 1977 Treaty - and it did not aIIow the 

1 oz &, fn. 3, above. 

103 See, paras. 4.63-4.68, above. - 



cornideration of such prop~sa l s '~~ .  And when EC involvement became increasingly likely to 

occur, Hiingary argued that no discussions cotrld begin until d e r  Czechoslovakia had 
suspended dI work on the GIN Projeet"'. Less than a month after the very positive 

exchanges in April 1992 between the Czechoslovak Government and the ECIM, the 

Hungarian Government adopted a Resolution (on 7 May 1992 with effect fiom 25 May) to 

terminate the 1977 Treaty if trilateral negotiations failed tu take place by 1 5 May and if by 

that time Czechosiovakia had not ceased to perform al1 work on the ProjectIa7 . 

4.93 Czechoslovakia informed the EC of these negative developments on 

22 May 1992"'; meanwhile the EC had already acted to attempt to bring the parties 

together. A meeting in Vienna was scheduIed by the EC for 18 May 1992 and 

Ctechoslovakia and Hungary were invited to attend. The Czechosluvak Government 

approved participation in the meeting and accorded its representatives a broad mandate 

including entering into discussions concerning under what conditions work rnight be halted 

on Variant "C", but it rejectcd the cessation of work as a pre-condition to holding the 

meeting and starting the negotiations. At the Iast minute (on 17 May), Hungary announcecl 

that it wouId not attend this meeting; and on 19 May 1992 Czechoslovakia received officia1 

notice of Hungary's purported termination of the 1977 Treaty. 

4.94 The 30 July letter of Vice-President Andriessen of the EC, which 
responded to Czechoslovakîa's 22 May report ccinceniing the dereriorating situation, 

afirmed the fact that the EC continued to be wiIling to offer its good off~ces '~ . This Ied to 

an agreement in principle between the Governments of Czechosiovakia and Hungary to 

establish a tripartite expert commission. The Hungarian Prime Minister's letter of 28 

Septernber tu the Czechoslovak Prime Minister, agreeing to the establishment of the 

- - 
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commission, for the first time laid down no pre-conditions to the start of discussions110. But 

this proved to be illusory, for when the two parties met on 13 October to draft a joint 

request to the EC, Hungary resurrected the pre-condition that Czechoslovakia suspend at 

once di work tu dam the Danube, a condition that the Czechoslovak Governent rejected. 

For the damming had h a d y  been put off -for three consecutive p a r s  (1 984 tu 199 11, and 

the end of October - only a few days after the meeting - was the only time that this operation 

could be carried out'" . 

4.95 Mer the failure of these negotîations, and with the damming of the 

Danube imminent, Htlngary increased its political pressures on members of the EC, accusing 
Czechoslovakia, inter alia, of unilateral diversion of the navigation route onto Czechoslovak 

territory and violation of Hungary's frontiers. As a result, when triiateral discussions finally 
did take place in BmsseIs on 22 Octuber 1992, Czechoslovakia found itself under pressure 
h m  the Commission of the EC to postpone the damming operation üntiI at Ieast nid- 

December 1992. As the CzechosIovak deiegation explained, this was technically impossible: 

once conditions alIowed the damming operation to start, it could not be postponed by even a 

day without postponing the operation for a fourth year. In the light of the state of the 

construction works and rising water levels, such a postponement wouid raise serious risks of 

flood damage - a fact cofirmed a few weeks Iater when a major flood occurred - as weII as 

risks to the safety of navigation. 

4.96 At the 22 October meeting, in an attempt to reach a compromise with 

Hrrngary, the CzechosIovak delegation proposed, as cofirmed in an Aide-Mémoire tabled at 

the meeting'12, that rrntiI the completion of the work of the tripartite commission the flow of 
the Danube would not be diverted from the main riverbed and the whole natural flow would 

continue to pass through the riverbed. This, of course, was only a short-term commitment, 

for the tripartite commission was expected to complete its mission by the end of October - 
and indeed the commission that was rrItimateIy approved isçued its report on 32 October 

1992*13. The trilaterd discussions faiIed tu Iead tu any decision to appoint a tripartite 

"O - See, para. 4.88, above, and Annex 123. It was however implicit in ths letter that the tripartite 
commission's mandate would be limited to Varisuit "Cu and would not comprise an examination of 
the whole GIN Project. 
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commission, however, because Hungary was not satisfied with Czechoslovakia's 
cornmitment as set out in the Aide-Memoire and continued tu insist on suspension of the 

damming as a condition of even appointing the cu&~siun"~. 

4.97 On 28 October, the United Kingdom, being the presiding country of 

-the EC at the the,  organised a meeting in London, attended by the Prime Ministers of the 

Visegrad Three (CzechosIovakia, Hungary and Poland), the British Prime Minister, Mr . John 

Major, and the President of rlie EC Comniissiun, MI. Jacques Deiurs. In order tu p r e v a  
the G/N Project issue becoming an obstruction to the success of this meeting, it was 
suggested that Czechoslovakia and Hungary continue talks on ways of resolving their 

dispute, with the pafiicipation of the EC, at a separate meeting. Agreed minutes of the 

meeting were prepared and initided by CzechosIovakia, Hurigarjr and the EC1lS. The 

minutes summarised varÎoirs conclrrsions reached: 

- m, that al1 work on Variant "C" would be stopped at a date 

specified by the EC Commission on the basis of a fact findinn mission 

to be composed of experts h m  each of the three parties: 
CzechoçIovakia, Hungary and the EC. They were to report back no 

Iater than noon on 31 October - a mere three days after the meeting. 

In carrying out this mission to examine Variant "CH, account was to 
be taken of: (i) risk of damage to existing structures and navigation; 

(ii) rîsk of ewlogical damage tu the region; and (iii) risks of flooding 

(SprÎng 1993) or sudden surges. 

- As part of this first conclusion - which made possible agreement on 

the three-day fact finding missiun - Czechoslovakia undertook to 

grrarantee the whole (defined as not Iess than 95%) traditional 

quanti3 of water into the "old Danube rîverbed", including the sector 

between Rajka and Sap (PalkoviEovo), and to refrain from operating 

the powerplant at GabEkovo. 

114 See, Staternent of Czechoslovak Foreign Minisuy of 24 October 1992 (Amex 127). In this - 
Staiement, it was indicatd that, during the period of the proposed Commission's mission, 
C~echoslovakia had also offered not to operate the GabEikovo power station. 



- Second, to establish a working nroup of ex~erts consisting of three 

experts named by the EC Commission (tu be specialists in 
environmentaI rnartws, hydroIogy and "water architecture"), "assisted 

by" an expert appointeil by each of Czechodovakia and Hungary. 

This second group was to report its findings to the trilateral meeting 

to be held in Brussels "on a date to be agreed by the three parties 
(within 15 days), and make suggestions on urgent measures tu be 

taken". 

- Third, the specific tasks of the working nroup, al1 reIating to Variant 

"CM, were set out, namely, to consider: its impact on the environment, 

hydroelectrical and water aspects and navigation; its need and 

urgency in the Iight of flooding rîsk; and its reversibility and the cost 

of restoring the status quo ante. 

- Fourth, to subrnit aii aspects of the dispute relating to the GIN Project 

(Iegd, hancial and ecological) tu binding internationai arbitration or 

to the International Court of Justice; and it was stipulatecl that the 

findings of the working group of experts wouid riot prejudice 

evidence produced within the context of these legal procedures. 

- Frfth. that the minutes of the 28 Octuber 1992 meeting were not to 

"prejudice the 1egaI rights of the parties". 

4.98 Thus, the fact findinn mission (to report by 3 1 October 1992) and the 

working nrouw of experts were two separate bodies with different missions or tasks, even 

though, in fact, some of the same people semed on both bodies. It may be heIpfrr1 tu pause 

here tu describe the different groups and reports that played an irnportanr role in this part of 
the hiçtory of the dispute. The various reports are considered in some detail in Chaprers 1, II 
and V. Listed in chronological order, the reports issued by the three different groups were 
four in number: 



- The EC Fact Findinn Mission concerning Variant "CH: its report is 

dated 3 1 Octuber 1 992"" ; 

- The EC Workinn Groutl of Tndeoendent Experts, just described: its 

report was issued on 23 November 1992'" ; 

- The EC Working Group of Monitoring and Water Management 

Experts for the GabEikovo system of locka: its report was issued on 

November 1 393 ' Ig ; and 

- The same group as immediateIy above: which issued its "Report on 

Ternporary Water Management Regime" on 1 December 1993 l 19. 

4.99 With regard to the London meeting of 28 October, the text of the 

agreed minutes shows that the cornmitment of CzechosIovakia to maintain at Ieast 95% of 

the traditional quantity of water into the Danube riverbed and not to operate the GabEkovo 

hydroelectric power plant was intended to relate to a very short period - the three-day 

period during which the fact finding mission was compIeted i.e., untir 3 1 October 1992, 

when the report was issued. Such an interpretation is confimed by the text of 

Czechodovakia's AideMemoire tabled at the 22 October meetingI2*. 

4.100 However, it is apparent from the face of the document that these 

minutes were hurriedIy prepared and their statrrs between the parties was not entirely clear. 

At the EC's request, therefore, the Czechoslovak Governrnent by Ietter dated 4 November 

1992 notified the Commission that it had approved these minutes and went on to add: 

"As regards the question of stopping work on the Variant "Cl' and the 
maintaining of waters in the original riverbed of the Danube, the Czech and 
SIovak FederaI Republic wiII respect the positions of the fact-finding mission 

'16 See,para.1.71(andfn.36),abwe,andAnnex20. 
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and the expert working grmp which wiII be an important means of 
interpretation of the commitments arising from the MinuteslZ1 . " 

4.101 In the meantirne, the fact-findina mission isued its report, on 3 1 

October 1992. It corifIrmed that it would be technically possible to direct most of the water 

fiow of the Danube back into the old n~erbed fiom 1 Jmuary 1993: "It is technicdy 

possibie to direct the main part of the discharge to the old Danube around January 1, 

1993lZ2" 

4.102 However, this issue was rendered irreIevant shortly aRerwards as a 

resrrlt of meetings held in BrusseIs between Czechoslovakia, Hungary and the EC at the end 

of November and the beginning of December 1992. At the first such meeting, held on 27 

November, it was agreed that Czechoslovakia and Hungary should apply, pending the 

Judgment of the Court, a temporary regirne of management of the Danube waterslZ3. It was 
agreed that a further meeting shouId be held to findise the necessary arrangements. At this 

second meeting, heId T O- 1 1 December, the centrd agreement in tems of the Danube water 

flow was that "frrrther detaiIed technical discussions at experts lever would take place in the 

near future with a view to accelerating the establishment of the temporary water regimelZ4". 
In other words, experts from either side, together with EC experts, would meet to 

recomrnend, inter axa, what flow should be dedicated tu the Danube riverbed. In the event, 

this is exactly what happened and, on 1 December 1993, a document was prodrrced entitIed 

"Report on Temporaq Water Management Regi~ne"'~~. 

4.103 The actual operation of Variant "CH and its impact on the ~ a n u b e  

lowlands is considered in detail in Chapter V, which follows. 
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THE TERIPORARY SOLUTION: VARIANT "C" 

5.01 The Hungarian decision to abandon the construction of Nagymms 

and to suspend the work to be carried out in accordance with its remaining treaty obligations 
came at a time when the works on Czechoslovak territory were around 90% complete. The 
CzechosIovak side of the HnrSov-Dunakiliti reservoir, the bypasn c d  and the Gabtikovo 
step were vÎmalIy finished and work on the protective mesures associated with the 

Nagymaros section of the Project waa undenvay. Thus, by May 1989, a total &US % 2.3 

billion (CSK 13.8 billion) had been spent by Czechoslovakia on the G/N Project. It is 
therefore obvious that Hungary's decision placed Czechoslovakia in an impossible position, 
fium a hancial, a technical and an environmentd point of view. 

5.02 The purpose of this Chapter is tu explain how and why 

Czechoslovakia responded to this new situation. In Section 1,  the urgent technical problems 
caused by Hungary's unexpected withdrawal from the Project are examined. It is shown that 

this withdrawal caused Czechoçluvakia immediate financial damage in tems of the measures 

in mitigation that it was forced to take. It is alço shown that, in the contes of the pressîng 

need to resolve the techriid probIems cauçed by the deIayed irnplementatîon, 

Czechoslovakia re-examined the Project by developing six new approaches to the G/N 

System - in the belief that Hungary rnight agree to the continuation of the Project in a 
modified fom. 

5.03 Ln Section 2, Slovakia gives some details of the modified version of 

the Project that it eventuaIIy selected, Variant "Cu. Without discussing the Iegd implications 

of Variant "CM, it is shown that this modified version of the Project complies with the central 

aims of the parties to the 1977 Treaty. The selection procedure behind the decision to build 
a new weir upstream of Dunakiliti is examined as is the marner in which this new 

cunstmction fits in with the exisfirrg structures built by the parties. The measUres taken and 

the necessary modifications in the working of the GIN System are aIso explained. 

5.04 Section 3 explains exactly what the operation of Variant "C" was 

intended tu acfrieve, i.e., its purpose, and what it has, in facf, achieved, i.e., the result. 
SIovakia examines the actual impact of the modifieci irnglementation of the Project with 

particular emphasis being placed on the surface and ground water regimes. in this contea, 



SIovakia relies where possible un the evidence provided by the independerit and up to date 
conclusions of the EC Working Group reports referred to in Chapters 1, Il and IV above. As 

aiready noted, the EC Working Group was formed of three EC appointed experts and one 
expert frum e a ~ h  of Hungary and Slovakia. Its Iatest reports, "Assessrnent of Impacts of 

Gabeikovo Prciject and Recommendaf ions for Strengthening of Monitoring System" and 

"Report on Temporq Water Management Regime" were produced on 2 November 2993 

and 1 ~ecember 1993 respectivelyl. Finally, in Section 4 the temporary nature of Variant 

"CM is examined alongside the steps necessary to retum to the operation of the G/N System 
as origindy envisaged by the parties to the 1977 Treaty. 

SECTION 1. The Practical and Necessarv Stem Taken by Czechoslovakia as a 
Result of Hungaw's Withdrawal from the Proiect 

A. The Immediate Imriact of Hungarv's Withdrawal 

5.05 In practicaI lems Hungary's withdrawai h m  the Projecf was as 

cornpiete as it was unexpected. Czechoslovakia was suddenly stranded with a largely 

finished but inoperative System, which had been very expensive both in tems of financial 

cost and the cost of land lost for constmction purposes. It was receiving no benefit from the 

Systern and the expected envirunmental benefits in terms of the haIting of riverbed erosion 
and the restoration of the Danube side arms could not be realised. In addition, the 

constructions were exposed to the risk of deterioration through continued inoperation. 

Loss of Anticioated Flood Protection 

5.06 fnirçinoperativestatetheG~SystemdidofersomeincreasedfIood 

protection in terms of rhe improved dykes, which had been designed to be able tu handIe the 

effect of subsoil erosion. The new dykes were put to a severe test by the summer flood of 

1991 which reached a level of 863 cm at Bratislava, that is 30 cm higher than the 1954 

flood. These dykes were shown tu fulfil their flood control function without excessive 

seepage or erosion problernn, but the weahess of the old dykes was exposed in the section 

I Annexes 19 and 33. ïhese two reports are referred to as the "EC Working Group report of 2 
Nwember 1993" and the "EC Water Management report of 1 December 1993" respectively. It will 
be rernembered that although the experts of both Parties signed the text of U u s  last report, h t h  dso 
m a 6  an exception as to fie report's finai recommendations contained at section 9.3. 



downstream of Duriakiliti and at the break in the river gradient at Sap (PaIkoviEovo). Zn 
effect, the eficient G N  System dykes sirnply channeIIed the flood problem downstream. 

However, this channelling effect was even more acute than at the time of previous severe 
floods due to two principal causes: the riverbed erosion at Bratislava, which increased the 
velocit y of water flow, and the continuirig sedimentafion downstream at Sap (Pal koviEuvo), 
which increased the braking effect in the river. This was a wideiy achowledged problem, 

testified to, for example, by the Hungarian hydrology expert, Dr. Vagas, who in 1991 was 

interviewecl in the Hungarian newspaper, Kuryr, and stressed the absolute necessity of the 
bypass canai in order tu prevent devastating flooding in Szigetkoz : 

"Those who observed the flood of August 1991, were stnrck by the fact that 
the measured water levels at Vienna and Bratislava were 120 cm Iower than 
the maximum level in 1954 flood, even in Budapest the levei was by 50 cm 
lower than in 1965 flood. On the contrary, the water level at Dunamerete 
was of 30 cm higher than the maximum Ievels measured in the 1954 flood. 
The time bomb is [ticking]! Tt means that the section of the Danube near 
Dunaremete has been gathering and gathers the gravei-sand and this process 
has been known for hundred years ... In the following ten years, a lower 
backwater of the Danube can cause a big flood catastrophe. A headwater 
canal was completed at Szigetküz wkch will protect Szige~k~z against 
floods. Czecho-Slovakia wiI1 never dismantIe this headwater canal for this 
reasun. If Hungary does not dlow that a part of the Danube water is drained 
to this canal in the event of a flood, thus, it cm cause the break of the 
protection dyke because if gathered suspended load wiI1 reach its peak 1 can 
say ody God Save Szigetkoz ... 1 would Say that this is the opinion of experts - 
hydrolugists. But this is also the opinion of the Commission of water 
management of the H u n g d  Academy of Sciences ... The Hungarian 
Acaderny has never asked for the opinion of this Commission, even if its 
cornpetence is indisputable2 . " 

5.07 Put simply, there was an imminent dangerofafurtherse~ousflood, 

or floods, unless the G N  Project was put into operation. This existed not ody  fur Szigetküz 

as noted by Dr. Vagas, but also for the new "island" created between the right bank of the 

bypass canal and the lefi bank of the ~ a n u b d  . In the case of a severe flood, the antiquated 
dykeç protecting the three villages located on tfiis içland could have given way, covering this 

region with several rnetres of water. The impact wouId have been devastating because the 

2 Annex 34. Durmernete is in Hungarian teitory, not far from GaMkovo. 
3 & , for example, IIlns. No. 23 . 



flood would be confined to the north by the bypass canal and woutd therefore be unable to 
escape and dissipate its waters4. The G/N Project structures were also at nsk fium flood 

waters, which were a potentid cause of damage to any urifiriished work. During high water 

Ievels in the Danube the bottom of the empty bypass canal, in parCicuIar in its upper section, 
was exposed to uplifk hydraulic pressure from the nsing river and ground waters. This 

-pressure was potentially sufacient to lifi and burst the canal's plastic sealing and its 
protective layer. It was thus essentid tu fiII the canal, at Ieast partially, to provide the 

necessq counter pressure. In addition, temporary flood cont rol measures designed to 

protect the construction sites were rendered less efficient due to Hungary's inactivity in 
tems of the necessary excavation of the Danube riverbed downstream of Sap (PaikoviEovo) 
and the resnlting backwater eEect. The resolrrtion of such problems tequïred the 
cooperation of Hungq  or, at least, the implernentation of the GlN Projecr in a restricted 

fom. 

5.08 As a result of Hungary's failure to dam the Danube and put the 
Dunakiliti weir into operation, the bypass canal waç left empty of water. Czechoslovakia 

and Hungary were therefore forced to take steps to ensure continuhg navigation on the 

Bratislava - Sap (PalkoviFovo) stretch. This necessitated the dredging of some 320,000 m3 
of grave1 and sand h m  the main charnel over the years 1990 to 2992. As a result, 

international navigation was able to continue to a degree, but the erosion of the riverbed 

upstream in the Bratislava section, which should normally have been reduced by the creation 

of the DunakîIiti reservoir, was aggravated. Thus, at the same tirne, in order to reduce 

erosion, some 33,000 m3 of stone was put into the Danube in an atternpr ro stabilise the 

riverbed. In spite of these remedial measures, it was nonetheless necessary to limit and even 
to halt navigation during the autumn and winter months due to insufficient water depth in 
the Sap (PalkoviCovo) region. This caused financial Ioss both tu CzechosIovakia and tu 

other users of the international waterway. 

4 The seriousness of this problem was manüested in August 1991 when these three villages were 
f l d e d  by seepage water . 



Loss of Antici~ated E n e m  Production 

5.09 For as long as the G N  Systern was Ieft idle, it was impossible tu 

produce hydroelectric power. This meant the loss to Czechoslovakia of its share of an 
annual energy production of 3675 GWh, most of which would have been of peak power 

quality &, of a greater than usual value5 . 

Loss of Environmental Protection 

5.10 As the Project was lefl inoperative due to Hungw's refusa1 to dam 

the Danube, the erosion of the Danube riverbed continued unabared, with the resultant 

decrease in ground water levels. In several areas a critical point was reached at which the 

ground waters no longer reached the topsoil layer. As there is little or no capillary action in 
gravel, agricultural land in the upper part of iitny Ostrov was drying up, although there was 
water stiII onIy a few rnetres bdow the surface. This efïect was noted in the EC Fact 

Finding Mission report of 3 2 October 7 992: 

"Thus, the riverside vegetation is slowly drying out resulting in significant 
changes in vegetation species etc., and the conditions for agricultural kater 
supply through capillary rise h m  the low ground water tables are no longer 
good enough and hence more irrigation is required6 ." 

The region's forests were similarly under threat. The deterioration of conditions in the river 

side arms ctintinued: the side am system was left blocked off fiom the main river charnel, 
the branches in many places being stagnant, siited up or completely d g .  The necessary 

rneasures in tems of increasing flow into the branches and the construction of underwater 

weirs in the Danube (to raise the water level and allow dispersal of flow into the side ams) 

were not feasible without the transfer of navigation into the bypass canal. 

5 For further derails, sfx, Chapter IX below. 

6 The EC Fact Findrng Mrssion repart of 3 1 Ocîober 1992, OD. cit., p. 13. 

7 The EC Worhng Group report of 2 November 1993, OP, cit., p. 10. 





"Le maintien prolongé hors de I'eau des parties conçues pour un 
fonctionnernent submergé risque d'en diminuer la duree de vie et d'augmenter 
les risques de dégradation. Dans ce sens, une Mrse en eau anticipée du canai 
d'amenée parait une disposition à considérer fortement9 ." 

Translation: 

"The prolonged exposure of those structures conceived so as to function in a 
submerged state to an out of water state risks to reduce the lifespan and to 
uicrease possibilities of deterioration. Thus, the inundation of the headwater 
cand wouId apgear an arrangement tu be strongIy wnsidered". 

The bottom of the headwater section of the bypass carrd is designed su as tu fom une 

continuous and impermeable surface. Continued exposure to atrnospheric influence and to 

vegetation growth posed a real risk ta the water retaining capacity of this surface. 

5.13 According to the modified 2977 Treaty schedrrle, the canal shouId 

have been filled by December 1989. This, of course, did not occur. By the s u m e r  of 1391, 

Czechoslovakia was left with the simple choice of witnessing an irreversible deterioration of 

the canal or pumping water into the canal to protect at least the bottom surface. Thus, in 
July 1991, pumping h m  the Danube into the headwater canal began, a costly and tirne- 

consuming process which Jasted more than one year, at the end of which a Iayer of water 

several metres deep protected the bottom surface. This couId not be regarded as anything 

but the most temporary of solutions. Some means of irnplementirig the G/N Project was 

thus urgently required. 

B. CzechosIovakia's Reasoned Reaction: the Considerri t ion of the 
Variants of the GM Svstern 

5.14 Czechoslovakia's response to Hungary's withdrawal fiom the Project 

was to devise and offer for consideration a series of alternatives based on the G/N System. 

For the majority, these variants assumed that some form of continuation of the Project 

would be feasible, even if rhis involveci ifs compIetion in a mudifred format or at a Iatw date 

than origindly agreed. However, two variants provided respectively for the indefinite 

postponement or cancellation of the Project. In total, Czechoslovakia considered six main 

variants of the agreed G/N Systern, which itself became known as Variant "A. Variants "B" 

9 HQI report, OP. cit.. p. 83. 



tu "G" were each carefully studied and assessed for feasibility, without any preconception as 
to the suitability of any particular variant. Czechoslovakia's aim was to find the variant that 

would be acceptable to both parties, that wouId fulfil the broad aims of the 1977 Treaty and 

that would resolve the problems outlined in Section l(A) above, while taking into account 

specific d e t i e s  about the environment. 

Variant "A" 

5.1 5 This variant envisaged the completion of the G/N Project accordmg 

to the 1 977 Treaîy with the Nagymaros step. Variant " A  is shown in the Gabdkovo section 

in £Ilus. No. 32 by the green lirie. Nevertheless, by 1989 two sub-variants had been 

developed. Sub-vanant "AI" simpIy provided for the original Project to be completed 
allowing for a flow of 50-234 m3/s into the left bank side arms. Sub-variant "A2", the 

preferred variant, allowed for the same measures in the leR bank side arms together with 
water regulation measures in the inundation ara dong the old charnel. It envîsaged the 

construction in the Danube channe1 of underwater weirs (with a brpass for small vesseIs and 

fish migration) to raiçe the water Ievel and that water discharge inta the old channe1 would 

be increased to 350 m3/s. 

Variant "B" 

5.16 This assumed the completion of the onginal Project without the 

Nagymaros step (Illus. No. 32 - green line). This would mean that the water flow variations 
created by peak power production at Gab~ikovo would no longer be counter-balanced by 
the Nagymaros step. Consequently, hydroelectric production at Gabdkovo would be limited 
to constant flow operation. Protective measures on CzechosIovak territory, aimed at flood 

control upstream of Nagyrnaros, would however be realised" 

5.17 It must be stressed that Variant "B" would have constituted a major 

alteration of the original concept of the G/N Project. The Project's aims would have been 

rnodified as follows: 

1 O Variant "B2" incorporated the same modifications as Variant "AS" 





- there would be no power production at Nagymaros; 
- instead of peak power production at GabEikovo, ody constant 

flow operation would be possible; 
- the excavation of the Danube channe1 downstrearn of Sap 

(PalkoviEovo) would not occur and, as a result, the head at 

the Gab~ikovo power plant would be lowered by 1 m, leading 

to a consequent drop in energy production. 

International navigation 

due tu the fwî that the excavation of the Danube charnel 

downstrearn of Sap (PalkoviEovo) would not be realised, 
unsuitable navigation conditions would remain in the section 

Sap (Pa1kovi~ovo)-Nagymaros. 

Flood ~rotectiun 

again, due to the omission of excavation works, the water 

IeveI at Sap (Paikovi~uvu) would in the case of hi& water 

discharges reach 117,25 rn above sea Ievel, endangering the 

adjacent territory with severe flooding. 

'Variant "C" 

5.18 This variant, discussed in greater detail in Section 2 below, envisaged 

the operation of a ternporary solution by mems of the constmction of a new weir on 

CzechosIovak territory, near the vilIage of Cunovo . This worild involve the reduction of the 

planned reservoir dimensions (Illus. N o  32 - biue line). It assurned that neither the 

Nagymaros Project, nor the Danube channe1 excavation downstream of Sap (PalkoviEovo) 

wouId be reaiised immediatelyl' . 

Variant "D" 

5.19 This variant constituted a radical alteration of the original G/N 

Project, pruviding for its completion without the creation of a reservoir at Dunakiliti (Illus. 

11 This variant had 3 sub-variants as bbrifiy descnbed in Annex 35. 



No. 32 - oranne Iine). Construction of flood control dykes in the section Bratislava- 

Dunakiliti wouId then be required. Power wouId be produced by means of turbine 

installation at the Dunakiliti weir. There wouId be no charnel excavation downstrearn of 

Sap (PalkoviCovo) and no step at Nagymms. Variant "Du would nonetheIess attempt tu 

provide safe international navigation by means of dredging to the minimum navigation depth 
of 3 .5  m in impounded sections. This variant had 6 sub- variant^'^ . Although these are very 

different in scope, providing in some cases for the construction of a new weir and a new 

canal, each shares the common disadvantage of substantial additionai investment 
requirement coupled with reduced energy production. 

Variant " E  

5.20 Variant "E" was technicdy identicil to Variant "B" but assumed that 

the bypass canai wouId be used only for navigation and flood control, Save for when flows in 
the Danube exceeded 1,500 m3/s, in which case power production at Gab~ikovo would take 
place. The damming of the channel by means of the Dunakiliti weir would be carried out in 

accordance with the original Project, though there would be no construction at 

~ a ~ ~ r n a r o s ' ~  . Again this variant would have involved substantial extra cost in the form of 

the consrmction of a new power plant at DrrnakiIiti. The result would however have been a 

significantly reduced power production, due both tu the Ioss of peak operation and tu the 

Iower head of the river step at DunakiIiti (one third of the head of the canal step at 

Gaba kovo). 

Variant "F" 

5.21 This variant provided for the "mothballingtt of the Project. It 

envisaged that al1 the construction works would be çtopped and that existing stmctrrres 

wouId be maintainecl in their present state and simply protected h m  deterioration. It wouId 
then be necessary insofar as possibIe, to return land ro its originaI purpose. SimiIarly, ir 

12 The 6 sub-variann of Variant "Du are briefly desc~ibed in Annex 3 5 .  

1 3  Infiow discharge into the Dunakiliti reservoir up to 1500 m3/s would be directed into the old 
Danube channel, except for such water flow necessary for the operation of the navigation locks at 
GaMikovo. New hydroelectric power plant would be constructed at the Dunakiliti weir for power . 

production. Inflows into the reservoir exceeding 1500 m31s and up to 4000 m3/s would be used for 
power production at GabEikovo. 



wouId be necessary, tu provide for the re-establishment of infrastructure dected by the 

construction (communications, irrigation and drainage çystems, for example). In addition, 

flood control rnethods to protect the adjacent areas wouid have tu be provided. 

5.22 Variant "F" was thoroughly considered in spîte of the near mmpIetion 

of construction works on Czechoslovak temtory. It was rejected because such a solution 

would have resulted solely in detriment to the environment, in terms of the unfinished nature 

of the construction activity and the extensive and continuous maintenance required. 

Moreover, it would have constituted a continuing and substantial investment for no retum. 

Protection of the construction site against floods, protection of tens of kilometres of dykes 
against destructive climatic effects and protection of the headwater canal from vegetation 

growth cunstituted a huge financiai burden, which Czechoslovakia would have had to bear 
abne. In addition, the temporary occuparion of large areas of familand for construction 

purposes wouId becorne permanent. At the same time the riverbed erosion of the Danube 
wouId continue with the accompanying and accelerated gound  water IeveI decrease in the 

m a ,  Ieading in tum to the deterioration of the forest ecosystems and gradua1 aridifIcation. 

Variant "G" 

5.23 Variant "G" provided for the gradua1 demolition of the Project 

structures, recultivation of the construction sites and restoration of the landscape into its 

original state. The full technical realisation of this variant was not possible. This was 

confirmed by Professor Schwarz in the University of Massachusetts study of May 1989: 

"It has been suggested that the completed construction could be removed and 
original conditions restored. Such an attempt would likely cost as much or 
more than building it, and there îs a question if total restoration is even 
possibIe. Even with spending inordinate amounts of money, major scars on 
the landscape would likely remain14 ." 

It wouId be impossible, for example, to remove srrbterranean structures, such as sealirig 
screens. FiIIing material for the tahater  canal and topsoi1 for land recultivation would also 
not be avaiIabIe in suficient quaritities. The graveCsand materid excavated h m  the canal 

had already been used elsewhere for dykeç constmction and concreting, while topsoi1 had 

been used for recultivation of idle land in other areas. As Professor Schwarz pointed out, 

14 Annex 26, p. 3 1. 



the process of removing the constructions would have been very long and inordinately 

costly. As with Variant "FM, the parties would receive no ben& in tenns of power 

production, improved navigation and flood controI or in terms of the resolution of the 

riverbed erosion problern and the revitalisation of the side arm system. Variant "G" was 

therefore rejecied as it countered the very purpose of the 1977 Treaty and failed to fulfil the 

development gods contained therein. 

The Seleciion of Variant "C" 

5.24 Each of the other variants was then carefully considered from four 

different points of view - econornic, technical, ecological and social. As a result, the number 

of variants was reduced to three: variants "AZ", "B2", "C2". In other words, in each case 

sub-variant 2 was favoured, which allowed, for environmental reasons, the higher flow of 

350 11131s into the oId riverbed. Variants "D" and "E" were eliminated at this stage as they 

represented a radical move away from the original GM Project, and could not be realised 
without Hungarian cooperation and consent. Cooperation in the form of Hungary meeting 

its 1977 Treaty commitments would, of course, have aIso been required for variants "A2", 

and "Br. Any variant providiig for use of the DunakiIiti weir or for the constmction of 

structures in the riverbed hirrther downstream required Hungary's active involvement. 

5.25 The consideratîo~i of variants was carried out apenly; and at dl 

stages, Hungary and Czechoslovakîa were meeting at both the poIiticaI and technical IeveI, 

at some of which meetings the variants were naturaIty discussed. However, the decision of 
the Hungarian Parhament, taken on 23 ApriI 1991, to instruct the Government to negotiate 

only the termination of the 1977 Treaty lefi the Czechodovak Governent with only two 

options: to await a change of mind on the part of Hungary to the end that it would meet its 

Treaty obligations or to hlfil to the largest possible extent the goals of the GIN Project by a 
modified implementation on Czechoslovak territory, that is by implementing Variant "CH. 

But steps towards implementation of Variant "C" were not made without extensive and 

detailed reseqch of its specific impacts on the Danube basin. From 1991 nearly ninety 

studies were carried out, a list of which, together with a bief summary of each strrdy, 

appears as Anriex 36. Such detailed research naturally continues today in the form of 

monitoring aird the desire tu take advantage of the latest techniques and methods of analysis. 









SECTION 2. The Structures and the ImaIementation of Variant "CH 

A. Variant "C": Structures and Functioning 

5.26 IIlustrations showing the location and the elements of the structures 

built to enable the implementation of Variant "Cu - the Cunovo weir and the reduced 

reaervoir - are provided as Illus. No. 33 and Illus. No. 34. It may be seen that al1 that 

Vaiant "Cu diers in ternis of the 1977 Treaty is the positioning of the weir origindy 
piamed for (and constnicted at) Dunakiliti. A new weir cornplex is constnicted 10 

kilometres upstream of Dunakiliti, behind which a reservoir of reduced pioponions is 

formed. Thus, the basic a i s  of the 1977 Treaty could still be achieved, at least insofar as 

r he Bratislava-Sap (PalkoviCovo) stretch was concerned : 

- flood cvntrol by means of the dissipation of waters between the 

Danube, its side ams  and the bypass cand was possible; 

- navigation in accordance with the recommendations of the Danube 

Commission was possible; 

- the production of hydroelectric power at GabEikovo was achievable, 

although ody un a constant flow basis; 

- the emsion of the riverbed could be halted; 

the restoration of a naturd balance in the Danube side m s  could be - 

achieved, at Ieast on SIovak territory; 

- a sophisticated and extensive monitoring system could be put into 

plme tu ensure the safe functioning of the System and the good 

quality of surface and ground water. 

5.27 The implementation of Variant "C" comprised Four stages: first, the 

cornpietion of un finished works on Cze~hoslovak temtoiy that should have been camed out 

by Hungary under its 1977 Treaty obligations; second, the creation of a reservoir upstream 

of Dunakiliii by the çonstmciion of a weir cornplex at brionovo and a new section of dykes 
connecting the weir with the bypass canal and right side dyke on Slovak territory; third, the 



damming of the Danube and the putting into operation of the Project; and, finaIIy, the 

cornpIetion of ancillary structures at hnovci such as navigation Iocks and a hydroelectric 

power pIant. 

The Cornplefiun of Works Tntended tu be Carried Out bv 
Hun~ary 

5.28 According to Article 5 ( 5 )  of the 1977 Treaty, H u g q  was 

responsible for the construction both of the taiIwater section of the bypass cand and of a 

connecting dyke h m  this canal to the site of the Danube's damming close tu the Dunakihti 

weir. These works, to be carried out on CzechosIovak territory, had b e n  commenced but 

not completed by ~ u n ~ u y " .  The iemaining works were therefore cKned out by 
Czechoslovakia in 1991-1992, at a cost ofUS% 14.3 miIIion (CSK 416 miIIion) as fo11ows'~: 

(i) deepening of the tailwater canai tu the designed prode; 

(ii) cornpietion of excavation and fortification of the tdwater canal by 

q u a q  stone and riprap; 

(iii) protection and fortification of the dope at the right-hand waII of the 

Iock approach in the tailwater canai; 

(iv) connection of the tailwater canal with the old channe1 and existing 

protection dykes upstream of the confIuence with the Danube; 

(v) remova1 of the temporary Ieft-side protection dyke dong the Danube 
and the canal cIosing structure; 4 

(vi) wnnection of the tailwater cana1 tu the left and right ade of the 

GabEikovo step; 

(vii) sealing of part of the connecting dyke upstream of the bypass cana1 

with a plastic foi1 Iining un the inside dope, since a surrrvey revealed 

15 The position of these works is shom on IIIus. No: 28 referred to at para. 2.73, abave. 

16 &, dm, Chapter IX, below. 





that the clay bottom sealing layer had not been realised by Hungary 

according to the Project specifications. 

The Cunovo Weir Comnlex and Reservoir 

5.29 It may be seen h m  Illus. No. 34 that Variant "Cu comprises two 

major stnictures: first, the actual weir system at &nova; and second, a 10.5 km Iong 

reservoir dyke connecting the weir to the bypass canal17. The Cunovo complex is comprised 

of three main elements in its first stage i.e.. current status" . These are depicted on Illus. 

No. 35. First, on the southeni side of the cornplex is the intake into the Mosoni Danube, 

designed to provide a permanent water supply of 20 m3/s. Second, forming the main part of 
the structure, is an inundation weir with twenty gates, each 24 rn wide. This rnay be used to 

direct pari of flood waters into the Danube riverbed and inundation area. On the far 

northern side of the complex is the bypass weir, designed to chamel a regular flow into the 

Danube and similarly to channe1 ice fioes during winter conditions. In between are located 

the dam closing the riverbed, the facilities (yet to be completed) for a hydroelectric power 

plant and an auxiIiary navigation Iock for srnaII çhips, and a third weir for reIease of 

sediments (see paragraph S. 3 5 beIow). 

5.30 These stnictures have been built to the same high standards as applied 

to the original Project constructions. Moreover, the çunovo weir, the bypass cana1 and the 

GabEikovo plant have aII been in operation now for more than 18 months, and subjected to 

the dosest scrutiny. Ths period since implementation has been sufficient to verify the safety 
and correct conçtniction of the Cunovo weir structures". 

17 The newly constnicted dykes are, as with the original GM System structures, elevated to a leve1 of 
133.6 m, that is 2.5  m above the operaîing water level. The crest width is 6 m and the outside slop 
is covered with soi1 to encourage re-vegetaîion. 

18 These elements are descriM in greater technicaI demil in Amex 37 

l 9  The designed capaciiy and safe releasing of a 10,000 year flood will be achieved after the 
completion of the second phase. In the meantirne it was accepted that at certain flow and operation 
conditions there was a certain risk of damage to the spillways downstream of the weir, which codd 
ocnir ~~vrthout endangering the stability of the main structures or inhabited areas along the Danube. 
This was stiown during the November 1992 flood. 



The Implementation of Variant "C" 

5.3 1 In order to bnng the Cunovo weir systern into operation dong with 

the bypass cand and the hydroelectric power pIant at GabEikovo, it was necessary to dam 

the Danube. First, it was essentid to vedy whether the chosen location for the damming 

operation at rkm 1851.14, near the village of Cunovo Cjust upstream of the point where the 

Danube becomes the border between Slovakia and Hungary) was suitabIe. This required a 
detaiIed analysis of the geology of the Cunovo region. Some 267 diII samples were taken in 

the s u m e r  of 199 I . The ground was further mapped by the use of eiectricai sounding. In 

ail, 446 probe tests were camed out. As a result, the chosen location was found to be safe 
in terms of geoIogicaI formation. 

5.32 A hydraulic rnodel of the dam was then constmcted on the scaIe of 

1:50. On the basis of this modeI, some 22 damming operation variants were considered 
before selection of the eventud damming method. It was also essentid tu establish the right 

moment to divert the river's flow in terms of hydrologicd conditions. On the basis of the 

long term data avaiiable, the damming was plariried for the second half of October 1992 

when low flow usually occurs. As provided for in the Protocol of February 1989, the 

dmming was planned for late 1989 and was therefore aiready three years behind schedule. 

FaiIure to meet this deadIine would push back the implementation of Variant "Cu by a 

hrther year and therefore substantially increase the darnage already suffered by 

Czechoslovakia. Thus, the preparation of the damming was begun in July 1992. 

5.33 The damming comprised three stages. The first, the preparation, 

consisted in the reinforcernent of the riverbed and the narrowing of the main charnel from 

280 to 200 m. This was completed by mid-October 1992. The second stage - starting to 

dam the river - was scheduled to commence on 20 October 1992 but was suspended pendirig 

the negotiations between Czechoslovakia, Hungary and the EC for the establishment of a 
tripartite commission, as discussed in greater detail in Chapter IV above. This period was 

even more critical than originaIIy envisaged due to an unusually early and unpredicted winter 

flood that saw the flowrate at BratisIava increase frorn 800 m3/s to 1,000 m3/s during the 

days preceding 20 October and from 1,100 to 1,400 m3/s by 24 October 1992. Thereafter it 

was not possible to delay the damming due to the rapidly increasing water leve12'. The 

20 In fact, on 26 Ociober 1992 the fiow exceeded the Iimit of 1500 m31ç up to which the damming 
couId be started. Thereafter it continued to increase, reachng over 6,000 m31s one month later. 



second stage damming operation therefore began in the rnorning of 24 Octuber and 

continued until 27 October 1992. The third stage d m  reinforcement workç then 

commenced and continued up to 23 December 1992. 

5.34 As a result of the damming, the central aims of the GabEikovo section 

of the GiN System could be achieved. The following structures, constructed under the 1977 

Treaty, therefore came into operation for the first time: 

(i) The reservoir: the water IeveI rose ssIowIy in the reservoir, md the 

dykes began tu filfi1 their water impoundrnent hnction, whiie the 

seepage canaIs began to channe1 excess seepage water, in part tu the 

lefi bank side ann system thuugh a culvert nndemeath the bypass 

canai. 

(ii) The bypass canal: by 9 November 1992 this was ready to handle 

international navigation and the first ships passed through the 

GabEikovo navigation locks on that date. 

(iii) The Gabëikovo step: hydroeIectric testirig began on 26 October 

1992. 

5.35 Two important sets of further works are planned in ordei ro optimise 

the use of the Danube at Cunovo. First, a hydroelectric power plant has been designed to 

produce an annual energy production of 4 GWh from the constant flow directed to the 

Mosoni Danube. Second, the middle section of the ëunovo complex has been reserved for 

the installation of an auxiliary navigation lock, a third weir to be used to direct flood waters 

in addition to paranteehg water flow into the Danube riverbed and enabling the discharge 
of bed-Ioad, and a further hydroelectric power plant. The navigation Iock wiII make possible 

the continued use of the Danube channel as a waterway for srnaIl ships while the power 

plant, consisting of five turbine uriits, will enable a benefit tu be gained from the flow into 

the Danube. This plant wiII produce up to 174 GWh on an annual basis. 



B. Modifications of the G!N Proiett Made in Order to Permit the 
Uneration of Gabfikovo; Additional Measures Taken to Restore 
the Danube Side Arm Svstern and tu Ensure Güod Grorrnd 
Water Conditions 

5.36 The GabEikovo section of the G/N Project was meant tu operate 

together with the Nagymaros section, each represenfing one part of an integrated system. 

The putting into operation of GabEikovo by means of Variant "C" required the very 

substantial modification of the hydroeiectric power production from a peak to a continuous 

basis. Without Nagymaros, peak production would have created extensive water level 
fluctuations in the Danube, adversely affecting navigation and leading to unacceptable 
erosion of the riverbed and banks. In terms of technical modifications, the work involved 

was substantial. The loss in ternis of hydroelectric power production, however, was even 

greater, approaching one half of the predicted annual productîo$'. In addition, peak 

produced electncity is more vduabIe and, as a resuIt of the modification of production at 

GabEikovo, Slovakia is furced to produce peak power by more expensive means, that is by 

pumped-storage hydroeIectric plants or thema1 peak power pIants that consume imported 

gas or Iiquid fuel. 

5.37 In addition, a potentially serious flooding problem was caused by the 

non-completion of the Nagymaros works. Hungary's failure to excavate the Danube channel 

in the Sap (PalkoviCovo) section meant that the water level at the confluence point and 

therefore in the tailwater canal wou1d be more than one metre higher than planned22. In 

order to channel away excess water and to prevent rrnplamed stresses on the canal's 

protection dykes it was necessary tu construct a seepage drain and a large number of wdIs 

aIorrg the taiiwater canaf3. Flood protection measures were dso necessay on the rïght 

bank of the The total cost of thest memures was US$? miilion (CSK 203 miIIion). 

21 See, Chapter IX, below. - 

22 At a flood discharge of 10,600 m31ç &., the 100 ycar flood, the water level in the tailwater canal 
would be at 117.25 m instead of 116 m as provided in the G N  Projecl. 

23 &, dso, Chapter iX. 

74 Ibid. - 
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The Danube Side Arms 

5.38 The extent of the Danube side ms in the region from Dunakiiiti to 

Sap (PalkoviEovo) is depicted in Iilus. No. 34. On the Hungarian side there are two 

separated systems of arms : the "inner" system, cailed the Szigeti Danube, is situated 
between the flood protection dyke and the Danube river channel. The "wter" &stem ie 
situated between the Danube flood protection dyke and the Mosoni Danube. This system is 
cailed the Zhtonyi Danube. 

5.39 It is impossible for Slovakia to take the steps required to ensure a 
balanced water regime in the "inner system" of the right bank side arms without Hungary's 
consent and cooperation. Nonethelss, Slovakia now supplies about 25 11131s to Hungary by 
means of the intake into the Mosoni Danube and water frorn the seepage canals of the 

b o o  reservoir. Of this water, amund 15 m31s iç being chmeiied by Hungary to the 

"outer" system of the right bank side anns (as h m  August 1993). It is cIear h m  the EC 
Water Management npori of i December 1993 that if flows of between 30 and 70 m3is 
were suppIied tu the "inneru system, ground water levels on Hungarian territory would 
retum to the levels p ior  to the implementation of Variani "c"~' .  Slovakia is prepared to 

guarantee such a flow to Hungary in order to facilitate this and has offered several 
alternative technical means to achieve thisZ6. 

5.40 The steps taken by Slovakia un the lefi 'barik, discussed beIow, 
indicate that t h u g h  technicd rneasures it wouId be possibIe to restore the whole side a m  

systern, rransfonning the Hungarian side alço intri a heaithy and more naturd ecosystem. 
Slovakia's achievement'has been ta replicate natural water conditions in the left bank side 

arms so that an ecosystem far closer to the original conditions before man's interventions in 

this section of the Danube is being recreated. A series of photographs has been taken to 

enable the cornparison of this area today with the area prior tu the srrpply of new water 

flows i.e., how this area appeared durîng the ren rnonths of the year when it did not receîve 

discharge from the Danube (Illus. No. 36 (A-Dl). This is cIearIy one of the substantial 

benefits of the GlN Sysrem as it has been implemented tu date. 

2s a, the EC Water Management report of 1 December 1993, a cit., p. 3 8. 

26 See, Proposai for Temporas. Water Management Regimc, 8 Febnrary 1994. Annex 38. - 



5.41 Sending water flow directly into the side arm system is essential 
because the Danube no longer supplies water to this system and, in fact, acts largely as a 

drain. According to the G/N Project, this problem should have been resolved to an extent 
by the constmction of undemater weirs in the Danube riverbed, irnpounding the reduced 
flow and thus increasing the water Iwe1 in the charinel. These works were tu bc cmied out 

by Hungary whicb had origjnally designed these weirs in 1978 and up-dated the design in 
1987. Even with a reduced water Bow of 50 m%s, these weirs wouId have ensured a 

channel width of 100-1 50 m. With the increased flow of 350 11131s envisaged in 1989,' such 
weirs would have maintained the main channel at its pre-Project level corresponding to the 
natural flow of 1300 rn3/s. Thus, the installation of such weirs was approved &er a detailed 
anaiysis by the EC Working Group of Independent Experts in its report of 23 November 
1992: 

"The results show that the desired effect of increasing the water 1eveIs [by 
means of undenvater weirs] withoui reducing the veIocities too much and of 
presewing the dynarnics with the characteristic fluctuations is possible27 ." 

5.42 Slovakia has repeatedly proposed the irnplementation of al1 measures 

necessary to ensure the recharge of the side m s  system un both the Slova k and Hungarian 
banks. But structures such as undenvater weirs cannot be constmcted in the Danube main 
channe1 without Hungary's consent. SIovakia has however been able tu c a q  out al1 the 

works necessay to the restoration of the lefi side branch system, a territory wvering 
approximately 4000 hectares. This has been by means of water recharge from two intakes in 

the bypass canal: one at Dobrohoff, close to the canal entrante, and one at GabEikovo, just 

downstream of the stepz8 The Dobrohost intake supplies a regular flow of around 50 11131s 

inro the sîde m s ,  which it is planned to increase to 140 m3is 1-3 times per year to achieve 
the inundation of the side a m 5  as wouId occasionally occur under natural conditions. The 
maximum flow throrigh this intake is 234 m3/s2'. glus. No. 34 shows that the lefl side arm 

systern has been divided into 8 distinct zones, each with its own water level. These zones 

27 The EC Worhng Group report of 23 November 1992, op. cit., p. 54. 

28 A series of spillways are dso k ing  consîmcted dong the Danube 1efi bank, diowing flow into the 
side m ç  during perids  of increased flow or flood discharge into &e main charnel. 

29 A simiIar intake was designed near the right bank in the DunakiIiti weir to ensure the restoration riof 

the Hmgman side a m .  



are graded su as to fom a cascade fiom Dobruho3 to GabEikovo, thus ensuring a hi& 
oxygen content in the moving water and preventing the deposition of fine sedimegs. 

5.43 The success of the water recharge into the system is evident from the 
photographs appearing. as IlIus. No. 36 (A-Dl. The ground water levels in the side arm 

system are now significantly higher than the preProject levels and are even sufficient to 

enabie the recharge of water levels in the adjacent regions. This is noted in the EC Working 
Group report of 2 November 1993: 

"However, after discharging water into the side channels in the Slovakian 
flood plain h m  May 1993 onwards the gound water IeveIs have increased 
above those correspundiig tu pre-dam conditions. This demonstrates that a 
considerable recharge now takes pIace kom the side channels. This has 
become possible because the rumîng water has removed the frne materid, 
previousiy clogging the bed of these river arms" . ." 

The report goes on to say: 

"By cornparison of Fig. 6.5 and 6.6, which represent conditions before and 
afier putting water to the side chamls on the Slovakian flood plain, it is 
evident that a good hydrauIic wnnection between the side channels and the 
ground water system has been established. Thuq a substantid ground water 
recharge takes pIace from the side channeis resuIting in up to 1.5 m increased 
ground water level$' ." 

Put simpIy, the side arms, which prior to the implementation of Variant "CH were dying 
areas, are now flourishing and even replacing the function of the Danube channel in terms of 
providing water to the region. 

I Measures Aimed ai Ensurine Good Ground Water Oualitv 

5.44 As aIready discussed in Chapter II above, an extensive body of 

research p io r  to the signature of the 1977 Treaty was devoted to predicting the impact of 

the Project on water quaiity, particu1arfy in lems of possible sedimentaiion or de- 

uxydisation in the Dunakiliti reservoir. As the Bechtel and HQI reports note, these studies 

30 The EC Worhng Group report of 2 November 1993, ou. cit., p. 3 1. 



showed that the net impact on ground water quality worrId be minimai, and might in fact 
result in some improvement32. Nonetheless, due to the different reservoir dimensions under 
Variant "C" it was considered necessary to carry out a new and extensive series of studies, in 

particular to calculate the impact on water quality at the wateiworks of Samorin, Kalinkovo 
and ~ u s o v c e ~ ~ .  There is no mystique insofas as the water quality in these drinking water 

weIIs is concerned. The water is drawn fiom aquifers which are recharged by the Danube. 

The eExt of the Iayers of grave1 and sand in the aquifer is tu filtrate and clem the water, 

wkch means that it is important that wells are Iocated at a suEckrit distance Eom the river 

tu dlow for the filtration process. 

5.45 The effect of creating the reservoir was, of course, to increase surface 

water in the impounded zone and thus to bring the river water closer to the drinking water 
wells. Therefore there was a concem that pollutants fiom the river might reach certain wells 
before sufficient pufification had taken place and that these would have to be re-sited. This 

dues not irnpIy the large scale contamination of the aquifer in a q  way, it simply means that 

the pollutants carried in the Dmube are poteritiaily reaching different areas incIuding areas in 

whiirch drinking water we11s have been su*. The studies canied out in 1991 simply 

recummendtd the dnlling of four new wells at Samorh and pruposed further m e r  
treatment and monitoring at Kalinkovo and Rusovce. In addition, a series of measures was 

devised pior  to the implementation Variant "C" aimed at optimising water quality at the 

well sites: 

- increasing of flow veIocity in the resewoir in places where infiltration 

occur3; 

- prolongation of the flow route of infiltrared writer by means of sealing 

aprons; 

- measures to influence flow direction of ground waters into the 

temtory; 

32 &, paras. 2.49 to 2.107, above. 

33 Annex 36. 





System. Ceriain b e n e h  - irnproved navigation, flood protection downstream of Sap 

(Palkovi~ovo), and hydroelectric power production at N a p a r o s  - are not realis&Ie 

wit hout Hungary's cooperation. Nonet heless, the success of Variant " C" remains readiIy 
quantifiable, both in terms of the parties' original aims and of the development of these aims, 

particularly in the field of environmental protection. In terms of the environment, Variant 

"C" offers essentially the same benefits as envisaged for the GabEikovo section of the G/N 
System, although in this area Slovakia is able to show that Variant "C" is if anything more 
successM than originally envisaged. However, it should be borne in mind that Variant "Cu 

does stilI represent an under-utilisat ion of the potentiaI for the production of hydroeIectric 

power. 

Flood Control 

5.48 According to the GIN Project, the System had to be able to deal with 

'flood waters arnounting up to 10,600 m3/s ai the Dunakiliti weir. The Variant "C" 

constructions, once fully completed, will be able to handle and even to surpaçs this figure. A 
flowrate of 12,715 m3/s will be successfully dissipated between the Danube, its tributaries 

and the bypass canal as follows: 

- the Cunovo brpass weir 1200 m3/s 

- the Cunovo floodplain weir 6000 m31s 

- the brpass canal 5200 m31s 

- intake tu Mali Danube 50 1x131s 

- intake to Mosoni Danube 25 m31s 

- intake to lefi side arms m m 3 / s  

Total 12715 m31s 

5.49 Thus, by rneans of the operation of Variant "CH, flood protection has 
been acheved in the Bratislava-Sap (PaIkoviEovo) section on the Slovak side and on the 
Hnngarian side in the section h m  Rajka tu Dunaremete. The stmcmres afier completion of 

the second phase will safeIy charnel the 10,000 year flood. In the section downstream of 
Sap (Falkovi~ovo) the flood risks continue tu exist and, in fact, the risk of disastrous floods 

has considerably increased due to the Iarge quânrities of grave1 deposited in recent years. 



imrirovement of Navigation Conditions 

5.50 After putting Variant "C" into operation it was possible to move the 
shipping route from the old riverbed into the bypass canal. Thus, the navigation problems 

occurring in the section between Bratislava and Sap (PalkovZovo) have been overcome. 

The Danube waterway up to Bratislava is classified as a riverine-sea route. The navigation 
locks at GabEikovo have the requisite dimensions recommended by the Danube Commission 
as well as the necessary navigation depth. The navigation depth of at Ieast 3.5 m is also 
provided in the reservoir section. Variant "CM has therefore contributed significantly to the 
establishment of favourable navigation conditions in this important section of the 

transeuropean waterway. 

Energv Production 

5 . 5  1 The value of energy production at GabEikovo is, unfomnateIy, 

substantially lower buth in quantity and qualie t h  origindly plarined. The principal reason 
for this is that peak power production is not posabIe so long as Nagymaros remains 
uncornpleted. A secondary reason is that an increased fIow has been dedicated tu the 

Danube chme1 - a Buw of around 400 m31s was recorded as the I993 average3'. There is 
an obvious correIation beîween increased flow into the Danube at Cunovo and decreased 

flaw into the bypass c d  and, in trrrn, through the pu& turbines at GabEikovo. 
Nonetheless, in 1993 GabEikovo contributed aruund of Slovdia's tutai eIectricity 

n e e d ~ ~ ~ .  This is a most sigriificant percentage, especiaIIy when the Iong Iife expecmcy of 
the GabEikovo power plant is taken iriro account. In urder tu compensate the Iost 

production due to the non-cornpletion of Nagymxos and aIso in order to optimise use of the 

Danube flows, a series of smdI hydroelectric power plants are planned or aIready under 
construction. These are at the Mosoni Danube intake and the intakes into the side am 

system at Dobrohogf and intu the irrigation system near GabEikovu. In addition, an 

meritioned at paragraph 5.35 above, a power station is to fum part of the second stage at 

Crrnovo, wkich together with the three intake power plants wouId produce an annual tuta1 of 

190 GWh. 

35 EC Working Grcrip repart of 2 Novernber 1993, OP. cit., p. i. 

36 Ibid. p.ii. 



Surface Water: LeveIs and Oualitv 

5.52 One of the prime aims of the G N  Project was tu haIt the riverbed 

erosion at Bratislava and tu raise the water IeveI there. As the EC Wurking Group report of 

2 November 1993 notes, t h  has now been achîeved: 

"At BratisIava the water IeveIs during Iow flow periuds have increased by 1-2 
rn as cornpared to pre-dam conditions, i.e. to a leveI corresponding to the 
situation 40 yexs agd7 . " 

Downstream of Curiovo there has been a decrease in surface water IeveIs but, as wi11 be 
shown beIow, this has not necess~ly had a significant impact on gound water levels. 

Moreover, the IeveI of water in the Danube main chme1 couId easiiy be increased by 

construction of the undemater weirq origindly desiped by Hungq. Water fiow rates into 

the Md$ Danube and the Mosorii Danube have increased substantially as have those into the 

SIovak side m s ,  Ieading tu a marked improvement in water conditions: 

"Frorn Fig 2.4 it appears that the discharge to LittIe Danube has been 
increased wit h about T O m31s.. . ~ i m i l a r l ~ ,  the discharge to Mosoni Danube 
has been signrfIcantIy increased. FinaIly it rnay be noted that with the water 
intake from the power carial at DobrohoSf to the Slovakian flood plains the 
water flow through the side m s  has been very aignificantIy increased as 
compared to the pre-dam conditions, which most &en were characterized by 
stagnant water3' . " 

5.53 As to the quality of surface water, there is no question of any 

deterioration, again according to the EC Working Group report of 2 November 1993: 

" Surface water quality 

With exception of November - December 1992, when sudden changes of 
regime and a high flood event accurred, no si nificant changes in surface 
water qualitv parameters as compared to rire-dam conditions can be detected 
afler damming the ~ a n u b e ' ~  . " 

37 ibid. - 

38 ibid, p. 10. - 

39 Ibid, p. iii (emphasis addd). - 







sîgnificantly increased amount of water filtrat& h m  the resewoir, the pollution is 
gradiially being diluted. 

Hors and Fauna 

5.57 It is not yet possible to quantify the impact of the implementation of 

Variant "C" on the region's flora and fauna, due to the Iong response time of natural 

ecosystems. Certain preliminary conclusions can however be made. First, the diversity and 
abundance of flora and fauna in the side am system should increase due to the water 

recharge of these areas. Second, given that ground water levels increased on Slovak 

territory as a result of Variant "Cu, any impact on flora and fauna should be beneficial. If 
Hungary were to agree on the implemention of technical measures to ensure a sufficient 
recharge into its u m  side a m  region, there is eveq reason to bdieve th& the impact on 

gound water Ievels and subsequently un fiera and fauna shouId dso be beneficid. 

5.58 One of the objectives of the 1977 Treaty was to create more 

favourable conditions for agriculturaI production by rneasrrring the deterioration in gruund 

water levels and the resultant dependency in irrigation. As explaineci in the EC Working 

Group report, prior to the implementation of Variant "C" the capillary flow to crop rout 

systems was gradually declining : 

"Due to the general decline of the ground water table in large parts of the 
area during the past 40 years the conditions for capillary water supply to the 
root zone have decreased and the irrigation water requirements have 
increased c o r r e ~ ~ o n d i n g l ~ ~ ~  . " 

This tendency haas been reversed due to the increased or stabilised gound water levels. It is 
now possible ru make use of the draining and impounding function of the Project's canal 

rietwork in order tu regdate ground water Ievels and tu ensure the leveis necessary to 

46 Ibid., at p.47. - 



achieve capillary flow into the soil root systems. This capillary flow has been evaluated and 

preliminary results show that the need for artificiai irrigation in Zt* Ostrov is dropping4? : 
"Analyses of 199 1-93 Data 

Dut tu the increase of gound water tabIes in large parts of the Slovakian 
area the conditions have improved. According tu an estimate given in ref l2 
the requirements for irrigation fiom exiernal sources is expected tu decrease 
by about 25% as compared to the pre-dam ." 

Thus, in 1993, during a reiativeIy dry sumer, a saving in irrigation costs of around US$ 5.2 

million was made. 

5.59 Moreover, it has now been possible to return land temporariiy 

occupied for construction purposes to agricultural usage. During the construction phase 
around 1400 hectares of arable land were occupied, which have now been returned to their 
original purpose. In addition 2000 hectares of ide Iand have been recultivated with the 

topsoil taken during the construction of the bypass canai. 

5.60 The impact of Variant "C" on Hungarian agricultural production has 

not yet been assessed but, pru~iding Hungary rnakes the mus1 of the water fIows available tu 
it via the Danube charuieI, the MosoRr Danube and the intake for its side arm system, there is 

no reason why this should not dso be beneficid. Cefiainly the EC Workcing Group report of 
23 November 1 992 predicted no si& hant change4*. , 

5.61 AgaintheimpactofVariantnC",onforestry dependson thelevelof 
ground water. At the moment therefore, the impact on Slovakia has been to create more 

47 Aithough extensive research into the impact of the Project on soil water regimes was carrieci out 
pnor to 1977 and during consideration of Variant "C", Slovakia is continuing to study this area to 
achieve optimal production in a p d t u r a l  areas. The Dutch computer mode1 SWACROP has been 
applied in this research. In addition, the impact on agriculture in terms of the ground ulater regime 
is being analysed within the scope of the PHARE Proj.. Of particulas interest is the use of the 
Danish computer mode1 DAISY whtch simulates the transprtation of nitrates into ground waters. 

48 The EC Working Group report of 2 November 1993, op. cil., p. 47. 

49 The EC Working Grorrp report of 23 Navember 1992, ou. cil .. pp. 55-57. 



favourable conditions whde iess favourable conditions have been created in Hungary, 

especially close to the Danube channel: 

"As a result of the changes in ground water levels the forestry has been 
positively influenced in Slovakia and negatively in ~ u n ~ a r y ~ '  ." 

The continuation of unfavourabIe conditions or t heir reversd wiil depend on whether 
undenvater weirs are constnrcted in the Danube mairi chme1 and whether full advanrage is 
taken of the artificial recharge systern on the right bank. 

Monitoring 

5.62 ItisessentidthattheimpactofVariant"C"inalltheaboveareasis 

constantly rnonitored so that any negative impacts cm be identified and remedied 
immediately. As noted in the Bechtel report, a highly sophisticated monitoring system has 
been deveiopedR . This systetem has also been evaluated f m r a b i y  in the EC Working 
Group report of 2 November 1993 '' . In addition, thir report notes the huge amount of data 

collected during the Projeci, .particularty in the areas of surface and gound water and dora 

and faund3. 

SECTION 4. The Provisional or Temporaw Character of Variant "C" and the 
fl 

5.63 The Czechoslovak Government, in its considerations of the different 

~anants  for puning the GabEikovo section of the GN Project into operation, naturally took 
full accuun1 of the continuing validiîy of the 197 7 Treaty. The Czechodovak Guvemment 

has always been and the Slovak Governent remains prepared to fiilfil al1 its obligations 

aising fium the 1977 Treaty. This fact has been underiined during negotiations with 

Hungaq both before and afler the decision tu implement "Variant CM. The provisionai or 

50 The EC Working Group report of 2 November 1993, on cit., p. iii. 

51 a, para. 2.98, above. 

" The EC Woricing Group report of 2 November 1943, S. tif. See, t g . ,  with regard to surface water 
IweIs and qudity, pp. 20 and 23; wiih regard to gromd water Ievels and quaiiiy, pp. 34 and 40. 

511 m., pp. 14, 21, 2%, 38 and 46. 



temporary character of the solutiori hown as Variant "Cu WB therefore given both Iegd 

and a tecIuricaI significance. 

5.64 From the point of view, the chaice of a temporary soIution 

indicates that in realising Variant "C" there was no intention to abandon the construction and 
implementation of the G/N System according to the fuUy valid 1977 Treaty, but to achieve 
at least partial filfiiiment of the 1977 Treaty's goals. GuideIines fonnulated by the 

Czechoslovak Governent for the implementation of Variant "CH contained the 

requirernents that the temporary solution should: 

- not hamper in atiy way the possibiIity of redising the object and 
purpose of the 1977 Treaty and must preaerve the possibiIirjf of 

retrrrning tu the Project according tu the Treaty provisions; 

- make possible, during the period up until Hungary resumes its 

obligations according to the 1977 Treaty, the implementation of the 
aims of the Treaty to the greatest extent possible without the 

coo peration of Hurigary; 

net endanger the rights and Iegd interests of third States, particnIarIy 

with regard to international navigation. 

5 .65  From the technical point of view, Variant "C" is temporary in that it is 
possibIe to return to full conformity with the 1977 Treaty. This has been confirmed by the 
EC Working Group report of 23 November 1992j4. Once the Nagymaros section is 
cornpleted and the agreed damming of the Danube at the common Slovak-Hungarian section 
in rkm 1842 is affected and the weir at DunaMiti put iito operation, a11 weirs at the Eunovo 

cornpiex may be opened. The reservoir in accordance with the 1977 Treaty wouId therefure 
be created. The new reservoir dykq constntcted for Variant "C", wouId be snrrounded by 

watw but couId hlfiI the %fiction of directing the water flow inside the reservoir. 

5.66 The functions of the structures of the temporary solution situated at 

Cunovo would be carried out by the DunakiIiti weir. The agreed discharge into the Danube 

54 me EC Working Group report of 23 November 1992, m. cit., p. 14. 



riverbed and water supply of the Mosoni Danube wuuId be assured from DunakiIiti. FIoods 
exceeding the capacity of the bypass canal as weII as ice floes wouId be directed through the 

open gates of Cunuvu and across the DunakiIiti weir. Fi@, auxiliary navigation Iocks at 
the Dunakiliti weir wodd make possibIe the navigation berneen the reservoir and the. oId 

Danube riverbed. 

5.67 The changeover in terms of the utilisation of the Dunakiliti weir 
instead of Cunovo would take time. But the adjustments at h o v o  would demand far less 
time than Hungary would need to complete works at Dunakiliti, without taking into account 
the amount of time needed for the completion of the Nagymaros step. Therefore, neither in 

tenns of timescale nor in tenns of actual construction work has the implementation of 
Vafiant "C" in any way impeded the puning into operation of the G/N System as envisaged 

by the 1977 Treaty and Slovakia remaim commined tu the joint development goals on the 
basis of that Treaty. 





PART II 

THE LAW 





CHAPTER VI. BREACHES BY HUNGARY OF ITS INTERNATIONAL 
OBLIGATIONS 

6.01 The terms of Article 2(I) of the SpeciaI Agreement provide that: 

"The Court is requested to decide on the basis of the Treaty and rules and 
principles of general international law, as well as such other treaties as the 
Court may hd applicable: 

(a) whether the Republic of Hungary was entitled to suspend and 
subsequently abandon in 1989, the works on the Nagymaros Project 
and on the part of the GabEikovo Project for which the Treaty 
attributed responsibility to the Republic of ~ u n g a r ~ '  ." 

6.02 There is no better estabfished nom of international law than that 

embodied in the principle pacta çunt senianda. In Article 26 of the 1969 Vienna Convention 

of the Law of Treaties the same nom is stated in these tems: 

"Every treaty in force is binding upon the Parties tu it and must be perfomed 
by them in good farth. " 

6.03 It is only too apparent that in unilaterdly suspending, in several stages 

starting on 13 May 1989, and later entiirely abaridoning the works under the 1977 Treaty, 

and then announcing its termination - again unilaterdly - on 19 May 1992, Hungary 

contravened this fundamental principle. 

6.04 .These circumstances in and of themselves suffice to define the present 

dispute; in uniIaterally choosing not to carry out its treaty obligations, Hungary committed 

an internationally wrongful act which entaîls its responsibility under international Iaw. In so 
doing, Hungary has in fact violated an ensemble or cornplex of obligarians that flow h m  a 

network of interreIated agreements. 

6.05 To establish rhis, it wiII be shown in this Chapter, frrst, that the 1977 

Treaty cannot be considered in isolarion h m  this network of agreements of w&ch it 1s the 

pivota1 dement (Section 1 beIow). Second, it will be shown that the unilateral suspension, 
subiequent abandonment of works and purported termination of the 1977 Treaty constitured 



wrongful acts under international law (Section 2) that, in turn, resulted in the breach of a 

large number of obligations to which Hungary is subject (Section 3). 

6.06 The 1977 Treaty is but one of a gruup of inseparabIy intedated 

agreements, as the Hungxiari Parliament itsdf recognised in its ResoIution of 23 ApriI 

1991~. The 1977 Treaây and the agreements tied to it consfitute what the Court in its 

Advisory Opinion of 20 December 1980, described in this way : 

". . . whether they are regarded as distinct agreements or as separate parts of 
one transaction, [they constitute] a contractual legal regime [between 
Slovakia and Hungary] which remains the basis for their legal relations 
today3 . " 

Hence, the initiatives taken by Hungary violate not only the 1977 Treaty itself but also the 

other agreements that extend its provisions or that form part of it. 

A. The 1977 Treatv: The "Basic Treatv" 

6.07 As has been show above in Chapter II, the negotiations thar led up 
tu the condusion of the 1977 Treaty began in the earIy 1950s4 . After some 12 jiears of 

rather inconcIusive discussion, the generaI principie un which the G/N Project rests was 
arrived at: a waterworks çystem co~isistîng principdly of an upstream step buiit on a bypass 
cand on SIovak tenitory and desigrted tu produce peak flow electricity; and a downstream 

step on Hungarian territory designed to produce constant flow electricity. 

6.08 Tt is not without interest that it was the Czechoslovak Governent 

that exhibited the most caution before approving the Project, requiring convincing evidence 

to show the Project's positive effects on the econornic, the scientific and the hurnan levels. 

The first important contacts between Czechoslovakia and Hungary on the subject of the 

3 Tnterpretation of the Agreement of 25 March 195 I khveen the WHO and E m l .  Advisorv Opinion, 
I.C.I. Reports 1380, p. 73, at pp. 92-93. 

4 See, para. 2.03, above. 



utilirafiun ofwater energy on the mmon senion of the Danube took place in 1952" Litîle 

progress was made in the discussion untiI 1957, when the Hungaian Prime Minister, MT. 

Kbdbr, pressed the Czechoslovak Governent to take up once more the negotiations6 . In 

1958, the two States declared together that "the common utiIization of water energy of the 

Danube in the section Bratislava-Nagyrnaros [was] desirable for both states117. However, 
although the general project design was approved by 1963, the Joint Investment Task was 

not definitively accepted until 1974 - the Czechoslovak authorities having wished to take a11 

the necessary precautions and to await the outcome of the multiple impact and other studies 
cornmissioned before giving their h a 1  acceptance. 

6.09 On 6 May 1976, Czechoslovakia and Hungary entered into the Joint 
Contractual Plan ~ ~ r e e m e n ? .  As its m e  mggests, it was an agreement, in the light of 

studies and preparatory work, tu prepare a Joint Contrachrd Plan, the detaib of developing 

which, including the sharing of crists, were set out therein. Article 1 of that Agreement 
provided that the Joint Contractual Plan was tu be "the basis for the realisation of the 

constmction" . 

6.1 O Article 4(1) of the 1977 Treaty referred to this Plan, providing that: 

"The joint investment shall be carried out in conformity with the joint 
contractual plan ... ." 

That the Plan is a document of prime importance is also brought out by Article 4(2) of the 

1977 Treaty: 

"The joint contractual plan shall: 

(a) Determine the main dimensions of the works of the System of Locks, 
the technicaI specifications of techicd equiprnent, the final project 
work schedule and responsibility for the cosrs referred tu in article 12, 
paragraph 2; 

(b) Serve as a baas for: 

S Annex 3 

6 Annex 132. 

7 Annex 133. 

8 Annex 3. 



(1) Ordering the technical equipment, construction, materials, machinery 
and steelwork for the System of loch; 

(2) Drawing up the construction plans and specifications9 ." 

And in the n e t  paragaph, hicIe 4(3), if is pruvided that: 

"ApprovaI of the joint contractuai plan ahdi be effected in conformity with 
the nationaI Iaws and regulations of the Contracting Parties, and the 
goverment deIegates [plenipotentiaries] shall inform each other of its 
approval . " 

6.11 Hence, there is no doubt that the Joint Contractual Plan was an 
agreement at the sarne level as the other interrelated treaties and inter-State agreements: 

established pursuant to the 1976 Joint Contractual Agreement as well as the 1977 Treaty, it 
required approval by the parties, in conformity with their national laws and regulations with 
notification of approval given to the other Party. In addition, Article 25 of the 1977 Treaty 

specifies that: 

"The Contracting Parties shaII be jointly liable in respect of 
(a) the content of the approved joirit contractud plan. " 

6.1 2 The PIan may thus be regarded as an element of the 7 977 Treaty i tçelf 

- and a violation of the Plan as a violaiion of the 1977 Treaty. The same appIies tu the 

"jointly-adopted masures and decisions of the plenipotentiarieç, and the joint measures and 

decisiuns of the joint agencies" referred to in ArticIe 25 ( I)(b) of the Treaty . 

6 13 In Chapter II above the construction obligations of the parties under 
the 1977 Treaty have already been referred to. These and the remaining obligations of the 

1977 Treaty are briefly discussed below: 

- The purpose of the Treaty was the construction of the GIN Project as 

a jo&t investment consisting of the Gabeikovû system of locks and 

the Nagymaros system of locks, which were to "constitute a single 

and indivisible operational system of works" . 

9 Article IZ(I 1) concems the msts f "the operating, maintenance (repair) and reconstnrction of 
jointIy#vned works .. . home jointiy by the Contracting Parties in quai rn~asue'~. 



- The main structures that resuIted h m  carying out the Treaty (the 

DunakiIiti weir, the brpass canal, the Gabéikovo and N a p a r o s  

steps) were the c o m n  property of the parties (Artide 81, who 

would operate them jointly (Artides 10 and I I )  and wouId &are 

equaiiy in the resulting electricity (Article 9) and costs (Article IZ(1)). 

- Article 5 of the Treaty contained detailed provisions covering the 

respective responsibilities of the parties in carrying out the work in 

accordance with the pinciples under Article 5(1) that: 

"The costs of carrying out the joint investment shalI be borne by the 
Contracting Parties in eqiial measure." 

- ArticIe 25 (1) estabIishes the principIe of the joint liabiiity of the 

Contracthg Parties: 

"... in respect of 

(a) the content of the approved joint contractual pian. 

(b) The execution of the Treaty during the construction and 
operation of the System of Locks, the jointly-adopted 
measures and decisions of the Government delegates, and the 
joint measures and decisions of the joint agencies." 

- As a result, the Contracting Parties agreed to share liability on an 

agreed basis if their liability should be incurred (Article 25(2)), whilst 

under Article 26, each party rernained exclusive~y responsible and 
bound to pay damages resulting frorn its own negligence and 

omissions. 

- The 1977 Treaty also conrained provisions concerning water resorrrce 

management knctions (Chapter V), including the protection of water 

qudity (Article 15), navigation (Chapter VI), and the protection of 
the natüral environment (Chapter VII). 

- The 1977 Treaty established detailed procedures for management and 

control in carrying out the Treaty (Articles 6 ,  10 and 1 1 )  and for 
settling disputes (Article 27). 



6.14, In conformity with its final article (Article 28), the 7 977 Treaty was 

ratifred by Hungary on 21 Febmq  1978 and by CzechosIovakia on 28 June 7978, and it 

cntered into force on 30 June 1978, the date of exchange of instruments of ratification. 

Hungary has never raised a question as to the Treaty's vddiîy. 

6.1 5 In fact , as recently as earIy June 1989, foIIowing Hungary's temporary 

suspension of work at Nagymaros decided on 13 May 1989, the Hungarîan Govemment 
reaffrrmed during a meeting of PIenipotentiaires, its intention to carry out the 1977 Treaty in 

other respects: 

"The Hungarian Governent Cornmissioner and the Hungarian 
Plenipotentiary stated that the Hungarian party wil complete construction of 
the GabEkovo project in the agreed time and in accordance with the project 
plans. Directives have already been given to continue works suspended in 
the area due to m i s ~ n d e r s t a n d i ~ ' ~  . " 

6.1 6 Then, in spite of these assurances given by representatives of the 

Hungarian Guvernment; the decision to suspend performance was made permanent as to 

Nagyrnms and the suspension was extended tu include the Gabekovo section of the 

Project. Yet, in the sme breath, Hungarjr did not Iresitate to bIamc Czechoslovakia for 

having vioIated the 1977 Treaty by its supposed refusd tu be wiIIing to engage in 

negotiations. And, severd times subsequenti y, Hungary attempted tu just* its rrniIateraI 

suspension, abandonmerit of works and purported temination of the 1977 Treaty on the 
basis that it was Czechoslovakia who had violated its obligations thereunder. To cite but a 

few examples: 

- In various Notes Verbales and letters, Hungary characterised Variant 

"CH as a violation of the 1977 ~ r e a t ~ "  ; 

- Similarly, in a letter of 26 February 1992 to Czechoslovakia's Prime 

Minister, the Prime Mirister of Hurrgary stated that "the unilarerai 

10 See, para. 4.1 1, above. 

I I  eig, para. 4.39, above, wncerning- Hungaryts Nofe Vcrbale of 1 September 1989; and para. 
4.74, above, concerning Hungary's Nore Verbaie of 30 Jdy 199 1. 



deflection of the Danube ... questions the vdidity of the interstate 
Treaty of 1 977"12 ; 

- In its 1992 Declaration, Hungary sought to justify its decision to 

terminate the T 977 Treaty on the grounds that: 

"The Czech and Slovak Party did not fuKl its duties prescnbed in the 1977 
Treaty for the protection of nature and water quality. Therefore Czech and 
Slovak Republic cm be condemned for material breach of the Treaty. 
According tu generd d e s  of international law, a treaty can be terminated 
unilaterdly against a violatirig statc. 

As it is ciear h m  Chapter II of the present Declaration, the Czech and 
SIovak Party, continuhg the constructions, did not fuifi1 the obIigations 
induded in ArticIes 15 arid 19 of the Treaty according tu which "The 
Contracting f mies ensure that the qualiq of the water in the Danube is not 
impaired as a remit of the constnrcrion and operation of the barrage system" 
and "ensure cornpliance with the obligations for the protection of nature 
arising in connection with the construction and operation of the barrage 
system". . . 

The so-called "provisional solution" can be regarded as an even more severe 
breach of the Treaty. The Contracting Parties determined very precisely the 
work to be carried out in the original Treaty in 1977 and in the subsequent 
related agreements. The diversion of the Danube near Bratislava was not riart 
of them in anv form13 ." 

6.17 Slovakia wiI1 show in Chapters VI1 and Via bdow that this argument 

is entire@ withuut merit But it also reveals Hrrngasl's firm beiief in the validity of the 1977 

Treaty, at least up to the time of the announcernent of its purported unilateral termination of 

rhe Treaty. 

6.18 Generally speaking, Hungary's conviction that the 1977 Treaty 

remained in force is evidenced by the successive amendments to the Treaty itself and to the 

1977 Mutual Assistance Agreement. For, in amending a treaty, a State is by that very act 

certikng that it considers the treaty as valid. Such proof of Hungary's belief in the 1977 

Treaty's validity is particularly striking since the last such amendment occurred on 6 

12 Bee, para. 4.77, above. - 
13 Annex 17, pp. 25-25. Emphasis added. 



February 1989, that is ody slightly more than three months before Hungary decided 

uniIateraIIy tu suspend perfomanca 

6.19 In this regard, it is important to note that Part V of the 1969 Vienna 

Convention un the Law of Treatics devotes separate sections, first, to the question of the 

invaiidiîy of treaties (AdcIes 46 to 53) and, next, to the tennirtation and suspension of the 

operation of treaties. Here, in purporting to put an end to the 1977 Treaty, Hungary 
necessarily recognised, even if imphcitly, that at least up to the effective date that it claimed , 
to have terminated the Treaty unilaterally - that is as from 25 May 1992 - the Treaty was 
valid i.e., in full force and effect and imposed obligations on the parties. 

6.20 Furthermore, from the very beginning, Hungary acted as if this were 

so. Fully aware that it could not lawfully proceed unilaterally to terminate the 1977 Treaîy, 

Hungary sought to convince Czechuslovakia tu m o d i  and then tu temiriate it by mutual 

agreement. 

6.21 In fact, dthough it presented Czechoslovakia with a fait a~curnpli on 
13 May 1989 when it abmptIy amounced its decision to suspend work at Nagymms, the 

Hungarian Goverrunent made every effort to obtain Czechoslovakia's concurrence in t his 

action. For example, in his letter to the Czechoslovak Prime Minister of 4 October 1989, 

Hungarian Prime Minister Németh stated that his Government: 

"... proposes common negotiation on technical - econornic modifications 
concerning the suspension of the constmction of the Nagymaros part of the 
project and respective modification of the Hungarian-Czechoslovak Treaty 
signed on September 16, 1977'~  ." 

And the Resolution adopted on 23 ApriI 1991 by Hungary's Parliament called on the 

Goverment tu: 

"[T]o conduct negotiatiuns with the Governent of the Czech and SIovak 
FederaI RepubIic regarding the [temination] #y joint agreement of the Treaty 
concluded on 16 September, 1977 regarding the Completion and Operation 
of the GabEikovo - Nagymaros Barrage Systern and any and al1 such 
agreements which the State Parties to the treaty andlor their authorized 

14 Annex 74, 



bodies have conclrided for the purpose of the execrrtion of the 
aforementioned ~ r t a t y ' ~  . " 

In other words, the Treaty and reIated agreements should be terminated by cornmon accord. 

6.22 Mer May 1989, Hungary repeatedly sought to obtain 
Czechoslovakia's agreement to chkges in the 1977 Treaty, albeit changes that were not 
acceptaHe tu CzechosIovakia. This, tao, shows beyond any doubt that Hungary regarded 

the Treaty as the Iaw between the parties so Iong as they did riot rnodify it by mutuai 

agreement. For exampIe, in the Note Verbale of 30 O d e r  1989, the Hungarian 
Governent indicated that the Couricil of Ministers: 

"... stresses the proposai on mudication of the Treaty on the GabEikovo- 
N a p a r o s  waterwork system expressed in Prague, Octuber 1 1, 1989, and in 
Bratislava, October 26, 1989 at the Czechoslovak-Hungarian meeting.The 
original Treaty was signed on September 9, 1977 by pungary and 
~zechoslovakia] l6 . " 

Modification of the Treaty by mutual agreement was the expIicit purpose of the draft treaty 

communicated by Hungary on 30 November 1989 according to which: 

"The contracting pmies have decided tu mudi@ the Treaty between 
TCzechoslovakia and Hungary] on the cunstmction and operation of the - - -  
~ a b ~ k o v o - ~ a g m a r o s  watemrk  system, signed in ~udatiesi, on September 
16, 1977 . . . . " (Article 1, ernphasis added). 

"The signing day. The contracting parties [from the day of signature shail] 
suspend the realization of the provisions of the treaty, signed on September 
16, 1977, as well as the arnended protocols, signed on October 15, 1983 and 
February 6 ,  1989, that are not in harmony [with] this treaty."" (Article 4, 
paragraph 1 j. 

6.23 It could not be indicated more clearly, a contrario, that in the event of 

failure tu conclude such a rnutnal agreement to modify the Treaty (and rhe other agreements 

15 Annex 88. Ernphasis added. 

16 % para. 4.46, above, and Annex 75. 

17 Sec. para. 4.50, above, and Annex 78. 



related tu the Treaty which would dso have to have been modifred), the 1977 Treaty 

remàrned in force according to Hungay*s own admissions. 

B. Other Aareemenfs Linked tu the 1977 Treatv 

Agreements that Stemmed frorn the Treatv 

6.24 The 1977 Treaty, the "basic treaty", refers to several other 
agreements that supplement and are an inseparable part of the Treaty, in particular the 

followiiig instruments to which reference is made in the Treaty, as indicated below: 

- The Joint Contractuai Plan (referred tu in Article 1 (4) of the 1977 

Treaty); 

- A separate treaty tu be negotiated subsequently in order tu revise the 

State Frontier and to exchange rerritones (Article 22(2))18 ; 

- Other separate agreements for the transfer to the territory of the other 

party of documents, machinery and materiah required in comection 
with the Project (Article 24(1)). 

6.25 In addition, although not referred tu in the 1977 Treaty itself, two 

agreements were entered into in order to carry out the purposes of the Treaty: the 1977 

MutuaI Assistance Agreement and the 1979 Joint Srahte Agreement, both of which wiiI 
now be examined. 

The 1977 MutuaI Assisf ance Agreement 

6.26 This Agreement was entered into on the same day as the 1977 Treaty 

(16 September 1977) and, similarly, entered into force on the same day (30 June 1978) by 

virtue of Article 5 of the Agreement. The preamble to the Agreement contains a reference 
to the 1977 Treaty. 

I B  Such a treaty was never drawn up or enterd into. 



6.27 The 1977 MutuaI Assistance Agreement had a dud purpose: (i) to 

establish the precise work scheduIe and (ii) tu rnodify the division of work responsibity as 

set out in the 1977 Treaty, and tu provide for the resnltîting compensation. 

6.28 - As to the work schedde, Article 4(4) of the 1977 Treaty provided 
that: 

"Operation relating to the joint investment shall be organised by the 
Contracting Parties in such a way that the power generation plants will be put 
into service during the period 1986- 1990. " 

Pursuant to this generd principle, Article 1 of the Mutual Assistance Agreement provided 

that the GabZkovo hydroeiectric plant would be pIaced in service in twri stages, in 1986 and 

1989, and the Nagymarus pIant in 1989 and 1990, according tu an annexed schedule 

breakdom. 

6.29 As tu the division of work responsibility, at Hungary's request (in the 

Iîght of the economic problems that are discrrssed above in Chapter ILI), CzechosIovakia 

accepted, under Article 2 of the Mutuai Assistance Agreement, to undertake initially, in 

order to assist Hungary, an additiod portion of work the extra vdue of which was set in 

Article 3 as the equivalent of 1022.5 GWh of electricty to be recuperated fiom electricai 

production at GabEikovo between 1986 and 1988. This decision, which modified 

temporarily the principle of the equal division of hydroelectric power generated under the 

Project (Article 9 of the Treaty) was the consequence of carrying out (and illustrates) the 

principle of equal sharing of costs (Article 5(1) of the Treaty). 

6.30 In cvnformity with the principle set out in Article 27 of the Treaty, 

Article 4 of the Agreement provided that: 

"MI differences which shaII emerge in the framework of mutual assistance 
shdl be settled by the govemment plenipotentiaries in accordance with the 
respective articles of the Treaty." 

The 1979 Joint Statute Agreement 

6.3 1 In accordance with Article 3(1) of the 1977 Treaty, CzechosIovakia 
and Hungary entered into the Joint Statute Agreement on 11 October 1979 dealing with the 



status, responsibilities and activities of the PIenipotentiaries appointed to the Project by each 
side. It went into force upon signature. 

6.32 The terms of the Erst three paragraphs of ArticIe 3 of the Joint 

Statute Agreement provided as follows: 

"The govenunent pleriipoteritiaries s h d  act and take decisions jointly when 
exercisiig rights and duties emanating from the Treaty and at solving 
problems which o c r r  at the redization and operation of the Systern of 
Locks. 

The government plenipotentiaries shall ensure implementing of the jointly 
taken decisions on the territory of the Contracting Party according to the 
international regulations and principles of the management. 

The govemment plenipotentiaries shall settle disputes according to the 
Article 27 of the Treaty. " 

6.33 Article 4 of the Agreement listed in detail the functions of the 

Plenipoteniarîes both before the completion of the Project and after it had been pIaced in 

operation. 

6.34 As a reçult of these provisions, the Plenipoteriiaies took joint 

decisions which in eEect became veritable international agreements themselves, binding on 

the parties. The same was tme of recommendations of the joint agencies created under 

Article 3(2) of the 1977 Trearjr and ArticIe 6( 1-5) of the 1979 Joint Statute Agreement, 

since these recommendationç had been approved by the Pienipotentiaries (Article 6(6) of the 

1979 Agreement). 

The Pratocols to the 1977 Treatv and the Mutual Assistance 
Agreement 

6.3 5 On two separate occasions, in 1983 and in 1989, the parties modified 

the 1977 Treaty and the Mutual Assistance Agreement entered into on the same day in order 

to adjust the Project schedule and tu ded with the consequences flowing therefrorn in 

respect to the obligations of the parties thereunder. It must bc stressed that in each case 

these changes occurred at the strong tirgirig of Hungary, even though the requests went in 

oppoaite directions: in 1983 to dow down the Project;,in 1989 tu speed it up. Nevertheless, 

in sach case, CzechosIovakia responded positiveIy tu Hungary's requests. 



6.36 Following the 17th session of the ESTC Cornmittee held in Febuary 

198 1, Hungary started to fall behind in carrying out the work it had to perform and asked 
that a new Project schedule be worked out in order to slow down the Pace of planned work, 

for financial reasons19 .. Shortly thereafter, Hungary requested a moratorium until 1990. 

6.37 Although an agreement in principle was reached over a new schedrrle 

during the 18th session of the ESTC Cornmittee in mid-June 1982, the necessary 

amendments tu the 1977 Treaty and Mutrrd Assistance Agreement were not h d I y  agreed 
until October 1983 in view of the Iack of agreement as tu how tu compensate 

Czechoslovakia for undertaking work that it was Hungary's responsibility to carry outzD . 

6.3 8 In the event, no agreement on compensation was reached, with the 

result that the two  rotoc cols^^ dealt only with the delays in proceeding with the Project: 

- The first of these Protocols, which amended Article 4(4) of the 1977 

Treary provided that : 

"Operations relating to the joint investrnent shdI be organized 
by the Contracting Parties in such a way that the power 
generation plants will be put into operation during the period 
1990- 1994. " 

- Under the tems of the second Protocol the dates for completing 

work - and consequently the dates on which compensation was 

payable to Czechodovakia - were prolonged by four years, the end of 

construction being fixed at 1995. Both instruments entered irito force 

on 7 Febmary 1984. 

6.39 Then, starting in 1985, Hungary sought to acceIerate the schedule, 

citing the protection of the environment as a reason" . Thus, at this stage, Hungary saw the 

19 See, para. 3.04, abwe. - 
20 &, para. 3.05, gtseq., above. 

21 Annexes 7 and 8. 

22 Sec. pxa. 3.10, m., above. 



Project as - beneficial tu the environment. The Czechoslovak Governent hesitated in 

accepting tks new proposal because it imposed a di ficuit economic and Enancial burden. 

6.40 NevertheIess, CzechosIovakia gave in to Hungary's strong pressures 

even though the changes involved rearranging the ensemble of econornic measures for the 

public financing of the Project in Czechoslovakia. Thus, the way lay open to speed up the 

Project as Hungary desired. 

5.41 The new Protoc01 accomp1ishing this was signed on 5 Febniary 

1 98gn . It accompIished the foUowing changes: 

- It annulled the second 1983 Protoc61 that had amended the Mutual 

hsistance Agreement and modified Article I(1)  of that Agreement 

with the following tirnetable: 

"Beginning of the preparatory works 1978 

GabEikovo hydroelectric power plant: 

- putting into operation the first [turbindgenerator unit] 1990 
- putthg into operation the eighth [turbinelgenerator unit] 1992 

Nagparos hydroeIectric power plant 
- putting into operation the first [rurbine/generator unit] 1992 
- putting into operation the sixth' [turbinelgenerator unît ] 7 993 

Finishing of the construction works 1994." 

An overall construction schedule was annexed to the Protocol and the substitution of a 
. 

detailed program to replace that appearing in the Joint Contractual Plan was provided for in 

Article 2. 

23 Annex 9. In order to achieve the new time schedule, it was not necessaq to amend the 1977 Treaty 
once more, as the parties intended to rernain within the time limits laid down by Article 4 (4) as 
mmed by the 1983 Protocol. Thus, in order to satisfy Hungary's demands, it was necessary 
sirnply to reduce the time limits for the putting into operation of GabEikovo and Nagymaros by 
amending once again Article 1 ( 1) of the 1977 Mutual Assistance Agreement. 



6.42 Besides the foregoing agreements Iinked tu the 1977 Treaty, and 

inseparable from it, several other agreements are specificdly referred to in the Treaty. The 
Treaty was not the basis of these Agreements but rather the Treaty carried out certain of 

their provisions and put them into operation. These agreements, which will be briefly looked 
at next, were the folowing: 

- The 1976 Boundary Waters Management ~ ~ r e e r n e n t ~ ~  ; 

- The 194% Danube  onv vent ion^^ ; and 

- The 1958 Danube Fisherîes Agreementz6 

The 1976 Boundarv Waters Management Agreement 

6.43 As already discussed above, the 1977 Treaty dealt specifically with 

water qudity and referred in this respect to the provisions of the 1976 Agreement dealing 

with monitoring water quality. Thus, the Boundary Waters Management Agreement 

rernained the essential instrument between the parties goveming the matter of water 

management and, in particrrlar, r he monitoring and protection of water quality . 

6.44 The point to bc made is that Article 3 of this Agreement, which deds 

with the general obligations of the parties, refers three times to mutually agreed conditions. 

Thus, the 2976 Agreement presumed there worrId be impiementing agreements between the 

parLies, and it was precisely this funaion that the 1977 Tr&y and related agreements 

performed in respect to the part of the Danube reIated to the Pruject. 

6.45 Sirnilarly, the 1976 Agreement created a Joint Commission whose 

duties are described generally in Article 5 2 7 ,  and more exactly in Article lO(1) of the 1979 

24 Annex 4. 

25 Annex IO. 

26 Annes 11. 

27 See,  para. 3.15. a S., above. - 



Joint Statute Agreement. This last provision is of particuIar interest in vim of the 

importance of the question of water q u e  and the great emphasis placed on it by Hungary 

in the course of this dispute; it empmred  the commission to: 

" ... supervise water resource management ftihctionq water amefiorations, 
masures tu rr&e water resources, protection of surface and underground 
waters againsi pollufion, maintenance of fainvay* maintenance of the bed of 
the Danube river, protection against the flood and ice movement." 

And Artide 1 O(2) foresaw: 

" ... an agreement to supervise the solving of al1 relevant water resource 
management questions in time of operation of the Systern of Locks." 

As noted in Chapter III above, in the course of diacussing water qridity it was Hungary who, 

in May 1989, refised tu proceed further with steps tu prorect water quality in the regions 

affected by the G/N ~ r u j e c t ~ ~ .  

6.46 It is evident, as weII, that the 1976 B o u n d q  Waters Managemerit 

Agreement rernains in force and continues to pIace on the parties obligations to the extent 

not otherwise modified by çubsequent treaty or agreement, and these obligations were in fact 
made concrete in the 1977 Treaty and related agreements that constituted the mutually 

agreed conditions mentioned in Article 3 of the 1976 Agreement. 

The 1948 Danube Convention 

6.47 Artide 18(l) of the 1977 Treaty 'makes specific reference tu the 1948 

Danube Convention: 

"The Contracting Parties, in conformity with the obIigations prevîously 
assumed by thern, and in particuIar with ArticIe 3 of the [I948 Danube 
Convention] shdl ensure uninterrupted and safe navigation on the 
international fairway both during the construction and dunng the operation of 
the System oflocks." 

28 See, para. 3.24, above. 



. 6.48 The main purpose of this Convention was tu assure fieedom of 
navigation on the Danube and to regulate it. Of special relevance is Article 3 of the 

Convention, which provided that: 

"The Danubian States undertake to maintain their sections of the Danube in a 
navigable condition for river-going ... vessels, to carry out the works 
necesaary for the maintenance and irnprovement of navigation conditions and 
not tu obstnict or h d e r  navigation un the navigable channeIs of the Danube. 
The Danubian States s h d  consult the Danube Commission (Article 5 )  on 
matters refemed tu in this Artide." 

6.49 The i 977 Treaty and related agreements were the means by wtirch 

Czechoslovakia and Hungary c h e d  out their obligations under the Treaty in respect to the 
portion of the Danube dected by the GM Project. 

The Danube Fisheries Agreement 

6.50 Artide 20 of the 1977 Treaty provided that: 

"The Cont racting Parties, within the fiamework of nationai investment shdl 
take appropriate masures for the protection of fishîng interests in conformity 
with the Danube Fisherîes Agreement, concIuded at Bucharest un 29 J m u q  
1958." 

6.5 1 This Agreement and the regulations for Fisheries in the River Danube 

attached to it (Article 3) controlled fishing in the waters of the Danube: 

O . . .  including its mouth, tu tributaries of the Danube up to the maximum 
extent of its flood waters, and tu Iakes, estuaries and pools pemanently or 
temporarîly connected with the Danube, îin the Danube flood-basin in the 
territory of the Contracting Parties, including the area adjoining the mouth. " 

The mixed commission created by Article 12 coordinated the activities of the parties to the 

Agreement. 

6.52 According to Article 5 of the Agreement: 

"The Contracring Parties agree tu carry out in the river Danube and in the 
waters referred tu in artide 3 irnprovement works and piscicu1tural 
operations tu ameliorate the naturai conditions for the breeding, growth and 
nomai increase in stocks of fish of ecunomic importance. " 



They dso undertook tu so operate the water engineerink works as tu safeguard "the nomid 

migratoq rnovements of fish and "the nomai breeding and dweIopment of economicd, 

valuable species of Esh, in the sections of the river situated under and below the saîd works, 
under the new environmental conditions created by the erection of those works". 

6.53 Although neither Czechoslovakia nor Hungary was a signatory to the 
onginal Agreement, in accordance with Article 14 they adhered to it on 29 June 1972 and 18 

December 1961, respectively. In addition, the obligations flowing frum this Fisheies 

Agreement were integrated h o  the biaterd arrangements Etrising from the 1977 Treaty by 

virtue of the provisions of Article 20 thereof 

6.54 This is another iIIustration of how the 1977 Treaty lies at the centre of 

an interrelated, inseparable complex of agreements. Although the questions posed to the 

Court under Article 2 of the Speciai Agreement formaily refer to the 1977 Treaty, they can 
only be understood and responded to in the context of this system of agreements2'. Article 
2 of the Special Agreement expressly recognises this for it requests the Court "to decide on 

the basis of the Treaty", defining "Treaty" tu include its "reIated instruments" and it adds: 

"as d I  as s u h  orher treatks as the Court may find applicabk3' ". 

SECTION 2, Hunvary's Sus~ension, Subsequent A bandonment of its 
Performance and Purported Termination of the 1977 Treatv 
Violate this Interrelated Comnlex of Treaties and Agreements 

6.55 The response to the questions posed under Article 2 of the Special 
Agreement brings into play the law of treaties. 

6.56 Moreover, CzechosIovakia and Hrrngary several times in the course 

of the dispute made specific reference to the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of 

Treaties. Hungary, for its part, tried to juîtify termina6on of the 1977 Treaty by relying in 

its 1992 DecIaration on several provisions of the Vienna Convention: 

l9 . See, para. 6.06, above. 

30 Sec. Introduction, para. 4, above. 



"Although the Viema Conventiori cannot direaly be appIied in the legd 
dispute of the 1977 Treaty (it entered into force for bath cotrntries d e r  
1977), its provisions are guihg in many respects, concerning the content of 
generally accepted international legal noms at the time of the Treaty's 
conclusion. This does not mean that the Parties may not invoke other d e s  of 
generai international law not mentioned in the Vienna Convention, neither 
does it mean that noms of the Vienna Convention, even if indirectly 
applicable, literally apply in the present case. One of the reasons is that the 
Convention, at the time of its formulation partiaily conformed with customary 
law; in some respects it developed and tightened these niles." " 

6.57 There is, of course, a technical point tu ded with arisiig under Article 

4 of the Vienna Convention by v b e  of the fact that neither CzechosIovakia nor Hungary 
had adhered to the Convention before 19 Iune and 29 July 1 987, respectivelp . However, 

as the Court has held, the Convention codified in Iarge part pre-existing cnstomary law on 
the subject, as the following citation of the Court bears out: 

"The rules laid down by the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 
concerning termination of a treaty relationship on account of breach (adopted 
without a dissenting vote) may in many respects be considered as a 
codification of exîsting customary law on the subjed3 ." 

6.58 As Sir lm Sinclaîr has noted, the 1969 Convention: 

".. . incorporates groiinds of termination or suspension which are exclusive to 
the treaty and do mt depend on a subsequent treaty, but rather de- from 
mles of general international " 

32 SIovakia succeeded to Czechodovakia as a party to the Vienna Convention by its notification of 
succession, dated 28 May 1993. 

33 Lena1 Consequences for States of the Cgntinued Presence of South Afnca in Narnibia (South West 
Africa) no nui th stand in^ Securiw Council Resolution 276 ( 1970). Advisow Opinion. 1. C. J. Re~orts 
197I. p. 16, at p. 71. Sec, As#, Atipeai ReIatin~ to the Jrrrisdiction of the ICA0 Council, 
Judgment, I.C.J. Remrts 1972, p. 46, al p. 67; and Fisheries Jrr~îsdiction {Unired Krn~dom Y. 
Iceland). Jurisdtction of the Court. Judment. I.C.J. Reports 1973, p. 3, at p. 18; and Inter~retation n, 
1981t, p. 73 at pp. 95-95. 

34 The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaiies, 2nd ed., Manchester University Press, Manchester, 
1984, p. 185. Thus, imfar as H u n g q  is eniitled to invoke the general mies of international Iaw 
to support its actions, they are dready to be found, incorporafed ivifi c m ,  in the Vienna 
Convention. 



6.59 Firrther, in Febnrary 1989, after the Vierina Convention had entered 

into effect for both parties, H u n g q  affirmai the substaritive obiigations of the 1977 Treaty 

by entering into a Protoc01 that advanced the tirnetable. As a result, the provisions of the 

Viema Convention certaidy governed the supposed rrrriIaterai temination of the Treaty. 

Moreover, as tias been pointed out in Section 1 above, the Protocol was an integral part of 

the interrelated system of agreements constituting the "contractual legal regime" binding on 

the parties. It is to this "contractual legal regime" that the Vienna Convention applies. 

6.60 Section 3 of this Chapter will set out in detail the treaty obligations 

violated by Hungary; but it is appropriate here to note that the unilaterd suspension, 

abandonment of works, then purported termination of the 1977 Treaty alone constituted 

violations by Hungary of obligations in respect tu rights that, as recognised in the preamble 

of the Specid Agreement, becme vested in 8avakia as successor State to rights and 

obligations relating tu the G/N project3' . 

6.61 It would not be correct to conclude that the unilateral acts of 

Hungmy to suspend, abandon its performance and then purport to terminate the 1977 Treaty 

constituted the only failures of Hungary to live up to its treaty obligations. From the very 
start, givirig economic difficulties as an excuse, Hungary fell short of meeting its obligations. 

As has been discussed above in Chapter III, this failure on Hungary's part caused delay and 

Ied to an amendment of the 1977 Treaty and Mutual Assistance Ageement tu extend the 

agreed work schedule of the Project. For, at the tirne, Ctechodovakia was more anxious tu 
reach a compromise in the Iight of Hungary's ecunomic dificuities in order to safeguard the 

Project under the Treary than tu insist on irs Iegd rights and demand compensation for the 

damages incurred. This, of course, did not mem that Czechoslovakia had at any time 

renounced rights to daim damages caused by ~ u n ~ a r y '  failures to cary out its obligations 
under the Treaty before the amendments of 1983 and 1 . 

35 &, Introduction, para. 5. l 

36 Se, e;g, Annex 44, a letter from Czechoslovakia's prime Minister of 3 May 1983 to the Prime - 
Minisrer of Hungary. 



A. Huneam's Unilateral Suspension and SII bseauent Ahandunmen t 
of its Performance undec the 1977 Treatv 

6.62 Hungary's decision to suspend unilaterally and subsequently to 

abandon its performance may be seen as occurring in four stages, each of which will now be 
examined. 

6.63 The fist stage took pIaceon 13 May 1989 ody 96 days &er the 

taking eEect of the 1989 Protoc01 shortenhg the Projectls work scheduie by 15 months. 
For, on that day, the Hungarian Governent - without advarice warning or consultation - 
annound the immediate suspension for two months' duration of work at the Nagymaros 
site37 . This notification received by CzechosIovakia was not of Hungary's suspension of the 

1977 Treaty as a whole, only the suspension of its own obligations in respect of a part of the 

Treaty. Since, however, the works at the Nagyrnaros section of the G/N Project were the 

sole responsibility of Hungary, this amounted to an degal suspension of the 1977 Treaty in 
part. Czechoslovakia's protest of this action folIowed at once and was expressed in vigorous 

termsJ8 . 

6.64 The second stage of Hungary's srrspension and subsequent 

abandonment of performance took place on 20 July 1989~'. Mer reassurances given to 

Czechoslovakia that Hungaryls decision was limited tu ~agyrnarod" un 20 July the 

Hungarian Governefit announced that its extension included the GabEikovo section of the 

Project as well, notably the damming of the Danube near Dunakiliti weir, which was 

Hungary's responsibility and essential to the operation of the GabEikovo section of the 
Project. This suspension of work at both sites was until 3 1 October 1989, extending the 
earlier two-month suspension at Nagymaros. As in the case of the first stage decision, it was 

transmitted orally It provoked an immediate Czechoslovak protest" and a series of 

subsequent oficiaI rejectiuns of Hungary's decision as unilateral, in violation of the 1977 

37 B, para. 4.07, abovt. 

38 Sec. para. 4.09, above. 

39 See, para. 4.36, above. - 
40 Sec. para. 4.1 1, a çes., and para. 4.3 5, above. 

41 Sec. para. 4.36, above. 
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Treatyx and certain to cause serious damage to Czechodovakia for which it would clairn 

compensafion. 

6.65 From a IegaI standpoint, the 20 July decision was a re-ation of 
non-performance by Hungq under the Treaty, extended tu Gabkkovo and with the date of 
suspension aIso extended. It was coupled with a demand that Czechoslovakia, Iikewise, 
suspend performance of its obligations. Unliie the fist phase of suspension, the 20 July 

decision concemed works in the section of the Project that were shared between the parties. 
Hence, it did not suspend that part of the Treaty; Hungary simply refused to perform its 
portion of the works there, for an unspecified period. 

6.66 This brings the discussion tu the third  hase of Hungary's violations, 

which concemed further extensions of the initial decisiom: 

- Renunciation of the Nagymaros section of the Project resuIting in the 

eiimination of peak hour operation at GabEikovo; and 

- Suspension of work on al1 parts of the Project on the pretext of the 

need to reach an agreement on environmental protection and 

guarantees. 

6.67 As is bruught out in Chapter IV, by the end of 1989, Hungary had 

made up its mirid about N a p a r o s  and peak operations at GabEkovo: these simply had tu 

be eliminated. There was nothing to negotiate about. As to the rest of the GCN Project, 

Hungary's position in the autumn of 1989 was that work shouId stop - but for ody a short 
time - pending agreement on measures and guarantees protecting water quality and the 
environment. Czechoslovakia rejected the cancellation of Nagymaros and peak operation 
but it was willing to accept a moratorium as to Nagymaros - during which the issues could 
be studied and resoIved by agreement. 

6.68 As to the GabEikovo section of the works - and notably Dunakiliti and 

the damming of the Danube - Czechoslovakia fuIIy accepteci the proposa1 to start at once tu 

prepare agreements on the protection of water qualiv and the envirument. Before the end 

of 1989, the assrrrnption of both sides was that any environmenraI and water qudity issues 
presented by completing and putting into operation the Gabeikovo section were rnatters that 



couId be resolved by mutuaI agreement. But N a p a r o s  and peak operation at GabEikovo 
were sirnpIy not issues that H m g q  was prepared tu negotiate over. 

6.69 Any possibility of compromise, of which some promise seemed to 

exist in the ha1 months of 1989, were dashed by Hungarian Prime Minister Németh's letter 
of 1 0 January 1990~' . This development was all the more surprising since Mi. Németh had 
been Prime Minister of Hungary during the promishg period of negotiations in the previous 
year. This ushered in phase four of Hungary's suspension and abandonment of performance 

of its obligations under the 1977 Treaty. 

6.70 From that point on, Hungary's position continu4 tu harden. On 6 
March 1990, as expresseil in its Prime Minister's Iener of that dated3, Hungary's position was 

simply that dl work on the G N  Project would be suspended pending discussion of 
modifjing the 1977 Treaty and further research. 

6.71 Thus, by the spring of 1990, Hungary's decision to suspend was 

therefore: (i) general in character, (ii) for an unspecified time and (iii) presented as calling 
the Project "mistaken" and caiiing for the negotiation of its abandonment with 

Czechoslovakia. This constituted in efFect an ultimam - for resumption of work had been 
made dependent on acceptance by Czechosiovakia of the amendments to the 1977 Treaty, 
which as a minimum meant the eIimination of Nagp~aros and peak operation at Gab~ikovo. 

Hungary was tu maintain and, indmd funher harden this rigid, inflexible position untîi its 

prrrported termination of the 7 977 Treaty in May 1 992. 

6.72 The details of the arguments advanceci by Hungary to attempt tu 

justify ils decisions discussed above in the? four successive stages will he examined in 
Chapter VIII, where it is shown that these arguments c q  no weight. For p r e m  purposes 

it suffices to mention, as the Czechoslovak legal experts did in the course of a meeting 
during 18-20 September 1989 convened to discuss the legal issues, that Hungary's decisions 
of 13 May and 20 July - and a fortiori its subsequent decisions during the third and fourth 

stages of Hungary's suspension of performance - must be charactensed, as stated by 
Czechoslovakia at the time as: 

42 See, para. 4.55, eJ m., above. - 
43 Ses para. 4.61, m., above. 



". . . rinilaterai acts not respecting the way of seffling points at issue specified 
by the 1977 Treaty . At the same time, this act [of suspension] is at variance 
with common intemafional. . .. Iaw codified in Atticie 57 of the 1969 Viema 

44 lt Convention ... . 

And it is usehl tu quote here the tems of Artide 57 of the 1969 Viema Convention: 

"The operation of a treaty in regard to aiI the parties or to a particular party 
may be suspended: 

(a) in conformity with the provisions of the treaty; or 
(b) at any time by consent of al1 parties &er consultation with the other 

contracting States. " 

This Article was adopted unariimoudy (101 votes in favour) by the Vienna Conference 

charged with drawirig np the 7969 Convention. 

6.73 In the present case, the 1977 Treaty contains no provision of any kind 
having to do with suspension. It is umecessaq tu add, therefore, that neither 

Czechoslovakia noi Hungary had agreed on any such provision. It is also rather an 

interesting coimidence that the particular phrase "fier consultation with the other 

Contracting States" was added to paragraph (6) of the above-cited provision of Article 57 of 

the 1969 Vienna Convention at the request of ~ u n ~ a r ~ ~ ' .  

6.74 Withregardtothefactsinthiscase,Hmgarynotodyrefiainedfiom 

obtaining the consent of Czechoslovakia but it avoided any consultation. Hungary's 

decisions of 13 May and 20 July 1989, as well as those taken later, placed Czechoslovakia 

face-tu-face with a fait accompli, not the Ieast surprising elementç of which were, first, that 

ody t h e  rnonrhs earlier a Protocol had been agreed to speed up the Project by I5  mcinths 

and, second, thar Czechoslovakîa had been assured by Hrtngaxy's PIenipotentiary, only a 

month before the 20 July decision, that the decision of his Governent was strictIy I i i r ed  tu 
Naparos.  It can be seen From a ra?ew of the history of exchanges during 1989 and 1990 

that Hungary serveci Czechoslovakia with what were ultimatums: initially as to Nagyrnaros 

44 Annex 134. 

45 United Nations Conference on the Law of Treaties, first and second sessions, Official Records, 
Documentç of the Conference, AICONF. 3 9 L .  30, p. 269 and second session, Official Records, 
Summarv Records, 2 1 st Plenary Meeting, p. 1 10, paras. 10 and 1 1. 



and peak hour operation; then, concemhg the entire operation of the Project. Hungary's 
positions were non-negotiable, but this never prevented CzechosIovakia fiom attempting tu 

reach some sort of solution through discussions with Hungary as is established in Chapter 

IV. 

6.75 The unacceptable nature of Hungary's conduct is heightened by the 
fact that, as the evidence shows, the Hungarian Government demonstrated its awareness that 

an agreement wiîh Czechoslovakia as to suspension of the 1977 Treaty was required. Such 
was dl the more reqrrired in the light of ArficIe 27 of the 1977 Treaty, which deals with 

disputes seniement. This provided t hat disputes shuuld bbe resoIved through bilaterd 

negotiations. 

6.76 The iilegdity of Hungary's conduct was further aggravated by the fact 

that its decision to suspend the 1977 Treaty occurred ody 96 days d e r  the 1989 Protoc01 

was entered into and had taken effect - at the express and insistent request of Hungay - 
shortening the time for completing the Project by 15 months. Such a complete reversal of 

position by Hungary is incompatible with the principle of good faith which, in al1 

circumstances, must govern the conduct of States in international relations and in particular 

in the canying out of treaties' . 

6.77 Moreover, it is the very essence of the notion of "suspension" of a 

treaty thai its cornpiet ion not be c~rn~romieed~~ . Aithuugh this principle is dictated by 

commun sense, it alsu b d s  expression in Article 72(2) of the 1969 Vienna Convention in 

these tems: 

"During the periud of the suspension, the parties shall refrain h m  acts 
tending to obstruct the resumption of the operation of the treaty." 

6.78 In the first place, it is evident that Hungary's actions to suspend 

performance - first for two months, then for five months and then for an indeterminate 
period (which in fact lasted three years) - rendered impossible the performance of the Treaty 
within the period shortened by the 1989 Protocol. That the Hungarian Government was 

46  SE^ ArticIe 25 of the 1959 Vienna Convention on ththe Law of Treaties. - 
41 &, Pad Reuter, Introduction au Droit des Traites, P.U.F., Paris, 1985, p. 1 37 and Ngttyen Qum 

Dinh, Patrick Daillier and Main PeIIet, Droit Intenratiorral PubIic, L.G.D.J., Pans, 1992, p. 292. 



weii aware of this is borne out by its Note Verbale of 3 November 1989 in which it expressly 
indicated that it had "caricelied that part of the Protoc01 signed in Februay 1989 on the 

accderation of the constmctîon at the watework systsrn conceming the Nagymaros part"48. 

6.79 Secondly, in makirig the end of the "suspension" of the c a q h g  out of 
the 1977 Treatjr subordmate tu an acceptace by CzechosIovakia of the amtndments 

pruposed by Htrngary in its Verbde of 30 November 1989"~, Hungary aitered the 
meaning of "suspension". This did not involve "suspension", but rather the outright 
imposition of an amendment on Czechoslovakia, leaving the latter no choice. 

6.80 Such practices are unquestionably not compatible with the elementary 
rules conceming the respect owing to treaties. 

B. The Prtrparîed Termination of the 1977 Treaty 

6.81 There exîsts a widc diEerence between the notions of suspension and 
termination of a treaty . With suspension, the treaty is aIIowed tu continue, oniy its operation 

is suspended5'. Termination, howeveri constitures an iflemedial step; and its vdidity is 
made subject tu certain ngorously appIied conditions, which are not present in this case, as 

wiI1 be shown below. In Chapter Vm it will be established that the particular circumstances 

invoked by Hungary do not constitute valid grounds fox termination so as to exclude the 

iiiegdity of Hungary's actions. 

6.82 As was explaineci above in Chapter IV, and mentioned again in this 
Chapter, Hungary's position varied considerably between the time when the Governent 

decided to suspend the appIication of the 1977 Treaty (13 May 1989) and when it purported 

tu put an end to ir (1 9 May 1992). 

6.83 Given these frequent changes of position on the part of Hungary, it is 

dificuIt tu present in a succinct way the successive positions adopted. The following 

48 See. para. 4.47, above. 

49 See. para. 4.50, above. 

50 See, in this regard, the carefuily ihfted provisions of Articles 57 and 72 of the 1969 Vienna - 
Convention. 



presentation (in five stages) may be helpful, even though it may give more #hereIIce to 

Hungary's moves than they merit: 

- At the Hungarian Govemment limited itself to requiring that new 

studies be carried out as to the ecological impact of the G/N Project; 
Czechoshvakia acceded to this request but opposed suspendhg work 

because of the ecologicd and aconortic damage this wouid entail; 

- Then, at a second stage, Hungary insisted on the postponing of the 

performance of the Treaty pending examination of whether and how 

it should be modified; 

The stage followed almost at once, even before the studies had 

been comrnissioned, when the Hungarian Government ap peared to 

çubordinate the r e sumpt i  of work tu the concfusion of agreements 
on protection of the environment, elimination of peak power 

operations and canceIlation of work at Nagymaros; Czechoslovakia 
declared itseif prepared to begin negotiations on dl points except 
canceI1ation of Nagyrnwos, drhuugh agreeing to separate the fate of 

Nagymaros from that of GabEikovo; 

- Then, in March 1990, occurred the fourth shift in position: Hungary 

again posed the problem in scientific and technical terms and 
demanded that new studies be undertaken - which Czechoslovakia 
agreed to; 

Whiie this process was getting undenvay, Hungarj once again - 
tightened its requirements and tried to dictate the acceptance of "the 

conclusion of a new interstate treaty" as the consequence of 

termination of the 1977 Treaty, while at the same time acknowledging 
(in the Resolution of the Hungarian Parliament of 23 April 199 1) that 

it was to be accomplished by comrnon accord. 

6.84 As already mentioned earlier, the Resolution of Hungary's Parliament 

was certainly one of the decisive elements in the hardening of Hungary's position for it 



Iimited the mandate of its representatives in subsequent negotiations. As a result, Hungary 
in practice showed not the slightest wish thereafter tu negoliate over whether or how to 

rnodie the 1977 Treaty and reiated agreements - which CzechosIovakia continudly 

expressed its wiIIingness tu do - but pureIy and simpIy envisaged only the Treaty's total 
abrogation. 

6.85 The Hungarian Prime Minister officidy made his intention very clear 

to his counterpart on 26 February 1992" . He invoked the protection of "environmental 
values", a goai which, in fact, was pruvîded for in the 1977 Treaty and which 

CzechosIovakia shared compIeteIy with Hungary md had dways accepted to discnss. 

6.86 Then, on 7 May 1992, the ~ u n ~ a r i a n  Governent adopted a 

Resolufion providing, in part, as folIows: 

"The Governent of Hungary is given a power, on the basis of the articIe 3 
of the Resolution of the Hungarian Parliament No 1211992 (of Aprîl 41, to 
terminate unilaterdly, beginning May 25, 1992, the interstate Treaty of 1977 
and al1 related Agreements which were concluded by treaty parties, 
respectively their authorities for redization of this interatate ~rea ty '~ . "  

6.87 Despite the protests of the SIovak Government on 1 1 May that 

Hungary's decIared intention tu terminate the i 977 Treaiy was "legdly nuII and void", 

pointing out that the Treaty, which contained no provision for termination, couid be 
cancelled or changed "only by agreement of both Parties to the Treaty", and despite 
Czechoslovakia's declared willingness to negotiate, the Hungarian Government decided on 

19 May 1992 to carry out this intention. 

Parliament - and at the same time advised Czechoslovakia by Note Verbale and letter - of 
the fo11owîng~~ : 

"The Goverment of the Republic of Hungaq invested with power by the 
Parliament of the RepubIic of Hungary, hereby teminates the 16 September 

51 &, para. 4.77, et çea. 

52 Annex 110. 

53 h, para. 4.81, above. 



"The Governent of the Republic of R u n g q  invested with power by the 
Parliament of the Republic of Hungary, hereby terminates the 16 September 
1977 Treaty signed in Budapest between the People's Republic of Hungary 
and the Czechoslovakian Socialist Repubfc concerning the construction and 
commencement of operation of the Bos-Nagymaros Barrage System, and 
furthemore terminates all agreements concluded by the Parties or their 
authorities for the implementation of the above mentioned Treaty effective 25 
May 1992." 

6.89 The so-cded "justifications for this step" were set out in a 

Dedaration of 16 May 1992 enclosed with the 19 May Ietter (the 1992 Declaration). 

6.90 It is no1 the purpose of this Chapter tu ded with these su-calIed 
"justifications". It suffices to show that such a unilaterd termination that relates tu the 1977 

Treaty, as welI as to al1 agreements concluded in application of it, is per se an extremdy 

senous breach of well-established and fundamental principles of general international law. 

6.91 Neither the 1977 Treaty, the basic treaty, nor the subsequent 

agreements linked to it or modifylng it contain provisions concerning termination. 

6.92 In such a situation, the relevant provision to examine is Article 56 of 

the 1969 Vienna Convention: 

"Denunciation or withdrawaI from a treaty containing no provision 
regarding termination, denunciation or withdrawa1. 

1. A treaty which contains no provision regarding its termination and 
which does not provide for denunciation or withdrawal is not subject 
to denunciation or withdrawal unless: 

(a) it is established that the parties intended to admit the possibility of 
denunciation or withdrawal; or 

(b) a rîght of denuriciation or withdrawal may be implied by the nature of 
the t reaty . 

2. A Party shall give not Iess than fweIve months' notice of its intention 
to denounce or witbdraw h m  a treaty under paragraph 1 .  II 

Several remarks concerning Article 56 are cdIed for in the coritext of the present case, In 
the first place, it must be noted that "termination" and "denunciation or withdrawd" are put 



on the same footing. Therefure it doea not matter whether the decision made by Hungary 

may be qudified as a "denunciation" or not. Whether a denuriciation stricto sensu or 
m h e r  kînd of termination, it is clearIy ilIegaI Sirice none of the conditions required in 

article 56 are fiIfillecl. 

6.93 Moreover, without any doubt the Vienna Convention introduced a 
considerable sofiening of the customaq rules prevkiling theretofor, and in this sense 

constituted more a "progressive development" rather than a codification stricto sensu. 

6.94 Traditional practice had favoured the principle of the absolute stability 
of treaties concluded without time limits, as had been f i d y  expressed by the Powers in the 

London Protoc01 of 17 Ianuary 1877 in these terms: 

"[Cllest un principe essentie1 du droit des gens'qu'aucune Puissance rie peut 
se déIier des engagements d'un Traité, N en rnodikr Ies stipulations, qu'à la 
suite de ~'assenjir&nt des Parties Contractantes au moyen $une entente 
amicale. 54 '' 

Translation: 

"lt is a basic principle of Iaw that no State can disavow its treaty obligations, 
nor modiQ a treaty's provisions, save for with the consent of the Contracting 
Parties in the form of an amicable agreement." 

There is abundant and highly consistent State practice in support*5 

6.95 ReIyîng on "a Iong series of intergovementai discussions", Lord 

McNair considered that "t here is a generd presumptiori against the existence of any nght of 
uniIateraI temination of a ~ r e a t ~ " ~ ' .  Brierljr considered that there was "certain1y nu general 

54 De Martens, Nouveau Recueil Génkrale des Traités, Vol. 18, p. 278. k, also, the Despatch from 
Earl Granville, British Secretary for Foreign Main, to the British Arnbassador at St. Petersburg, 
dated I O  November 1870 and quoted with approval by Lord McNair, The Law of Treaties, 
Clarendon Press, Odord, 196 1, pp. 495-497. 

55 See, in partidar, (i) the incidents concerning the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty of 1850 (cited by McNair, - 
ibid pp. 497-498); (il) Affaire de Batoum m., pp. 498-4991, and (iii) Germany's renunciation of I I  

certain parts of the Treaty of Versailles condemned ùy the Council of h e  League of flations in 
terrns very close Io those used in ttre London Protocol(0E l., 193 5,  No. 5, pp. 55 2 -552) and in the 
Statrite of Berlin (sired by Ngrryen Quoc Dinh g d., 9. &., p. 295, etc.). 



right of denunciation of a treaty of indehite duratio~'" . And Aiticle 34 of the W a r d  
Research D r a  concluded a long examination of the practice as follows: 

"A Treaty rnay be denounced by a party ody when such a denunciation is 
provided for in the treaty or consented to by ali other parties. A denunciation 
must be in accordance with any conditions Iaid down in the treaty or agreed 
upon by the partiess8 ". 

6.96 Such unmhi ty  of view is easiIy explained: t hc validity of a uniIaterd 

decision tu put an end tu a treaty may be acceptcd in ody very exceptionai circurnstances, 

for otherwise the stability of the Iegd regime of treaties couId not be assured and the 

signrficance and application of the principle pacta sunt servanda, so essentid to the whoIe 
structure of the Iaw of treatieç, wouid be cdIed into cpestionW. 

6.97 The debates in the International Law Commission Ieading $0 the 

present text of Article 56 of the 1969 Vienna Convention reveal that this provision goes as 

far as one can go in the sense of relaxhg traditional doctrine. In his second report, Sir 
Gerald Fitzmaurice postulated a presumption in favour of the absence of any right at al1 of 
unilaterai t a m i n a t i ~ n ~ ~ .  Atthough he sided with a relatively supple formula, his successor, 
Sir Humphrey Waldock, recognised that "he might have gone rather far in admitting an 
implied right of denunciationn6' . In the event, these initial propositions were the object of 

active (and irnanimous) crîticism in the proceedings of the ~ommission6~. As for the 
Commission's President Mt. Jimenez de Aréchega, his views were he said, "very ciose tu" 

the opinion expressed by Mr. A ~ O ~ ' ,  and he considered that the general mle was that: 

". . . where a treaty contained no provision on denunciation or termination, the 
right of denunciation would exist oniy where i t  could be inferred from the 

- .  

57 nie Law of Nations, Clarendon Press, Odord, 1955, p. 256. 

58 American Journal of International Law, 193 5 ,  supplement, pp. 1 173 - 1 183. 

59 SR, Pierre-Marie Dupuy, Droit IriIernationaI hrbIic, Dalloz, Paris, 1993, pp. 209 et 244; - 
Oppenheim, 9th cd., OP. cil., p. 1205. 

W MCN 4jI07, Art. 4. 

61 Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1963, VoI. 1, p. 99, p m .  85. 

63  fiid., p. 104., paras. 48-52. - 
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travaux prenaratoires or fiom the circrrmstances atîending the conclusiun of 
the treaq. In al1 other cases, the consent of the parties wouId bc 
~ ~ e c e s s a q ~ ~  ." 

6.98 When the question was raised again by the International Law 

Commission in 1966, Mr. Herbert Briggs notd that: 

"It was a fdacy to approach the subject as though there existed a choice 
between two presumpttons of equal ment - first, that where a treaty was 
silent on the subject of termination or denunciation, no unilateral right of 
denunciation existed and, secondly, the contrary presumption, that where a 
treaty was silent on the point the right of denunciation existed. In fact, there 
was no such choice: the rule that a treaty was binding was not a presumption; 
it was an objective  NI^ of law and it excluded the possibility of undaterd 
denrrnciati~ns~~ . ." 

Mr. Ago, without diEering, nevertheIess introduced into the principIe the folIowing nuance: 

"... it was the Commission'ç d u e  tu say speci6cdy that a treaty not 
contaking such provisions could not be denounced, save in exceptional 
cases, in other words that it could be denounced only if either the nature and 
character of the treaty were such that it was necesskly open to denunciation, 
or it was evident from the circumstances of the conclusion of the treaty that 
the parties had intended a denunciation to be possible, even if they did not 
explictly Say so in the treaty66 ." 

And this became, with vev çIight chmges in the drafting of the final text, the generd ruIe set 

out in krticIe 56. 

6.99 Thus, the principle is nut subjecr to any doubt: there exists a very 

we1I-established presurnpt ion denying the right of rrniIaterd terminal ion of treat ies not 

pruviding for such a right. And ifparagraphs (a) and (b) of Article 56(1) of the Vienna 

Convention are considered to reflect current customary international law (which in fact the 

Article probably weakened), it is clear that in the present case the required conditions set out 
are in no sense met. 

64 ibrd., p. 106, para. 80. Emphasis added. - 
65 Yearbook of the Inrernationd Law Comssron. 1966, Vol. 1, Part 1, p. 45, para. 24 

€6 Ib~d., p. 45, para. 35. - 



6.100 In the first place, there is nothing in either the travaux préuaratoires 

or the text of the 1977 Treaty or in the subsequent agreements to suggest "that the parties 
intended to admit the possibility of denunciation or withdrawal". In fact the indications run 

in the oppusite direction. Article 3(2) of the 1977 Treaty and Article 6 of the 1979 Joint 

Stanite Agreement provided for the establishment by the Plenipotentiaries of each 

Goverment of "appropriate permanent and temporq joint agencies for the performance of 

their hnctions"" . In addition the very idea of a joint "investment" in the GCN Project, 

necessady sripposing a permanency, is hardly compatible with the p o s i b ' i  of unilaterd 

termination of the Treaty - and the concept of "joint-ownership" (ArticIes 8 and 10 of the 
Treaty) excludes it entirely. And the object of the Treaty itself, the construction of 
permanent structures, admits of no possibility that a Party may have contemplated 
termination or denunciation. Unilateral termination of obligations is a dubious claim; 
unilaterd temination of anotheis omership righttts is an impossible claim. 

6.1 0 1 There is a second point to be made. These s m e  arguments not onIy 

support the sonclusion that no "right d denuncîation ... jie] implied by the nature of the 
treaty" but they go much further and exclude it absolutely In the present case the words of 

Sir Humphrey Waldock are particularly apt, for this case concerns a Treaty that has: 

"... a definite object and the parties to which must be assumed to have 
intended the treaty to continue in force until that object was achieved. In the 
case of those rreaties there could be no implied right of denunciationS8." 

6.102 And there is a element that supports such a conclusion. As Lord 

McNair stated: 

"One factor which would generally indicate that a treaty cuntitining no 
express provision for termination can ody be terminated by mutual 
agreement is the fact that the treaty is in part executed and in part 
executo~y~~  . " 

To this he added the following: 

67 Ernphasis added. 

68 Yearfioak of the International Law Commission, 1963, Voi. 1, p. 100, para. 5. 

69 McNair, a. &., p. 494. 



"Executed clauses are obviously incapabIe of termination, and it folows that 
the executory clauses dso should nomdly be terminabIe ody by mutriai 
agreement7' . " 

And this is precisely the situation here: when Hungary made the decision to put an end to the 

Treaty - and even before that, w h a  it decided to suspend performance under it - the Treaty 

had in large part been canied out. By May 1992, 90% of the work to be performed on 

Slovak territory had been completed. 

6.103 The ecoIogicd absurdity of Hlrngary's supposed termination surpasses 

evefi its economic absurdity: when Hungary purported tu put an end tu the 1977 Treaty, the 

bypass canai had been drnost compIetely fished, representing a huge excavated and 
reinforced area of over 4,000 hectares. The ecologicd catastrophe of ths immense area 

gouged out of the land, intended to be filied with 196 million cubic metres of water, but left 
unfiIled, staggers the imagination. 

6.1 04 IncompatibIc with the nature of the Treaty - and totdly exclrrded by 

the state of advancement of the work and the dangers prezent were it tu be abandoned - the 

purported terminat ion of the 1977 Treaty and is related agreements cunst itrrred a violation of 

the obligations by which Hungary was bound. Under present doctrine: 

"The party alIeging that the nature of the treaty is such as to imply a right of 
denunciation or withdrawal wiil have the burden of establishing that it is so. 
It would seem that the implication can arise even if the parties did not so 
intend7 . " 

The 1977 Treaty is an international agreement by virtue of which both parties were over 

many years required tu expend substantid sums on large scale constmctions and 

installations. A termination of the Treaty prîor to the conclusion of the Pruject, necessarily 
nuIIified this immense effort, and the parties worrld,:have been lefi with cunstmctions of great 

cost, but deprived of any value. In these circumstances, it cannot be said that a right of 

termination can be implied. 

70 Ibid., p. 5 12. - 
71 Uppenheim's 9th ed., op. cii., p. 1299, h. 2. 





"The pnnciple of preclusion (estoppel) is a general principle of law whose 
relevmce in international Iaw is generdljr admitted and has been expressIy 
recognUed by the International Coufi of Justice itsei f in two m e n t  casesT3 . 
Under this principIe a party is not pemitfed tu take up a Iegal position t hat is 
in contradiction with its own previous representations or conduct, when 
another party has been led to assume obligations towards, or anribute rights 
to, the former party in reliance upon such representations or conduct7'. If in 
some legal systems, such as the common law systems, the application of the 
principle may to some extent be dependent upon technical r ~ l e s ~ ~ ,  the 
foundation of the principle is essentially good faith and fair deding, which 
demand that a party shail not be able to gain advantage fiom ils uwn 
inconsistencies (dIegans contraria non audiendus est)." 

6.107 Hungary was bound tu aci in good faith in conformity with the 

obligations ta which it was subject h m  the ves, outset. It remainî bound by them. 

Hungary has violatcd these obligations by suspending them and by purporting to terminate 
untlaterally the Treaty and related agreements. Hence, Hungary has violaied a large number 

of assorted rights belonging to Slovakia by virtue of these treaty instruments. 

SEmron 3. Hun~an's Suspension, Abandonment of Performance and 
Subsequent furported Termination of the 1977 Treatv Violates 
the Numeruus R i ~ h t s  of SIovakia 

6.108 The G/N Project constitutes a joint investment having broad impacts 

and airns: 

- It is a long-tem Project designed to have a prolonged impact once 

the works provided for in the ,1977 Treaty are completed; the 

execution of such works is therefore only one aspect of this Treaty; 

- There are economic, ecological; political and social facets to the 

Project, the impact of each of which is long tem; 

73 Arbitrai Award made bv the Krnn of Suain on 23 December 1906. Judmerrt, I.C.J. Rewrts. 1960, 
D. 192 ai  rip. 213-214; The Temple of Preah Vihear. Preliminan Obiections. Judgment. I.C.J. 
~ e ~ o r t s ,  146 1, p. 17 at pp. 23-32. 

14 In Spanish systems of law the doctrine is known as "la doctrina de los actos propios". 

'' See, generally, Canadian and Dominion Su~ar Co. v. Canadian National (West Indies) Steamshi~s 
Ltd. (1947) Law Reports Appeal Cases, at p. 5 5 .  1 - 



- The Projeet is govemed by a cornplex of agreements (as tu which, 

see, Section I above); - 

- The cooperation of the parties is provided for both in the construction 

of the G/N System and its subsequent operation; 

- The Project lays down'for the parties a very complete and diversified 

range of rights and obligations. 

6.109 For the purposes of the ensuing analysis and with the aim of assisting 
the Court in deterniinhg the multiple violations by Hungary of the Iegal obligations arising 
h m  the 1977 Treaty and its reIated agreements, the various obligations are broken down 
below into separate categories. Thus, the distinction is made beiween "primary" and 

"secondaryl' breachez. Hungary's primary breaches comprise its fadure tu respect its 

obligations to constrtrct, to operate md tu maintain the System, tu protect the enviromnent 

and tu faciliate navigation. On the ather hand, Hungary's secondary breaches are breaches in 
relation to its duties tu consuIt and tu enter into dialogue with SIovakia and to follow the 

established procedures with respect to the settIernent of disputes and the establishment of 

compensation. 

A. Hungaw's Violation of Its Primaw Obligations 

Hungawts Construction Obligations 

6.1 10 In accordance with Article 5(5)(b) of the 1977 Treaty: 

"The Hungarian Party ihaII be responsible for: 

1 The Dunakiliti-HnrSov head-water installations on the right bank, in 
Czechosluvak temitory, including the connecting weir and the 
diversionary weir; 

(2) The Dunakiliti-Hruf ov head-water installations on the right bank, in 
Hungarian terirtory; 

(3) The Dunakiliti dam, in Hrrnganan territory; 

(4) The tail-water canal of the by-pass canal, in Czechoslovak territory; 



( 5 )  Deepening of the bed of the Danube below PaikoviEovo, in Hungarian 
and Czechoslovak terrîtory; 

(6) Improvement of the oId bed of the Danube, in Hungariari and 
Czechosiovak teritory; 

(7) Operational equipment of the GabEkovo -rem of Iocks (transport 
equipment, maintenance rnachinery) in Czechoslovak tenîtory; 

(8) The flood-cofitruI wurks of the Nagymaros head-water instdIations in 
the Iower Iper district, in Czechosiovak t e~ to ry ;  

(9) The flood-control works of the Nagymaros head-water installations in 
the Iower Iper district, in Hungarian territory; 

(10) The Nagymaros series of locks, in Hungarian territory; 

(11) Deepening of the tail-water bed below the Nagymaros system of 
Iocks, in Hungarian territory; 

(12) Operational equipment of the Nagymaros system of locks (transport 
equipment, maintenance rnachinery), in Hungarîan t errit ory; 

(13) Restoration of vegetation in ~ u n g a r i d  territory. " 

6.1 I I  Fiirther, Articie 2(2) of the 1977 MutuaI Assistance Agreement 

provided that Hungary shouId cany out various works: 

"... on the CzechosIovak side in the area of the Iow &on river and at the 
Gab6ikovo step at the transit ion secfion adjacent to the tail water canal." 

6.112 These provisions were not rnodified by the Protocols of October 1983 

and Febmary 1989 that changed the Projectts tirnetabler. 

6.113 In Chapter III ab~ve '~ ,  the degrée of completion (or othenvise) of the 

works to be carried out by Hungary is shown at the moment these were intempted in May 
1989. This reveals that some of the works were to a large extent complete (DunakiIiti-weir 
on the Hungarian tenitory - 90%; Dunakiliti-HruZov reservoir on the right bank - 85%- 

76 In the United Nations Treary Senes translation, fie ~vord Hungarian in ab-article (1 3) erroneousIy 
appears as "Czechoslovak". 

11  The definitive tirnetable, as was agreed to in tkis Iast i n s d e n t ,  appears as fie 1st page of the 
Protocoi ( h e x  9). 

1 

7s See, para. 3.25, seq. 





6.1 18 Breaches of its obligations by Hungary, deriving fiom non-respect of 
the overail construction schedule annexed to the 7989 Protoc01 and h m  the detaiIed 

working schedule included in the Joint ContractrraI Plan are detded in the table reproduced 
in h e x  135. 

6.1 19 Second, an appreciation of Hungary's farlures to meet its obIigations 

cannot be cmkd out h m  the perspective of a single moment in tirne. As noted above, 

Hungary's performance since the beghing of the worh has been a history ofdelays causing 

serious damage tu CzechosIovakia. 

6.120 Third, a simple record of Hungary's failure to respect its obligations 

arîsing from Arlicle 5(5 )  of the 1977 Treaty and the time limits Iaid down for their 

completion does not take fuii account of the importance of the non-performance of such 
obligations. These "quantitative" breaches have had extremely severe "qualitative" 

repercussions in terrns of the performance of the 1977 Treaty. The Joint Contractual Plan 
provides for the "time schedule of the construction"". It has not been possible tu respect 

the time limits laid d o m  due tu Hungws defici'ent performance. This document 

enurnerates (at 10.2) the "conditioris of keeping terms and [the] decisive t ime schedule" and 

in particuIar, the duty of 

"... c) Providing continuo~~s constmction works on outlet and approach 
canal, and permanent abundant supply of gravel-sand on the dumping 
ground81 .II  

Hungary's delays in the performance of its construction obligations followed by the complete 
halt of al1 its works deprived Czechoslovakia of indispensable building materials and forced 

it to find costly replacement materials elsewhere. 

6.121 The mutuai objectives laid down by the parties in the Treaty 
documents constitute legal obligations as discussed in Section 1 above. Such objectives 

have not been realised due to the default of Hungary. Moreover, as is explained in greater , 

detail in Chapter IX below, the expected benefits of the Project in tems of the production of 
peak electricty and improved navigation have not been redised or ody tu a limited degree. 

80 Anriex 3 

81 Ibid., at p. IO. - 



6.122 The G N  System is a project the separate eIements of which fonn an 

integral system: the failure to redise one element inevitabfy has negative repercussions on al1 

the rest. In particular, as the Czechoslovak Prime Minister reminded the Hungarian Prime 

Minister on 23 April 1992: 

"... the Nagyrnaros dam forms an inseparable part of the whole system of 
82 II locks ... . 

6.123 Hungary's refisal to constmct the Nagymms step - jüst as its refusal 

to put the nearIy completed Drrnakiliti weir into operation and its refusal. to carry orrt the 
necessary channe1 excavation works in the Danube riverbed at the Sap (PdkoviEovo) 
confluence - has prevented the Projecr from conforming tu the agreed specifications and 

cauîed considerable damage fkst tu the Czechoslovik and then tu the Slovak 

6.124 From a more generai point of view, the fact that Hungary has not 

carried out the works that it was obliged to has dso led to serious repercussions in terms of 
its other obligations - in terms of maintenance, operation, the protection of the environment 

and improvement of navigation. This is discussed by Slovakia in greater detail below. 

The Obli~ations of Maintenance and Orieration 

6.125 In its purportcd unilateral ternination of the 1977 Treaîy, H r n g q  

has ody partidly deprived itseIf of the use and benefrts of the System, the equal sharîng of 

which was foreseen by Article 9. Hrrngary may share in the benefits to the environment 

brought about as a result of Vanant "CH and simiIarIy from the wnsiderably improved 

navigation conditions in the Bratislava-Sap (Palkovirovo) section of the Danube. On the 

other hand, the unilateral decisions taken by Hungary have imposed considerable additional 
charges on Slovakia. 

6.126 Article 1 O(1) of the 1977 Treaty foresees the mutual management of 

the G/N System - by means of the Plenipoteniaries as provided for in Article 3(3)(b) of the 

1977 Treaty and Artides 4(2) and 4(6) of the 1979 Joint Statute Agreement. This principle 

82 See, para. 4.79, above, and Amex 108. - 

83 See, para. 5.08, g., above. - 



has important financial consequences, as cafefully regutated by Article 72(1) of the 1977 

Treaty : 

"Operatkg, maintenance (repair) and reconstmtion costs of jointly-uwned 
works of the System of Loch shaII be borne jointly by the Cortiracting 
Parties in equd mesure." 

6.127 Since 1 3 May 1989, Hungary has not contributed to management and 

operating costs, which have thus been borne solely by Czechoslovakia. From this has 
resulted a severe prejudice to Slovakia, which cannot but grow in the future: 

- The costs of operation and maintenance stricto sensu will evidently 

accumulate; 

- The imitable repairs necessay for the upkeep and sdeîy of the 

constructions should be equdly shared between the parties whereas 

these costs will faII soIdy to Slovakia udess Hungaty accepts its 

share; 

- The cosrs of the rnairrtenance of the Danube riverbed, in relation to 

which Article 16 of the 1977 Treaty foresees the joint responsibility 

of the parties wiIl increase and accordingly the share of Slovakia will 

increase also. 

6.128 Hungary's failure to fulfill its operation and maintenance obligations 

has a further aspect. 

6.129 AIthough not expressiy provided fur in the 1977 Treaty, it is cIear 
that the parties had obIigations relating tu the maintenance and conservation of the works 
during the construction phase also. It would be against the parties' duty to act in good faith 

if one or both parties aIIowed the cornpieted works or those stilI in the course of 
construction tu deteriorate - wherher wittingly or through negligence. On several occasions, 

Hungary has shown itself to be aware of this obligation.' Thus: 

- Mer the first unilateral suspension of works announced in 1981 by 

Hungary, Hungary declared that within this period, conservation 



works on the objects mder construction, the riverbed and dams on 

the Danube wudd be performed odyg4. 

- Similarly in January and March 1 990, the Hungarian Prime -Mi nister 

informed the Czechoslovak Prime Minister that his country would 
stop ali works except for the conservation and maintenance workss5. 

6.130 This is not what happened. To the contrary, Hungary limited itselfto 
stopping al1 work in progres without c o n c e d g  itself with the conservation of the works 
already carried out, the upkeep of which has fallen sulely on CzechosIovakia and then 

SIovakia. As SIcivakia has indicated, this has been a particulariy heavy charge in reIation to 

the maintenance and conservation of the headwater canal, already Iargely compIete when 

Hungary abruptIy brought di cooperation tu an end. 

6.13 1 Furthemore, on 7 Ju1y 1993, the Hungarian ParIiament aIIocated in 

the 1993 budget the sum of 800 million forints, that is more than US$ 7.8 million, for the 
dismantling of the coffer dam at Nagymaros (k the dam structure essential for the 
construction of the step) and for the restoration of the surrounding area. This decision does 
not appear to have been implernented at the moment of the submission of this Mernorial. 
Nonetheless, as pointed out in the Slovak Foreign Ministry Note of Protest of 13 July 1993, 

the implementation of this decision tvould conîtitute a new and grave breach of the 1977 
Treaty and, in particuiar, of Article 8(I)(d) which provides that the Nagymaros step shdI be 
the joint properîy of the parties. Insofar as H u n g q  argues that joint property does mt 

extend tu remporary stnrcrrrres, this is cIearIy not acceptable since the cuffer dam is aimed at 

protecting a permanent structure. Moreover, this joint ownership extends to the works 

dready completed and thus to the coffer dam: Hungary cannot jeupardise such works nor 

destroy the coffer dam without the agreement of the co-owner, Slovakia, which 

categorically rejects the suggestion that the coffer dam is not joint property because of its 
temporary nature. 

84 Annex 449. 

85 Annexes 79 and 8 1. 



Obli~ations Relatinv tu Fisheries and the Environmeni 

6.132 AIthough in fact no more than a pretext, Hungary has with insistence 
invoked enviromentd considerations in an attempt tu justi@ ifs purported termination of 

the 7977 Treaty. Ln t h ,  these is a curious distortion of reality - one of the principaI 

objectives of the GM Project as it deveIoped WB precisely the protection and improvement 

of the environment, notably through flood control, the revitalisation of the dried up side arm 

system and the improvement of surface and ground water. It is thus the abandonment of the 

Project which deals a severe blow to environmental protection and which wodd have been 
almost fatal but for the implementation of Variant "CM. 

6.133 In the expansion and completion of the provisions of the 1976 

Boundary Waters Management Agreement, Chapter V of the 1977 Treaty is devoted to 

" Water Reserve Management Functions". In particuIar, Article 7 3 relates to "Flood ControI 

and Ice Discharge" and provides in paragraph I that: 

"Flood-control operations shdl be carried out by the water-resource 
management authont ies of the Contracthg Parties". 

Article 15, reIahg to "Protection of Water Quality", provides: 

"1. The Contracting Parties shall ensure, by the means specified in the 
joint contractual plan, that the quality of water in the Danube is not 
impaired as a result of the construction and operation of the System 
of locks. 

2. The monitoring of water quality in connection with the construction 
and operation of the System of Lucks &al1 be c h e d  out on the basis 
of the agreements on frontier waters in force between the 
Governments of t he Contracting Parties. " 

6.1 34 It ir quite clex from these provkions that the parties intended a 

continuous cooperatiori with the view tu protecring the environmenr within the framework 
of the existine; Proiect. It is not disputed that, as Hungary has been happy to repeat, the 
protection of the environment is the joint responsibility of the parties; but this cannot 

constitute a pretext for the termination of the 1977 Treaty. To the contrary, the 1977 

Treaty creates the institutional framework within which the consultations of the parties must 

take place and within which their decisions must be taken. 



6.135 By the time of the signature of the 1977 Treaty, an impressive number 
of environment related studies had aiready been carried outa6,. Mer its signature, other 

studies were undertaken and one important part of the parties' discussions was devoted to 

the protection and improvement of the environment - notably througti the ESTC 
Cornmittees, meetings between Plenipotentiaries and numerous expert commissions; 
moreover, new agreements were foreseen. In particular, discussions between the parties 
relating tu environmental protection and water quality continued right up to one month 

before Hungary's unilateral suspension of works on 13 May 1989~'. Howevcr, H u n g q  

prtvented such discussions h m  coming to fnritiun bjr refUsing on 3 May 1989 to sign a 
protocol recording a proposal to prepare a speîial agreement on water qualit$', although 

some time later it was once more Hungary which did not hesitate to make the continuation 

of works subject to similar negotiations. 

6.136 Unlike Hungary, neither Czechoslovakia nor Slovakia has ever 

refused negotiatiuns on this issue. in particular, aftw H u n g q  had piaced Czechoslovakia 

before the faits accomplis of the suspension, abandonment of works and purponed 

termination of the 1977 Treaty, the CzechosIovak authorities continuousIy indicated their 
readmess to discuss the potentid dangers to the envirurunent deged by Hungary and tu 
impiement together the means to rernedy such dangers as mighr be disclosed. On this point, 

it is of interest aiso to note that, in spite of the difficult economic and hanciai position that 
this caused, Czechoslovakia showed itself to be ready to study the environmental 

considerations invoked by Hungary in its desire to accelerate the Project time schedule from 

1985~'. 

0.137 By its purpuneci termination of the 1977 Treaty, Hungary bruughr. to 

an abrupt end the couperation instituted by this Treary wîth a view to the protedion of the 

environment - cooperation which CzechuçIovakia for its part was dways more than willing 

to give. 

86 See, para. 2.10 m., above. - 
$7 a, para. 3.14, seq., above. 

88 See, para. 3.24, gî s a . ,  ahve. - 
89 % para. 3. IO, S., above. 



6.138 Furthemore, in not completing its constnrction works, Hungary 

introduced a serious threat tu the environment, the consequences of whch could not be 
dedt with save by the impIementation of Variant "Cu. 

6.139 In the event, Hungary stopped al1 works on 20 July 1989. At this 
date, the situation was as foilows: 

- The GabEikovo step was practically complete, although the turbines 

were not yet in place; 

- The DunakiIiti weir was at a s h d a r  state ofcompIetion; 

- The headwater c d  was complete; 

- The Nagyrnaros step, on the other hand, was only 20% finished; 

- Hungary had not completed the excavation of the tailwater canal on 
CzechosIovak tenitory nor comenced the excavation works in its 

sectur of the Danube, rior the replation of the riverbed, as it was 

required tu do under Article 5(5)(b) of the 1977 Treaty . 

6.140 It is important to dweII on the consequences of this situation to 

understand the real ecological catastrophe that wodd have resulted if the works had been 
lefi in this state: 

1 

- Works on a vast construction site would have been brought to a halt, 

leaving thousands of hectares of agriculruraI land unuseable and a 

massive scar on the Imdscape in tems of the huge but rrseless asphdt 

and concrete structures; 

The flood protection, which was one of the principal aims of the 
Project, would not have been realised; 



- The water IeveI of the Danube WOU Id have continutd to drop as a 

result of the siinking riverbed due, in turn, to the bedload grave1 being 

trapped in various Austrim dam projects upstream; 

- And, as a consequence, the Danube side arms would have received 

less and less water flow, depriving the floodplain woodlands of water 

and condemning t hese to a gradua1 disappearance. 

- The irrigation of the region, whether on Slovak or Hungarian 

temtory, would have become even more difficult; 

6.141 There is no doubt that tu a large degee theçe dramatic consequences 

have been avoided or, at least, Iimited by the impiementation of Variant "Cu. However, such 

impiementation has been at the sole expense of Slovakia. What ia more, this consideration 

becomes relevant w k  it is a question of assessing Hungaxy's breaches of its treaty 

obligatîunq and in this respect there is rio doubt that, in uniIateraIIy suspending, abandoriing 

its performance and then purporting to renninate the 1977 Treaty, Hungary has seriously 

breached its obligations in tems of the protection and improvement of the environmeni and 

its duties relating to the corresponding rights to Slovakia. 

6.142 Hungary's deficient performance also constitutes a breach of its 

obligations in relation to the Danube Fisheries and, in particular, Articles 3 and 5 
thereforegO. Hungary's refusal to take part in the irnprovements envisaged by the 1977 

Treaty and, in particular those concerning the revitalisation of the side arm systems, is a 

breach of this obligation which is referred ta by Article 20 of the 1977 Treaty. 

Obli~ations ReIating to Navigation 

6.143 Article 18 of the 1977 Treaty, which fums Chapter VI thereof, deals 

witb "navigation" and refers back tu "obligations previousiy assumed by the Contracting 

Parties" and in garticuiar tu Article 3 of the 1948 Danube Convention. Under this article, 

the parties comrnitted themçelves not ody "tu maintain their sections of the Danube in a 

navigable condition for river-going vessels" but also "to c a r y  out the wurks necessary for 

90 Relevant passages from Arlicles 3 and 5 may be found quoted abwe at paras. 6.5 1 and 6.52, above. 



the maintenance and improvement of navigation  condition^"^^. purporting to terminate 

the 1977 Treaty, Hungary has failed to meet these obligations which &se fiom the 1948 

Danube Convention, the 1977 Treaty and dso the 1976 B o u n d q  Waters Management 

Agreement. 

6.144 Article 13(1) of this Iast ~greemkt pruvides: 

"The competent authorities of the Contracthg Parties s h d  maintain and 
mark the wateway and mark the navigation route on the Danube in 
accordance wiah recommendations of the Danube Commission. " 

6.145 The Danube Commission has adopted numerous such 
recommendations. In the first place, it is important to note that in annex TI to the 1948 

Danube Convention itself (which forms an integral part of the Convention): 

". . . the Contracting Parties agree that it is the general interest to maintain this 
sector in good navigable condition." 

Second it must be remembered that the Commissiun h a  "recommended" that the minimum -9 

navigable depth of the Dmbe in the CzechosIovak-Hungarian sector be 2.5 rn in naturd 

sections and 3.5 m in arti ficîd sections92 . 

6.146 As the Hungarian and CzechusIovak representatives wrote to the 

Danube Commission, the GIN Systern: 

". . . is situated in the section of the Danube at rkm 1860- 1657 and represents 
a technical and economic inseparable unit. The construction of the whole 
System wilI remove the present~unfavourable conditions for navigation in this 
section (where the average depth is only 18 dm and during low discharges 
onIy 14 dm) and where the formation of shallow water hinders the navigation 
of hundreds of ships from al1 Danubian c o ~ n t n e s " ~ ~ .  

91 Bee,  para. 5.47, et a., ahve. - 
92 Annex 14. 

93 h e x  135. 



6.147 As of 1977, the Dmubc Commission considered that: 

"Sur le secteur tchécoslovaco-hongrois, le secteur entre Rajka et Günw y 
compris, l'unique et rationnel moyen d'obtenir les gabarits de chenal 
recommandés pour ce secteur est la construction de centrales 
hydrauliquesg4 . " 

Translation: 

"In the Czechoslovak-Hungarian sector, including the sector between Rajka 
and Gonyü, the sole and lagical means of obtaining the recomrnended channel 
dimensions for this sector is throrrgh the construction of the hjrdraulic 
worka." 

The pian for major works, adopted in application of Article 8 of the 1948 Danube 

Convention during the XXXV session of the Commission, specificdy approved the GlN 

Systern which: 

". . . améliorera les conditions de la navigation sur un secteur de 200 km. de 
long, de Bratislava à ~ u d a ~ e s t ~ '  . " 

Translation: 

"...will improve the navigation conditions on a 200 km section, from 
Bratislava to Budapest." 

The Commi~ron reviewed these obçervat ions in 1984%. 

6.148 The Danube Commission has implicitly condemried Hringary's 

interruption of the works. In the information rdease reiating to the temination of 

construction works at Nagymaros and the delay in the cumpIetion of the GabEikovo section, 

it is stated that: 

"The construction was unanimously included by Danubian states in the Plan 
of basic works geared to achevernent recornmended profiles of the 
navigation route, hydrotechnical and other constructions on the Danube in 
the period 1981 - 1990 (DWSES 42/13). 



The PIm of basic works was set up in accordance with Mide 81b of the 
Convention on the Navigation Regime on the Danube and approved by the 
decision of the second session of the Danube Cornmission (DWSES 42f42). 
This plan assumes the exwution of hydrotechnicd wurkr by dl Danubian 
States in order tu achieve the depths and widths of the navigation route dong 
the whoIe navigation route in accordance with Rxommendations concerning 
profiIes of the navigation route, hydrutechnicd and other constructions on 
the Danube, approved by the Danube Commission in 1 97997 . " 

6.749 In the same way, the meeting of technical experts of the Commission 
on 7-1 5 December 1992 rejected Hungary's assertions and: 

"... a relevé que la satisfaction des exigences des Recommandations en 
vigueur a Petablissement des gabarits du chenal, des ouvrages 
hydrotechniques et autres sur Ie Danube, constitue la garantie pour que les 
conditions nécessaires à la navigation soient assurée? . ' 

Translation: 

". . . has found that the satisfaction of the requirernents in the recommendations 
in force for the establishment of navigation channel dimensions, 
hydrotechriical and other works on the Danube conaitutes the guaranree that 
the necessary navigation conditions may be assured." 

6.150 Hungary's interruption of the works has given rise to numerous other 

protests. Thus, as noted at paragraph 2.83 above, the Union Ouest-Europeenne des 

Chambres de Commerce et d'Industrie des régions rhénane, rhonadienne et danubienne, by 
its resolution of 16 February 1990, has demanded" ... la reprise des travaux de construction 
du projet commun t chécoslovaquo-hongois ~ a b ~ i k ~ v o - ~ a g y r n a r o s ~  . Ir underlined the 

indispensabIe nature of the works so as tu enabIe navigation to benefit h m  the %ne-Main- 

Danube Iink as made possible by the opening of the Main-Danube canal In rhe same vein, in 
an article published as ari oficid document of the Danube Commission, the Austriari Society 

of River and Maritime Navigation wrute in December 1990: 

98 Annex 15. 

99 Annex 3 1. 



"L.a situation est encore pire sur le secteur tcheco-slovaco-hongroise du 
Danube où durant la dernière décennie le niveau d'eau dans le chenal n'a pas 
atteint 2,5 m au cours d'un tiers de l'année. Tandis que la partie 
tchécoslovaque a modifié ses décisions, reprenant les travaux interrompus à 
la centrale hydraulique de Gabeikovo, qui était à peu près terminée, du côté 
hongrois les travaux sont restés interrompus jusqu'i présent et, suite à la 
d é d i o n  du lit du fleuve, à l'existence du canal de construction, des 
barrages etc., Ies profondeurs navigables, qui n'étaient deja pas satisfaisantes, 
ont encore baissé de 50 cm. C'est notamment Budapest, où siège la 
Commission du Danube, qui n'est pas à même de trouver une solution 

199 tt satisfaisante pour Ie secteur de Nagymaros . 

Translation: 

"The situation is even worse in the Czechoslovak-Hungarian sector of the 
Danube where during the last decade the level of water in the navigation 
charnel bas not reached 2.5m during one third of the year. While 
Czechoslovakia has altered its decisions and is continuing the nearly 
completed works intempted on GabEikovo, on the Hungarian side the works 
have remained intempted to date and, due to the works on the riverbed, to 
the construction of the c d ,  the dams etc., the navigable depths, aIready 
unsatisfactoxy, have dropped a &ber SClcm. It is notably Budapest, the seat 
of the Danube Commission, which has not fuund a çatisfacto~ solution for 
the Nagyrnaros section." 

For its part the Danube Commission, at iits 49th session, adopted in April 1991 Regdation 

DWSES49124 which stresses the necessity of strict cornpliance with recommendations 

concerriing profiles of the navigation route. 

6.151 The opening of the bypass canal has enabled this situation to be 
remedied in part - in as much as the GabEkovo step and the canai itself do reçpond in all 

points tu the requirements arising fiom the recommendations of the Danube Commission, 

recommendationç whîch Hungary and Czechoslovakia were bound to cornpIy with in 

accordance wirh Anicie 13 of the 1976 Boundary Waters Management Agreement and 

Article 18 of the 1977 Treaty. For dl that, such improvemerit is due solely tu the efforts of 

Czechoslovakia and Slovakia, and in no way exonerates Hungary from its responsibilities: 
Hungary did not complete its part of the works that engendered this improvement and has 

not fulfilled its obligations, notably in the Nagymaros section which now constitutes the last 

serious impediment to navigation on the Danube. 



B. The Breach of Secondam Obli~ations 

6.152 The 1977 Treaty and its related instruments did not just impose 

"primary" obligations on the parties, under which they were bound to achiwe certain result s 

within specified time limits. It also contained numerous "secondary" obligations which 
regulated the parties' cooperation. By its purported termination of the 1977 Treaîy, 

Hungary has also breached its subsidiaq obligations, whether in terms of its duty to consult 
- or to submit to a specified regime for the settlement of disputes or in temis of compensation 

for the damages which it has caused to SIovakia. 

The Du@ to Consult; and the SetfIement of Disputes 

6.153 The 1977 Treaty reglates the cooperation of the parties with a view 

to the realisation of the joint investment: 

Article 3, as cornpleted by the 1979 Joint Statute Agreement, invests - 
the ~leni~otentiaries with a general responsibility for the execution of 
the 1977 Treaty through the intermediary of the joint agencies; 

Article 6(2)  gives them the power to supervise and coordinate "the * 

activiîies of the investment agencies of the Contracting Parties"; and 

- Article 27 provides: 

" 1. The settlement of disputes in matters relating to the realization 
and operation of the System of Locks shall be a function of 
the government delegates [Plenipot entiaries] . 

2. If the govemmem delegates are unable tu reach agreement on 
the rnatters in dispute, they shdI refer them tu the 
Govements of the Contracting Parties fur decision. " 

6.154 This last provision has a particular importance in the context of the 

current dispute. As the Court. explained in the Case concemine United States Diplornatic 
and Consular Staff in Tehran, it is precisely when diiculties aise  that provisions of this type 

have their greatest importance'01 Whatever the motives now advanced by Hungary in an 

'O' United States Didomatic and ~onsular Staff in Tehran, Judgrnent. I.C.J. Re~orts, 1980, p. 3, at p. 
28. 



attempt tu justiQ its purported temination of the 1977 Treaty, these couId in no rnanner 

justify the neglect of the procedure for the settlernent of diferences dso providecl therein. 

6.155 Hungary has consistently refbsed to conform to this procedure in 
spite of the insistent demands of Czechoslovakia. 

6. I 56 More generallyf Hrrngary has in al1 cases acted unilaterally and has 

continudIy shied away fiom al1 proposds for discussion made by CzechosIovalua, even 
though, as recorded in the Joint Contractual Plan: "It is tu be noticed that the whole 

rediition of [the GM Project] wouId require a close interstate cooperation, precise 

specification of the works and duties of respective parties, especidly in [the] case of works 

which will be c h e d  out by the Hungarian party on the territory of [CzechosIovakia] 'Oz ." 

6.157 In this way - and these are no more than examples: 

- As from 19 May 1992, the Hungarian Governrnent abolished the post 

of Plenipotentiary; 

- The successive decisions for the suspension of works were taken 

without any warning and wi thout the dightest consuItation with 

CzechosIovakia in spite of it s subsequent vigorous protests; 

- Hungary lirnited the power of its delegates, leaving these with the 

power solely to negotiate the termination of the 1977 Treaty; 

- The same year, Hungary opposed the creation of a joint commission 

proposed by Czechoslovakia; 

- On 17 May 1992 Hungary notified Czechoslovakia and the EC 

Commission of its refusa1 to take pari in a tripartite meeting on the 

environment, schedu1ed for the fuIIuwing day at ~ i e n n a " ~  ; 

102 Annex 3, para. 10: "Realization" 
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- H u n g q  imposed pre-condifioris tu the creation of an EC tripartite 

commission, proposed on an unconditionil basis by Czechoslovakia 

and then by Slovakia. 

6.158 The recourse to the Court will now no doubt enable the settIement of 
this dispute in the appropriate manner. This is warmly welcomed by Slovakia. This 
however does not change the fact that Hungary, by its refisal of al1 dialogue and by its 

rejections of the procedures for consultatiod and settlement of disputes enshnned in the 
- 1977 Treaty, has breached both its treaty obligations and the general duty of good faith 

imposed on any State in the performance dits  international obligations1". 

The Obli~ation of Comtiensaf ion 

6.159 Slovakia wiI1 indicate in Chapter IX below the consequences which 

resuIt h m  Hungary's responsibility according to the general principles applicable to State 

responsibility in international law. 

6.160 .It is sufficient at this stage to underline that the duty to make 

reparation is the object of an express provision in the form of Article 26 of the 1977 Treaty, 
relating to the "exclusive liability of the Contracting Parties and payment of damages"; In 

accordance with this provision, each of the parties is excIusively responsibIe for the 

execution (or non-execution) of the works incumbent on it and for the functioning and good 

maintenance of the works situated on its territory and each must, separately and exclusively, 
"make compensation for damage which results h m  gcts giving rise tu their excIusive 

responsibili~". This obligation is further expounded in Articie 12(7) which provides: 

"The Contracting Parties shall endeavour to 'ensure that any differences 
arising from operating costs are, so far as possible, settfed by work 
performed within the frarnework of the annual operating, maintenance and 
reconstmction plan of the System of Locks. The procedure for the 
settlement of differences still outstanding shall be determined by agreement 
between the competent authorities of the Contracting Parties". 

104 Se, NircIear Tests {Australia Y. Francel. Judmnenr. LC.1. Reports, 1974, p. 253 at p. 268: "one d - 
the basic principies goverrring îhe creation and performance of Iegd abIigationç, whatever k i r  
sou~ce, is the principle of g o d  faith''; see, alsu, Border and Transborder Armed Actions {Nicaramnra 
V. Honduras). Jttnsdrction and AdmrssibiIitv. Jud~ment. LC.1. Reports, 1988, p. 69 ar p. 105. 



6.161 In spite of the repeated demands of Czechosluvakia and then 

Slovakia, Hungary has cmsisteritly rehsed - except in the 1977 Mutual Assistance 

Agreement and the Protocols of 1983 and 1989 - to satisfy these provisions. 

6.162 At the time of the bilateral negotiations which took place in Budapest 
on 22 April 1991, the Hungarian side did declare that it was "conscious about the fact that 
the Czechoslovak side had perfomed more work and, by h a l  accounting, the Hungarim 
side will have to pay the daference in c o ~ t s " ' ~ ' .  But to this day, it has taken no steps in 
furthering this acknowiedgmtnt, in spite of the continud reminders of Czechoslovakia. 

- 6.163 SimiIarly* in 198 I and 1983, after Hungary*~ various deIays in and 

interruptions of the works, CzechosIovakia had demanded compensation for its resultirig 

damagesio6. In the same veh, immediately f i e r  the unilateral in tmpt ion of the 1977 

Treary by Hungaq in 1389, the CzechosIovak Governent reacted by reserving the rîght to 

claim damages107. This position was maintained after Hungary had - first in lu@, rhen in 

October 1989 - hardened its position and extended its unilateral suspension of the 1977 

Treaty. Thus on 18 August 1989, in a Note Verbale, the Czechoslovak Minister for Foreign 

AEairs indicated that Czechoslovakia: 

". .. will calculate the extent of damage so far caused to the Czechoslovak 
Socialist Republic by the steps of the Hungarîan side and daim their 
compensation. 

The Governent of the CzechosIovak SociaIist Republic at the same time 
reserves itself the right to daim compensation for the damage which &II be 
caused in the future as a remit of undaterd decisians of the Hrrngarian 

10% 4 ,  People's Repubric . 

6.164 Although in 1991 Hungary appeared to show some hesiration and tu 

envisage the discussion of the question of compensation, it later offered no response to the 

pressing demands from the Czechoslovak and Slovak authorities. As Slovakia has explained 
above, such a refusal constitutes not only the breach of the obligation on any State in virtue 

' O 5  - See, para. 4.68, above, and Annex 87. 

'Oh  Annexes 136 and 44. 

1 07 % para. 4.09, above. 

'O8 para. 4.37, ahve, and Amex 59. 



of the fundamental principle of general international law but, in the present case, is also the 
breach of a treaty obIigation accepted by Hungary in the fum of Article 26 of the 1 977 

Treaty. 

6.1 65 By v h c  of Article 2(2) of the Specid Agreement, the Court is 

"requested tu determirie the Iegd conçequences, inciuding the rights and obIigations for the 
Parties arising fium its Iudgment" on the Iegdity of the behaviour of the Parties with respect 

to the 1977 Treaty, the rules and principles of general international law, as well as other 
treaties wbich the Court may find applicable. In Slovakia's opinion, in order to fulfill its 
mission, the Court must on the one hand declare that the 1977 Treaty and its related 
instruments remain fully appiicable and in force between the Parties and, on the other hand, 
accord to Slovakia full and complete reparation for the darnages which it has suffered as a 

result of Hungary's multiple and Fave breaches of its treaty obIigatio~is. These requests wiII 

be the object of Chapter TX. But first, it ia essential to address the question as tu whether 

certain actions of Czechodovakia, including the implernentatîon of Variant "Cu, or certain 
facts arising h m  simations exterior tu the Parties, muunted tu. circnrnstances absolving 

Hungary of any IiabiIity under intemational law for the conduct it adopted. 



CHAPTER VIL THE LAWFULNESS OF VARIANT "CM 

7.01 Hungary contends that Variant "Cl' was the reason it moved fiom 

suspension and abandonment of its performance under the 1977 Treaty to its purported 
termination. But its claims as to the unlawfulness of Variant "CM are advanced as if the 

1977 Treaw does not exist. From Hungary's perspective, it is apparently enough to 

assert the undesirability of the 1977 Treaty. This dlows, in Hrrngaryrs eyeq Variant "Ca 

to be andysed as if the Treaty had never existed. 

7.02 Variant "Cu was in fact a rehictant response by Slovakia to a 

persistent pattern of treaty violation by Hungary, coupIed with a resolute failure by 
Hungary to substantiate ai the scientific level - whether by publishing its own studies, 
commissioning studies, or by agreeing with Czechoslovakia jointly to refer the matter to 
international experts - its invocation of imminent ecological disaster. The Iegality of 
Variant "C" f d s  to be tested against that background and by reference to the obligations 

mutually undertaken in the 1977 Treaty and the related subsequent agreements. Slovakia 
wiII demonstrate the IawfuIness of Variant "C" in relation tu these, the reIevant Iegd 
yardsticks. 

7.03 At the same time, SIovakia wiII dso show that no peremptory niIe 
of law rendered the Treaty invalid, and thus irreIevanI as a framework for the 
consideration of Variant "CM. Slovakia will fbrther show that, even were the Treaty 

obligations not at the heart of the issue, Variant "Cu is still lawful by reference to other 
principles of international law 

SECTION 1. The Background to Variant "C" Recailed 

7.04 The fachal background tu the introduction of Variant "Cu has 

been expIained in Chapters IV and V above. Hungary's repeated and continuing 

breaches of its obligations under the 1977 Treaty and related instmments have been 

demonstrated in Chapter VI above. 

7.05 Slovakia here recalls that by means of the 1977 Treaty it was 

agreed to address a variety of problems relating to the Danube - the inability to provide 



the navigation deptk required by the Daniibe Commission; the need tu provide flood 

protection, al1 other previous measures having proved insuffkient; and the reality that, 

neither CzechosIovakia nor Hungq  being rich couritfies, these objectives muid ody 
hancidy  be redised if the power puteittial of the Danube was eficiently utiliseci and the 

management of water çuppIies imprwed. 

7.06 As has b e n  elaborated above in Chapter III, Czechoslovakia 
accomplished around 90% of its works under the 1977 Treaty in the period from 1978 to 

1989. By contrast, Hungary made little progress untd 1981, asked for and secured a 

delay in the timetable for construction in 1983, then asked for and, on 6 Febniary 1989, 
secured m acceleration in the revised timetable for constntction. Hungary then reversed 

its position once more and refised tu proceed with its obiigations under the 1977 Treaty 

as agreed withn the revised timetable. This caused rrnfavciurablc conditions on the 
Danube and Ioss and damage tu CzechosIovakia. Equdy Hungary's demand in early 

1 989 for an acceleration dso presented problems for Czechoslovakia. 

7.07 A mere 96 days after the agreement to speed up the construction, 
the Hungarian Government unilaterally, and without consultation, suspended the 

construction of the Nagymaros step for two months. On 20 July 1989, Hungary 
announced that it was stopping preparations to dam up the Danube at Dunakiliti. This 
rendered without purpose the work in prugess rhroirghaut the GlN System. Hungary 

was clearly informeci that it was in violation of itç obligations and that any action by 

Hungary carrsing further damage would necessitate the putting into operation of 

ternporary measrrres on CzechosIovak temtory tu redise the quantities of waters 
GabEikuvo provided for in the Joint Contractual Plan relating tu the ~ r e a t ~ ' .  On 3 2 

Octaber 1989, the Hungarian Parliament ordered the stopping of the Nagymaros river 
step construction and authorised the preparation of a proposai to alter the 1977 Treaty. 

It suggested in a Note Verbale of 30 November 1989 that the GabEkovo site might be 

brought to conclusion, but the Nagymaros site abandoned by rnutual agreement2. 

Hungary thus was still prepared to accept the bypass canal and other associated works, 
as envisaged in the 1977 Treaty, provided always that ils concerns about peak 
production couId be met. Czechuslovakia, far h m  happy, indicated a readiness to talk 

1 See. e.g, para. 4.38, above. 

2 See, para. 4.50, above. - 
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and as a proof of its serîousness stopped design work on the provisional solution on 
Slovak territory. As soon as it was apparent that CzechosIovakia was prepared, albeit 

reluctantly, to discuss this further request for an alteration to the 1977 Treaty, Hungary 
then lost interest in its own proposal, and withdrew it in January 1990). The instructions 
of the Hungarian Parliament since April 199 1 have been very clear: Hungary was to 
negotiate nothing save the cancellation of the 1977 Treaty and the drawing up of a new 

treaty tu restore the terrain to its orighd state. 

7.08 From the tirne of Hungaryts unilaterd stoppage in May 1989, 

CzechosIovakia had sorrght tu have the alleged environmental problems objectively 

specified and procedures set in motion - includiig by reference to expert third parties - tu 
resolve them. Throughout the meetings of governmental deiegatîons of 199 2 Hungary 
insisted only upon a right of people to their "original environment" and hence the 
cancellation of the 1977 Treaty. In April 1991 the Hungarian delegation had refused 
bilateral discussions at the expert level. In July 1991 the HungarÎan delegation refused 

the formation of a tripartite commission, including EC experts, to report on the 

environrnentd impact of completing the G/N Project. Indeed, the Hungarian delegation 

made cIear that its ody mandate was to temirnate the 1977 Treaty ; and that it would 

enter bilaterd taks with Czechosiovakîa (presurnably as a first step to this end) ody if 

CzechosIovakia also çtopped al1 its own works under the 1977 Treaty. These matters 

are recounted in detail at paragraph 4.72, et seq., above. 

7.09 Czechoslovakia was naturally not willing to join Hungary in 
rejecting the legal obligations mutually undertaken. It was apparent, given the clear 

refusal of Hungary to produce evidence of an imminent catastrophe or to seek solutions 

to any identifiable problems and indeed to do anything but secure the termination of the 
Treaty, that it was necessary for Czechoslovakia to reconsider its position. At the end of 

July 1991 it decided that the appropriate response was tu brîng into operation as much of 

the 1977 Treaty as could be effected in the absence of cooperation by Hungary. 

7-10 This prulonged histury of prevarication and violation by Hungary, 

as weli as its utterly idexible and unscientific position throughouf 1991, ailows Variant 

"Ce to be perceived for what it is - an attempt by the injured pany tu secure the 

3 See, para. 4.55, gî a., above. - 



achievement of the mutrrdy agreed objectives of the 1977 Treaty, in ways consistent 

with the 1977 Treaty and with international law generaIIy. Hungary's attempts to 

address Variant "Cu, as if it has nothing whatever to do with a treaty mutrrdy entered 

upon, cmot  be countenmced. 

SEm~on 2. Variant "C" and the 1977 Treatv Arrangements 

A. Variant "C" as an Attemcit to Secure the Obiects of  the 1977 
Treatv 

7.1 1 The problems addressed by the 1977 Treaty have been elaborated 
above in Chapter Ii. The çoIution sdected, &er mmy years of carefuI consideration and 
scientific shrdy, was the construction of two water schemes, at GabEikovo and 

Nagymaros, creafing a single unifIed systern bound hydrauiicdly together by the 

interconnected water levels and by the method of power production4 . The Projecr 
provided for sufficient water for navigation and al1 other uses, methods for water 

management and reliable energy production, including peak operation. 

7.12 It was agreed that there should be a bypass canal, upon which the 
GabEikovo canal step would be constructed. This would allow the exploitation of the 
difference of the water level in the Danube between Bratislava and Kiiiski Nema, thus 

meeting energy production demands. This part of the Project required, inter a& a 

reservoir at Hnrbov-Dunakiliti, tu be fumed between dykes buiIt maidy in 

Czechoslovakia, but partidy dso in Hungary. As for the bypass canal, it would receive 

about 3500-4500 m3/s of water fiom the reservoir, the reqnired volumes for the Mal$ 
Danube, Mosoni Danube and the oId Danube riverbed being semred h m  the water IeveI 

irnpounded by the Dunakiliti weir, Iocated on Hungarian territory at rkm 1842. 

7.13 One of the functions of the Nagymaros section was to utilise the 

Danube waters so as to permit peak power production at GabEikovo. Water released at 

GabEikovo during peak operations would form a new headwater section and would be 

channelled on a constant flow basis through the Projecl's second hydroelectric power 

plant, into the Danube downstream of Nagymaros. This part of the Project consisted of 
a weir, power stations and navigation Iucks. The operation of these locks, as ar 

4 See, eg, Lokvenc and Szanto, "The Binatiud Gakikovo-Nag~marw projeci" Water Power 
and Dam Consmction, November 1986, oq. &. 



GabCikovo, provided for a much needed deeper draught (above 3.5m) for navigation. 

This would allow for full compfance with the recomrnendations of the Danube 

Commission relating to the safety of navigations. 

7.14 Tt is immediately apparent that cessation of work on the 

Nagymaros section by Hrrngary on 13 May 1989 nut ody made impossÏbIe the futfilment 

of that part of the Projecî, but presented inmediate problems for navigation and 
environmental conditions. nere  was nothhg that Czechoslovakia itseIf was in a 

position to do about this, save protest. 

7.15 When on 20 July 1989 Hungiiry announced cessation of its 

preparations to dam the Danube riverbed near Dunakiliti, it rendered devoid of purpose 
al1 the work that the CzechosIovakia had done on the GabEikovo section, and made 
impossible the achievement of the bypass canai, improved navigation and safe, clean 
energy production. Nor was flood control provided for and thia remained a partimIar 

probIern for villages located between the brpass canai and the old riverbed, untiI water 

could be directed into the canal. The interruption of work on the Gabckovo section, 

shortly before completion, caused ecologicd damage, IargeIy on CzechosIovak territory. 

7.16 Czechoslovakia was in a position however to achieve some, at 

least, of the objectives of the 1977 Treaty. It could ensure: that the GabEikovo 

watenvorks be brought into operation, thereby minimising the negative effects of pnor 

constrrrction on the envirorunent; that a suitabIy deep navigation charnel be provided; 

and that puwer be generated (even in the absence of peak production which is impossible 

without Nagpatos). These Treaty objectives couId be achieved through brînging the 

GabEikovo watenvorks into operation - but &t couId be achieved unly on Czechoslovak 

territory. This temporary solution, in favour of the best possible appIication of the 1977 

Treaty, and always reverçible if Hungary should resume its own role in achieving the 

1977 Treaty commitments, was the basis of Variant "CH. 



7.1 7 The entitlernerit of a State tu put, as best it can, a treaty into effect 

in the face of udawfrrI refusai by the other party to fulfil its own obIigations, is entireIy 

consistent with established principie. 

7.18 No State may violate its treaty obligations - which violations not 

ody jeopardise the attainment of the treaty objectives, but also cause injury to the 
environment and massive financial h m  to the other p a t y  - and then cornplain when the. 

other party does what it can to bring the agreed treaty tenu into operation. Hungq's 
violations caused degradation by Ieaving constructions in an rrdnished state; it IeR 
villages exposed tu severe flood ri&; it bIocked energy production as weII as navigation 

improvement. There has been inaicted on SIovakia both Iosses of ariticipated revenue, 

and the additionil costs of dedirig with enviromentai degradation and associated 

problems6 . 

7.19 The principle of pacta sunt servanda remains at the heart of the 

international law of treaties, as it has been at the heart of aii systerns of contract7. The 
obligation that ensues is the obligation tu perform. Thus it is that an aggneved party, 

faced with a fundamental or materid breach, haç an eIection - tu decIare the agreement 

tenninated, or tu insist upon performance. 

"The reason for the principle is obvious: the caritract may contain provisions 
highiy favourable to the aggrieved Party, and it would be unjust to allow the 
other party by breaking the contract to brîng about an automatic te8rminatio and 
so to deprive the aggrieved party of the benefits of those provisions ." 

7.20 It was never realistic for Slovakia to elect termination. 

Termination wuuld entai1 the total Ioss of the enobuus investments already made, the 

abandoning of hope of economic recovery of damage dready incurred, further massive 

expenditure to deal with the sociai and environmenrai consequences of leaving the 

Project in its urrfinished state - and a failure tu resoIve dI those problems tu which the 

1977 Treaty had been directed. SIovakia thus elected the only other possibility open to it 

6 These losses are considered in greater detail in Chapter LX, below. 

7 See, e.g., R. Zimrnerman, The Law of Obligations: Roman Foundations of the Civiliam 
'Tradition, Juta & Co., Cape Town, 1990, at pp. 576, g m. 

8 G.H. TreireI, Remedres for Breach of Contract: A Comparative Accamt, Oxford Universitjr 
Press, Oxford, 1988, at p. 38 1. 



- to attempt approximate appiîcation or performance as the ody means of fuIflIing not 
ody the purposes of the 1977 Treaty, but the continuing obligation to implement it in 

good faith. 

7.21 The entitlement of a party injured by a breach of treaty to seek to 
give best e k î  to its ternis - the dochine of appruxhate application - necessarily entails 

certain dtpartures by the injured party fiom the original terms. If the violating party 

couId be compelled tu fuIfi its obIigations to the letter, there wouId be no dispute. The 

point waa clearIy put by Judge Lauterpacht : 

"1t is a sound principle of law that whenever a legal instrument of continuing 
validity cannot be applied literdy owing to the conduct of one of the parties, it 
must, without ailowing that party to take advantage of its own conduct, be 
applied in a way approximating most closely to its primary objet. To do that is 
to interpret and to give effect to the instrument - not to change it . " 

Judge Lauterpacht observed that in order tu give eEect tu the treaty there are permissible 
such modifications in its application as are necessq  tu maintain - but no more - the 

redisation of the objectives. In this case - as in others relating tu South West Africa in 

1950 and in 1955 - the Court was faced with the maintenance of the integrity of a specid 

status in rem provided for by a treaty - the effective performance of the sacred trust for 

civilisation that underlay the mandate system. It was not acceptable that South African 

non-compliance with the obligations of the mandate should allow South Africa to 

proclaim its termination, or preclude the United Nations from ensuring whatever 

approximate performance was achievable. 

7.22 But the doctrine of approximare application is not Iimited tu 

treaties establiçhing a regîme in rem1'. The underIyîng reasons of principle and policy 
are not hard tu End. m, there is an important commrrnity interest in the stabiIity of 

international treaty relations. The substantive law of treaties provides the Iimited 

circurnstances in whch obligations freely entered into may in fact not be put into effect. 

To refuse the ability of the injured party to put the treaty into best effect, merely because 

9 Advisom Opinion on Admissibility of Hearinns of Petitioners bv the Cornmittee on South West 
Africa. ICI Repens 1955, Sep.Op., al p. 46. 



the other . party h a  refused tu perfom its part, is: in effect tu wideri the tolerated 

cîrcnrnstmces for non-performance and tu put in jeopardy the stability off reaty relations. 

7.23 Second, it wiII freqrrefitly be the case that no proper satisfaction 
for breach of treaty can be achieved Save through an approxirnate measure of 
performance. The need for compensation for financial Ioss and quantifiable harm is a real 
need for Slovakia. But financial compensation alone will not be able to eradicate the 
environmental harm of leaving the works of the unitary GIN Project in the unbalanced, 
unfinished state. Nor cm it of itsdf guarantee the environmentd benefits of flood 

protection. Nor cm it guarantee the draught depths required by the Danube Commission 

for safe navigation. Nor woüId there be the possibiIity tu move h m  rtnclean energy 
supplies tu secure, cIem energy. Nor wouId firture incorne be guaranteed to continue 

providing these and other desirabIe outcornes. Ail of these objectives cannot be achieved 
by rnoney alone. To achieve them to any significant degree requires either Hungarian 
cooperation - or introducing such modifications as are necessary to achieve at least part 

of these objectives in the absence of Hungarian cooperation. 

7.24 Third, a S t a t t  may m benefit from its uwn wrongduî~~g". A 

State that is in major breach of its obligations, and has caused massive harrn, Ioss and 

damage thereby, may not seek to preclude the other. party fium putting the treaty into 

effect as best it may. Tt is remarkable tu find Hungary, having procIaimed its refusa1 to 

proceed %th the 1977 Treaty, insistirig that the 1977 Treaty is tu be the yardstick of 

what Slovakia may do. In its 1992 Declaration supporting its purported termination of 

the 1977 Treaty, Hungary states: 

"The Contracting Parties determined very prekisely the work tu be out in 
the onginal Treaty in 1977 and in the srrbsequent reIated agreements. The 
diversion of the Danube near Bratislava was not part of them in any fom. 
During the irnpIementation of a treaty neither of the parties has the rîght tu 
activities that are not authoriyd tu by the treaty: such a behaviour arnounts tu a 
materialbreachofthe treaty ." 

I I  Jurisdiction of the Courts of Danzig. PCIJ. Series B. No. 15, pp. 26-27, 

12 Annex 17, at p. 26. 



The reference tu "during the irnplementation of a treaw is astonishing, &en thar 

Variarit "C" was conceived because of Hungaryfs continuing violations of the 1977 

Treaty and its clear statements that it did intend to impiement the Treaty. Under this 

view of treaty Iaw, one party rnay ignore the terms of a treaty and not perform; but the 
other party is constrained in its performance by the very provisions of the treaty that the 
offending party has prevented from corning into operation. 

7.25 Acting under these principles, Czechoslovakia began preparatory 
work for a temporary solution. The decision of Hungary to cease al work on the 

GabEkovo section eEectivefy prevented Czechoslovakia Eom benefittirig h m  the 

Dunakiliti weir - wfïich was commody owned and compIeted. And without that, the 

Danube couId n d  flow into the b p s  cmd. The ody soIution was to buiId a new weir 

at a point where CzechosIovakia had sole sovereignty. Thus the Danube was dammed 
on CzechusIovak tenitory at rkm 185 2 about ten kiIometres upstream h m  the 1977 

Treaty damming site. Unfinished work on Czechodovak territory abandoneci by 

Hungary would be finished, there would be a temporary reduction of the reservoir 

quantity by confiring it to Czechoslovak territory; and the GabEikovo system would be 
put into place through the damming of the ~anubel" 

7.26 As has been expiained in Chapter V above, Variant "C" was 

chosen with the greatest care, many other alternatives being also carefully studied in the 

search tu find the optimum soIution tu the Hungarian refusa1 tu continue its obligations. 

At the end of the day, each of these other alternatives, with their sub-variants had tu be 

rejected, eirher because they were economicdIy absoIuteIy impossible or because they 

would be possible udy with the cooperation of ~ u n ~ a y ' ~ .  

7.27 Variant "CH ailows for important structures of the 1977 Treaty 

Project to become operational: much of the reservoir; the whole complex of the 

headwater canal; the whole complex of the Gab5ikovo step; the whole complex of the 
tailwater canai. It also allowed certain objectives of the 1977 Treaty to be realised, at 

least in the areas influenced by the GabEikovo section of the Project. The details, in 

relation to the objectives of flood control, improvement of navigation conditions, 

I f  For fui1 detaiIs mider each of these heads çee. para. 5.26, gj a., above. 

14 &, paras 5.14 to 5.25. above. 



utilisation of power potential, improvement of pu 'nd  water regime, improvement of 

agriculturd conditions and environmentai protection, are specified in detaiI above at 

Chapter V, Section 3. 

7.28 That Variant "C" is no more -and no less than a best effort to 
secure the redisatiori of the 1977 Treaty is emphasised by its temporary nature and 
reversibility. Brief technical explmations have been gîven in Chapter V, Section 4, to 

demonstrate this reversibility. 

7.29 If Hungary would resume the fulfdment of its obligations under 
the 1977 Treaty and would dam the Danube at the Dunakiliti weir, as originally 
envisaged, the entire reservoir could be filled. Variant "CM could then be rendered 
inoperable and merged into the Project as origindly envisaged sirnpiy by opening dI the 

gates, dIowing the water to pass freely tu the DunakiIiti weir. (Of course, ody  if the 

operation of Nagymaros were put into effect wouId the whoIe Pruject as envisaged in the 

1 977 Treaty be realised. ) Indeed, had the EC Wurking Group of Independent Experts 
found - which it did not - that ecologicd considerations dictated that dl the structures 

associated wîth Vaniant "C" be removed, a new bed corrId have been constructed 
between the cIosure and the inundation weir. AIthough there would necessarily be 

substantial costs involved in decommissioning Variant "Cu, care has been taken to ensure 

its reversibility. 

7.30 There is a further reason why Slovakia was entitled to seek to 

have the terms of the 1977 Treaty put into effect: it was only that way that the safety of 
its inhabitants can be guaranteed. Every State has the right tu terriruria1 integrity - a 

right that is deriied when its temtory is repeatedly expused tu the ravages of ~ncoritrolled 

flooding. And it is the very object of legitirnate govérnment to provide the people of a 

State wirh the safety rhey c a m t  secure fur themselves: "The legitimate object of 

goverment is tu do for a commrrrrity of peopIe, whatever they rieed tu have, done, but 





8, Variant "C" and the Dutv to Mitiaate Lusses 

7.34 It is a generd principIe of international law that a party injured by 

the non-performance of another contract party must çeek to mitigate the damage he has 
sustained. Thus the "claimant is not entitled to damages for losses he could have avoided 
by reasonable efforts"". Mitigation of damages is also an aspect of the performance of 
obligations in good faith. Further, insofar as non-pkformance by one party may cause 

physicd h m ,  including h m  to the environment, a failure by the other party to take 
action to mitigate this consequence wiLl be regarded as contributing to the loss. 

7.35 An important reason for the putring into operation of Variant "CI' 

was to avoid further significant Ioss and damage, of both an economic and ecoIogicd 

nature, that wouId occur h m  the stated intention of Hungary tu ceaçe ai1 work, 

pemanently, on Nagymaros and then at GabEkovo. 

7.36 The fact that Czechoslovakia's work was so far advanced at the 
time of Hungary's refusal to proceed exacerbated the situation, as vast sums had already 
been expended. Work had also been dune by Czechoslovakia on behalf of Hungary, 

under the Protocol revisions tu the 1977 Treaq and its scheduied tirnetable. 

7.37 The potential losses thus inciuded investments made withour the 

prospects of gains therehrn. Three elements may be identified: ( I f  research, 

construction and monitoring costs, without the production of dectricity or revenues fiom 

improved navigation; (2) the prospect of funher expenditures to provide necessary 
alternative, albeit inadequate, antiflood protective measures; (3) the prospect of 

expenditure to minimise the environmental damage, and degradation caused by leaving 
existing constructions in their unfinished state. 

7.38 It was necessary, as a practicd matter and as a matter of Iaw, tu 

seek to mitigate these lusses and expenres, and h m  the outset this was perceived an an 

important Factor. Studies revealed that the only other alternative that would not require 

the cooperation of Hungary would in fact entai1 significantly greater economic losses 

I E  Judge Mosk, C r a i ~ v .  Mïnister of Enerw, 3 han-US Claims Tribunal Reports, at p. 293. a, 
aiso, 22 Iran-US Claims Tribunal Re~ortç, at p. 244; 26 Iran-US Claims Tribunal Rerwrts, at 
pp. 161-162. 



than those already sustained by Czechoslovakia. Variant "C" w+ thus the only realistic 
option for the mitigation of damages. 

7.39 Moreover, to deIay firrther the work on Variant "C" - which, for 

seasuns that have been explained above in Chapter IV, wouId in redity have delayed the 

damming of the Danube for another hl1 year - would have entailed the certainty of 

continuing and mounting losses. The concession to refrain fiom works directIy 

connected with closing the rîverbed for a period of six months (until the end of June 

1991) was the maximum that could be offered consistent with the duty to rnitigate. 

7.40 FirialIy, specid considerations relating ta mitigation obtain in 
international watercourses. There is a more generd duty tu prevent ham - "The 

rnitigation of h d I  conditions". A watercourse state should "take al1 appropriate 
meastires" tu mitigate harmfuI conditions, incIudîng those resulting h m  human conduct , 

and including flood conditions and continued siltation and erosioni9. Slovakia 
concluded, after expert studies, that to leave the Project in its unfrnished condition, or to 

destrq what had been achieved since 1977, would necessarily entail these damaging 

consequenceq which it was oMiged to avoid tu the best of its ability. 

SECTION 3. Variant "C" and Other Issues of International Law 

7.41 ItistheviewofSlovakia, asindicatedabove, that thelawfülness 

of Variant "C" fals to be tested by reference to the 1977 Treaty. Variant "C" serves, by 

reference to the doctrine of approximate application, to implement the 1977 Treaty as far 

as possible in the face of Hungary's non-cornpliance, making such minimum deviations 

from what was intended in the 1977 Treaty as Hungary's non-performance requires. 

7.42 Huwever, in its 1 992 Dedaration, Hungary advanced a gIethora of 

reasons, wholly unrelated to the 7 977 Treaty, for the illegality of Variant "C". Thus it 

was stated that the provisional solution constitutes a breach of the sovereignty and 
territorial integrity of Hungary; that it violates the frontiers of Hungary; that it violates 
the 1976 Boundary Waters Management Agreement; that it violates the rules and 

principles of customary international law on the utilisation of intemational environmental 

19 a, UC Dr& ~ c I e  24, The Law of Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses, 
NCN. 41447, p. I I ,  3 March 1993. 





flow require no consent of the other riparid.  It is clear from the Lake Lanoux Case 

that this principle is not restricted to the application of the particular treaty arrangements 

goveniing that international lake. Neither the shared sovereignty of other riparians, nor 

notions of ownership or prior appropriation, make it otherwise: 

"The ruIe that States may utilise the hydraulit: power of international 
watercourses ody on condition of a prior agreement berneen the interested 
States cannot be established as a custom, even Iess as a generd principIe of 
1awZ ." 

Further, "the subjecting by one State of such rivers to a form of development which 

causes the withdrawal of some supplies fiom its basin, are not irreconcilable with the 

interests of another stateZ4 ". 

7.45 The action France took in Lake Lanoux had an undoubted 

poteritid for impact upon Spain. Indeed, the alterations were much more significant t han 

that erected by Variant "C". The waters ofthe Cm1 were to be diverted tu the Ariége, 

employed in a hydroelectric plant, and then piped through a t r r d  back tu the Carol. 

Spain - which was not irself claimed to be in vioIaton of the Treaty of Bayunne of 186% 

or the Additional Act of the sarne date, had no right of veto. Hungary, which is indeed in 

violation of the 1977 Treaty, and whose own actions have exactly necessitated the 

introduction of Variant "CH, is in an even worse position than was Spain to demand a 

veto. 

7.46 Nor müst it be forgot ten that States have a right tu developrnent. 

The right of a State to develap its naturd resuurces was recoesed in Principie 21 of the 

1972 StockhoIrn Declaration on the Human Environment. The Stockholm ~ e c ~ a r a t i o n ~ ~  
refers tu "the sovereign right [of States] tu expIoit their own resources pursuant tu their 

22 Lake Lanom Arbitration (France v. Spain). 24 International Law Reports ( 19571, p. 10 1. 

23 Ibid., p. 130. 

24 m, p. 119. 



own environmental policies, and the responsibiIity tu ensure that activities within their 

jurisdiction or control do not cause damage tu the enviromnent of other States or of 

areas beyond the limits of national jirrisdiction." The Rio Decfaration on Envirument 
and Deveiopment, adopted at the United Nations Conference on Environment and 

Development (LJNCED) in 1 9 9 2 , ~ ~  contains a nearly identical pincipie (Pnnciple 2), the 
only difference being the insertion of the words "and developmentd" before "policies". 
Thus, there is if anythng an even greater emphasis today on the need to allow States the 

freedom to develop their natural resources pursuant to their own policies, and in a way 
that is sustainable. 

7.47 In any event - and the point must be made again - the diversion of 

the Danube has been agreed tu by treaty. The fact that the diversion occurs IO km 
beyond the intended Iocation is attributable to the fauIt of Hungary in reneging on the 
treaty obligations as they affect the bypass canal. 

B. Variant "C" is Lawful under the Danube Convention of 1948 

7.48 Nor is Hungary assisted by its allegation, in paragraph 5(c) of Pari 

Ta of its 1992 DecIaration that the provisional suIution contravenes the Danube 
Convention of 1948. The Convention, siIent on the question of diversion, is part of the 

Iarger corps of international law that makes non-arbitrairness and reaçonableness the 

test. Hungary contends that Article 3 "makes it clear that Iawful interventions can ody 

be carried out by agreement with the riparian states". 

7.49 Article 3 does no such t h g .  On the contrary, it stipulates an 

obligation upon nparians to maintain their sections in a navigable condition, and indeed 
tu improve navigable conditions. The 1977 Treaiy, which Hungary has refused tu 

implement, was directed to this important Iegal obligation. By Variant "C", among other 

things, SIovakia seeks to frrIfiI th is international obligation. The permission of the 

recalcitrant State is hardIy necessary. Further, the second paragraph of ArticIe 3 

provides thar "The ripafian State may within their own jurisdiction undertake works for 

the maintenance of navigation, the execution of which is necessitated by urgent and 

26 3 1 International Lena1 Materials (19921, 874, at Principle 2, p. 876 Sec. also, Principie 3, p. 
877, which supports the right to dwelopment. 



unforeseen circ~mstances"~~. That is exactly what Slovakia has done. The improved 

navigation channel required by the Danube Commission, and to be implemented by the 

1977 provisions, was always to have been un CzechosIovak territury. Hungary has 

dishonoured its 1977 Treaty obIigations (as elaborated in Chapter VI above). I t  has dso 

failed tu comply with its duty under Article 3 of the Danube Convention tu improve the 

navigable channel. This dishonouring by Hungary of its obligations has presented an 
"urgent and unforeseen circumstance", and Slovakia has done, on its own territory, what 
is necessary to address the situation - the damming of the Danube and the provision of a 

sat isfactory navigation channel. 

7.50 Czechoslovakia has dso complied wîth its obligations regarding 

notification about suspension of navigation on the I3anube2'. 

C. Variant "C" Does Not Conflict with the Inviolabilitv of 
Hungaw's Frontiers 

7.51 It is a strmge phenornenon for a State tu insist that it fias Iosr 
territory to a neighbour when the neighbour has made no such claim, and indeed piibIicly 

affirms its continued respect for the previous frontier. But this is the position adopted by 

Hungary - partly, it would seem, to secure some sort of psychological advantage, and 

partly as a nirious consequence of its own suspension and purported termination of the 
1977 Treat y. 

7.52 Variarrt "C" has no eEect whatever on the fiontiers between 

Hungary and Slovakia; and Slovakia makes no c lah  upon one inch of Hungarian 

territory. 

27 The Mi rext of Article 3 pravides: "The Dmubian States widertake 10 rnainlaui their secti#ns 
of the D m b e  in a navigable condition for river-going and, on the appropriate sections, for sea- 
going veçsels, IO c a q  out the worb necesw for the maintenance and improvement of 
navigation conditions and not to obstnicf or hinder navigation on rhe navigable channels of the 
Danube. The Danubian States shall consdt the Danube Commission (Art.5) on rnatters 
referred to in this article. The riparian States may within their own jurisdiction undeme 
works for the maintenance of navigaüon, the exenition of which iç necessitated by urgent and 
unforeseen circumstances. The States shall inform the Commission of the reasons whch have 
necessitated fie works, and sMI finish a summq description ihereof." 

28 Se, para. 4.84, above. - 





cadastrai boundary of the village of Rajka to the right bank of the Danube at a 
point approhately 2 kilometres north of hi11 128 (3.5 kdometres east of the 
Chrrrch of Rajka) where the new frontier wilI, in the phc ipd  chaime1 of 
navigation of the Danube, juin the Czechoslovak-Hungarian fiontier as it exisied 
on January 1, 1938: the dmZtnd spillway wirhin the village limits of Rajka will 
remain on Hungarim territory . " 

7.56 ItwillbeseenthatArtic1e1(4)(c)refersbacktothefrontierinthe 

principal chme1 of navigation in the Danube, as it stood on 1 January 1 93 8. 

7.57 The muItiIaterd detemirnations of the Treaty of Pais  of 1947 

were confirmed bilaterally, in the Treaty Between the Czechosiovak Republic and the 

Hungarian People's Republic Concehg the Regime of State Frontiers, of 13 October 

1 95630 , Article l(1) reiterates that: 

"The State &untiers between the Czechoslovak Republic and the Hungarian 
People's RepubIic are defiried in artide I ,  paragraph 4(b) and 4(c) of the Treaty 
of Peace signed at Paris on 10 Febmary, 1 947.. . . " 

Article 2(3) further provides: 

"On sectors where it mns over water, the fionticr Iine shdl foIIow the middle of 
the bed of unnavigable rîvers, cands or streams, or in the case of navigable rivers, 
the median Iine of the main navigable charnel at the Iowest navigable lever. " 

7.58 The System of weirs, and the intended bypass canal envisaged in 

the negotiations for the 1977 Treaty, clearly required some thought to be given to where 
the fiunfier would now run. At a certain stage in the negotiations the technicd experts 

on both sides thought the best solution would be for the border to foIIow the navigation 

channel into the new bypass canal that was ru be ~ n s t n i d e d " ' .  This territorial gain to 

Hungary would be compensated upon the other common part of the state border. But, 

at the end of the day, Hungary having changed its mind, the Governments of both parties 

29 The villages of Homath-Jarfalu, Oroszvar and Dunacsun are today cdled Jarovce, Rusovce and 
eunwo respectively. 

30 See, 300 United Nations Treaty Series, 150. 

31 k e ,  para. 2.63, above. 



agreed otherwise. Chapter TX of the 1977 Treaty is devoted to  the boundary issue. 
Article 22 provides: 

"(1) The Contracthg Partres have, in comection with the constmtion and 
operation of the System of Lockq agreed on minor revisions of and chmges in 
the character of the State fiontier between the Hrrngarian People's RepubIic and 
the CzechosIovak SociaIist RepubIic, as foIlows: 

(a) Subsequent to the construction of the System of Locks, the moveable 
character of the State frontier in the old bed of the Danube between the r.km 
1840 and r. km 18 1 1 segments shall remain unchanged, and the position of that 
frontier shdl be defined by the centre fine of the present main navigation channe1 
of the river; 

@) In the r.km 1842-1840 sector, up to, the division of the bed, the Statc 
euntier shdI run, as though h e d ,  dong the centre Iine of the present main 
navigation channel; 

(c) In the Dunakiliti-bgov headwater area, the State fiontier shall mn from 
r. km 1842 along the centre line of the prescrit main navigation charnel up tu 
boundary point 167. V.0.a; 

(d) In the Drrnakiliti-HmSov headwatw area, the State hntier shaII mn h m  
boundary point 16 1 V.0  .a ta boundary stone No. 1 .5 in a straight 1 ine in such a 
way that the tenitories rtffected, to the extent of about 10-10 hectares, shall be 
offset between the two States. 

(2) The revision of the S t ate frontier and the exchange of territuries providecl for 
in paragraph I shdI be eEected by the Contracting Parties on the basis of a 
separate treaty . 

(3) The Contracthg Parties shall, in the tailwater canal and the headwater canal, 
and in the main shipping lane in the Dunakiliti-HmHov headwater area extending 
to r.km 1850.4, continue without change to exercise the rights and comply with 
the obligations to which they were entitled, or by which they were bound, in the 
sector of the river before the conclusion of this Treaty, notwithçtanding that the 
international shipping Iane has in rhis sector b v n  shified to the tailwater canal, or 
headwater canal, respectiveIy, situated in CzechosIovak temtory." 

7 59 The situation couid not be clearer. The parties had clearly 

determined that the line and location of the frontier was to remain unchanged. It was no 

longer to be characterised by the median of the main navigable channel (which would 
henceforth be shified to Czechoslovak territory). I t  was tu be characterised diEerentIy 

(as specified in ArticIe 221, but would rernain wbere it was. 

7.60 Due to the refusa1 of Hungary to proceed with construction in 

either the Nagymaros or the Gabeikovo sections of the Project, the agreed bypass canal 



has been- introduced through the rnechanism of Variant "C". Hungary's purported 

termination of the 1977 Treaty is without effeci and the diversion of navigation into an 

improved charnel on Slovak territory was envisaged. So was the retention of the 

previous frontier in its previous location. 

7.61 Because of Hungary's refusd tu carry out its undertakings under 

the 1977 Treaty, it bas been necessq for the d d g  for the diversion io begin some 

10 km distant h m  the point envisaged. But the intention of the parties under the 1977 

Treaty is cIear. The diverted stretch &ng fium r h  1852 to rkm 1842 bas no impact 

upon the fiontier, just as the rest of the bypass canal has no impact upon the frontier. 
Variant "C" is, moreover, a provisional solution without prejudice to the fuhïlment of the 

provisions of the 1977 Treaty. , 

7.62 Hrrngary refuses tu c q  out agreed provisions that would allow 
for an agreed new navigation channel, withorrt aiteration tu the frontier; and then 

prodaims that SIovakia, by itseIf estabIishing the navigation channeI, has dtered the 

h. Thîs daim 
cm only be described as surredistic. 

D. Variant "C" is in Conformitv with the 1976 Boundarv 
Waters Management Agreement 

7.63 The Governent of Hungary has claimed that the provisional 

solution, Variant "C", violates the 1976 B o u n d q  Waters Management ~~reement" .  

7.64 Such an assertion is not warranted. The 1976 Boundary Waters 

Management Agreement specifits certain obIigatbns, general (Article 3) and specific 
(Articles 8-13) in relation to water resource management measures that couid entai1 

certain consequences (Article 2). 

7.65 The 1976 Boundary Waters Management ~ ~ r e e r n e n t  is applicable 
to the generaiity of boundary rivers and not limited sirnply to that stretch of Danube 

which is part of the common frontier between H u n g q  and Slovakia. It thus appiies, for 

example, tu the Iper River and the Tizsa River. But so far as the common stretch of the 



Danube is concerned, the 1977 Treaty is in certain regards a lex sueciaIis in respect of 

t tic obligations undertaken in 1 976. 

7.66 The obligations of the 1976 Boundary Waters Management 

Agreement attach to measures that have consequences for water flows, the bdding of 

dams, flood control works, the amelioration of water resources, exploitation of water 

energy, the laying out of navigation routes and flood protection (Article 2). The first 

obligation of ArticIe 3 in respect thereof is of consultation and agreement. This was 
achieved by the 1977 Treaty whicti, as has been shown above in Chapter VI, was exactIy 

directed to dl of the above matters. The 1977 Treaty represents the "mumal agreement" 

required in Article 3(1 U)(a) of the 1976 Agreement. At the hem of that mutuaI 

agreement was that the stru-res of GabEkovo-Nagymaros should be built, and that 

improved navigation for the benefit of al1 users under the Danube Convention should be 
achieved through a bypass canal, which would not itself result in a new fiontier. The 

1977 Treaty provisions provided the specific means by which much of the 1976 

Agreement was to be achieved. 

7.67 The duty of each party to pwform measures for flood protection 

(Article IO) and for protection against pollution (ArticIe I I )  and for safegrrarding the 

navigation route fArticIes 6 and 12) are al1 elaborated by the Iex s~ecialis of the 1977 

Treaty. By its faiIure tu perform its obligations under the 1977 Treaty, it is in fact 
Hungary that violates the agreements reached under the 1976 Agreement. 

7.68 Variant "Cu, which puts in place, to the extent possible, the 

provisions of the 1977 Treaty in the face ofHungaryls breach of its obligations, is clearly 

also consistent with the 1976 Agreement. As has alreâdy been demonstrated, Variant 

"Cu supports the 1977 Treaty in respect of a bypass canal to provide better navigation. 

It is eqrrally in conformity with the 1976 provisions, which had provided the starting 

point. 

7.69 It is true that, the frontier not being affected by either the 

deviation provisions of the 1977 Treaty or their approximation in Variant "CH, the 

"boundary waters" remain in the old riverbed of the Danube. And the 1976 Agreement 

remains determinative as to obligations relating to that because the 1977 Treaty is not a 
comprehensive Iex specia1is for every commitrnent in the earIier instrument. 



7.70 Article 5 of the 1976 Agreement provided for the establishment of 
a Czechoslovak-Hungxian Commis sion for Boundary waterg3. .s Commission was 

duIy established (and indeed was hnctionirig in the nrn-up to the 1977 Treaty). Water 

purity remains under the regdation of the 1976 Meement, and the Commission has in 

fact adopted measures on this matter)'. 

7.7 1 On 26 August 1993, Terms of Reference were agreed for the EC 
Working Group of Independent Experts tu fornulate recornmendations on a Temporary 

Water Management ~ e ~ i r n e ~ ' .  The hope is tu arrive at a temporary agreement pending 

find detemination of issues by the Court. This hoped for agreement wiII determine the 

amount of water needed to be retained in the old rivthed. The works needed wili dso 

be determined by mutual agreement. 

E. Variant "CH is in Conformitv with the Rules and Princiriles 
of Customarv Internationai Law that Re~uIate Shared 
Waterceurses 

7.72 Slovakia emphasises again that Variant "C" is to be understood in 

the context of treaty arrangements entered into in 1977 and which remain in existence to 

this day. In pointing to principles arising under the developing customary international 
law, Hungary seeks to divert attention Eurn the applicable regime of law: pacta sunt 

semanda. 

7.73 In any event, Variant "Cu aIso cu,nfonns with general international 

law. 

7.74 Hungary's 1992 Declaration refers to various sources of soR law 

to support the principie of reasonable and equitable use of transboundary naturd 

resources. SIovakia has no quaml wi t h the proposition that evolving international Iaw 

does indeed require reasonable and eqnitable use of such shared resources; but it notes 

33 Annex 4. 

31 Annex 4 and çee, para. 3.15, gt seq., abwe. 

35 Annex 33. 



both that atiis principlc is seIectively appfied, and that Variant "C" fuIIy confoms tu it 

wMe Hungary's entire conduct, from 1977 onwards, has been unreasonable and 
inequitable. 

7.75 In 1991 the Internationai Law Commission cornpieted the first 

readhg of its Dr& AtticIes on the Law of the Non-NavigatiunaI Uses of Intemationd 
Watercourses. These drdi arti~ks are now receiving the attention of governments, many 

of whom are now oflering detailed responses and suggestiond6 . Hungary's cornrnents 

are to be found at NCN.414471Add.2, 18 May 1993, where it discovers a "no harrn d e "  

(notwithstanding the ILC reference to "significant h m "  and the earlier ~elsinki Rules 
test of "substantial injury") and, even more surprisingly, purports to find it in the Lake 

Lanoux Case, "accordhg to which construction and hnctioning of abnormal 

instdations, i.e. inddtations exceeding normal technical and politicai risks, are 

prohibited. Hungary, nowhere expIains what is meant by an instaIlation exceeding a 

normal political risk. But what the Tribunal said was in any event different - that Spain 
needed to show, but had not, "that the proposed works would entai1 an abnomal risk in 

neighbourly relations or in the utilization of ~ a t e r s " ' ~ .  And nor has Hungaty shown this. 

Risks "of the same kind which today are found dl over the world could give rise to no 

cornplaint, said the Tribunal. fnstaIIations similx to those erivisaged in the GBl Project 
are in use throughout the Danube b a ~ i n ~ ~ .  The Project constituted no "abnormal rîsk". 

7.76 Articles 1-6 and 8-10 have now been adopted on 2nd Reading by 

the Drafting Committee, but not yei by the Plenary. The extended work leading to the 

formulation of the Commission's draA artides based itsejf on al1 the relevant case law, as 

well as the various L A  Rules, including those adopte4 at Hdsinki in 1966~'. Attention 

wai also paid to the contributions of the Institut de Droit International to the subjecta . 

36 See. e,~. The Law of Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses, AiCN.41447 and 
Add., 3 Mach 1993. 

37 Lake Lanoux Arbitration (France Y. Spain], 24 International Law Remrfs I I957), p. IO 1, al p. 
123. 

3% See, para. 1.13, above. - 

39 L A ,  Repart of 52pd Conference. Heisinki i 19661, pp. 478-533. 

40 For a convenient survey, see, Yeiarbook of the International Law Commission, 1974, Vol. II, 
Part II, pp. 199-205, 357-365. 



As is weIi known, the Helsinki Rules spoke of the entitlement of each "basin state" to a 

"reasofiabIc and quitable share in the beneficid uses of the water of an international 

drainage basin" (Art.IV); and provided that what is "a reasonabIe and equitable share" is 

to be detennined in the light of d the circumstanceq including by reference tu Iisted 

criteria (Article V). Among the listed criteria are (e) the econornic and social needs of 
each basin state, (f) the population dependent on the waters of the basin in each basin 
state, (g) the comparative costs of alternative mems of satisfjing the economic and 

sociaI rieeds of each basin state, (h) the availabiliq of other resources, (i) the avoidance 

of unriecessaq waste in the utilisation of waters of the basin, (k) the degree tu which the 

needs of a basin state may be satisfied, without causing substantial injury to either party. 

7.77 Itisimmediatelyapparentthatthe 1977Treatywasanagreement 

designed, inter dia, to provide each party with a reasonable and eqrritable share of the 

beneficial uses of the Danube. Variant "Cu, SIovakials defensive response to the huge 

harm and darnage caused by Hungary in renegirig on these mmgements, is strongly 

supported by reference to these criteria. Slovakia reserves the right to develop these 

arguments, should it deem necessary, at a later stage of the written proceedings. 

7.78 The IL€ Dr& ArticIes speak of "Equitable and reasonable 

utilisation and participation" in Article 5 - an articIe which has fuund generaI favour in 
the responses of States. Article S(1) provides that an international watercourse shafl be 
used and developed by watercourse States with a view to attaining optimal utilisation 

thereof and benefits therefrom consistent with adequate protection of the watercourse. 
Vanant "C" is exactly directed tu this objective, and the ready participation of Slovakia 

in the PHARE programme atteçts tu the importance giveri tu balancing optimal 

utilisation with ongoing monitoring, adjusting and improving. Article 5(2) provides that 

watercourse States have the right to utilise the watercourse and the duty to cooperate in 
the protection and development thereof. Variant "C" is the only means by which the 
Danube can, in the present circrrrnstances caused by Hungary, be utilised optimally. The 

evidence of Slovakia's cooperation with Hungary regardmg Variant "CM is ample, as the 

Coun is briefly remindeil below. 

7.79 Nor should it be ignored that Article 5 refers to participation as 

well as to utilisation. Equitable participation is expected - and this was exactly what had 



been envisaged under the 1977 Treaty. But Hungary has refused to participate to the 
achievement of these common beneficiaI ends. 

7.80 Art ide 6 of the ILC Dr& enmerates factors reIevant to equitable 
and reasonabIe utilisation. Whether on the basis of (b) "the socid and economic needs of 
the watercourse state concernedI1, (c) "existing and potentiat uses of the watercourse", or 
(f) "the availability of dternatives, of corresponding value, to a planned or existing use", 
Variant "C" is clearly an equitable and reasonable utilisation, and lawful. 

7.81 It h a  yet tu be decided whether the EC's Dr& Artides shouId 

serve as a proposed fiamtwork for hmre treaties; or as a guide tu applicable general 

international law in the absence of watercourse treaties. In this case, of course, there 

already a Treaty. But, whether by reference to the 1977 Treaty itself, or to these 
developing principles of watercourse law, Variant "C" is lawful. It is also weI1 within the 
accepted buunds of State practict. 

7.82 It is clear h m  the Diversion of Waters from the Meuse that the 

test in deciding upon the legdity of unenvisaged acts within the contes of a watercourse 
treaty is whether the obligations of the parties under the treaty are interfered with, and 

whether the achevernerit of the objectives of the treaty is hamed4' . The parties had 

entered into a treaty on 12 May 1863 establiçhing a regime for taking water h m  the 
Meuse, incIuding a definitive seniement of the regime of diversion of water from the 

Meuse for the feeding of navigation canals and irrigation channels. M e r  various 

dificulties between the parties, the Netherlands proceeded to construct and complete the 
Juliana Canal and constnrcted the Bosscheveld Lock. Faced with this prospect, the 

BeIgian Governent decided tu construct a "great new watenvay" from Liége tu 

htwerp, the Albert canal4'. It was to be fed wirh water obtaîned'from the Meuse. The 

Court fuund that, in the absence of a provision requinng the consent of Belgium, the 

Netherlands was entitled to dispose of the waters of the Meuse at Maastricht provided 

that the treaty obligations incumbent on it were not ignoreda3. 

41 Diversion of the Waters frorn îhe Meuse, Jirdgment. 1937. PCIJ Series AIB, No. 70, p. 4. 

42 ibid., at p. 15. - 

43 Ibid., at p. 30. - 



7.83 Far from ignoring the 1977 Treaty obligations incumbent upon it, 
Variant "Cu is the vehicle whereby - the & vehicle whereby - Slovakia can bring to 

hi t ion the treaty obligations jointly incumbent upon it and Hungary, given Hungary's 

refusal tu c a r y  out obligations which were its responsibility done. Applying the test of 

the Diversion ofthe Waters of the Meuse case, Variant "C" is not spec3caily pmhbited 

by the 1977 Treaty, precludes no rights agreed thereunder, and not ody is fbIIy 

compatible with the objectives of the Treaty regime, but is dso the ody mems to achiwe 
them, at least in part. 

7.84 Nor does aiteration to the prior condition of the common part of a 

river as such vidate either the 1977 Treaty or generd international law. In the Diversion 

of Waters h m  the Meuse case BeIgium cIaimed, in the course of ifs ord argument, that 

the erection of a Borgharen barrage by the NetherIands had interfered with the 
navigability of the Meuse below Maastricht, on the part of the Rver cumon to both 

States. The Court found the action not prohibited per se, but depcndent upon 
quantifiable proof of injurious eEect. (Belgium, unlike Hungary, had not previously 
refused tu carry out its own obligations reiating to the Meuse, causing harrn to the 
Netherlands). In the event, such evîdrnce was not furthcomingM . Even the dissenthg 
opinion of Sir Cecil Hnrst was based on his assessrnent that the construction of the 

barrage exduded the safeguarding of interests of navigation on the Meuse on the stretch 

between Maastricht and Venlo, which was incompatible with a purpose of the ~rea$'. 

7.85 Hungary has not s h o w  "significant" harrn caused by Variant "C" . 
It has not, contrary tu its daims, lost the use of 40 km of its waters. The 1977 Treaty 

al ways provided for the diversion of the Danube. Hungarjr has not even Iost the shared 

use of the IO kilometres of Danube above the point at which the damming was envisaged 

under the 1977 Treaty. Any impacts upon Hungarian territory - which do not amount to 

significant harm - are due to Hungary's refusal to fuifil its obligations under the 1977 

Treaty. 

7 86 No one State can refuse to fiilfil its obligations under a treaty and 

rhen protest against the efforts of the injured Party tu put the treaty into eEect. This is a 



fortiori when the treaty concems an international wamourse, in which - both as a 

matter of treaty law and of generaI international law - there are shared interests. The 

party that turns its back upon the agreement that specifies the sharing of interests, and 

the burdens in realising them for the common good, cannot assert a veto over the 

exercise of the rights under the treaty of the other riparian: "This community of interest 
in a navigable river becornes the basis of a common legal nght, the eserrtid features of 
which are the perfect equdity of di irparian States in the user of the whde course of the 

river and the exclusion of any preferentid priviiege of any one riparian State in relation 

to the othersM ." By violatirig its own obligations under the 1977 Treaîy, and seekîng to 

preclude the putting into effect of the agreed objectives of that Treaty through Variant 

"CH, Hungary is demandimg a "preferentid privilege" in relation to Slovakia. 

F. Slovakia Was FuIIv Prepared tu Cooperate with Hirngaw in 
Res~ect of Variant "CM 

7.87 The scope and content of a duty to cooperate in respect of the use 

of watercourses is presently receiving some attention in the comrnents and observations 

of States to the ILC's draR articles. Article 5(2) refers to a duty to cooperate in the 

protection and development of the watercourse; Article 6(2)  stipulates that this entails, 

when the need arises, entering into consultations in a spirit of cooperation. In putring 

Variant "C" into effect Slovakia has curnpIied with such requirements of general 

intemationai Iaw. And it is Slovakia who has compGed with, and Hungary who has 

ignored, ArticIe 8 - the generd obligation to cooperate "on the basis of sovereign 

equaiity, territorial integrity and mutual benefit in order to attain optimal utilisation and 

adequate protection of an international watercourse." Hungary ofîers not cooperation 

for optimal use balanced with adequate protection, but total non-cooperation directed at 

a return to a mythical pristine past. 

7.88 SIovakÎa here briefly recaIIs al1 the elements, both in the mn rrp to 

Variant "C", and subsequent tu its implementation, that evidence a fuII coogeration in the 

adequate protection of the Danube. Full details are to be found in Chapter IV above. 

46 Territorid Jurisdiction of the Internabond Cornmi- ofudm~udnmerir No. 15, 
1929. PCIJ. Series A. No. 23, at p. 27. Sec. also, Lake Lmoux Arbiiration France v. Spain)* 
24 IntemalionaI Law Reoorts, p. 101, at p. 132, whikh rejecrs the operation of a veto. 





Czechodovak proposais, would have had in its hmds by JuIy 1391 the resulta of expert 

suweys as tu the impact of Variarit "C", tu d o w  ubjecfive decisions as tu further work 
on the t emporq  solution. The reaIity is that H u n g q  had no interest in mutud 

cooperation. 

7.92 Czechoslovakia had sought EC involvement in the entire 
controversy #ver the 1977 Treaty, to get objective assessment of the issues involved. It 

suggested EC impact monitoring. Hungary resisted any EC involvement at aii. 

Eventudy, when it was clear that the provisional solution was indeed a reality, the EC's 
involvement was accepted - but ody in relation to Variant "CM, and not the wider issues. 

7.93 The readiess of Slovakia to cooperate in monitoring, objectively 
identiwg problems, and taking necessary action, continues to the prereni time. It has 
been actively and positively invulved in the Working Group of Moituring and Water 
Management Expens for the Gab&kuvu System of h c k i g  . 

7.94 Ariy intemationd law duty of cooperation incumbent upon 
SIovakia has been firIIy met. But it munt dso be remembered that Hungaq and 
Czechoslovakia entered into a treaty: there is no obligation to consult for the sole 
purnose of terminatine. a treatv. Any duty of cooperation within a treaty is to seek 
objectively to identify and resolve problems within the treaty commitrnents. This 

Czechoslovakia has always done, just as Slovakia does today. 

SECTION 4. Conclusion on Variant "CM' 

7.95 The ciear starting point fur the Coufi mus1 be the 1977 Treaty, 

voluntaniy entered into by Czechoslovakia (and now bindmg upon Slovakiaf and by 
Hungary. As international judgments and awards have repeatedly made clear, disputes 

are to be setried by reference to the treaties entered into by the parties, rather rhan by 

48 This clear from the EC Woriung Group report of 2 Nwember 1993 and the EC Water 
Management report of 1 December 1993. Annexes 19 and 33. 



reference to general principles of international l m d 9 .  This principle has recently been 

reafiimied in Teniturial Dispute aibyan Ar& Jamahiri~a v. ~ h a d y '  . 

7.96 The test for the lawfulness of Variant C is thus that applied by the 
Corut in Diversion of the Waters of the Meuse - namely, whether it violates the treaty 

agreed between the parties. The only circumstances 'in which compatibiity with the 1977 

Treaty would not be the relevant test would be (a) if the 1977 Treaty itself, for reasons 
anterior, the bofen lawfully suspended or terminated; 
or @) k a u s e  the ireas. had becorne void because it contravened a newly emergent rule 

of JUS c o m s  that came into existence subsequent to its concIusiun. Sluvakia wiII show 

in C hapter Vm beIow, that neîther of these circumstances appks. 

49 &, Diversion of the Waters of the ~ e u k .  Judnment, 1937. PCIJ Series AiB. No. 70, at p. 16; 
Territorial Jurisdiaion of the International Commission of the River Oder. Judment No. 16, 
1929, PCIJ Series A, No. 23, ar p. 22; see, dso, Lake Lanoux Arbitration France v. S ~ a i n )  24 
InternationaI Law Reports ( 1953, p. IOI al pp. 120-121. 

51) Territorial Dispute nibyan Arab lamahiriva v. Chad), Judnment, 1 .C. 1. Rewrts, 1994, at p. 3%. 





C H A P T E R ~  THE LEGAL JUS=T~ICATIONS OFFERED BY 
HUNGARY FOR SUSPENSION, ABANDONMENT OF ITS 
OBLIGATIONS, AND THE TERMINATION OF THE 1977 
TREA'I"Y 

SECTION 1. Preliminarv Comments 

8.01 On 13 May 1989, the Governent of Hungary n o ~ e d  the 
Czechoslovak Arnbassador in Budapest that Hungary was suspending the construction of 
the common proj ect at Nagymaros. Mention was made of the need to consider again the 
teismic and ecological impacts of the constmction. No written explanation was given. 
Hungary's action may, h m  the legal point of view, be described as the unilaterd 

suspension of ita performance under a t reaty. 

8.02 On 20 July 1989, the Prime Mifister of Hungary stated that the 

decision to suspend work related to d structures comened with peak pnfonance and 

was valid for all sections of the Danirbe. Hungary thus suspended its work obligations 

not only at Nagymaros but now at the Dunakiliti dam and elsewhere in the GabPikovo 

section. 

8.03 After suspending its performance and proposing the postponement 
of the darnming of the Danube near to Dunakiliti for 3-5 years, Hungary in October 1989 

announced that it was permmently abandoning treaty performance at Nagymaros, thus 
excluding from the Project the achievement of peak energy operation. On 30 October 
1989. Hungary invoked an "ecological state of necessity" and on 30 November 1989 the 
Hungarian Goverment made proporals as tu the conditions on which work might be 
resumed, although, at GabGkovo odyl . 

1 Sec. paras. 4.46 - 4.50, above. 



8.04 On 10 January 1990 Hungary : announced its suspension of dl 

work, Save for maintenance in the Gakkovo section, untd an amended or new treaty 

would be reached2. u 

8.05 On 23 Aprii 199 1 the H U I I ~ ~ ~ &  Parliament called for negotiations 

for the termination of the 1977 . 

8.06 On 7 May 1992 Hungary decided to terminate the 1977 Treaty. 

Un 19 May 1992 the Declarafion conveying the decision to terminate the 1977 Treaty 

was handed to the Czechoslovak Ernbassy in ~ u d a ~ e s t  (the " 1992 Declaration"). 

8.07 From the legal point of view, this sequence may be classified as 

- The oral notification of 13 May 1989 was not of suspension of the 

1977 Treaty as a whole, but of performance by Hungary of its 
o m  obIigations in respect of part of the 1977 Treaty. But as the 

key obligations at Nagymaroa were the sole responsibiiity of 
Hungary, this momts to uda-l suspension of the operation of 

the 1 977 Treaty in part. 
I 

- The statemmt of 20 JuIy 1989 was an affirmation of non- 

performance bjr Hungary at GabEikovo, coupIed with a demand 
that Czechodovakia, too, suspend performance of its obligations. 
The obligations relating to the GabEikovo section of the 1977 

Treaty being common, this partmof the 1977 Treaty was not in fact 

suspended - though Hungary refused to perform for an 

unspecified period. 

- In October 1989 Hungary announced its permanent non- 

performance of the 1 977 Treaty as ir reIated to N a p a r o s .  

- 

2 See, para. 4.55, e f  a., above. 

3 Sec. para. 4.53, g M., above. 
1 



This was a de facto abandonment of the 1 977 Treaty, wwhich in the 

cIearest tems envisaged the unity of the GabEikovo and 
Nagymaros element S. 

- On 7 May 1992 Hungary decided upon the termination of the 
1977 Treaty in its entireîy . 

8.08 The justifications of ~ " n ~ a r ~  for suspending and then permanently 
abandoning its obligations were made ordly (13 May 1989 and 20 July 1989) or in 
dipIomatic Notes and in the letter of the Pime Miriister of Hungary of 26 February 

1 9924 . JustiEcatiuns are oEered for the tennination of the 1977 Treaty in the 1992 

DecIaration. This Iast document refers to various events but does not seek to make ariy 

cIear Iegd distinction beîween the diEerent refrrsds tu perform and the eventuai 

purported termination. 

SECTION 2. The International Law Rules Governing the Susriension and 
Termination of Treaties 

8.09 The legal justifications oRered by Hungary faIl to be judged by 

reference to the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. Hungary is dearly 

anxious about the legality of its coriduct by reference tu the Vienna Convention and, in 

its 1992 Declaration, it searches for a way IO have the best of d worIds - to appIy it 

when it suits and not when it does nui. Hungary tries tu accompfish this in two ways - 
first, by contending that not dI relevant provisions of the Viema Convention are 

opposabIe to Hungary; and second, by constmcting dleged justifications mtaIIy outside 

of the Viema Convention scheme. 

8.10 As to the first technique to avoid the clear requirements of the law 

of treaties, Hungary proclaims in its 1992 Declaration that the Vienna Convention cannot 
directly be applied in the Iegal disputes concerning the 1977 Treaty because the Viema 
Convention entered into force for both countries afier 1977. It might be indirectly 



applicable - but this does not mean that ita noms liferdy apply in the present case. But 

H u n g q  cannot pick and choose in this way. 

8.1 I It is true that the Vitma Convention has m retroactive 

application (Article 4). But many of its tems refiect pre-&hg mIes of intmationd 
Iaw Part V ofthe Convention is widely accepted as reflening intemationai law. Thus, 
insofar as K u n g q  is entitled to invoke the general . d e s  of intemationai law to support 
its actions, these are already to be found, incorporated with care, in the Vienna 

~onverition~ . 

8.12 Hungary's other attempts tomavoid the operation of the law of 
treaties are equaiiy unacceptable. The inescapable starhg point is that treaties are to be 
perfomed in good faith (Article 26, Vierina Convention). Tu ensure that this is so, the 
Convention fornulates carefully the d e s  governing daims of invatidi~> temination or 

suspension. Art ide 42(2) provides: 

"The termination of a treatv, its denunciaiion or the wit hdrawd of 
a party> may take place or& as a result of the application of the 

ravisions of the treatv or of the present Convention. The same 
;le amlies to susuension of the operation of a treaty." (Emphasis 
added). 

It could not be clearer that a party suspendhg performance, or claiming to terminate the 
treaty, must bring itself within the principles set out iri Articles 54 to 62 of the Vienna 

Convention. If it cannot do so, its suspension will be uniawful and its purported 

termination without legal effect. 

8.13 Suspension or termination may be permifted if temination or 

suspension is implîed by the conclusion of a Iater treaty on the same snbject matter 

(Article 59); if there has beea a materid breach (Article 60); if there has occurred a 

supervening impossîbility of performance (Article 6 1 ); or if there has been a fundamental 

change of circumstances (Article 62). "Necessity" is not a ground for suspension or 
termination under the Vienna Convention. Still less can be found a ground of "ecological 
necessity". Nor is what Hungary sometimes describes as "ecological risk" a gound 

5 See, further on this point, para. 6.57, a m., above. , - 
! 



recognised by the Vienna Convention. Ody if what Hungary chuoses to tenn 
"ecologicd necessity" actudIy constitutes a supemersing impossibility of performance, or 

a fundamental change of circumstances, can it afford a le@ justification for suspension 

or purported termination. 

8.14 Equally, Hungary m o t  invoke a "defence" to jus@ its own 

breaches by reliance on broader heads of "circumstances precluding wrongfuhess" 
elaborated in the curent work of the Internationai Law Commission on the law of State 
responsibility. Moreover, my cIaim by Hungary to suspend or terminate as a 
"countmeasure", presupposes a breach by Slovakia. But Ariicle 60 of the Vienna 

Convention makes ciear that a "marerial breacw is the essentid precondition tu an 
entitlement to suspend or termi riate. h d  a materid breach either exists or dues not exia 
- and by reference to the criteria in the Convention. The invocation of 
"countemeasures" is at once IegaUy incorrect and without purpose. 

8.15 IntheRainbow Warrior Case, NewZealand argued that a State 

Party to a treaty, excusing its own non-performance, was not entitled to set aside the 
grounds specilied in the Vienna Convention and rely instead on grounds within general 

State responsibilit$. This argument was not accepted by the Tribunal, which offered as 
its reasons that Article 60 of the Vienna Convention "gives a precise dehition of the 
concept of material breach of a ueaty" wlrile Nie appropriate remedies for breach is a 

abject that belongs to the law of srate responsibili$ . 

8.16 SIovakia beiieves that the Tribunds response ignores dl save one 

paragraph of Article 60 (Article 60(3)). Matenal breaçh is in fact relevant exactiy tu the 

remedies stipulated elsewhere in Artide 60, wfüch are-manifestly not reserved for the law 

of State responsibility. Slovakia contends that this arbitral award does not carrectly state 

the relationship between the law of treaties and the law of State responsibility; and 

reserves its right to invite the Court so to find, in the context of the dispute between 

Hungary and Slovakia. 



8.17 Hungary seeks to justify its temination as a countemeasure tu 
the deged "serious breach of treaty" represented by .Variant "C". Slovakia bdieves 

Variant "C" to be consistent with the 1977 Treaty,* and with international Iaw more 
generally. In my event, if Hungary cannot bring itself wittiin the tems of Article 60, it 

cannot achieve the same result thou@ the invocation of couritenmasures. There are 

various reasons why this shouId be so. - Before tuming to these Slovakia first notes that 

termination under Artide 60 is l a f i ;  a countermeasure is, by contrast, an otherwise 

uniawful act, in respect of which wrongfuhess is precluded if the circumstances and 
conditions precedent are met. Hungary cannot simultaneously argue that it lawfullv 

terminated for material breach under Article 60; and ,that responsibility for its unlawful 
termination is precluded by its characterisaiion as a countemeasure. Again, as with its 

simultaneous reliance on termination by material breach and temination for reasons of 
state of necessity, Hungary must determine whether it believes it bas acted IawfuIIy or 
udawfUIIy @ut with responsibility prduded). At the moment its Iegd case for 

termination rests indiscriminately on whatever priicip~es of international law seern to 

hand. 

8.1 8 Nothîrig in the text of ArticIe 60, or its travaux ~ré~aratoires, or 

the texts of leamed cornentators, Ieads to the view that the State Parties to the Vienna 
Convention believed that they were also leaving open - by reference to the law of State 
responsibility or otherwise - the possibility of termination or suspension on different 
grounds. On the contrary, the evidence is that Article 60 was deliberately drafied in 
narrow ternis, to reflect the importance of the principle of pacta sunt servanda. The 
Special Rapporteur, Sir Humphrey Waldock, said that in putting fonvard the text of 
Article 60 a prime consideration was to prevent abusive assertions of a breach by a Staie 

wishing to terminate a treaty no longer to its political advantagea And the Commission 
had in its Find Report emphasised that "it is not open tu a State simpiy to a1Iege a 
violation of the treaty and pronounce the treaty at an end"'. The provisions on 

termination were fashioned accordingly. Reliance on the Ioose and uncertain provisions 

of countermeasures withîiin the Iaw of State responsibilirjl undermine what was su 

8 See, 2nd Report on the Law of Treaties, PJCN.41156, Adds 1-3, Yearbook of the International - 
Law Commission 1963, Vol.11, pp.73-4. 

9 Final Report on the Law of Treaties, AICN.QISER.+dd.l, Yearbook of the International Law 
Commission, 1966, Vol. II, p. 254. 



carefuIIy fomulated, d e r  prolonged discussion, under Article 60 of the Vienna 
Convention. 

8.19 Article 30 of Part I of the ILC Dr& Articles on State 

Responsibility provides: 

"The wrongfulness of an act of state not in conformity with an 
obligation of that State towards another State is precluded if the 
act constitutes a measnre Iegitimate under international Iaw 
againsr that other State, in wnsequence of an intemationaliy 
wronghI act of that other state." 

8.20 Article I I  of Part Two of the Dr& micles curently under 

consideration provides10 : 

"1. As long as the State which has committed an internationally 
wrongful act has not complied with its obligations under articles 6 
to 10 bk, the injured State is entitled, subject to the conditions 
and restrictions set forth in articles . .., not to comply with one or 
more of its obligations towards the State which has committed the 
internationally wrungful act, as necesçary to induce it to comply 
with its obligations under articles 6 tu 19 bis. 

2. Where a counrermeasure agaha a State which has committed 
an intemationdly wrongful act involves a breach of an obligation 
tuwards a thrd State, such a breach cannot be justifred as against 
the third State by reason of paragraph I . " 

8.2 1 Article 12 provides: 

" 1. An injured State may not take countermeasures unless: 

(a) it bas recourse to a [bindingithird party] dispute seulement 
procedure whîch both the injured State and the State which has 
committed the internationaIIy wrongfrrl act are bound to use under 
any reIevant treaty ru which they are parties; or 

IO Articles 1 1 and I2 have k e n  adopted by the D&ng Cornmittee at the 1993 session but have 
not yet been diçnissed in Plenary. 



@) in the absence of such a treatyf it offers a pindigithird 
party]  dispute settlement procedure tu the State which has 
committed the internationally wrongfuI act. 

2. The ri& of the iniured State to take countemeasures is 
suspknded When and tu the extent that an agreed binding] dispute 
senlement procedure is being implernenred in good faith bv the 
State which has cornmitte8 the internationdy wrorrg£id act, 
provided that the internatiodly wrongful act has ceased. 

3. A failure by the State which has c o d t t e d  the internationaily 
wrongful act to honour a reqiiest or order emanating from the 
dispute settlement procedure shall terminate the suspension of the 
right of the injured State to take countemeasures." 

8.22 The controls put in place under Article 60 are p d y  achieved by 

the importance of rnaterîality of the breach; and partIy by providing orderIy procedures 

to be foiIowed, The restriction of ArticIe 60 to a namwIy defined concept of "materid 

breach" is an indication that the internationd commuRrty is not prepared tu go very far in 

admittirig that a breach of a treaty, however grave, operates in itself tu put the treaty at 

an end. At the most it is a ground, if duIy estabIished, for the injured party to terminate 

the treaty in an orderly way. In that sense: 

"[Alrticle 60 has an important role in perfonning the function of 
preserving the jura1 relations created by the treaty and not 
allowing them to be arbitrarily disturbed, whatever be the political 
and Iegal strains under which they may have corne" ". 

The artides on countemeasures in the Iaw of ~ t k e  responsibility cIearIy pull in a 

different direction. And that is why, in determining justifications for suspension and 

termination, it is essentid tu stay within the Vienna Convenrion systern. 

8.23 There can be no ariificid and rigid separation of the law of treaties 

and the Iaw of State r e ~ ~ o n s i b i l i t ~ ' ~  ; but the ,uncertain scope and content of 

countemeasures under the law of State responsibility cannot be applied and interpreted 

so as to render without purpose the deliberately circumscrîbed provisions of Article 60 of 

11 Rosenne, Breach of Treatv. Grotius, Cambridge, 1985, p. 43. 

12 S i m a ,  "Refiections on AIticIe 50 of be Vitnna ~oivention on the Law of Treaties and its 
Background in Generd InlemationaI Law", 20 Ostex-reichsche Zeitçchdt fur UEentIiches 
Rechr (1970). 



the Viema Convention. Noms emariating h m  the different branches of international 

law must supplement and support each other, not render each other nugatory. 

. 8.24 The same conclusion is reached by cornparing the status of the 

Vienna Convention provisions on the law of treaties with those of the ILC's dr&s on 
countemeasures. The former represents a corpus of already well established law, now 
codified and wideijr accepted. The Court in the Case concernin~ the Leml 
g 
W-Africal has conkned that Article 60 of the Vienna Convention codifies custornay 

international l a d 3 .  The LLC's examination of countermeasnres represents work in 

prugress, with uncertainties and remaihg problems cIearIy visible. In any case, they 

cannot operate to effect a de facto revision fur States Barîies tu the Vienna Convention, 

nor to put in question established principles of general international law" . 

8.25 The point is illustrated by the case concerning the Air Services 

Ameement - of 27 March 1946 (United States v. France) where the Tribunal did permit 
the use of countmeasures suspending a particular provision". However, the 

countermeasure at issue - the prohibition of the operation of certaîn services by Air 

France su long as the embargo on Pan Am was rnaintairied by France - the aim 
specifically stated by the Tribud was tu "restore aqudity between the Parties and tu 

encourage them to continue negotiatiuns"'6. The masures in that case were within the 

treaty, directed at ensuring that it was carried out. This clearfy wouId not apply tu the 

termination of the 1977 Treaty in its entirety by Hungary. In so far as the Air Services 

Agreement - Case Tribunal might be said to be advancing any broader proposition that the 

putative law of countermeasures under State responsibility prevails over the provisions 

13 Legai Corrsec~nences for Stares of the Continueci Presence of South Mca in Namibia (South 
West Africa] nahvithçtandinn Secrrritv Council Resolution 275 < 1970k Advrsaw Opinion. ICJ 
Reports 1971, p. 15, at p. 47. 

14 And, B, Boweff, "Treaties md State ResparrsibiIi~", in Melanaes M. ViraIlv, Le Droit 
intemationai au senice de Ia paix. de la rustice el du deveIoppement (199 t) 137. 

15 Case concerninn the Air Services Ameement of 27 March 1946, (United States Y. France). 54 
, International Law Reports 119791, p. 304 at pp. 337 - 341. 

16 Ibid.. p. 339, at para. 90. 



of the Viema Convention (sed non), SIovakia resemes the right tu invite the Court tu 

reject such a view. 

SECTION 3. The Justification of an "EcoIo~icaI State of Necessitv" 

8.26 The 1977 Treaty contains no provisions envisaging suspension or 

termination. There is, however, a provision on the settlement of disputes (Article 27) 

which provides that if the Governent Plenipotentiaries are unable to reach agreement 
on a matter in dispute, it shall be referred to the Governments of the Contracting Parties 

for decision. This carries two implications. The first is that any remedies which a party 
may claim it has in a dispute may not be exercised untiI the procedures in Article 27 have 
been complied with. The second ia that ArticIe 27 necessarily impIies that the 

Contracting Parties d l  in good faiîh tv to ascertain împartidly such facts as may be 

needed tu resoIve the dispute. Hungary resorted to unilaterd meaures without an)l prior 
consrrItation whatever : the suspension for 2-3 months of work at Nagymms; the 

permanent abandonment of work at Nagymaros; the abandonment of its work obligations 

in the GabSikovo section. It also blocked every attempt by Czechoslovakia to obtain 

impartial assessments of the "facts" unilaterally asserted by Hungary as  a justification for 
such suspension. 

8.27 These generd observations have a particular bearing on Hungary's 

major daim of "ecological necessity", which it stems to invoke indiscriminatdy in 

respect of suspension, abandonment and temination. But, if the principle of pmta sunt 

servanda is not tu be applied, rather more rigour is required. 

A. There Was No "Eeoloeical siste of Neeessitv" bv 
Reference to the Scientific Facts 

8.28 Objective expert opinion does not show the existence of an 

imminent ecological disaster, or an ecological state of necessity, either at that time of 

suspension of the works at Nagymaros and then at GabEkuvo, or at the moment of 

purpurred terrnination. As at this time, the best avaiIable impartiai eviderrce of the 

expected envirumental impact of rhe Project was oflered by the Bechtel and HQI 

repons, which Slovakia has dready considered in grear detail in Chapter II above. Theîe 



reports were commissioned individudy by the parties, they were proposed by weII 

knom companies after extensive reviews and they buth arrived at the same conclusion: 

there was no imminent ecological disaster. The fonowing ia a brief S I I M M ~  of the 

important hdings of these reviews: 

Water aualitv and auantity 

The HQI report: 

"Suite 6 cette analyse sommaire, il nous a paraît que les risques de R détgriuration de ia qualit& de kart sont faibles ." 

Translation: 

"As a resuIt of this concise mdysis, it appears to us that the risks of a 
deterioration in water quality are very low." 

The Bechtel report: 

"As previously ddiscussed, the water quality in the Hmiiov - Dunakiliti reservoir 
wilI be improved . . . 1 8  ." 

19 11 "Water qlraIity in the side anns will be improved ... . 

"The water quality in the Mosoni wili be equaI tu or better than the Fast 
water quality . . .20 . II 

"The pIanned operation of the project wiII not significantIy alter the flow 
sharacteristics or hydroloa of the river downstream of ~agyrna ros~~ . "  

I f  The HQI report, OD. c~t. ,  p. 52. 

18 The Bechtel report, op. cit., p. 2 4 .  

19 & p. 2-8. 

20 Hrrngary ahne enjoys the kneïits of improvements in the water qualiiy of the Mosoni 
Danube. 



"The extensive mitigation measures pianned by the project tu controI the 
impacts on ground water conditions appear adequateX . " 

Dririking water 

The BechteI report: 

"The net change to the aquifer ground water supply due to the altered 
recharge regime wiIl be minimal - possibly incressing or decreasing 
slightv3 ." 

"... the project cm not have a measurable impact on the performance of 
the wells [that supply ~udapest]" ." 

The side m s  

The Bechtel report: 

"These interception channds wiII transport the reservoir seepage to the 
Szigetküz side arm channds and will maintain the local ground water near 
histone leveisZS ." 

"Natural vegetation occumng in the vicinity of the Danube side 
channeVoxbows is not expected to experience signifiant adverse 
impact sz6 . " 

Agriculture and forestry 

The BechteI reporr: 



"The project wiIl provide several benefita to agilcuItirraI and forestry 
production in the Szîgetküz with instdlation of the artificiaI recharge 
sYstem2' . " 

The HQI report: 

"Le rabattement de la nappe a I'aval du projet pourra être bénéfique pour 
l'agriculture dans cette région ou le drainage est requis28 ." 

"The Iowering of the water table in the downstream section of the Project 
may be beneficid tu agriculture in thin region where drainage is required. " 

The safetv of the constructio~is 

The HQI report: 

"Les principes de conception des ouvrages ont pris en compte la 
complexité de fonctionnement du et les difficiles conditions de 
fondation des ouvrages de 

Translation: 

"The design principles of the structures took inro acmunt the cornplexîty 
of Project operation and the dificuIt conditions with regard ru the 
foundations of the major stmctrrres." 

"Les plans et devis, leur application et le contr6le de qrraiité 
correspondant en général aux standards appliqués pour ce type 

." 

23 m, p. 1-13. 

28 Thc HQI report, m. a., al p. 85. 

29 w, p. 78. 
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Translation: 

"The designs and estimates, their application and the quaIity control 
conespond in generd tu the appiicabIe standards for this type of 

"...ces phénomè~ies [de secousses sismiques et la liquéfaction possible des 
sabIes silteux] n'&aient pas a craindre, comme I'indiquaient les données 
historîques3' ." 

Translation: 

" . . . these phenornena [seismic shocks and the liquefaction of silted sands] 
were not to be feared, as indeed the historical data indicated." 

"Les digues les plus élevées bordant Ie canal d'amen& sont i I'abri de tout 
risque du fait de la substitution des matkriaux ~ i~u&f iab~e?~ ."  

"The highest dykes of the headwatw canai are immune to any risk due to 
the substitution of materials subject tu Iiqrrefacfron. " 

The various reports of the EC Working Group experts were not of course in front of 

Hungary when it purported to terminate the 1977 Treaty. But there, too, no evidence of 

imminent ecological disaster is to be f o ~ n d ~ ~ .  

B. Hungaw did Nui Beiieve, at the Moment it UnIawfulIy 
Susriended, Abandoned its Performance under and 
Terminated the 1977 Treatv, that a State of Necessi@ Existed 

8.29 Tu invoke a State of ecoiogicaI neceçsity, a State must believe it 

exists. And it must have held that deep and genuine belief at the moment it decided to 

act contrary to its international obligations. 



8.30 But the history of the matter, and the events of 13 May 1989 

(suspension at Nagymaros), 20 July 1989 (suspension also of works on the GabEikovo 
section) and 19 May 1 992 (notikation of termination) show otherwise. 

8.3 I On the same date as the conclusion of the 7 977 Treaty, there was 
dso mcluded the 1977 Mutual Assistance ~ ~ r e e m e n t ~ ' .  This Agreement provided an 
agreed tirnetabIe for comtmction, with work tu start by 1978. It was dready an 

amendment, made at Hungary's request , to the distribution of obligations that had been 
agreed to in the negotiations leading up to the 1977 Treaty, reflected first in the Joint 

Investment Task of 1964, and arnended in 1967, and then in the elaboration of the Joint 
Contrachial Plan agreed to in August 1978, and referred to in Article l(4) of the 1977 

~ r e a t ~ ~ ~ .  Hungary wanted a postponement of two years on the construction timetable, 
due to two factors: its belief in the stable energy situation up to 1987, and limited 
investrnent possibîlities. The solution reached, reflecred in the 1 977 Mutuai Assistance 

Agreement, was not to May,  but for Czechodovakia to take over part of the works 
heretofore attributed to Hungary, and a redistribution of energy allocations. 

8.3 2 Hungary's financial problems, coupled with its perceptions at 

given moments of time about its own energy needs, were to be the key to 15 years of 
prevarication and unreliability . 

8.33 In February 1981, Hungary once more asked for a slowdown in 

construction, again citing economic d i f ic~l t ies~~.  At the meeting in Budapest on July 1- 

2, 1981, the Prime Minister of tirrngary informed the Czechoduvak Prime Minister that 

economic probIems were causing Hungary tu seek the postporiernent of put ting the tirsr 
structures into operation by three years. Later, Hungary runfirmed that it çought the 

interruption of works even untiI 1990, with ody maîntenance of existing structures 

continuing, 

34 Annex 5 .  

35 Annex 3. 

36 Sec. in partintlar, the letter of Dputy - Prime Minister M q a i ,  discussed at para. 3.37, M., 
abve. 



8.34 As brought out in Chapter ' ID, Hungary sought ta delay the 

Pruject for entirely economic rasons. AIthough there was some discussion of ecoIugicd 
factors at the 1 8th session of the ESTC Cornmittee (3 1 May - I June 19821, when that 

Hungary agreed to hand over its studies on ecolo@cal impacts for joint study, no such 
technical studies were received by Czechoslovakia. And the evidence confirms that 

Hungaryts red concem was economic3'. 

8.35 Czechoslovakia rejected an i?temption of the works rrntil 1990 

but was prepared, in a spirit of oooperation, tu couritenance a three year delay in putting 
the hydroekric power station at GabEikovo into operation, pruvided that it secured 

compensation for the consequent id damages. As negot iations proceeded, Hurigary 

proposed rhat Czechoslovakia take over cenain of its allocated works on the tailwater 
section of the bypass canal. The records of the 18th session of the ESTC Cornmittee (3 1 

May - '  1 June 1982) show that Hungary was interested in having yet more of its work 

done by Czechoslovakia (increasing the economic exposure of Czechoslovakia), and 
avoiding the payment of compensation for losses occasioned by the interruptions. 

8.36 During the course of 1983 the ESTC Cornmittee cded upon 

Academies of Sciences of both couritries tu engage in couperative work on 

environmentd impact. In the meantirne norhing was found to prdude  agreement beirig 

reached in rhc aumm of that year, in the fonn of two ProtocoIs signed on 10 October 

1983. The first postponed by four years the agreed dates for putting into operation the 

various structures. They were now to corne into ,operation in the penod 1990-1994. 

The second amended the 1977 Mutual Assistance Agreement, altering deadlines for the 

finishing of spesified works. Instruments of ratification were exchanged in 1984. Both 
instruments entered into force in 1984. 

8.37 Thus, in 1984, having reviewed the situation since its unilateral 

stoppage in 1981, Hungarj saw no ecological diraster that would prevent the work 

going funvard in the same fum, albeit on a deiayed tirnetable and with readjusted 

allocations of work obligation. It produced no evidence, either by itself or in joint work, 



rhat wouId have supported any daim of grave risk - and the new agreements it sigried 

were aot at dl directed to such issues. This .redity is refiected in the admission in the 

1992 Dedaration that: 

"By the rnid-eighties it became evident that the constmction of the 
Nagymaros dam exceeded the gossibilities of Hungary both in 
financial and technological terms . " 

8.38 That Hungary's inconsistency has been motivated by other factors 

is hrther iIIustrated by the fact that almost immediately therehr  it began tu request an 
amleration of the Nagyrnaros projeci cunstmctiun. This new demand, which pIaced 

considerdie furiher economic strains on CzechosIovakia, reflected Hungary's changed 

perceptions of its energy needs. But once again environmental factors were rnentioned. 

T h s  the proposal. was stated tu be based in part un the "protection of [the] environment 

and the surroundhg count~yside"'~. Whether to intempt the 1977 Treaty schedule (as 

in 1983), or yhether to accelerate it (as requested fiom 1985), the environment coiild 

conveniently be offered as an argument to bolster the real reason, which was economic in 
nature. 

8.39 As recently as 6 February 1989, this tequest for acceleration was 

acceded to in a new Protocol, which replaced the Protocol of 10 October 1983. It 

provided for the final structures to be put in place 15 morrths earlier than previousiy 

envisaged. NotIring was altered in the component elements of the Project, which 

Hungary apparently did not regard as dangerous or -presenting the likelihood of an 

imminent catastrophe. 

8.40 Hungary had indicated a concm regarding water purîty. The 

question of water purity in the Danube is generally regulated in the 1976 Boundary 

Waters Management Agreement; issues of water purîty that would henceforth aise in 
relation to the G/N Project would continue to be dealt with through the mechanisms of 
the 1976 Agreement. Accordingly, extraordinary sessions of Governrnent 

Plenipotentiaries under the 1976 Agreement were arranged and a Joint Boundary Waters 



Commission set up'O . The Joint Boundary Waters kommirsion proposed an extension 
I 

of the samphg and monitoring procedures aIready in place - çamp1es wouId now be 

taken 26 times a year, at 54 locations on the Hungarian side and at 45 Iocations on the 

Czechoslovak side. The techniques to be used would h o w  the monitoring of all possible 
water pollution fiom the Danube and its tributaries in'both territories. An agreement to 

biuig these jointly negotiated procedures inio operation was discussed by the Ministers at 

the& meeting on 7-8 ApriI 1989 and agreement was reached. There were further 

technical negotiations on 3 May 1989, and the agreement was ready for signature. 

8.41 But now the Hungarian delegation refused to sign the protocol of 
the meeting afker these painstaking efforts to address any possible nsk to water quality. 

The reason given was that fist the Hungarian Parliament must decide whether to cd1 for 
a referendum on the construction of the N a p a r u s  part of the Project . 

8.42 Brrr the agreement at the technicd IeveI showed that Hungary 

believed that - certaidy if rhese measures were taken + no ecological disaster in the fom 

of water poIIut ion wouId ensue. 

8.43 Nanethelesa, a few days later, it suspended work at Nagymaros, 

and has found it convenient to invoke an ecological necessity in which it clearly did not 
believe and of which it provided no evidence. But at that tirne, Hungary claimed to 

believe in an ecological emergency only in relation to Nagymaros and peak hour 

operation. Other environmental factors were apparentiy not so serious that they could 

not be resolved by the parties. 
1 

8.44 As for the decIared termination of the 1977 Treaty, the dipIomatic 

history of the afFair berween JuIy 1989 and May 7992 shows that Hungary responded tu 

various poIiticd pressures rather than tu a genuine beiief of imminent peril. It has not 

shown that it was genuinely led by new information in this pend tu believe that the 

1977 Treaty provisions theinselves nor Variant "Cu constituted a genuirie eriviromentaI 

disaster. 

40 See, paras. 3 .13 - 3.24, above. - 



8.45 In May 1989 Hungary announced the suspension of its work 

obIigations at Nagymarus, folIowing it in JuIy 1989 with a refusd to perform its 

obligations in the GabEikovo section, and an aîrt~uricement of permanent non- 

performance at Nagymaros in October 1989. 

8.46 It is hard to see what objective scient& information caused the 

change of positions taken on Nagymaros between Febmary 1989 and May 1989; or 
between May 1989 and October 1989; or between Febmary 1989 and July 1989 as far as 
the GabEikovo section is concerned. Nor did Hungary seem anxious to resolve any 

problems that might require attention. 

8.47 In earIy May 1989, when it appeared that ecological anxieties 

about water poIIirtiun c d d  be met through better monitoring methods, Hungary 

withdrew h m  negotiations for an agreement on this issue and indeed refuaed to sign 

minutes of the Iast meeting4' . 

8.48 In Ocîober 1989, Czechodovakia indicated it wouid agree to 

Hungaryts proposal for an agreement on technical, operational and ecoIogical guarantees 

if Hungary would proceed with preparatory work for darnmîng the Danube at Dunakiliti. 

Czechoslovakia further offered to meet Hungary's expressed concems, to conclude a 

special agreement by which the peak operation of the Project would be restricted or even 
excluded if subsequent research showed this to be necessary. Yet further, 

Czechoslovakia said the parties could go back to the more extended dates envisaged, 
prior to the Protocol of 6 February 1989, for the cornpletion of the Nagymaros part of 
the Pruject, thus allowing time for further study. 

8.49 None of this was acceptable tu Hungary. Czechoslovakia was 

required to abandon its obligafiatians under the 1977 Treaty, too. Mer years of 

inconsistency, exemplifieci by stoppages and then a dernand for acceleration, Hungary 

then decidad that ecologicai factors pIaced it in a state of neces* which aiIuwed of only 

one outcume - the mutud decision not to brriid the dam and put GabEikovo into 

operation. Nu suggestions were offered as to how the navigation, flood, energy and 

41 See, para. 3.24, above. - 



consequential environmental problems were to be dealt with. In April 1991, 

Czechoslovakia again suggested expert studies to identify problems, and tu propose 
solutions. To meet purponed amiet ies about a "state of necessity", CzechosIuvakia even 

pruposed that such expert -dies be compIeted by Iuly 1991, so that rational decisiuns 

wuld then be made on the best course of action. But Hungary's response was negative. 

8.50 Hungary's 1992 Declaration, which offers justifications for the 

termination, speaks mt just of Variant "Cu, but of the Project in its entirery. But just as 

Hungary had avoided objective assessrnent of a procl&d ecological necessity requinng 
it to suspend and abandon its obligations under and performance of the 1977 Treaty in 
1989, so Hungary determinedly avoided objective, third party verification of a state of 
necessity requiring termination of the 1977 Treaty in May 1992. Between the end of 
July 1989 and May 1992 Hungary showed no interest in objective appraisal of alleged 
problems - still less of proposals that would allow rîsks to be removed or minirnised, and 

the 1977 Treaty to be complied with. Czechoslovakia proposed the creation of a 
trilateral cornmittee in September 1990. The proposal was repeated, at various levels, 

thmghout the nea  

8.51 M e r  Hrrngary rehsed to make a joint request tu the EC, 
CzechosIovakia, in Octuber 1990, decided tu participate in a PHARE project, whereby 

independent experts would sfudy, ah, problems relating tu the qualîty of 
underground waters on the territory wher? the G/N Project was being built4' . No 

matching proposai was received h m  the Hungarian side, ailowing a joint application. 
Czechosl~vakia thus made its own application, and iths project of the EC has been 

carried out on Slovak territory alone. 

8.52 Nor did Hungary seek an objective determination of any alleged 

state of emergency in respect of the introduction of Variant "C" by Slovakia in the 
autumn of 1992. Again, there has been merely the unilateral invocation of a crisis, but 

no attempt to verify it. 

32 See, para. 4.79, et sec, above. - 

43 See, para. 4.02, above. - 



8.53 CzechosIovakia continued to push again, in luly 7991 and 

December 1991, for the estabIishment of an expert tripartite commission, with EC 
r n e m b e r ~ ~ ~  . In January 1992 Czechoslovakia &med ds readiness tu establish a 

trilaterai expert commission to start work as soon as possible4s. If the Commission 

found that the overali ecological impact of the proposed temporary solution was 
negative, Czechoslovakia would stop work on it. This Czechoslovakia was prepared to 

do, even though vast expenditures had already been made on the Project. Hungary 

merely reiterated that the work on Variant "C" placed it in a state of ecological necessity 

and insisteci that Czechoslovakia stop al1 work under the 1977 Treaty regardless4. 

8.54 On 24 ApriI 1992 CzechosIov~a accepted the tems that the 
Vice President of the Commission had çpecified - agreement that the expert commission 

shouId have no preconditions imposed on its work and that its findings wouId be 
acceptedd7 . By the time Hungary proceeded in May 1992 tu purport to terminate the 

1977 Treaty, studies of the experts cuuld have bem available to the parties. Appropriate 
soIutions wuld have been proposed in the light of what problems were objectively 

identified. 

8.55 But Hungary was not interested in objectively identifyng any 
problems relatîng to the G/N Project, because there was only one solution that it wanted. 

And this solution was desired for a mixture of economic and political reasons - reasons 
far removed from the aileged "ecological necessity" that Hungary would never put to the 

test. 

8.56 Hungarfs response to Czechoslovakia's acceptance of 24 April 

1992 came short1y afterwards. On 7 May 1992, the Hungarian Government adopted a 

44 6ee. para. 4.80 {and reIated in.), above. 

45 See, para. 4.72, gî ses., above. - 

46 %, para. 4.75, above. 

47 See, para. 4.80, above. 



Resolution purporting to terminate the 1977 ~ r e a t ~ ~ .  Hungary was not interested to 

have objective assesment of the facts underlyh the dispute; and it cmId o d y  

countenmce one solution, regdess  of what a scient& exmination might show. 

Neither suspension nor abandoment of its various obligations couId be legally jrrstified. 

8.57 In Aussi 1992 Czechoslovakia again urged that a joint request 

for assistance shouId be passed to the EC ~ o m m i s s i d .  Hungatjr b r i e  appeared to 

agree - but when it came to the meeting tu prepare the joint request to the EC 
Commission, Hungary wodd not proceed unIess wurk by Slovakia for the damming of 
the Danube (envisaged under the 1977 Treaty, and to be made feasible under Variant 
"C") was hdted. Rather than proceed with an expert assessment, Hungary embarked on 
a political carnpaign within the EC. As late as October 1992 CzechosIovakia was 

proposing that a tripartite commission examine aii ecological impacts of the GabEkovo 
scheme, and co-g that it would accept the findings. Hungary continued to impose 
conditions that pre-assumed the findings such a commission rnight make, and rendered 

its establishment impossible. As discussed in Chapter IV above, it was ody ai the very 

end of October 1992 that a tripartite commission was eventudly established, its mandate 

Iimited tu Variant "CM as opposed to an examination of the whoIe Project. 

C. The Invocation of an "EcoIo~icaI State of Neeessitv" 
Ignores the Provisions of the 1977 Treatv. 

8.58 Article 27 of the 1977 Treaty 'envisages its own dispute settlement 

procedure - namely, bilateral negotiation (necessarily based on objective scientific data 
and not on unverified unilateral assertion). Further, ;the 1977 Treaty has its own built-in 

rnechanisms for constant monitoring, and adjusting work specifications, to meet 

environmental problems as they arise. Full use of such rnechanisms therefore precluded 
the unobserved developrnent of any situation whichcould be characterised as a state of 
necessity and any negative developments could be resolved within the 1977 Treaty 

framework. 

48 Sec. para. 4.81, above. 

49 Sec. para. 4.82 (and related fn.), above. Sec. dso, paia. 4.92, gt m., above. 



8.59 SimiIarly, detailcd provisions for water control in bouridary waters 

were put info place by the 1976 Boundary Waters Management ~geement'' . Water 

amelioration, protection of surface and underground waters, fiood protection and 

maintenance of the bed of the Danube, were dl anticipated as an ongoing process. These 
provisions have been both in operation and effective. The 1977 Treaty itself, in Articles 

13-17, has its own detailed provisions for ensuring environmental controls and dealing 

with problems. 

8.60 The 2979 Joint Statute Agreement, fully anticipated by the 1976 

Agreement and the 1977 Treaty, is fiil! of mechanisms for monitoring and addressing any 

ecologicd prublems. Under Anicle 4 modifications could be approved tu technical 

procedures adopted in the Joint Contractual Plan. Compiiance techniques for water 

balance were provided for. Arrangements were put in place regarding flood control, 

flood ice disposai, and al1 emergencies. Article 5 envisages consta  contact and 

emergency meetings should the need arise. Article 10 specines what MIS for ongoing 

analysis and adjustment under the mechanisms of the 1976 Agreement. 

SECTION 4. Hungary's Ciaims to Susriend or Terminate bv ReIiance on 
"Ecological Necessitv" Cannot Be Justified Under Articles 60- 
62 of the Vienna Convention 

8.6 1 Even if an objective "state of necessïty" existed, in which Hungary 

helieved, it cannot be justifted - as legally it must be - by the provisions of the Vienna 

Convention. Ody if the dangers rendered performance impossible under Article 61, or 

constituted a fiindamental change of circumstancts within ArticIe 52, rnight groünds 
exist to justify Hungary's behaviour. Slovakia will show this not tu be so. 

A. Hungarv has Demonstrated no Suaervening Impossibilitv of 
Performance under Article 61 

8.62 Hungary daims in its 1992 Declaration, apparently as a ground 

distinct from that of "state of necessity" that "[tlhe termination of the 1977 Treaty cannot 

50 See, para. 3.13, g S., abov? 



be considered wrongful because intemational law ackepts the principIe & impossibilia 

nemo tenenir. that iç one c m u t  be ubliged to perform the impossible"" . Hungary 
firther invokes The Russian Indemnitv Case to CU&? that a treaty obligation need not 

be perfonned if t he obligarion is "self-destructive"" . i 

8.63 Slovaloa brie@ notes that this is simply a repackaging of the 
argument of stare of necessity. And neither is it formiilated in terms of the requirements 
of Article 61, nor does it meet them. Article 6 l(1) limits impossibiIity of performance to 

impossibility resuItiqg "fiom the permanent disappeqance or destruction of an object 

indispensable for the execution of the treaty". Nothing in the present case makes Article 

6 1 applicable53 . 
I 

I 

B. Hungarv Has ~emonstrated No Fundamentai Chanze of 
Circurnstances under ArticIe 62 

! 
8.64 Hungq 's  daim, advaricd in: its 1992 Deciaradion apparerrtIy 

consists of three points: (1) Article 62(l)(b) is not'applicable iaw in relation tu this 

dispute; and may thus be ignored; (2) that tbere existed the Cuuncil of Mumai Ewnomic 

Assistance and socîdist governments in Hungary and Czechoslovakia in 1 977, which 

situation has now changed; and (3) there has been fundamental change in that the 

importance of environmental factors has increased woqldwide. 

51 See Annex 17, at p. 24. 
-7 

52 United Nations Re~orts on International Arbitral ~warhs  XI, 443, 
1 

53 Even if any such separate graund for suspension and termination couid Iie admined, as pari of 
rhe Iaw of State respnsibility, Hungary wouId no1 m e  the criteria. There was no quesrion of 
physicd impossibiliiy either in the Russian Indemnitv Case or in the consmctian of the 
GabEIkovo-Nagyrnaros T r e a ~  s t n r m e ç .  The Latin riraxrrn has no application. The Russian 
Indernnim Case concerned either force majeure or state af necessity. The Ofioman Gavement 
referrcd to force majeure to describe the very di&cUrt financiai situation which Ied it no1 tu pay 
its debt io f he Russian Govemmenr; but the corrunentaq to ArticIe 33 of the EC says that ihe 
c i rcumsf~e  in which the Ortoman Government found itself "was much more irke a state of 
necessiSn. {Yearbmk of rhe International Law Commission 1980, Vol. II, Part II, p. 36). In any 
went, the Permanent Court of Arbitration ciearly thought the test for a state of necessity was 
that the existence of the Ottoman Empire wrts imwrilled or that its interna1 or external 
situation was seriouslv endangered (United Nations Reports on International Awards XI, at 
443). The Court thought the claim a "manifest exaggeration" m. And so is ~ u n ~ a r y ' s  
claim, whether it is a daim of necessity or repackaged, inappropnately, as a claim of 
irnpossibility. 



8.65 Slovakia wilI address each of these points in turn. 

8.66 Article 62(1) of the Viema Convention provides: 

" 1. A fundamental change of circumstances which has occurred 
with regard to those existing at the time of the conclusion of a 
treaty, and which was not foreseen by the parties, may not be 
invoked as a ground for terminating or withdrawing from the 
treaty unless: 

(a) the existence of those circumstances constituted an essential 
basis of the consent of the parties to be bound by the treaty; and 

@) the efect of the change is radically to transfom the extent of 
obligations stiII tu be perfumed under the treaty." 

8.67 Hungary refers in the 1992 DecIaration tu ArticIe 62(I)(a), and 

continues: 

"The preamble of the 1977 Treaty stated explicitly that the 
construction of the barrage system 'would significantly contribute 
to bringing about the socialist integration of the member states of 
CMEA'. Obviously, the historical changes that took place in both 
countries in 1989 could not be foreseen. Theçe changes resulted 
in a complete turnover of the dornestic and international situation, 
including the end of the CMEA and the 'socialist integration'. It is 
also obvious that this Ied to radicai changes in the circumstances 
of the barrage system, putting similar gigantic constructions in a 
different light. These changes made it possible for environmental 
considerations to become a priority, at least in IilungaryS4 ." 

3.68 The concept of an entihnment tu invoke fundamental change of 
circumstances as a ground for temination of a treaty has a Iong history, currsiderably 

predating the Vienna Convention; and su has the great caution shown by international 

tribuna1s in accepting the daim in particiAar cases befure them: Free Zones of Umer 

Savov and the District of  ex". The reason is not hard to frnd: "it is the function of the 

55 Free Zones of Upotr Savoy and the District of Gex, Judment, 1932. P.C.I. J.. Series AIB, No. 
46, p. 96, at p. 158. 



law to enforce contracts or treaties even if they beco'me burdensome for the party bound 

by themWJ6. 

8.59 The importance given tu m $ a n c e  with agreements is iIIiistrated 

by the response of the Permanent Court in the Serbian Lems Case, (this time tu a claim 

of furce majeure tu excuse non-performance). The Court stated: 

"It cannot be rnaintained that the war itself, despite its grave 
consequences, affected the legal obligations of the contracts 
between the Serbian Government and the French bondholders. 
The economi~pislocationsdislocatio caused by the war did not release the 
debtor state ... ." 1 

8.70 The prime requirement of Article 62 is that change of 
circumstances be truly fundamental. Even major changes then have to be tested by 

reference to the essential basis of consent (Article 62(l)(a)) and the transformation of the 

obligations to be performed (Article 62(l)(b)). 

7 1 In the Free Zones Case the Permanent Court examined the change 

of circumstances relied on by France for denunciation of the fke zones agreements wit h 

SwitzerImd - the establishment of Federd Customa in 1 849 - and made reference dso tu 

uther undoubted changes, incIuding those relating to the food suppl y requirements of 
Geneva, the deyelopment of cornmirnications and technical prugress generaliy. But these 

failed, because they had "nu bearirig on the whoIe body of circumstances - circurnstances 

essentially governed by the geographicd configuration of the Canton of Geneva and of 
the surrounding region - which the High Contracting Parties had in mind at the time that 

the free zones were created5' ". I 

8.72 The "whole body of circumstances" that Hungary and 

Czechoslovakia had in mind when the 1977 Treaty provisions for the G/N System were 

57 Serbian bans, Judgmenr No. 14. 1929, PCII Series A, No. 20, at pp. 39-40. 

58 Free Zones of U p ~ e r  Smov and the District of Gex..Judment. 1932. P.C.I.J.. Series m, No. 
45, p. 95, at p. 158. 



agreed were indeed dso the circurnstances governed by the geographicd configuration 

of the stretch of the Danube from Bratislava via Gab6I?rovo-Nagymaros rtp tu Budapest. 

These circumstances have been fuUy described in Chapter 1, and include the propensity to 

severe and uncontrolled flooding, the problerns of securing a navigation channel of 
suitable depth, and the possibility of securing clean energy fkom the natural resources of 

the Danube. Applying the test of the Permanent Court, the political changes that have 
occurred in reçent years in Hungary and in Slovakia - and in Central and Eastern Europe 
more generally - "have no bearing in [this] whols body of circumstances". Tbese 

prriblema and possibirities have not been dtered by these changes. 

8.73 The essentid basis of the consent of the parties tu be bound bjr the 

treaty (ArticIe 62(1)(a)) lies tu secure cefiain abjects and prposes. These are tu be 

ascertained not just fiom the text of the treaty but h m  the history of negotiationd9 . 
The circumstances that led to the prolonged negotiations between Hungary and 
Czechoslovakia, and the purposes and objectives of the 1977 Treaty, related to the 

physical geography of the Danube and the eneru, transport, agicultural and flood 
protection needs of the parties. Notwithstanding the preambular reference to "socialist 

integration", this was quite clearly not the "essential basis" of the comrnon consent. 

8.74 That "fundamental change" is riot no se a ground for termination, 

udess it has afected the object and purpose of the obligations undertaken, is illrrstrated 

by the Court's Advisory Opinion in the South West Africa case6' . In that case rhere had 

been an irnponant institutional change, perhaps even more stnking than the intemal 

restructurîng of Hungary and Czechoslovakia - namely, the disappearance of the Leagile 
of Nations, which was assigned supervisory functions under the Mandate Treaty. The 

Court held that the obligations were undertaken to secure the sacred tmst of civiliation 

referred to in Article 22: "Their 'raison d'etre' and original object remain6' l '  And so it is 

with the objects of the 1977 Treaty. 

59 Fisheries Jurisdrction KJntted Kin~dom v. Icelandl. Jrrrisdictian of rhe Court. Iirdment, I.C. J. 
Rewrts 1473, p. 3, at p. 17. 

50 Internatiorrd Sratus of South Wesi Africa. Advisorv minion, I.C. J. Remrts 1950. p. 128. 



8.75 Hungary claims that the provisions of Article 62( l)(b) are not part 

of cnstomq international Iaw, and therefure do nut govern the relations between itseIf 
and Slovakia in so far as its invocation of rebus sic staritibus is concemed. 

8.76 h any event, Slov&a is of the vicw that Article 62(l)(b) wap, 

indeed confirmatory of generd international law, and not a "new" element in the law 
relating to rebus sic stantibus. The drafting history of the Vienna convention shows that 

this provision appeared in the earliest of drafts6' and was consistently present, with small 
drafhg changes, through to the ILC's Final Dr& k c l e  59. The travaux further reveal 
no suggestions by ILC members or in the Sixth Cornmittee of the Generai Assembly that 
the requirement that finds its final form in ~rticle 62(l)(b) does not represent the 

customary intemationai law un the requirernents of rebus sic stantibus. 

8.77 In the Fisheries Jurisdictiori Case, the Court stated that Article 62 

of the Viema Convention "may in m y  respects be considered as a codification of 

existing customary ~aw"~'.  Later the Court stahd, in generd rems but u s i i  the 
essential wordig of Article 62(1)@): "in order that a change of circumstances may give 

rise to a ground for invoking the termination of a treaty, it is also necessary that it should 
have resulted in a radicd transfomation of the extent of the obligations still to be 
performed"64 . The Court clearly thought this principle of general application. The 
Court considered: "The change must have increased the burden of the obligation to be 
executed to the extent of rendering the Ferforniance something esseuiaIIy different h m  

that originally undertakenU6' . The politicai changes in Hungary and Slovakia did not 

make the treaty obIigations "essentidIy diEerent fiom those undertaken". 

8.78 Hungary is unable tu meet the reqrrirements of Article 62(a)(b), 

which is applicable both under the Convention and inder generd intermiund law, as the 

62 See, dr& Artrcle 22(2)(c)ii, 2nd Report of ~rofeççor Waldock, Yearbook of the Internationai 
Law Commission 1963, Vol.11, p.79. 

63 Fisheries Jurisdiction (United Kingdom v. Icelandl: Jurisdiction of the Court. Judgment, I.C.J. 
Reports 1973, p. 3,  at p. 18. 



interna1 political changes to which it dudes are idevarit to the exterit of the obIigatiuns 

still to be performed. 

8.79 Slovakia M e r  subrnits that a claim to temiriate by reason of 
rebus sic stantibus should be treated with the greatest reserve where the claiming party -- 
bas fuIfrIIed a modes~ part of its obligations to date, while the ot her party hs fiiEIled, at 

considerable effort and financial burden, neady al1 of the obligations incumbent upon it . 

8.80 Hungary's observation in its 1992 Declaration devoted to 

fundamental change, that "the importance of envirumental resources and values has 

increased not only in Hungary, but al1 over the world" is tme, but without any legal 
point. The 1977 Treaty is not a multilateral treaty. It has had fiom the outset its own 

monitoring and adjustment procedures that allow a flexible response to developing 
envirumental concerns and knowledge. The ESTC Cornmittee was at the heart of this 
constant review. The Jouit Commission appointed under the 1976 Boundq Waters 

Management Agreement dso had an important rule tu Reports of Ministers 
could be studied, national shidies could be exchanged6' . A State reriously interested in 

these environmental facrors wuuId amil itseIf of these techcal and scientik 

opportunities and not create a major enviromentd problem by its abandonment of work 

in the absence of any environmental guarantees or plans. 

C. Hungaw Has Demonstrated No Material Breach by 
Czechoslovakia or Slovakia under Article 60 

8.87 The alleged breaches identifrd by Hungary are twofold: a failure 

by Czechoslwakia tu fulfil itç duries for the protection of nature and water quality; and 

the introduction of Variant "C". 

66 *, para. 3.03, abve. 

67 Sa, paras. 834  - 8.94, kIow. - 
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The AIie~ed FaiIure tu ~ulf i j  Dufies for fhe Protection of 
Nature and Water OuaIitv 

fiilfil duties prescribed in the 1977 Treaty for the of nature and water quality, 
refening in partidar to Articles 15 and 19 of the ~ r e i t y ~ '  . Article 15(1) provides that 

the "Contracting Parties sMI ensure, by the means specied in the joint contractual plan, 

that the quality of water in the Danube is not impaired as a resuh of the construction and 
operation of the System of Locks". Article 19 proddes that the "Contracting Parties 
shall, through the means specified in the joint contractual pIan, ensure cornpliance with 

the obligations for the protection of nahire arising in:connecîion with the construction 
and operation of the System of t~cks" .  

8.83 Hungary has not yet specified in what ways these provisions have 
been violated. It appears to take the impairment of water quality and a failure to protect 
nature as a given fact inherent in the construction and operation of the G/N System; and 
to deduce from that unverified starting point a breach of treaty on Czechoslovakia's part. 
Slovakia has shown in Chapter III above the measuies agreed in the Joint Boundary 

Waters Commission for monitoring and improvirig water quality. 

8.84 As discussed in Chapter III ab{%, the 1985 Report of the Joint 

Boundary Waters Commission noted that 520 sewage treatment plants had been 

crinstmcted on the CzechosIovak side of the cornmon mreach of the Danube, and 77% of 

al1 sources of water pollution had their own sewage treatment facilities. The report also 
referred to Czechoslovak plans to constmct, between 1985 and 1990, 25 sewage 
treatment plants, and between 1990 and 1995, 95 more plants. The details, and the 

cornpanson with Hungéuian water sewage constmctions, are also to be found in Chapter 

III above. The figures cIearIy show that CzechoslovaZUa had in fact exceeded irs pIanned 

construction schedirle of sewage treatment plants. : 

8.8 5 The reports of the independent missions zuggest, regarding water 

quality, that there are some prublems, but probiems that could be overcome before the 

G/N System is put into operation. Furthermore these problems antedate the 1977 Treaty 



arrangements, and are not caused by the G/N Projea. So far as Variant "CR is 
concerned, the EC has been satisfied with water quality. The EC Working Group report 

of 2 Novernber 1993 found that in general no ground water quality changes could be 
identified after the damming of the Ilanube6' . 

8.86 As for the protection of nature, the 1977 Treaty does of course 

entai1 some changes which entail aiterations in the previous environmental status quo that 

affects scenery, vegetation, fish, mimals, dora and fauna. This was what Hungaty 

agreed to. But provisions were put in pIace to ensure the importance of rninimisxng h m  

on the one hand, and taking dl opportunitieç to improve the stafus quo ante> on the 

other70 . 

8.87 Slovakia has hlly complied with its obligations under Artides 15 
and 1 9 of the 1977 Treaty, in the sense that no impairment of water quality or disregard 
foi the protection of nature occurred by reason of the co~istnrction of t he Treaty S ystem 

or the putting into operation of Variant "Cu; and in the sense that SIovakia has pIayed its 
f u I I  roIe in ensuring this. Furthemore, there have in fact been certain erihancements of 

the situation as it was before the damming. 

8.88 Hungary asserts in its 1992 Declaration that its "facts" imply "the 

violation of (a) provision(s) essential to the accomplishment of the object and purpose of 
the treaty" within the rneaning of Article 60(3)(b) of the Vienna convention and that 

Hungary can thus invoke a materid breach of  a bilateral Treaty as a ground for 

terminating the ~ r e a t y ~ '  . 

8.89 Slovakia, fully up tu date in its crrrrent obligations, has fulfiIIed 

around 90% of rhe constmcrion obligations for which it was responsible, has adhered ro 

a l  monitoring requirements, and sought over the years to accommodate its parîner's 

inconsistent demands. It finds it breathtaking that Hungary should claim material breach 
by Slovakia. 

69 para. 5.56, above. 

ru Bee, para. 6.132, m., above. - 

71 Annex 17, p. 26. 
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8.90 Furiher, Hungq's invocation pf Article 60(3)(b) is shply no1 

8.91 The fact that some problems: have arîsen from time to time 

regarding water quality which require attention and adjustments, does not amount to a 

"materid breach". These adjustments are absolutely normal in a project of these 
dimensions. 

g.92 ArticIe 6Ot3) of the Vienna Convention dehes a materid breach 

as a repiidiation of the treaty riot sanctioned by the ;Convention, or the vîuIatiun of a 

provision essentid ro the accornpIisiiment of the uhject or purpose of the treaîy. The 

purpose of the 1977 Treaiy is specified in ArticIe 1 thereof. The ILC Commentary on 

the use of the term "matenai breach" rather than "fundamental breach" indicates that this 
permits reference to a wider range of purposep. ~ h e  wider range of purposes was the 
improvement of navigation, the provision of clean y d  inexpensive energy, and flood 

control. There has been no material breach whatever by Slovakia, and Hungary cannot 
pretend to have suspended and then terminated the 1977 Treaty under Artide 60 of the 

Viema Convention. 

The CIairn that Variant "C" Rearesenfs a Materia1 Breach of 
the 1977 Treatv 

8.93 Matedity of breach can only be tested by reference to the objects 
and purposes of the treaty (Article 60(2)(b)). The 1977 Treaty envisaged improvements 
in flood control, energy and navigation. Variant "CH, ;far from being action that violated 

the accomplishment of the object and purpose of the 1.977 Treaty, was the ody avaîlable 
vehicIe for accompliskng the object and purpose as nearly as possible. 

8.94 This has been elahorated at length in Chapter VI1 above. Variant 

"Cu caused no ham; closely approximated tu what wgs intended under the 1977 Treaty; 

and entailed a departure from what was envisaged in terms of the reduction of the size of 

12 Yearbook of the International Law Commission 1966, fro1.11, p.255. 
1 



the reservoir by confiring this to Czecholovak territory. Moreover, it was reversible. It 

could not have constituted a material breach in the sense of Article 60. 

8.95 Hungary had endeavoured by its earlier abandonment of work to 

render the 1977 Treaty inoperative. But, as Judge Lauterpacht reminds us in the 

AdmissibiIitv of Wearines of Petitioners Case: 

"Neither is it necessarily rendered impotent and inoperative as the 
resuIt of the action or inaction of one of the parties. It continues 
in being subjecr to adaptation ru circumstances which have 
arisen ." 

Variant "CH was such an adaptation - still directed exactly towards the achievement of 

the mutually agreed objects and purposes of the 1977 Treaty. 

8.96 H u n g q  cm o d y  IawfuIIy suspend or terminate the 1977 Treaîy if 

it cornes within the international Iaw principIes codified in Article 60 of the Viema 

Convention. Tu do so, it has tu show that Variant "C" itsdf constituted a material 

breach on the 1977 Treaty; and dso that this breach had occurred befure any Hrrngaîan 

response by suspending or terminating the Treaty. Hungary clearly cannot meet these 

conditions. 

8.97 It provides no grounds whatever for a purported termination by 

virîue of Article 60(3#b) of the Viema Convention. 

 SECTION^. Hungar~'s Actions Are Not LawfuI, Even As 
Cou ntemeasures 

8.98 SlovakiahasexplainedwhyitbelievesthattheViemaConvention 

provides the sole test for legality of suspensions and purported temination of a treaty. 

But even were that not so, Hungary's acts are not justified under international law. 

73 AdmrçsibiIily of Hearings of Petitioncrs bv the Cornmittee an Souih West Africa. Advisory 
Opinion. ICJ Reports, 1956, p. 23, at p. 49. 



A, If Countermeasures ArioIv At Al1 Within a Treatv 
ReIationshiu, in Respect of Measures AIreadv Rezulated 
under Artide 60 of the Vienna Convedtion, Thev Must Be 
Directed tu Certain Pumuses : 

8.99 Countermeasures are to be distinguished fiom punitive acts. As 
çuch they serve two possible functions, neither of which is applicable in the present case. 
The fist consists of acts designed to bring pressure on the defaulting State to persuade it 
to end its illegal behaviour and resume its legal obligations. It is imrnediately apparent 

that Hungary c m o t  bring itself within this category . : Slovakials Iegd obIigations are tu 

perîom what is required of it by the 1977 Treaty. ~ i e n  if it were accepted (which it is 

not) that Variant "C" is in breach of the 7977 Treaty, Hungary is rnost certainly not 

engaging in corrntermeasures in order to sKue cornpliance by SIovakia with the terms of 
that Treaty. All Hungary'a efforts over the years havé been directed to avoiding its own 

performance, and securing non-performance by ~lovakia too of its legal obligations. 

8.100 The second function of countenneasures is to re-establish an 
equilibrium between the parties". Slovakia has already contended that the specific 
provisions of the Vienna Convention reiathg to susiension and terminal ion of treaties 

necessarily provide the preconditions and mark the Iimits of any exercîse of 

countermeasirres. In the Air Services Amernerit C h ,  the arbitral tribunai found the 

suspension of a particular obligation to be of a coriective nature, airned at restoring 

equaiity between the parties75 . But in any event, it is plain that, even if suspension could 

be said to operate to re-establish equilibrium within a treaty relationship, termination 

cannot. It simply ends the relationship. 

8.10 1 Hungary does not clvm that its unlawful suspensions of the treaty 

in May-July 1989 were countermeasures. It daims rather that ifs decision tu terminate in 

May 1992 waç a countemeasure. But - even Ieaving aside the probIem of suspension 

and termination as countemeasures when they go beyond the provisions of Article 60 of 

the Vienna Convention - its termirration does not corne witkn either of the recognised 

74 See, Sicilianos, "The Relationship Between Reprisais and Denunciation or Suspension of a - 
Treaty", 4 European Journal of International Law (2993) 341 at 344. 

75 Case Concerning the Air  SeMces Amernent of 22 M a c h  1346, United Siares Y. Frmcef, 54 
internationai Law Remrts i 19791 p. 304 al p. 339, para.90. 



categories. It does not seek to secure Slovakia's cornpliance with the 1977 Treaty it is 
alleged to have broken - and indeed, Hungary had already declared the operation of the 

1977 Treaty suspended some two years carrier. Further, termination of the 1977 Treaty 

couId achieve ~ieither SIovakiais cornpliance with it nor the re-establishment of an 

quilibrium between the parties. 

B. If Countemeasures Aiirilv At Al1 Within a Treoitv 
Relationship in Respect of Measures already Re~ulated under 
ArîicIe 60 of the Vierina Convention, Certain Preconditiuns 
Must be Met 

There Must Bave Been a Prior Atternpt to Secure 
Rewaration, Which Bas Been Reiecfed 

8. f 02 This requirement was duded to extensively in the 1979 Report of 

the Special Rapporteur Professor ~ ~ 0 " .  The Commission cited the Naulilaa arbitration, 

which spoke ufreprisals being carried out "after an unfirIfiIIed demand - in response tu an 

act c o n t r q  tu the law of nations". Czechoslovakia has commined no act contrary tu the 

Iaw of nations. - Hungary has demandeci that Variant "Cu be not proceeded with. 

Czechoslovakia clearly agreed to desist if Hungary would itself resume its obligations 
under the 1977 Treaty; and has constructed Variant "C" so as to be reversible upon 
Hungary's return to the 1977 Treaty provisions. As one comrnentator observes, 

Professor Rîphagen in his drafi in 1985 was "iesponding to the concern to distinguish 

between the case in w k h  the situation created by the internationally wrongfiii act is 

ireversible, h m  one in which it is not"" . 

Determine the Existence of a Wï%~i~ful  Act 

8.103 Article I2 of Pm Two of the curent draft articles on State 

Responsibility proposes: 

76 
- Yearbook of the Intemational Law Commission 1979, Vol.11, Part 2, p. 1 16, paras.4 and 7. 

77 Alland, & 
LC Codrfrcation of Rdeç Governin~ Internationai Respo~5ibility, in 
C&cation of State Responsibility, eds. Spinedi and S i m a ,  < 1987) at 170. 
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" 1 . An injured State may not take cou~temeasures uniess : 

(a) it has recourse to a bindindthqd party] dispute settlement 
procedure which both the injured State and the State which has 
committed the international wrongful act are bound to use under 
any relevant trexty tu which they are piirtiea." 

1 

SIovakia notes as follows: Hungary is not "an injure! State" within Article 12(1) - it is 
Slovakia which h s  been injured by Hungary's conduct. Furîher, Hungary has nut 

foilowed the procedures envisaged under Article 271 of the 1977 Treaty fsee above,at 

paragraphs 6.153 et m.). These procedures, specifid to the 1977 Treaty and agreed to 

by both parties, are entirely different fiom the types d masures envisaged in Article 11 

of the IL€ articies. Nor has it waited for any dete-ation by the Court on the deged 
udawfulness of Variant "Cu and the remedy. For Hukgary s impiy  tu pronounce Variant 
"CM as "internationally wron@ll' and uniiaterally ~~roLeed to engage in countemeasures 

is exactly that type of abusive exercise of countennea~ures in a decentralised systern that 

has so womed many mernbers of the Sidh ~o-ttee - especially those from less 
powerful countries - when commenting on the ILC prbposals78. 

I 

The Countermeasure Mus* !Be Pro~ortionate to the Prior 
Breach of ObIigation I 

1 
I 

8.104 The requirement of proportion9ity is inherent in international law 

and specifically relevant to countermea~ures'~. But tbere has been no "prior breach" by 

Slovakia, because Variant "Clt represents only measirres agreed to by Hutlgq under the 

7% &, W o n  of the in~emational Law Commission. ~ 1 ~ ~ . 4 / 4 5 3 ,  12 May 1993, pp.23-30. For 
the contraçting views of a United States author supporting the adoption of a d e  "ailowing a 
state to implement countenngsures without risk of later liability when it acts upon a good faith 
belief that it is the victim of a breach, even though that belief later turns out to be erroneous in 
light of the results of an ahitration", see Darnrosch, 74 Amencan Journal of International Law 
(1980) 785-795. I 

79 NauIiIaa Arbitration, a~.cit., supra; and Repon of h e  Special Rapporteur, Y e x h o k  of the 
Internationai Law C o ~ s s i o n ,  1979, VoI.U, Part Two, p. 118, fn. 595. k, also, Rosenne, 
o~ .~ i t . .  supra, p.353: ".. restrictions rhat involve the propodonaliv pnnclple are valid juçt as 
rnuch for repris& as for the denunfiation or suspensie of a breached treaty". See. further, on 
the firm need for proporiionality in countermeasqes, Case con ce ni in^ the Air Services 
Agreement of 27 March 1946 (United States v. France) Case 54 International Law Reports, p. 
304 at p. 338. 1 



8.1 05 In my event, it is seIf evident that the purported termination of the 

1977 Treaty was not proportionate tu any alleged violation by Czechodovakia. The 
diversion of the Danube's waters was envisaged under the 1977 Treaty . The ody change 

has been a reduction in the volume of the reservoir by confining this to CzechosIovak 
territory only. But that fact is attributable solely to Hungary's non-performance of its 

obligations. Everyîhg else that has happened was intended to happen by the terms of 
the 1977 Treaty entered inro by Hungary. The fiamewurk of the Treaty was kept. 

Mureuver, and importmtly, the purportcd termination of the 1977 Treaty in May 1992 

occurred even before Variant "C" was findy put in place, when it was kIIy understood 

by Hungary that the measure was reversible, upon performance by Hungary. 

SECTION 6. Hungaw's CIaim as tu the Prioritv to be Accorded tu 
Subseauent Environmental Rules 

8.106 The nature of Hungary's claim, advanced under paragraph 6 of 

Part IiI of the 1992 Declaration, is not for the moment clear to Slovakia. In the first 

place, it is said to contain "reasons" for the termination of the 1977 Treaty, rather thah 

Iegd justifications. And in paragraph 7, which refers tu the cu-terminology of gruunds 

for suspension and guunds for termination under the Viema Convention, it is stated " 

[tlherefore it is sufficient here to refer to Chapter III, sections 3, 4 and 5 of the present 

Declaration" - but no reference is made to section 6.  

8.107 It is cuntended by Hungary that the d e s  of general. intemational 

law on env imen ta l  protection take precedence uver earlier or contras- treary 
provisions, and it relies on the principle uflex posterior dero~at le@ ~rîon. Iex specialis 

derogat l e ~ i  generali. The formulation chosen by Hungary is not that of jus coaens, 

presumably because Article 64 of the Viema Convention, which deals with jus cogens 
su~erveniens, was cIearIy not a mere codification of internat ional law. Hungary, having 

taken the position that it is not bound in respect of this dispute by the Vierina Corivenrion 
as such, but only by the generd internationa1 law as it codifies, is thus unable to amil 
itself of Article 64. In any event, it matters not, because Hungary wouId not be able to 

show the existence of relevant ju coaens superveniens. Hungary, having affirmed the 

1977 Treaty in al1 its substantive elements in February 1989, then suspended 



performance at Nagymaros in May 1989. Ir would thpî need to show the emergence of 
a relevant pre-emptory nom between February and May of 1989. 

I 

1 
8.1 08 In addition, Hungary wodd n$d tu show that a pertinent mle of 

jus CU- existed - that is tu say, a mie that is at onke speciEc* applicable to the facts, 

and generally accepted by the world comunity as Mailing within this very specid 
cat egory of general international law . i 

I 

S. 109 Faced with these dilemmas, ~ d n g a y  has apparently settled for a 

different claim: posterior derogat 1e~Î  priori. k sAecialis derogat eenerali. This 
daim is made without reference to the Viema ~onv4ntion. Slovakia aifims again that 

the Vienna Convention, representative for the most ph of customary international law, 

is the applicable law for the interpretation of the 1977 Treaty; and that the Vie- 
Convention is also applicable by vimie of the fact that l ~ u n ~ a r y  ffirmed the 1977 Treaty 
in February 1989, which was subsequent tu the entry into force for it of the Vienna 

I 
Convention. 1 

i 
! 

8.1 10 The principle of posterior/lex s~ecialis applies either to two 

general rules of international law, inter se, or to &O treaty provisions on the same 
i 

subject matter and bindiig on the same parties. The I latter is, of course, governed by 
Article 30 of the Viema Convention. Hungary appear$ I to say that the specific provisions 
of the 1977 Treaty are -to be set aside in favo~~r of suQsqtient mles un the protection of 

the environment. But treaty provisions are specific obligations inter se that rernain 

obligatory, even in the face of subsequent, contrary Nles of general international law. 
Hungary needs to show - but cannot - that a treaty b i n p g  on Hungary and Slovakia was 

concluded on thîs çubject matter &er 1977, and ,was incompatible with the 1977 

~ r e a t ~ "  . I - 

i 

8.1 1 1 In any event, the "lex specia1is"'said by Hungary to derogate from 
the 1977 Treaty is neither a lex specialis properly so cqlled, nor is its application apparent 

tu the current dispute. Hrrngary, in order tu justiQ w~pension in 1989, cites instmrnents 
pnor to that date: ! 

Sb Further, it will of courre be remernbered that the 1977 breaty was &ectively atfirmed as late as 
6 Febniary 1989 by the arnending Protocol of that date.! 

1 



- Principle No. 4 of the Stockholm DecIaration of 1972 that : 

"Nature conservation, Încluding wild' life, rnust therefore receive 

importance in planning for economic developrnent . " 

Principle No.3 of the World Charter for Nature adopted by the 

Generd Assembly in 1 972, that : 

"Special protection s h d  be given tu unique areas, tu represent 

sampIes of al1 d i r e n t  %es of ecosystems and the habitats of 

rare or endmgered species" and that the conservatiori of nature 

must becorne an integral part of the planning process. 

- The Brundtland Report8' that : 

"States shall maintain ecosystems and ecological processes 
essential for the functioning of the biosphere, shall preserve 
biological diversity, and shall observe the principle of optimum 
sustainable yield in the use of living natural resources and 
ecosystems. " 

8.1 12 SIovakia makcs the FolIowing observations: 

F A ,  these instruments are dI at most "sufi Iaw", md reflect a deveIoping 

consensus about the importance of envirumental factors in decision making. Indeed, 
the Introduction to the Brundtland Report emphasises the aspirational nature of its work, 
referring to the principles as those "which ought to be in place now or before the year 

2000". These instruments do not constitute discrete binding rules of international law - 
still less peremptory noms that could bnng Article 64 into play. 

Second, they are of a considerable generality, and certaidy do not 

ccinstitute a "lex speciaIisI1 that could derogate h m  the 1977 Treaty. 

81 Emm Group on Enviromenfa1 Law of the WorId Commission on Environment and 
Development. EnvironmentaI Protection and SustaimbIe DeveIo~ment , Legd Principleç and 
Recornmendations, 1987. 



Third, in any eveni, even were they\ fim and ~pecific pronsiom oi 
international Iaw, rhey would not derugate fiom treaty provisions agred inter 
between the parties. i 

i 

I 
Foufih, the principle of kx specialis béroeat kgi eenerali operates as a 

ph~ipleofinterpretation;~ of i n ;  it does not operate to suepend and terminate a treaty. To 
suggest otherwise is to confuse not only the pnnciple of general international law with 
the subject matter of Article 30 of the Vienna Conveqtion, but to confuse each of these 
with the suspension provisions in Section 3 of the ~ienba Convention. 

I 
I 

Finally - even were al1 this not so - the principles do not necessitate the 

abandoment of the 1977 Treaty. These important en$ronmentd considerations cm be 
1 

met within the 1977 Treaty. The monitoring provisions are exacrly directed to ensuring 

that these enWonmental factors are fully taken aiFouount of Moreover, Slovakia's 
continuing concent for such crucial matfers as water duality and quan~iiy in the Danube 
is shown by its participation in preparations foi a Watb Management Reg% and in the 

PHARE project. None of these has suggested t+t the environment can only be 

protected by abandoring the G/'N Project and leaving it in its present unfinished state. 
i 

8.1 13 Hungary's actions have already eaused massive h m  tu SIovakia - 
and ham directed to the heart of its essentid interests. / SIovakiais essentid interests Iie in 

being able to protect its people h m  flooding, to ptovîde them with slean energy at 

affordable pnces, to improve navigation conditions, t( ensure the proper quaiity of their 

drinking warer and a decent environment tu live in. Hungary's unIawfuI suspension and 

denunciation of the 1977 Treaiy hits rtt the hem of these essentid interests - and hits 

further through seeking to render without object the huge investments made by 
Czeçhoslovakia and Slovakia. Slovakia, a struggiing new democracy, is severely 

damaged in providing for the essential life-needs of its people. 

1 

8.114 It is not for Hungary to detendne what are the essential interests 
of Slovakia that require protection. It is extra~rdinar~, arrogant and unacceptable for 

Hungary tu deciare in its 1992 Declaration th& Hungary's perception of "imminent perd" 



is equally true for the Slovak side d the Danube and: "Cansequentiy the termination of 

the Treaty would not seriously impair an essential interest of the Czech and Slovak 

~ e ~ u b l i c s " ~ ~  . 

8.115 SIovakia concIudes that none of the grounds advmced by 

Hungary for slispending and terminahg the 1977 Treaty is sustallted by the objective 

scientific fact s, or dIowabIe under iritemtiond law. 





9.01 The essence of SIovakia's case against Hungary lies in its claïrn that 

Hungary deliberately breached the 1977 Treaty. The case is not one in which there is a 

controversy over whether the conduct of one Party did or did not, as a matter of treaty 

interpretation, constitute a breach. The suspension, abandonment of p e r f o m c e  and 

purported termination of the 1977 Treaty by Hungary were al1 a matter of public record and 

communicated to Czechoslovakia in the clearest possible termsl . Thus, as shown in Chapter 
VI, a p a  facie breach was clear. And, if Hungary had no legal justification for these 
breaches, of the 1977 ~ r e a $ ,  they necessady entail the international responsibility of 
Hungary. 

9.02 The consequence of that breach is equ* cIear. In the now dasac 

formulation of the Permanent Court in the Chorzow Factory Case. 

"The Court observes that it is a pnncipIe of international Iaw, and even a 
general conception of law, that any breach of an engagement involves a duty 
to make reparation. . . The esseritid principIe containecl in the actrrd notion of 
an illegal act ... is that reparation must, as far as possible, wipe out A1 the 
consequences of the illegal act and re-establish the situation which would, in 
aii probability, have existed if that act had not been committed3 ." 

9.03 The question is, therefore, what specific remedies is Slovakia entitled 

to, if the reparation due to Slovakia is to wipe out the consequences of the breach? 

1. DecIaration that the 1977 Treatv Remains a Treatv in Force, and 
that Humam Aded Without LegaI Justification in Sus~endirtg~ 
Abandoning ifs Performance and Purpartina to Terminate the 
Treatv 

9.04 It is cIear that such a declararion is absoIuteIy essential tu any 

resoIution of the dispute between the Parties. At the heart of their dispute lies the daim by 

Hungary that it is enritled to set aside the 1977 Treaty and regard it as Iawfirlly terminated. 

1 See, Chapter IV, above. - 
2 See, Chapter VIII, above. - 
3 Factory at Chorzow. Merits. Judment No. 13. P.C.I.J.. Series A, No. 17, at pp. 46-47 



Hunpary's excuse for non-performance rests on the vie4 that the 1977 Treaty-is no longer in 
1 

force. So this issue must be resolved by the Court. l 
1 

9.05 Situarions have faced the Court /n the past in which 'a &&mg of the 
j 

validity and eEectiveness of an international agreement was essentid tu a resoIrition of a 

case. Thus the Court's Advisory Opinion on the statu; of South-West &a, in affinring 
that the tenitory remained under Mandate, necessaily kejected South Afiica's plea that the 

Mandate Agreement, as a treaty, had lapsed4 . So, tob, in the Hostaeu caseS the Court 

found Iran in breach of the Viema Conventions of 1961 and 1963, and the Convention on 
the Prevention and Punisliment of Crimes against 1nter&tiondy Protected Persons of 1973, 

even though Iran regarded these treaties as inapplicable6;. In the Free Zones of U~per  Savov 
and Gex case7, the Permanent Court rejected on the 'facts the French plea that the treaty 

arrangements of 1815 had lapsed because of the principle rebus sic stantibus. In al1 these 

cases, since the status or relevance of the treaties was a prîrnary elernent in the dispute, any 
resolution of the dispute required the Court to rnake a! declaration as to the validity of the 
treaties in question. Slovakia is entitled to such a deblaration as a necersary pari of the 

I 

rernedy of satisfaction. 1 
l 
1 
l 

9.06 Indeed, in a case ruch as the p s ~ n t  iit would be impossible to dispose 

of the contentions of the Parties without determini& the validity of the justifications 

advanced by Hungaty for its suspension, abandonmentl and purported termination, and the 

curent statlrs of, the 1977 Treaty. Al1 the remedies clkmed by Slovakia require the Court 

to express a finding on those points. The whole quesiion of a breach of the 1977 Treaty 
! 

4 International Status of South West Africa. Advisorv hinion. I.C.J. Renom. 1950, 128 al 132. 
Although, in that case South Afnca did not argue that it. had a right to terminate the agreement, as 
Hungary does in the present case. 

1 

5 United States Diplornatic and Consular Sm in Tehran. Provisional Measures Order of 15 
December 1979, I.C.J. Revorts. 1979, p. 7 at para. 41 and, see, also, United Strttes Diplornatic and 
Consular S t a E  in Tehran. Judment. I.C. J. Reports 1980: p. 3, at para. 90. 

6 Iran regarded the Ireaues as inapplicable in the cirmstances of the case, rather than void or 
terrninated, but nonetheless the eflect of the Court's judgmenl was to hoId those ueaties valid and 
appIicabIe in the cirmstariceç. 1 

7 Fr= Zones of Upper Savov and the District of Gex, Judment. 1932 P.C.I.J. Series. NB N0.45 al 
p.%. The Court held Fmce had failed 10 show t haî 18 I5 Treaty arrangements were premised 
on the absence, in 18 15, of any ms~om duties al Genwa su that the imposirion d mch customs 
constituted a fundamefihi change in the coridrtions obraihng in 181 S. 

I 



assumes that, at the time of Hungaq's purported termination, the Treaty was in force. 
Mureuver, Slovakia does not seek a pure deciaratory judgment, without more, su that its 

application to the Court might mn the risk of being declared without further object8 . The 

purpose of the ddaratiun in this case is prwisely to found its daims for further remdies, as 

d l  appear below. 

9.07 Siovakia's enfithent to my fum of reparation pre-supposes that 

Hungary is in breach of an international obligation, and th& îhe Court su finds. A 

declaration to this effect is a perfectly normal part of the judicial function, but it is not a 

declaratory judgment simpliciter which Slovakia seeks,. but rather a determination of breach 

as the necessary pre-condition ru the further orders as to the cunduct required of Hungary to 

make reparatiun for the breach, including Hungary's IiabiIity to pay damages for tha i  breach. 

9.08 Thebreachesinquestionarebreaches ofthe 1977 Treatyand ofthe 

interrelated agreements, and these have been separately identified and explained in Chapter 
VI. As wiI1 be recaIIed, they are the following. 

A. * 
1977 Treatv During Mav-October 1989 

9.09 Hungary's first unilateral and unlawful "suspension" came on 1 3 May 

1989, initialIy in relation to the wotk at Napparas (and ostensibly for a twa month periad), 

but then on 20 JuIy the suspension was extended tu Hungary's work at Gabekovo and for a 

further period &il 3 1 October 1989. Then, during 1989, the breach was aggravated by 

reason of Hungary's decision to extend the suspension for an indefinite period. On 30 

October 1989 Hungary informed Czechoslovakia that it had abandoned the GiN Project in 

respect of the Nagyrnaros section. 

8 This point refers to the Couds judgmmt in Nriclear Tests {Australia v. France) Judnrnent. I.C.J. 
Repom, 1974,253, at pp. 270-272. 





"Cessation of wrone;fiil conduct 

A State whose conduct consfitutes an internationdly wronmI act having a 
continuirig chwacter is under the obligation to cease that conduct, without 
prejudice to the responsibity it has already uicurred" ." 

9.14 Acceptance of the obligation of cessation as a separate obligation 
(&, sepetrate h m  other forms of reparation) can be seen in the Court's jurisprudence. In 
the ~ostages Case the Court decided that Iran : 

" . . . must immediately teminate the unlawfd detention.. . of United States 
nationals now held hostage in Iran, and must immediately release each and 

12 !O everyone and entrust them to the protectyig power.. . . 

9.15 In the present case the obligation of cessation is of particular 
importance, because there is evidence that Hungary intends to compound its breach of the 

7977 Treaty by embarking upon measrrres designed tu undo the modesr measure of 

performance of the 1977 Treaty which H u n g q  had compieted prior tu its breach. The 

Hungarian Parliament on 7 July 1993 decided to ailocate a budget of 800 million Forints 
(USS7.8 million) for 1993 to hance  the dismantiing of the coffer dam, built at Nagymaros, 

as part ofthe agreeù GN Project under the 1977 Treaty. A note of protest dated 13 July 

1993 was sent by Slovakia (and a copy transmined tu the Court on 4 August 1993)'~ . From 

this fact dune it is clear that SIovakia runs the risk that H u n g q  wiII aggravate the breach 

by continuing acts which violate its treaty obligations. The situation therefore merits an 

order fiom the Court in quite general terms that Hungary must cease al1 acts or omissions 

whtch are incompatible with a bona fide execution of its'treaty obligations. 

I I  Repon of the I.L.C. on the Work of irs 45th Session (1993) G.A. Off. iW. 48th Sess. Suppi. No. IO 
(A1481 IO), p. 132. 

12 United States Diplornatic and Consular Staff in Tehran. Judment I.C.J. Reports. 1980, p. 3 at 
pp.44-45. In the Rainbow Warrior Case the Court of Arbitration noted that, for the obligation of 
cessation to apply, the primary obligation breached by the respondent State's conduct must remain 
in force: b i t r a i  Award of 330 April 1 990, 82 International Law Reports, 500 at 572-3, paras. I 13- 
114 of the Award. 
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i 

B. Restitution in Kind 4 
i 
i 
I 

9.16 In many cases - of which the present case is an example 
excellerice - mere cessation of a wrong is not enou& in itself, and concrete, positive steps 
are required of the wrongdoing State in order to bnng (bat State back into cornpliance with 
ita legai obligations. The remedy is not Iimited to the restitution of property. It extends to 

cover everything that needs to be done by the wrongdohg State to restore the condition of 

legality and, where this requires a party to fum an obligation of which that party stands in 

breach, the remedy will ernbrace an order that the barty must specifically perform its 
obligation. In the preîenr case it covers everything that bust be done by Hungary to fun its 

obligations under the 1977 Treaîy. As fomulated id the current draft Arllcle 7 of the 

ZnteniationaI Law ~ommission~~, the remedy is the fulldwing: 
1 
i 

"Restitution in Kind i 
I 
1 

The injured State is entitled to obtain fioh the State which has committed an 
internationalIy wongfuI act restitution in! End, that is, the re-est ablishment of 
the situation that existed before the wrqrigful act was committed, provided 
and to the extent that restitution in kind: i 

i 
a) is not materially impossible; i 

b) would not involve a breach of an 'obligation aisimg fiom a perernptory 
nom of general international Iawi 

1 
c) wouId not involve a burden out fifaII proportion tu the benefit which 

the injured State wouId gain from obtaining restimtion in kind instead 
of compensation; or I 

cl) would not senously j eopardise t hk political independence or economic 
stability of the State which has committed the internationally wrongful 
act, whereas the injured State would not be similarly affected if it did 
not obtain restitution in kind." ! 

! 

9.17 The International Law Commiksion I found restitution tu be the 

primary remedy, a view that reflected the Judgment 'in the Chorzow Facton, Case, the 
practice of States, and arbitral decisionsl'. in relation to a breach of treaty there is the 

14 G.A. Off. Rec. 48 Sess. Suppl. No. 10 (A/48/10), p. 130. : 
! 

15 Ibid pp. 153-156. In its Commentary the Commission cites the Factow at Chorzow Merits, - 
Judmnent No. 13, P.C.I.J. Series A. No. 17, al p. 48, @ a  Senes of aibitrd awards (at En. 119). 

! 
1 

1 
i 
I 

: 
j 

: 
b 

- 



further consideration that the party injured by the breach necessarily seeks, as its prirnary 
remedy, the performance of its treaty obligations by the delinquent State. If the grimary 

remedy were to lie in damages or compensation this wouid be tariramount tu diowing the 

delinquent State tu "buy" itseIf out of those treaq obligations. Tt would mean that a State 

could always violate a treaty provided it was prepared to pay for the privilege. It would 
negate pacta sunt servanda, which presupposes performance, and replace it with the precept 

that a State unwiiiing tu perform msy, even if it has no valid reason not to perforrn, pay 
compensation. 

9.18 As draft Article 7 makes clear, the duty to make restitution is not 
absolute, but in fact Hungary cannot show that its excuses for non-performance faIl within 

the perrnitted exceptions. Provisu (a) cannot apply, because performance of the 1977 Treaty 
is perfectIy possible. Proviso @) is equdIy inapplicable. If the 1977 Treaty did, in fact, 

violate a peremptory nom cxîsting in 197716 the Treaty would be a nullity, and Hungary 

would have sought to declare the Treaty nul and void: but in fact Hungary sought first to 

suspend, then to abandon its performance and then to terminate the Treaty. And Hungary 

dues not, and cannot, identi@ any new peremptory norm, arising post-1977, which could 

jusîi& these actsT7. 

9.19 Similarly, proviso (c) cannot apply, for the benefit to Slovakia in 

having the 1977 Treaty implemented is very geatls, and a realistic view would see that same 

implementation, not as a "burden" to Hungary but as a substantial benefit. That was 

Hungaryts o m  view, necessarîIy, when Hungary negotiated the 1977 Treaty. States do nor 
vciluntarily enter into treaties in which the burdens oumeigh the benefits. 

Rosenne, Breach of Treatv, Cambridge, Grotius, 1985, p.124 explains the cmcial role of 
"reinstatement of the performance of the treaty" as a remedy for breach. To the same effect see 
P.M. Dupuy, "La Responsabilité dans le systkme international: definition et fonction," 23 
Col l~u ium of rhe Société Francaise pour le Droit Internaiional Ge Mans. 1990) at p. 14, 
emphasising that "La mise en oeuvre de la responsabilité vise aussi B la restaurntion de ia Ié~aIite 
internationale. " 

16 See, above, Chapter WiI, for a Mler discussion of this point. - 

17 The distinction between a violation of a nile of jus conens as a basis for invalidating (or nullwng) 
a treaty, and as a ground for temination, is seen in Articles 53 and 64 of the 1969 Vienna 
Convention on ttre Law of Treaties. 
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l 

9.20 Finally, proviso (d) rnust be diamissed as inapplicable. A treaty 

voluntarily entered into cannot be regarded as jeopardising the political independence or 

aconomic s t a w  of a party because the parties themielves, in entering into the treaty, have 
made the judgement that ihis is not so. Accorduiply, the remedy of restitution is fuUy 

applicable and Slovakia has no hesitation in seeking an ,order h m  the Court that will require 

Hungary to fulfl its obligations under the 1977 Treaty in full. 

1 

W. Comriensation 
1 
4 

I 
9.21 The ri@ of an injured party to daim compensation, or damages, as a 

residuai cl& ro çover dl the loss or damage which c+ot be met by restitution is clear. In 
the terms of Article 8 of the International Law Commission 1 draft: 

1. The injured State is entitled fo obrain From the State which has 
coMmrtted an internationdy y-rongful act compensation for the 
damage caused by that act, if a d  to the extent that the damage is not 
made good by restitution in kind. 

I 

2. For the purposes of the pres4nt anide, compensation covers any 
economicdly assessable damagk susrained by the injured State, and 
may include interesi and, where I appropriate, Ioss of profits." 

9-22 A daim for compensation is "th; most usual form of reparation" l9 and 

"should be cornmensurate with the loss, so that the injured party may be made w h o ~ e " ~ ~ .  
! 
\ 

9.23 Once the wrong ir establish&, and assuming that the link of 

causaiity2' is also proved, so that the damage cm clearly ! be shown to have resulted h m  the 

19 Factow at Chonow Merits. Judment No. 13. P.C.I.I. Series A, No. 17. at p. 47. 

20 Lusitarria Case, U.S.IGermany Mixed CIaims Cd'mmission 7 United Nations Reoom of 
InternaiionaI Arbitral Awards 32, cited coussi rat-Coustèrr and Eisemann, Répertoire de Ia 
Jurisprudence arbitrale, Vol. II, p. 527. 

21 See A148110, p. 171, para.6, where the International Law Commission supportç itç preference for 
causaliîy rather than the distinction between "direct" p d  "indirect" damage, citing with approval 
the U. S./Geman Mxed Claims Commission: 

l 



wrung, the injured party is entîtIed tu those damages as of r i~h t :  no question of discretion is 
involved, hence the Commission's deliberate choice of the phrase " is entitled". In its 

Commentary, the Commission ernphasised that 

"damages must be M y  paid in respect of injuries that have been caused 
immediately and exclusively by the wrongful a&"=. 

9.24 In the present case, as Chapter VI1 of the Mernorial has show, the 
breach by H u n g q  Ied uItimateIy tu the adoption by CzechosIovakia of Vafiarit "C". Had 
Hungary perfomed its treaty obligations, the constru~tiun of Vanant "Cu wuuid have been 

umecessary. 

9.25 Nor was Czechoslovakia lefi with any real choice. Faced with 

Hungary's recalcitrance, Czechoslovakia had the alternatives of either accepting the breach 
as a total fmstration of the whole GM Project - and in effect abandoning as total waste the 
immense work and massive capital expenditures aiready invested - or attempting to salvage 
whatever was possible of the work already curnpleted, in a manner consistent with the 

original aims of the two parties, and without making the reaiisation of the onginal scheme 
pemanently impossible. Czechodovakia made the latrer choice not simpIy because it was 

the prudent choice, both financîdly and practicaIIy, but aIso because the law dictared that 

choice. 

9.26 For Czechoslovakia was bound by law to "mitigate its damagesW2'. 
Czechoslovakia could not sirnply abandon the totaiity of its investment and incur not only 

that loss but any further losses arising from floodig, damage to agriculture, disruption of 
transport and reliance on energy sources in default of the energy expected From the G/N 

Projed. The cumulative total of such losses would have been astronomicd. In trying to 

"Il rnatters no1 how many Iinks there may be in the chin  of carrsation comecting Germany's act 
wiih rhe Ioss çustained, provided t k r e  is no break in the chain and the Ioss cm be cIeariy and 
definitely tracai, Iink by Iink, to Germany's act" - Admin iç~t ive  Decision No.11: VII United 
Nations Reports of Inrernationd AhitraI Awards, pp. 23-30. 

22 m d ,  p.175. &, ais0 Cornbacau "La responsabilité internationale" in TIireq, Droit International 
miblic (1984), at p.711. 

23 This duty can be postulated as a general principle of law; see, G.H. Treitel, Remedies for Breach of 
Contract: Odord University Press, Oxford, 1988, 179-192, citing the 
common law systems, German and French law. 



I 
recover such losses h m  Hungary, Czechodovakia wohld alrnost ceitaidy have encountered 

the objection that it had failed tu miiigate its lusses b i  taking masures on its own t e ~ t o r y  

tu utiIise the investment it had dready made. 4 

9.27 The heads of damage have already been outlined in Chapter VI, for 
they flow from and relate directly to the Treaty breached by Hungary. 

1 

9.28 However, at this stage of the i case Slovakia does not request the 

Court to do more than find that Hungary is in breach of the 1977 Treaty, idenhfy the rpecific 

breaches, and declare in quite general tems that Hungaiy is liable tu pay compensation for 
dl the lasses and damage to Slovakia caused by thosk breaches. It is Slovakia's view that, 

given the complexiry of the case, it is not »asonable to aîk the Court tu do mure at thie 

stage. The assesment and quantifcation of compensation c m  best be left tu the second, or 

subsequent phase of this case whm, perhapr with tge assistance of technicd experts, the 

Court can tum to this final aspect of the case. For the, Parties, too, the postponement of the 

pleadings on quantification will have advantages. ~ n t j l  such time as the Court has ruled on 

the preliminaiy questions of breach and responsibility, the Parties may find dificulty in 
focussing their pleadings and CO-ordinating the colleition of data on the precise questions 
which the Court's judgment will indicate as relevant to  I quantification. Thus Slovakia would 

formaiiy request the Court to receive evidence on, and determine the actud amounts of 

compensation to be paid, in a subsequent phase ofthe case. 

9.29 This course of action is hIIy in :accord with- the Court's own practice. 
In the Fisheries Jurisdicrion the Court said: j 

" In order to award compensation the Court c h  only act with reference to a 
concrete subrnission as to the existence and. the amount of each head of 
damage. Such an award must be based on, precise grounds and detailed 
evidence concerning those acts which have b e y  cornmitted .... It is only afler 
receiving evidence on those matters that the Court can satisfy itself that each 

! 

24 Fisheries Jrrriçdiction flederal RepubIic of G e m m  ir. IwIandj, Merits. Judment,LC. 1. Reports, 
1974, 175 at p. 204, para. 76. See, alsu, Cork C h m i l  Merirs. Jrrdment I.C. J. Reports, 1948, p. 4 - 
at p.36: "The Ca m... reserves for further cansi+raîion the assessrnent of the mount of 
compensation...", and Case Concemine, Militani and Paramilitan Activities in and Agaimt 
Nicaragua Micarama v. United States of Americal. Merirç, ludment. LC.J. R e m ,  1985, p. 14 at 
pp. 142-143. 4 

1 
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concrete claim is well founded in fact and in law. It is possible to request a 
gerieral dechration establishing the pnnciple that compensation is due, 
provided the daimatlt asks the Court to receive evidence and tu determine, in 
a subsequent phase of the same proceedmgs, the amount of damage tu be 
assessed. " 

9.30 It is Slovitkia's submission that such compensation, when eventually 
assessed by the Court, must include both interest and loss of profrts. As the International 
Law Commission has noted, "iriternationd practice seems tu be in support of awarding 

interest in addition to the principal amount of compensationn". As the Commission funher 
notes, the same general recognition hm been accorded tu the legitimaq of a daim for Ioss of 
profits, and the qualifying words "where appropriate", used in drafk Article 8, paragraph 2, 

reflect only the position that the right to claim loss of future profits (h may 
not be appropriate in al1 cases. No such qualification arises in relation to the loss of profits 
ocsuning prior tu judgment (damnum e m e ~ ~ e n s ) ~ ~ .  

9.3 1 Accordingly, Slovakia's claim for darnages will embrace the heads of 

damage itemised in the following sub-sections. These are given at this stage for purposes of 

illustration oniy. SIovdûa will, at a subsequerit stage of theae proceedings, itemise and 

explain each head of damages, jiistifying the amorrnts claimed. 

9.32 Moreover, at this stage important elements of any quantification 

remain matters to be determined. Assuming the Court orders &II restitution and H u n g q  

complies by returning to f i I I  compIiance with its obligations under the 1977 Treaty, when 

will the entire Project, conternplated in the Treaty, be completed? The point is important 

because the delay - highiy prejudicial to Slovakia in financial terms - will end only on that 
date. 

25 Oo. cit., (A148/10), p. 184, para.25. For a comprehensive w e y  of the literature and the practice on 
the awarding of interest, sec Arangio-Ruiz, Second Report on State Responsibility. AfCN.41425,9 
lune, 1983,57-58, paras. 77-105. He Ends only one case (the Montiio Case(1875) 2 Moore 1427) in 
rvhich interest was no1 awarded. 
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9.33 Nevertheless, by way of iiiustratibn, the fiBures given below can be 
used as general guides to the kind of damages Slovaki* has, and will have, incurred. The 

costs (losses) enurnerated in sub-sections A-D belowj occurred prior to the puning of 
GabCikovo into operation by memî of the provision@ solution. Their occumnw in 

subsequent years was eliminated by Variant "C". 1 

I 

V. The Losses Caused to Slovakia i 

1 

1, Losses Caused tu Slovakia in thé GabEikovu section 

A. Costs incurred durine 1990-1992 bv CzechosIovakioi in 
protecting the structures of the G/N Proiect and adiacent areas 
due to Hungaw's non-oerformance 

9.34 Because d t h e  delay, resulthg from Hungary's breach, it was 

impossible to fiIl the rerervoir and the bypars canai wiih water on the agreed date. Thus 

Czechoslovakia was compelled to expend considerable sums to protect the reservoir and the 

canal and associated stnictures until such time as, following the completion of Variant "CH, 

the complex could be fiiied with water as planned : I 

a) Repeated deaîng away of vegetafion g r o ~ h  
before fiIIing the reservoir i 57 million CSK 

! 
b) Increased maintenance of çeepage I 

canal slopes and inter-dyke areas I 82 million CSK 

c)  Protection of the headwater canai botiom I 

from vegetation growth I 65 million CSK 

d) Protection and repair of the 
4 

bitumenous sealing of canal slopes ! 28 million CSK 

e) Anti-flood protection of the ! 
stnictures (waterproofing elements) 1 I 1 34 million CSK 

f )  Preservation of the technoIogicaI . 
I 

and hydrotechriicaI equipment and 
bringing it into an operational 
state again ! 168 million CSK 

i 

g)  Charges for extended temporw I 

occupation of land 1 90 million CSK 



h) Costs for pumping water into the 
intempted water-courses, anti- 
flood protection, transport of 
citizens, insurance, protection 
of structures 

i) Iocreased overhead costs, additional 
smdies and research 

50 mi~lio~i CSK 

30 miIIion CSK 

B. Costs of rnaintaining the old bed of the River Danube pending 
the availabilitv of the new canal for navigation. 1990-1992, due 
to Hungarv's non-performance 

9.35 The delay caused by Hungary's unlawfùl suspension and termination 
forced Czechos~ovakia to maintain the old riverbeci open for navigation until such time as 

Variant "CM was completed and the new bypass canal opened. Czechoslovakia thus faced 
additional costs as follows: 

a) Dredging of fords and 
rnaintaining navigation Ianes 
rkm 181 1-1851.7 

b) Exte~ided rnarking of navigation 
Ianes in the HruSov-Palkuvilovo 
sector 

c) Extension of the deepening (by 
dredgirig) of Bratislava port 

d) Pumping of Danube water into 
a water-suppIy arm 

e) DeIivev of water tu the Zitni 
Ostrov canals - 

f) Continuous revision and 
monitoring of structures 

37 million CSK 

2 miIIion CSK 

17 miIIion CSK 

19 miIIion CSK 

17 miIIion CSK 

22 million CSK 

g) Control measurements before 
filling lock supervision 0.8 million CSK 

21 CSK means Czechoslovak Koruna (crowns). In 1992 1 US$ = 29.50 CSK. 





a) Finishing of stmctures on Czechoslovak 
tenitory by Czechodovakia in place of 
H u n g q  (incIudig research and 
design works) 

b) New dyke separating the original 
bed of the Danube from the reduced 
reservoir between bypass canal and 
Cunovo plus conneciion between 
hriovo weir and the rîght side 
dyke 

416 million CSK 

853 d i o n  CSK 

c) Weir system at h o v o  ( I st phase) 936 &on CSK 

d) Dam closiig the Danube bed 297 million CSK 

~ o t d ~ '  2,502 d i o n  CSK 

2. Losses Caused to Slovakia in the Nawmaros Section 

with the Namrnarus section of the Proieet 

9.38 Because the water level was not impounded due to the failure of 
Hungary to complete the Nagymaros section of the Project, the beneficial impacts on 
navigation and the agricuitural use of the water expected since 1392 did not uccur. The 

Iosses incrrrred by Slovakia cm be evduated as foiIows: 

a) Loss of expected ship tr&c 
on the Vah river 

b) Costs of pumping water for 
irrigation 8 miIIion SK 

c) Losses due to limited access 
to K o m h o  Port 8 8 million SK 

a There will be m e r  costs. For exmpIe, a second phase Io the weir system and arixifiarfr 
navigation Iock at Cunovo is under consmaion, and estimated ro #sr 3,63 1 miI.SK {SK means 
SIovak Koruna - Crom. As of 10 Febnr;iry 1494 1 U S  = 32.6% SK). And the equiprnenr of the 
p w e r  -station at Ciuiovo, nmssary to mitigate energJr Iosses, wiII  cost a m e r  406 mirrion SK. 



Increased costs due to 
restriction on shipping 
between Sap (PalkoviCovo) and 
Nagymaros (partial unloading of 
vessels, restncting ship 
tonnage- Ioss of utilisation of 
Bratislava and K o M u  ports due 
tu navigational "botiIe necks") 

e) Flood protection (tailrace 
canal) 

Total for each year29 

Should the Nagymaros section remained uncomplete$ for a longer period, significant 

additional investments would be needed to substitute the effects of the irnpounded water 
1eve13*. 1 .  

I 

I 

3. Loss of EIectricitv Production , 
9.39 The original 1977 Treaty envisaged an average annual production at 

Gabfkovo of 2650 GWh and at Nagyrnaros of 1025 GWh. Mer 1993, that is when 
1 

I 
29 The lomw {osts) which a p p w  in 1993 are expected to ~ I I X  a n r i d y  mtiI the completi~n of the 

Nagpxros section of the Project. 
30 Such invesmentç would include, for example: 1 

1 

a> construction of the Topolmiq 
weir on the Md9 Danube 

bf construction of new 
pumping stations and canais 
for irrigatiDn (Iefi Danube 
river bank) 

C) regdation measures on the 
Ipei' and facilities for 
irrigation of 16500 ha of 
adjacent lands 
- ~ Y O  weirs with pmping stations 
- irrigation cands 

d) makrng the esvrrary of rhe 
Vah river navigabie 
- Guta river step 
- the deepening and 

regulation of the VAh riverbed 
e) costs of purnping imgation 

ivater after implementing b) and c) 

1 

I 178 million SK 

I 

1 
172 million SK 

860 million SK 

466 million SK 
! 
I l 21 million SXJyear 



Nagymaros came into operation, the majority of the GabEikovo output would be as peak, or 

semi-peak production. 

9.40 However, due to the non-construction of Nagparus, it is not 

possible to gear the operation of GabEikovo towards peak production. Moreover, GabEikovo 
has not even achieved the level of base power production anticipated in the 1977 Treaty 
during its first years of operation. 

9.41 This is dire to various factors arising diectIy h m  Hungary's 

breaches. For exarnple, the dred@ng downstream of Sap (FdkoviEovo) has nut been c h e d  

out by Hungary, which has reduced the height of the GabEikovo step and, therefore, the 
power produced. At the same time, due inter alia to the absence of regulation measures in 
the old herbed (dso fonning a part of the Hungarian share of works), an increased 

discharge into the old Danube of up tu 400 m31s has been chamelled into the old riverbeci 
instead uf50-200 m31s as provided in the Joint Contractual Plan. This has Ied to a reduction 

of flow through the GabEikovo turbines. 

9.42 In tems of the 1977 Trenty schedule, as based on the 1977 Mutual 

Assistance Agreement, Slovakia's 50 % allocation of power generated (in GWh} during the 

first years of operation of GabErlrovo and Nagymaros was tu be the following: 

GabEkovo 199 15 13 1523 1325 

Nagymros 128 512.5 

Total GhJ 1 99 1513 1651 1837.5 

This would give an overall total for the first four years of operation of 5200.5 GWh. 

9.43 This takes into accorrnt the fact that Czechuslovakia was tu receive 

1022.5 GWh from the Hungarîan share during the first three years of operation. The dates 

for the coming into operation of the system (1986-1989) were, of course subsequently 

modified by the 1983 Protocol. This in turn, was replaced by the 1989 Protocol which 

provided that Gabëikobo should start production in 1990 and Nagyrnaros in 1992 . But the 

1989 Protoc01 maintained the principre that, in addition to its own share of electricity 



production, Czechodovakia would receive duing the years 1990-1992 the amount of 
1022.5 GWh fiom the Hungarian share. I 

9.44 By means of the irnplementatjon of Variant "C", Slovakia has 
siiccessfdly pruduced a limited amornt of eIectricity at GabEikuvo. This amouuted to 223 

GWh in 1992 and 1963 GWh in 1993, giving a totaI of 2 186 GWh. But, even if SIovakia 
keeps the whole of Hungary's share of energy, its loss bcurred during the four year period 
of 1990-1 993, assuming production in line with the 1977 Mutual Assistance Agreement 
schedule, amounts to 5200.5 GWh less 2186 GWh, that is 3014.5 43%. 

9.45 In rems of GnmciaI foss, the &nage is very high due to the non- 

production of far more valuabIe peik quality electric~ty. This loss wili continue -into the 

future, as although average yearly production at GabEikovo will be 2100 GWh, the value of 
this will be much less than the value of the peak, simi-peak and base power to which 
SIovakia is entitIed under the 1977 ~reatyf'. I 

! 

9.46 In bruad tems, therefore, eveni if Hungary fuifils its 1977 Treaty 

comrnitrnents in due course ci, if Nagymaros is brought into full production by the year 
2000), its breaches will have caused Slovakia very considerable losses; 

i 
9.47 If Nagpwos is a built, and SIovakia is forced to continue reIying 

on Variant "CM to irnplemerit the 1977 Treaty, the energy productibn at GabEikovo is likely 

to go no higher than 2100 GWh per year during its lifetime. The lietirne of hydroelectric 
power stations can conseniatively be estimated at 50 years. Even if Gabëikovo operates at 

fuii capacity during such period, but producing energy ;without taking advantage of a peak 

production cycle, the furrire losses over the next 50 yevs will be prodigious. The lusses of 

SIovakia wiII mureuver be increased by invesrment and operarion costs of rneasrrres that 

su bstitrrte for the non-existent Nagymaros. 1 

31 The rmaii amount produceci at Eunovo, (222 GWhiyear, !rom 1996) can be discounted, itr value 
being used to re-pay the costs of the machnery and equipment installai there. 

1 



On the basis of the evidence and legal arguments presented in tbs Mernorial 
and r e s e ~ n g  the right to supplement or amend its claims in the light of further written 

pleadings, the Slovak Republic 

Reqrrests the Court tu adiudge and declare : 

1. That the Treaty between Czecboslovakia and Hu~igary of 16 September 1977 

concerning the construction md operation of the GabCkovo~agymaros Sysrem of 

Locks, and related' instruments, and to which the Slovak Republic is the 
acknowledged successor, is a treaty in force and has been so from the date of its 
conclusion; and that the notification of termination by the Republic of Hungary on 19 

May 1992 was without legd effect. 

2. That the ReprrbIic of Hu~tgary was not entitled to suspend and subsquently abandon 

the works on the Nagparos Project and on that pan of the GabEkovo Prciject for 

which the t 977 Treaty attributed responsibility to r hc RepubIic of Hungary. 

3. That, the act of proceeding with and putting into operation Variant "C", the 

" provisionai solution", was lawful. 

4. That the Republic of Hungary must therefore cease forthwith al1 conduct which 

irnptdes the full a d  bona fide impkmentatian of the 1977 Treaty and must take al1 

necessary steps to hlfil its own obligations under the Treaty wirhout funher dday in 

order to restore compIiance with the Treaty. 

5 .  That,inconsequenceofitsbreachesofthe1977Treaty,theRepublicofHungaryis 

liable to pay, and the Slovak Republic is entitled to receive, full compensation for the 
loss and damage caused to the Slovak Republic by those breaches, plus interest and 
loss of profits, in the amounts to be determined by the Court in a subsequent phase 

of the proceedings in this case. 

(Signed) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Dr. Peter Tom ka 
Agent of the SIovak Repubat: 




